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SUBJECT INDEX OF BILLS INTRODUCED

ABBREVIATIONS USED
AEAs  area education agencies
ATVs  all-terrain vehicles
CAFOs confinement animal feeding operations
CAT  Community attraction and tourism
CINA  child in need of assistance
CSAC  College Student Aid Commission
DALS  Department of Agriculture and Land Stewardship
DAS  Department of Administrative Services
DHR  Department of Human Rights
DHS  Department of Human Services
DIA  Department of Inspections and Appeals
DNR  Department of Natural Resources
DOE  Department of Education
DOJ  Department of Justice
DOR  Department of Revenue
DOT  Department of Transportation
DPH  Department of Public Health
DPS  Department of Public Safety
DVA  Department of Veterans Affairs
DWD  Department of Workforce Development
EMS  emergency medical services
G.A.  General Assembly
ICN  Iowa Communications Network
IPERS  Iowa Public Employees’ Retirement System
MCOs  managed care organizations
NRC  Natural Resource Commission
OWI  operating while intoxicated
REAP  Resources Enhancement and Protection
RIIF  Rebuild Iowa Infrastructure Fund

911 SERVICES
Death or serious injury, failure to report, failure to assist. **SF 243.** Approved 6-9-21.
911 service charges, use of funds. **SF 249** - companion to **HF 407** - both similar to **SF 538.**
911 abuse, civil action. **HF 421** - same as **HF 821.** **HF 821** approved 5-10-21.
911 service boards, department of homeland security. **SF 392.**
Local emergency management commissions, 911 service boards. **SF 2153** – similar to **SF 2298.** **SF 2298** approved 5-23-22.
Public safety answering point report. **HF 2436.** Approved 4-21-22.
ABANDONMENT
Land banks, improvement to dilapidated properties. SF 100 - similar to SF 590.
Groundwater protection fund, use for abandoned buildings, city eligibility. SF 113 - same as SF 443.
Abandoned properties, counties acquiring title. SF 225 - similar to SF 426 and SF 554, which are same. SF 554 approved 4-30-21.
Abandoned vehicles, notification requirements. SF 232 - similar to HF 650. SF 232 approved 3-22-21.
Garbage searches, right to privacy. SF 2111 - same as SF 2296. SF 2296 approved 4-21-22.

ABATEMENT

ABORTIONS
Informed consent. HF 53 - same as HF 383 - both similar to HF 2119 and HF 2389, which are similar.
Right to abortion, constitutional amendment. SJR 2 - similar to HJR 5. HJR 5 sent to secretary of state 5-19-21.
Life at conception. HF 267.
Abortion medication. HF 331.
Abortion, heartbeat. HF 403.
Abortion, alternative. HF 515.
Abortion ban after twelve weeks. SF 377 - same as SF 2029.
Abortions, reducing. HF 570.
Abortion information reporting, public dashboard. SF 508.
Nonconsensual termination of human pregnancy. HF 2206 - same as HF 2372. HF 2372 approved 5-23-22.
Abortion complications, statistical reporting. HF 2210.
Abortion abolition, court decision. HF 2289.

ABSENTEE VOTING, see also ELECTIONS
Electronic absentee ballots, accessibility. SF 53 - companion to HF 322 - both similar to HF 2075 and HF 2426, which are similar.
Absentee voting period. HF 27.
Ongoing absentee voter. HF 137.
Absentee ballot deadlines. SF 115.
Vote recounts, early voting. SF 382.
Elections, voting periods, absentee ballot drops, delivery. SF 413 - companion to HF 590. SF 413 approved 3-8-21.
Elections omnibus, procedure for constitutional amendments. SF 568. Approved 6-8-21.
Absentee ballots, mailing. HF 2006.
Absentee ballots, voter identification. HF 2049.
Elections omnibus. SF 2343 - companion to HF 2526.

ABUSE, see also ADULT ABUSE
Abuse of a corpse. **HF 18** - same as **HF 282. HF 282** approved 5-10-21.

Sex abuse education. **HF 245.**

Ambulatory surgical center, certification or accreditation. **HF 2388** - similar to **HF 2584.**

Termination of lease. **HF 2479.**

**Animals**

Rabbits raised for meat, mistreatment. **SF 85.**

Animal mistreatment, inspections, seizure process. **SF 302.**

**Children**

Child death, investigation of family. **HF 7.**

Department of family stabilization and preservation. **HF 186.**

Sexual abuse prevention, children. **HF 192** - same as **HF 414** - companion to **SF 270.**

Child protective services, call-in. **HF 538.**

Child abuse, physician networks and physician systems. **HF 2092.**

Victim testimony, hearsay exception. **HF 2221** – similar to **SF 2329.**

Sexual exploitation, schools. **HF 2385.**

Board of educational examiners. **HF 2505** - same as **HF 2567.**

**Domestic Partners**

Domestic assault, intimate partners. **HF 174.**

Child custody, shared parenting. **HF 202.**

Worker sick and safe time. **HF 275.**

Domestic abuse, consent decrees. **HF 450** – **SF 428** - **SF 512** - **HF 825** - all companion. **HF 825** approved 5-2-22.

Domestic abuse. **HF 740.**

Marital sexual assault. **HF 742.**

Domestic abuse, expungement for dismissals. **HF 2140** - similar to **HF 2419.**

Domestic abuse risk assessment. **HF 2362** – companion to **SF 2365.**

Domestic abuse, victims rights. **HF 2478.**

**Elders**

Elder abuse, dependent adult abuse. **HF 2112.**

**ACCIDENTS**

Death or injury from vehicle accident, failure to remain at scene. **SF 301** - similar to **HF 524** and **SF 449,** which are companion. **HF 524** approved 6-16-21.

Vehicular accident reporting requirements. **HF 2195.**

**ACQUIRED IMMUNE DEFICIENCY SYNDROME**

Human growth and development education, LGBTQ inclusive. **HF 2448.**

**ADMINISTRATIVE CODE**

Administrative rules. **HF 254.**

National code references, executive branch. **SF 281.**

Administrative rules, clean up. **SF 582** - similar to **HF 856.**

**ADMINISTRATIVE RULES**

Administrative rules, corporations. **HF 453.** Approved 5-20-21.
Failure to timely file administrative rules, penalty. **HF 809** - same as **HF 854**.
Health care facilities, violations. **HF 2172** – companion to **SF 2168**. **HF 2172** approved 5-2-22.
Para-educators as substitutes. **SF 2291** - companion to **HF 2493**. **HF 2493** vetoed 6-17-22.

**Nullification**, see also **NULLIFICATION RESOLUTIONS**
Administrative rules. **HF 254**.

**ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF**
Rent reimbursement. **HF 368**. Approved 4-12-21.
ABATE Iowa toy run sale, resolution. **HJR 10**. Approved 4-30-21.
Department of administrative services, required reports. **SF 315**. Approved 4-30-21.
Administration and regulation appropriations. **SF 594** - similar to **HF 867**. **HF 867** approved 5-24-21.
Administration and regulation appropriations. **HF 2565** – similar to **SF 2385** and **HF 2590**, which are companion. **SF 2385** approved 6-17-22.

**Human Resources**
Travel authorization, executive branch employees. **SF 314** - companion to **HF 529**. **SF 314** approved 3-8-21.
Interns, state employment. **HF 2284**.
State employees, paid parental leave. **HF 2285**.
State employee sick leave, COVID-19. **HF 2335**.

**Infrastructure**
Departments and agencies, office space acquisition, reports. **HF 139** – companion to **HF 314** and **SF 323**. **HF 314** approved 5-10-21.
WWI soldier Martin Treptow monument on capitol grounds. **SF 227** - companion to **HF 511** and **SF 418**.

**ADOPTION**
Adoptions, work leave. **SF 7** – similar to **SF 362** and **HF 724**, which are companion.
Adoption tax credit. **HF 100** - same as **HF 369**.
Abortion, heartbeat. **HF 403**.
Court reporters, adoption hearings. **HF 433** – companion to **SF 440**. **HF 433** approved 4-30-21.
Adoption, state public defender. **HF 589** - same as **HF 743**. **HF 743** approved 6-8-21.
Adult adoptee access to birth certificate. **HF 723** – **SF 559** - **HF 855** - **SF 589** - all companion. **HF 855** approved 5-19-21.
Adoption, home study waiver. **HF 2074** - similar to **HF 2414**.
Guardian ad litem. **HF 2113** - similar as **HF 2474**.
Child care assistance, programs under purview of DHS. **SF 2171** - companion to **HF 2252**. **HF 2252** approved 5-24-22.
State employees, paid parental leave. **HF 2285**.
ADULT ABUSE
Elder abuse, assault, theft, exploitation. SF 202 - companion to HF 353 - both similar to SF 522. SF 522 approved 6-15-22.
Dependent adult abuse, caretakers. SF 300 – similar to SF 450. SF 450 approved 4-30-21.
Elder abuse, dependent adult abuse. HF 2112.
Child care assistance, programs under purview of DHS. SF 2171 - companion to HF 2252. HF 2252 approved 5-24-22.
Termination of lease. HF 2479.

ADULT ENTERTAINMENT
Human trafficking, child exploitation. HF 288.

ADVERTISING
Schools, pharmaceutical advertising. HF 237.
Pharmaceutical advertising prohibition. HF 396.
Promotional material, cars. HF 615.
Attorney advertising. HF 702 - same as HF 832.
Advertisements along interstates. SF 548 - companion to HF 792. SF 548 approved 4-12-21.
Campaign communications. HF 2047.
Consumer data protection, controllers. SF 2208 - similar to HF 2506.
Out-of-state companies, workforce advertising prohibition. SF 2251.

ADVISORY BOARDS
Student youth advisory council, elimination. HF 409.

ADVOCACY, see also RESIDENT ADVOCATES
Long-term care ombudsman policy, appropriation. HF 118 – companion to SF 429.
Campaign finance. HF 2514.

AFFORDABLE CARE ACT, see PATIENT PROTECTION AND AFFORDABLE CARE ACT

AFRICAN AMERICANS
History of migration of refugees elective. HF 878 – HF 879 - HF 880 - all similar.

AGENTS

AGING, DEPARTMENT ON
Long-term care ombudsman policy, appropriation. HF 118 – companion to SF 429.
Livable homes, modification for elders, grant program. SF 201.
Livable homes program. HF 506.
Nursing home visitation shelters, tax credit. SF 502 - similar to SF 2108.
Health and human services appropriations. SF 606 - similar to HF 891. HF 891 approved 6-16-21.
Health and human services appropriations. HF 2578. Approved 6-14-22.

AGRICULTURAL LAND
Local governments, farmland leases. HF 394.
Levee and drainage districts, assessment deductions. HF 395 - SF 267 - HF 643 - all companion.
Farm ground leases, conservation. HF 457.
Animal operations, unauthorized cameras. HF 775. Approved 4-30-21.
Solar panel fields on agricultural land, separation. SF 2127 - similar to SF 2321.
Property tax, conversion of CRP land. HF 2164.
Levee and drainage districts. HF 2391 - similar to HF 2551.

AGRICULTURAL LAND TAX CREDIT
Beginning farmer tax credit. HF 242.

AGRICULTURE
Direct-to-consumer food sales. HF 319.
Equipment dealership agreements, supplier right of termination. HF 556 – companion to SF 454. HF 556 approved 4-30-21.
Agriculture, climate change task force. HF 2382.
National agriculture week. SR 108. Adopted by Senate.
Designating February 1 as George Washington Carver day. SF 2380.
Approved 6-16-22.

AGRICULTURE AND LAND STEWARDSHIP, DEPARTMENT OF
Farm-to-school policy, appropriation. HF 239.
Double up food bucks grants, healthy eating, appropriation. SF 273 - companion to HF 437.
Agriculture department omnibus. HF 482 – same as HF 827 - both similar to SF 359 and SF 578. SF 578 approved 6-8-21.
Agriculture climate change planning, task force. SF 376.
Agriculture and natural resources appropriations. HF 860 – similar to SF 598. HF 860 approved 6-2-21.
Agriculture omnibus, choose Iowa program, motor fuels. SF 2230 - HF 2439 similar and both similar to HF 2572 and HF 2581 which are the same.
HF 2581 approved 6-21-22.
Agriculture, climate change task force. HF 2382.
Ag and natural resources appropriations. HF 2560. Approved 6-17-22.

Animal Industry
Animal mistreatment, inspections, seizure process. SF 302.
Animal feeding operation, covered structure, qualified operations, digesters. HF 522. Approved 6-8-21.
Animals, commercial establishments. HF 705.
Animal operations, unauthorized cameras. HF 775. Approved 4-30-21.
Confined animal feeding operations (CAFO). **HF 2305.**
Clean water commission, clean water checkoffs. **HF 2534.**

**Commodities**
Local food and farm program council. **HF 2322.**
Vehicle weight, harvesting. **HF 2536.**

**Crops and Seeds, see also GRAIN**
Hemp affirmative defense. **HF 548.**
Hemp production, acreage restriction. **HF 2070 – HF 2088 - SF 2110 - HF 2380** - all similar. **HF 2380** approved 4-21-22.

**Dairy Industry**
Dairy processing revitalization program. **HF 2308** – companion to **SF 2290** and both similar to **HF 2433.**
Dairy product sales, unpasteurized milk deregulation. **SF 2309.**
Clean water commission, clean water checkoffs. **HF 2534.**

**Fertilizer and Pesticides**
Neonicotinoid pesticides, prohibiting usage. **SF 52.**
Dicamba ban. **SF 66.**
Neonics, prohibit usage. **HF 501.**
Private pesticide applicators, peer review. **SF 482 - companion to HF 782.**
**SF 482** approved 3-22-21.

**Fuel**
E-15 infrastructure cost-share incentives. **HF 477.**
Ethanol mandate, biodiesel, infrastructure. **HF 629** – similar to **SF 481** and **SF 549**, which are same.
Biofuel, tax credits. **HF 859.**
Renewable fuels. **HF 2128.** Approved 5-17-22.
Ag and natural resources appropriations. **HF 2560.** Approved 6-17-22.

**Inspections**
Iowa underground storage tank fund, repeal. **HF 645** - same as **HF 838** - both similar to **HF 2337.**
Butcher licensing, personal use exception. **SF 2245.** Approved 4-21-22.

**Licenses**
Hemp affirmative defense. **HF 548.**

**Meat and Poultry**
Beef and pork products, notice of country of origin. **HF 240.**
Clean water commission, clean water checkoffs. **HF 2534.**

**Secretary of Agriculture**
Farm ground leases, conservation. **HF 457.**
Local food and farm program council. **HF 2322.**

**Soil Conservation**
Abandoned mine remediation, lead mines. **HF 725.**
Soil and water districts, commissioner vacancies. **HF 2312.**
Conservation, farmland rental agreements. **HF 2528.**
Statewide soil resource monitoring. **HF 2587.**

**Water Quality**
Crude oil disaster prevention and response fee. **HF 168.**
Capitals appropriations. HF 862 – similar to SF 600. HF 862 approved 6-8-21.
Conservation, farmland rental agreements. HF 2528.
Clean water commission, clean water checkoffs. HF 2534.
Ag and natural resources appropriations. HF 2560. Approved 6-17-22.

AIRCRAFT AND AIRPORTS
Sales tax exemption, airport repair services. SF 109 – same as SF 150.
Income tax apportionment, freight services. SF 456.
Airports, site approval requirements. HF 2124 – companion to SF 2140.
 HF 2124 approved 4-21-22.
Aerial hunting for feral hogs. SF 2182.
Aircraft, special certificates, sales tax on parts. SF 2370. Approved 6-14-22.

ALARM SYSTEMS
Carbon monoxide alarms, standards. SF 55.

ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
Beverage container control. HF 151.
Beverage container control, bottle bill, wholesaler reporting. HF 152 – companion to SF 565.
Alcohol distribution parity, resale. SF 2172 - companion to HF 2379.
Beverage container control, bottle bill, handling fee, penalties. HF 2440.

Licenses and Permits
Liquor control licenses. HF 25.
Beverage container control, repeal. HF 156.
Entertainment zones, surcharge. HF 213.
Alcohol server training. HF 297.
Class C liquor control licenses. HF 384. Approved 6-8-21.
Alcohol licensing, restaurants. HF 469.
Barge-based distillery, address filing requirement. SF 370.
Alcohol, third-party delivery. SF 408 - similar to HF 766. HF 766 approved 5-10-21.
On-premises liquor license, rebate on 2021 renewal. SF 411 - similar to SF 542 and SF 602, which are same.
Spirits, direct shipment. HF 639.
Native wine manufacturers, on-premise consumption. HF 768. Approved 5-20-21.
Alcohol tax, office of drug control policy. HF 885.
Intrastate alcohol delivery. HF 2108 - similar to HF 2525.
Native distillery licenses. SF 2120 – SF 2220 - HF 2314 - all similar.
Native wineries, native spirits. HF 2247.
Manufacturing mixed drinks. HF 2249.
Alcohol licensing reform. HF 2301 - similar to HF 2531.
Alcoholic beverage control licensing. SF 2350 - similar to SF 2374. SF 2374 approved 6-7-22.

ALIENS, see also IMMIGRANTS
Employment of unauthorized aliens prohibited, e-verify. SF 84 - same as SF 339.
Workers' compensation payments to alien dependents. SF 414.

ALLOWABLE GROWTH
School supplemental state aid and equity, allowable growth. SF 269 - similar to HF 438. SF 269 approved 2-23-21.
Allowable growth of 2.25% for schools. SF 2204 - similar to HF 2316. HF 2316 approved 2-17-22.
School district funding supplement. HF 2315.

ALL-TERRAIN VEHICLES (ATVs)
Hunting, fair chase. HF 95.
Utility terrain vehicles, registration. HF 140.
All-terrain vehicles, county highways. HF 800 – SF 2114 - HF 2130 - all similar. HF 2130 approved 6-13-22.
Off-highway vehicle parks. SF 2102.
Vehicle fees. HF 2235.

ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE
Alternative health care. HF 404.
Terminally ill persons, experimental treatment. HF 2010 – companion to SF 2117 - both similar to HF 2203.

AMBULATORY SURGICAL CENTER
Ambulatory surgical centers, hospital admitting privileges. HF 115 – companion to SF 274 - both similar to HF 735.
Ambulatory surgical centers, consumer education. HF 116 – companion to SF 276 - both similar to HF 2248.
Ambulatory surgical centers, certification. HF 117 – companion to SF 275.
Ambulatory surgical center, certification or accreditation. HF 2388 - similar to HF 2584.

AMMUNITION, see also WEAPONS
Ammunition feeding devices. HF 129.
Turkey hunting, shotguns. SF 2138 – similar to HF 2370 and SF 2334. SF 2334 approved 5-24-22.

AMUSEMENT VENUES
Amusement rides, operator age. HF 92 – SF 114 - HF 558 - all companion. HF 558 approved 4-30-21.
Amusement concessions, video games, license applications. SF 345 - companion to HF 785. HF 785 approved 5-10-21.

ANATOMICAL GIFTS
Organ donation incentive program. SF 336. Approved 5-10-21.

ANIMAL AGRICULTURE COMPLIANCE ACT
Animal feeding operations compliance, combining operations. SF 1.
Animal feeding operation, qualified operations, digester. **HF 287.**
Confinement feeding operations, moratorium. **SF 282** - companion to **HF 440.**
Animal feeding operation, covered structure, qualified operations, digesters.  **HF 522.** Approved 6-8-21.

**ANIMALS**
- Emotional support animals, housing. **HF 90.**
- Working animals, prohibition on local regulations. **SF 483.**
- Animal operations, unauthorized cameras. **HF 775.** Approved 4-30-21.
- National Therapy Animal Day resolution. **HR 12.**
- Service animals, misrepresentation. **HF 2068.**
- Service and assistance animals, reasonable housing accommodation. **SF 2093** - similar to **HF 2486.**
- Chiropractors, treatment of animals. **SF 2212.**
- Clean water commission, clean water checkoffs. **HF 2534.**

**Cruelty**
- Rabbits raised for meat, mistreatment. **SF 85.**
- Permissive veterinary reporting, liability immunity. **HF 623** – companion to **SF 2135** and both similar to **HF 2429.**
- Animal husbandry practices. **SF 435.**
- Animal torture. **HF 2104.**

**Diseases and Research**
- Veterinarian technicians, rabies shots. **HF 726.**
- Animals retired from research facilities, adoption program. **SF 2260.** Approved 5-23-22.

**Facilities, see also ANIMAL AGRICULTURE COMPLIANCE ACT**
- Animal feeding operation, qualified operations, digester. **HF 287.**
- Animal mistreatment, inspections, seizure process. **SF 302.**
- Transporting livestock, interference. **SF 421** - companion to **HF 655.** **HF 655** approved 4-12-21.
- Animals, commercial establishments. **HF 705.**
- Confined animal feeding operations (CAFO). **HF 2305.**

**Pets**
- Dogs, specific breed bans, prohibition. **HF 59** – **SF 143** - **HF 2211** - all similar.

**Wildlife**
- Hunting, black bears. **HF 22.**
- Black bears, protected. **HF 2118.**

**ANNEXATION**
- Drainage districts. **HF 575.**

**ANTIQUES**
- Antique snowmobile registration. **HF 2050** - similar to **HF 2348.**
- Repair of older vehicles, service estimates. **SF 2084.**
- Vintage vehicles, single license plate. **SF 2336.**
Antique electric vehicles, registration fees. **SF 2382.**

**APPEALS**
Unemployment benefits appeals, district court. **SF 187.**
Pro se defendants, filing of documents. **HF 2222 – companion to SF 2185.**
**HF 2222** approved 6-13-22.

**APPOINTEES**
State judicial nominating commissioners, confirmation by senate. **SF 399.**
Appointment confirmations by senate. **SF 423 - similar to SF 2263.**
Senate confirmation of appointees, deferral. **SR 6.** Adopted by Senate.
Senate confirmation of appointees, deferral until 2022. **SR 7.** Adopted by Senate.
Confirmation of new ombudsman. **SCR 103.** Adopted by Senate.
Confirmation deferrals, next G.A. **SR 119.** Adopted by Senate.
Postponing senate appointee confirmations. **SR 120.** Adopted by Senate.

**APPRaisalS**
Fire insurance, appraisal clause. **HF 2299.**

**APPREnticeships**
Internships, externships, and apprenticeships tax credit. **HF 12.**
Barbering apprenticeships. **SF 350 - companion to HF 599 - both similar to SF 494 and HF 807, which are companion.**
Apprenticeship training, contact hours. **HF 559 – companion to SF 484.**
**HF 559** approved 4-12-21.
Apprenticeships, licensing authorities. **SF 424.** Approved 5-20-21.
Apprenticeship incentives. **HF 2013.**
High school apprenticeship program, teaching. **HF 2351.**

**APPRopriATIONS**
Long-term care ombudsman policy, appropriation. **HF 118 – companion to SF 429.**
Long-term care ombudsman appropriation. **SF 200 - similar to HF 474.**
Supplemental appropriations, new personnel system. **SF 284.** Approved 2-23-21.
Supplemental state aid, additional for in-person. **HF 439 - same as HF 532.**
Child care dependent tax credit. **HF 668.**
Administration and regulation appropriations. **SF 594 - similar to HF 867.**
**HF 867** approved 5-24-21.
Economic development appropriations. **SF 595 - similar to HF 871.**
**HF 871** approved 6-8-21.
Capitals appropriations. **HF 862 – similar to SF 600.** **HF 862** approved 6-8-21.
Health and human services appropriations. **SF 606 - similar to HF 891.** **HF 891** approved 6-16-21.
Block grants appropriations. **SF 614 - similar to HF 895.** **HF 895** approved 6-8-21.
Standing appropriations. SF 615 - similar to HF 894. SF 615 approved 6-9-21.
Office of state-federal relations, appropriation. HF 2027.
Levee study extension. HF 2116 - same as HF 2517. HF 2517 approved 6-13-22.
Home loan program fund, housing renewal program fund. SF 2211.
Military home ownership program, appropriation. SF 2264.
Administration and regulation appropriations. HF 2565 – similar to SF 2385 and HF 2590, which are companion. SF 2385 approved 6-17-22.
Capitals appropriations. HF 2579. Approved 6-17-22.
Standing appropriations, instructional support aid. SF 2384 - companion to HF 2589. HF 2589 approved 6-21-22.
Aging, Department of
Livable homes, modification for elders, grant program. SF 201.
Health and human services appropriations. HF 2578. Approved 6-14-22.
Agriculture and Land Stewardship, Department of
Double up food bucks grants, healthy eating, appropriation. SF 273 - companion to HF 437.
Agriculture and natural resources appropriations. HF 860 – similar to SF 598. HF 860 approved 6-2-21.
Ag and natural resources appropriations. HF 2560. Approved 6-17-22.
Blind, Department of the
Education appropriations. HF 868 – similar to SF 596. HF 868 approved 6-8-21.
Education appropriations. HF 2575. Approved 6-17-22.
College Student Aid Commission
Education appropriations. HF 868 – similar to SF 596. HF 868 approved 6-8-21.
Mental health provider loan forgiveness. HF 2137 – SF 2195 - HF 2549 all similar. HF 2549 approved 6-13-22.
Worker training, tuition grant appropriations. SF 2150.
Teacher loan repayment program. HF 2181.
College access. HF 2278 - same as HF 2553.
Nonprofit employer recruitment loan repayment program. SF 2244.
Iowa for all college corps program. HF 2350.
Criminal justice, police science last-dollar scholarships. SF 2273.
Education appropriations. HF 2575. Approved 6-17-22.
Cultural Affairs, Department of
Economic development appropriations. HF 2564. Approved 6-17-22.
Economic Development Authority
Small business relief grants, appropriation. SF 325.
Teleworker incentive program, grants for remote worker expenses. SF 491.
Beginning food farmers. HF 2550.
Economic development appropriations. HF 2564. Approved 6-17-22.
Education, Department of
Iowa reading research center funding. HF 246 - similar to HF 734.
Mental health support in schools, appropriation. SF 398 - similar to SF 2163.
Experiential learning grant program, business partners, appropriation. SF 518
- similar to SF 2243.
Education appropriations. HF 868 – similar to SF 596. HF 868 approved
6-8-21.
School district funding supplement. HF 2315.
Teacher shortages, practitioner prep, salaries, task force. SF 2368.
Education appropriations. HF 2575. Approved 6-17-22.

Federal Funds
Farm-to-school policy, appropriation. HF 239.

Human Rights, Department of
Community action agencies, supplemental appropriation. SF 157.

Human Services, Department of
Restaurant take-out, electronic benefits transfer program. SF 147.
Food bank appropriation. SF 153.
Abortion, alternative. HF 515.
Health and human services appropriations. SF 606 - similar to HF 891. HF
891 approved 6-16-21.
Juvenile detention home fund, appropriation. SF 2270.
Pregnancy support, maternal postpartum coverage. SF 2354 - similar to SF
2381.
Health and human services appropriations. HF 2578. Approved 6-14-22.

Judicial Branch
Judicial branch appropriations. HF 864 – similar to SF 597. HF 864
approved 6-8-21.
Judicial branch appropriations. HF 2558. Item vetoed 6-17-22.

Justice, Department of
Justice system appropriations. HF 861 – similar to SF 599. HF 861 approved
6-8-21.
Justice system appropriations. HF 2559. Approved 6-17-22.

Management, Department of
School funding. HF 2223.
Class size reduction, appropriation. SF 2221.

Natural Resources, Department of
Agriculture and natural resources appropriations. HF 860 – similar to SF
598. HF 860 approved 6-2-21.
Natural resources education and recreation for youth. HF 2029.
Ag and natural resources appropriations. HF 2560. Approved 6-17-22.

Public Defense, Department of
USS Iowa commissioning, appropriation. HF 2002 – SF 2050 - HF 2147 -
SF 2175 - all companion. HF 2147 approved 6-13-22.

Public Health, Department of
Local public health agencies, supplemental appropriation for pandemic. SF
199.
Public health capacity. HF 898.
First responders, naloxone fund. **HF 2323** - similar to **HF 2573. HF 2573** approved 6-13-22.

Health and human services appropriations. **HF 2578.** Approved 6-14-22.

**Public Safety, Department of**

Community law enforcement enhancement fund, grants. **SF 446** - similar to **SF 2184.**

**Regents, Board of**

Cybersecurity simulator. **HF 2361** - similar to **HF 2555.**

Education appropriations. **HF 2575.** Approved 6-17-22.

**Transportation, Department of**

Welcome signs along highways, appropriation. **SF 404.**

Transportation appropriations. **SF 592** - similar to **HF 863. SF 592** approved 6-8-21.

Transportation appropriations. **HF 2557.** Approved 6-17-22.

**Veterans Affairs**

Health and human services appropriations. **HF 2578.** Approved 6-14-22.

**Workforce Development**

Child care challenge fund, DWD appropriation. **SF 186.**

Boxing, mixed martial arts, and wrestling. **SF 495** - same as **SF 585.**

Return-to-work incentives, appropriation. **SF 2161.**

Economic development appropriations. **HF 2564.** Approved 6-17-22.

**ARBITRATION**

Collective bargaining restoration. **HF 179** – similar to **SF 141.**

Statute of limitations, investors. **HF 2056** - same as **HF 2468. HF 2468** approved 6-13-22.

**ARCHITECTURE**

Architectural exam. **HF 546.** Approved 4-30-21.

**AREA EDUCATION AGENCIES**

Area education agency services at private schools, special education. **SF 168** - similar to **SF 2197. SF 2197** approved 4-21-22.

At-risk children programs, use of funds. **HF 315** – companion to **SF 259. HF 315** approved 4-30-21.

School districts, board duties, local control. **SF 289** - companion to **HF 622. SF 289** approved 3-22-21.

Mental health support in schools, appropriation. **SF 398** - similar to **SF 2163.**

Online notice requirements by local governments, schools. **SF 453.**

Standing appropriations. **SF 615** - similar to **HF 894. SF 615** approved 6-9-21.

Area education agencies, consolidation, funding. **HF 2182.**

Area education agencies, consolidation, funding, interim study committee. **HF 2580.**

Standing appropriations, instructional support aid. **SF 2384** - companion to **HF 2589. HF 2589** approved 6-21-22.
ARREST AND ARRAINMENT
Citizens arrest. **HF 378.**  
Sexual abuse arrest, release. **HF 2079** – companion to **SF 2236.** **HF 2079** approved 5-2-22.  
Prettrial bond amounts, felonies. **SF 2090** - similar to **SF 2332.**  
Arrested persons, confidential communication. **HF 2237.**  
Domestic abuse risk assessment. **HF 2362** – companion to **SF 2365.**

ARTS
Art therapy licensure. **HF 467.**

ASSAULTS
Domestic assault, intimate partners. **HF 174.**  
Assault, lasers. **HF 198.**  
Sexual assault nurse forensic examiner program. **SF 197.**  
Elder abuse, assault, theft, exploitation. **SF 202** - companion to **HF 353** - both similar to **SF 522.** **SF 522** approved 6-15-22.  
Death or serious injury, failure to report, failure to assist. **SF 243.** Approved 6-9-21.  
Aggravated offenses, sex offender registry. **HF 536.**  
Sexual assault forensic examiner program. **HF 603** – companion to **SF 570.** **HF 603** approved 5-19-21.  
Peace officer rights, driver immunity during protests. **SF 497** - same as **SF 534.**
Domestic abuse. **HF 740.**  
Law enforcement regulations. **HF 791.**  
Social workers, assault penalties. **HF 2094** – companion to **SF 2159** and **SF 2292.**  
Simulated firearms and explosives, criminal offenses. **SF 2173** - similar to **SF 2360.**  
Abuse of a fetus. **HF 2229.**  
Assault, penalties. **HF 2231** - same as **HF 2447.**  
Public safety nuisance. **HF 2340.** Approved 6-9-22.  
Correctional officers. **HF 2404.**

ASSESSORS AND ASSESSMENTS
County assessors, joint appointments. **SF 133** – similar to **SF 384.** **SF 384** approved 4-21-22.  
Informal property assessment review deadlines, disaster areas. **SF 2280.**  
Department of revenue omnibus. **SF 2371** - companion to **HF 2552.** **HF 2552** approved 5-2-22.  

Commercial Property
Protests of assessments, commercial and industrial property. **SF 162.**  
Property tax backfill, commercial and industrial property. **SF 2167.**

Residential Property
Military service property tax exemption, verification of eligibility. **SF 12.**  
Energy investment districts. **HF 355.**
Multiresidential property tax. HF 418 – similar to SF 365. HF 418 approved 3-8-21.

ASSETS
Capital gains, sale of long term assets. HF 45.

ASSISTED LIVING
Nursing facilities, visitation. HF 190.
Health care, regulatory relief. HF 549.

ASSISTIVE ANIMALS
Emotional support animals, housing. HF 90.

ATHLETICS, see also SPORTS
Transgender athletes, interscholastic and intramural sports. HF 184 - same as HF 334.
College athletes, compensation. SF 245 - SF 386 - HF 671 - all companion.
Athletic funds, exemption. HF 470.
Girls' wrestling. HR 7.
Boxing, mixed martial arts, and wrestling. SF 495 - same as SF 585.
Regents institutions, athletic competition. HF 2039.
College athletes, public employment. HF 2055.
Athletic eligibility. HF 2139 - similar to HF 2417.
Student sports, eligibility, gender. HF 2309 - same as HF 2416 - both similar to SF 2342. HF 2416 approved 3-3-22.
Sales tax rebate, baseball and soccer. HF 2397 - similar to HF 2582.
Pete Rose Baseball Hall of Fame, resolution. HR 118.

Honors
Iowa women's basketball team, resolution. HR 13.
University of Iowa men's basketball team, resolution. HR 14.
Josh Turek, resolution. HR 101. Adopted by House.
Gene Elliot, resolution. HR 109. Adopted by House.

AT-RISK STUDENTS
At-risk children programs, use of funds. HF 315 – companion to SF 259.
HF 315 approved 4-30-21.
School supplements, dropout prevention. SF 271.
At-risk supplemental aid. HF 2283.

ATTORNEY GENERAL
Law enforcement practices, profiling, data reporting. HF 130 – companion to SF 188 - both similar to HF 356.
Social media, censorship, suppression of religious and political speech. HF 171.
Presidential executive orders. HF 481 - HF 577 - HF 578 - HF 815 - HF 2012 - all same - all similar to HF 2256.
Social media, corporate online censorship. HF 633.
COVID commission, pandemic response review. SF 519.
Underground utility locating. HF 741.
Justice system appropriations. HF 861 – similar to SF 599. HF 861 approved 6-8-21.
Legislative standing. HF 2117.
High-volume online sellers, data verification. HF 633.

ATTORNEYS AT LAW
Public defenders, discovery request fees. SF 51 - companion to HF 57 and SF 560 - all similar to HF 545, HF 842, and SF 593, which are companion. Law professors, licensing. HF 106.
Class A felony, attorneys. HF 146 - same as HF 553.
Prosecuting attorneys training coordination council. SF 337.
Attorney advertising. HF 702 - same as HF 832.
Magistrates, attorneys. HF 2022.
Attorney fees, jury notification. SF 2036.
Indigent defense attorney fees. HF 2149.
Office of state public defender, wrongful conviction division. HF 2162 – same as HF 2516 - both similar to SF 2327. HF 2516 approved 5-2-22.
Pro se defendants, filing of documents. HF 2222 – companion to SF 2185. HF 2222 approved 6-13-22.
Arrested persons, confidential communication. HF 2237.
Postconviction, access to records. HF 2269 - same as HF 2458.
Law enforcement, discipline, exculpatory evidence. HF 2496. Approved 6-17-22.

AUCTIONS AND AUCTIONEERS
Animals, commercial establishments. HF 705.

AUDIOLOGY
Telehealth, audio only. HF 88 - similar to HF 431.
Speech therapist licensure compact. HF 500.
Audiologists and speech pathologists, cognitive screenings. SF 2015 - similar to SF 2193.

AUDITOR OF STATE
Interest rate committee meetings. SF 405 - companion to HF 690 - both similar to SF 573.
Auditor of state, peer reviews. HF 788 - similar to HF 2489. HF 2489 approved 5-23-22.
Administration and regulation appropriations. SF 594 - similar to HF 867. HF 867 approved 5-24-21.
Managed care organizations, third-party audit. SF 2147.
Drainage district voting. HF 2375.
Public safety answering point report. HF 2436. Approved 4-21-22.
Administration and regulation appropriations. HF 2565 – similar to SF 2385
and HF 2590, which are companion. SF 2385 approved 6-17-22.

AUTISM
Autism, definition. HF 2167. Approved 4-21-22.

AUTOPSIES
Autopsy transportation. HF 93.
County medical examiner, autopsy costs. SF 106 – SF 307 - HF 525 - all
similar. SF 307 approved 3-22-21.

BAIL
Pretrial release, conditions. SF 63.
Sureties, forfeiture of bail, returning defendant to court. SF 254 - similar to
HF 424. HF 424 approved 4-30-21.
Sexual abuse arrest, release. HF 2079 – companion to SF 2236. HF 2079
approved 5-2-22.
Pretrial bond amounts, felonies. SF 2090 - similar to SF 2332.
Bail forfeiture, written notification. HF 2097. Approved 5-2-22.

BAKERSIES
In-home bakeries. HF 80.

BALLOTS, see also ELECTIONS
Electronic absentee ballots, accessibility. SF 53 - companion to HF 322 -
both similar to HF 2075 and HF 2426, which are similar.
Absentee ballot requests, online. HF 135.
Ongoing absentee voter. HF 137.
Absentee ballot deadlines. SF 115.
School board elections, political party. HF 541.
Absentee ballots, mailing. HF 2006.
Voting machines, internet accessibility. HF 2025.
Election machine vendor contracts. HF 2048.
Absentee ballots, voter identification. HF 2049.
Ballot security. HF 2077.
Absentee ballots, printed with watermark. SF 2158.
Election recount. HF 2354.

BANKING
Financial institutions, savings promotion drawings. SF 86 - companion to
HF 359 - both similar to HF 2329.
Credit union acquisition of bank assets, prohibition. SF 530.
Banking omnibus. SF 566 – similar to SF 586. SF 586 approved 5-12-22.
Nonbank lenders, loan origination fee restrictions. SF 567. Vetoed 6-16-21.
Downtown loan guarantee program. SF 613.
Department of revenue omnibus. SF 2371 - companion to HF 2552. HF 2552 approved 5-2-22.

Superintendent
Interest rate committee meetings. SF 405 - companion to HF 690 - both similar to SF 573.

BANKRUPTCY
Bankruptcy exemption, weapons. HF 537.

BARBERS
Cosmetology and barbering licensure, merged boards. SF 164 - similar to SF 540 and SF 2209.
Barbering apprenticeships. SF 350 - companion to HF 599 - both similar to SF 494 and HF 807, which are companion.
Cosmetology and barbering in home. SF 2022.
Accredited private institutions. HF 2038.
Cosmetology, barbering, fees. HF 2576.

BARS AND TAVERNS
Alcohol server training. HF 297.

BATHROOMS, see REST AREAS; RESTROOMS

BATTERIES
Renewable energy and battery storage policy. HF 669.

BEER, see also ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
Alcohol tax, office of drug control policy. HF 885.
Manufacturing mixed drinks. HF 2249.
Alcohol licensing reform. HF 2301 - similar to HF 2531.
Beverage container control, bottle bill, handling fee, penalties. HF 2440.

BEES
Neonicotinoid pesticides, prohibiting usage. SF 52.

BENEFICIARIES
Uniform custodial trust Act. HF 295 – companion to SF 240. SF 240 approved 3-8-21.
Trust and estate omnibus. SF 2316 - companion to HF 2484. HF 2484 approved 5-23-22.

BENEFIT CORPORATIONS
Corporations for public benefit. HF 85.
Benefit corporations formation. HF 145.
Model business corporation Act. SF 266 - similar to SF 579 - both similar to HF 681 and HF 844, which are same. HF 844 approved 6-8-21.

BEVERAGE CONTAINERS
Beverage container control. HF 151.
Beverage container control, bottle bill, wholesaler reporting. HF 152 – companion to SF 565.
Beverage container control, repeal. HF 156.
Beverage container control, bottle bill, repeal. HF 182.
Beverage container control, bottle bill, handling fee. HF 321.
Beverage container control, consumer deposits, redemption center requirement. SF 368 - similar to SF 470, SF 2122, HF 2122, SF 2378, and HF 2571. SF 2378 approved 6-17-22.
Beverage container control, bottle bill, reform. HF 814 - same as HF 872 - both similar to HF 892 and HF 2524, which are similar.
Beverage container control, bottle bill, handling fee, penalties. HF 2440.

BICYCLES
Bicycle light requirement, front and back. SF 47.
Vehicles passing bicycles. SF 68.
Bicyclist death, enhanced penalties. SF 70 - SF 2155 - HF 2015 - HF 2368 - all companion.
Electric bicycles, operation on highways, equipment. SF 97 - companion to HF 493. HF 493 approved 5-20-21.
Helmets for minors on motorbikes. SF 210.
Bicycle user requirements. HF 411.
Public recreational use of private lands. SF 420 - companion to HF 2103 and both similar to HF 2415.
RAGBRAI, business operations, peace officers. SF 2162.
Bicycles in crosswalks. HF 2333.

BIDS AND BIDDING
Lease-purchase contracts, competitive bidding, municipalities. SF 142.
Guaranteed maximum price contracts, public improvements. SF 183. Approved 6-14-22.
Drainage district improvements, engineer requirements, bids. SF 500.
Public construction contracts, electronic bidding. HF 2366 – companion to SF 2279. SF 2279 approved 4-21-22.
State bidding process. HF 2457.

BILLBOARDS, see also SIGNS
Advertisements along interstates. SF 548 - companion to HF 792. SF 548 approved 4-12-21.

BINGO, see also GAMES OF SKILL OR CHANCE
Veterans organizations, composition. HF 325.

BIOTECHNOLOGY
Biofuel, see also FUEL
Ethanol mandate, biodiesel, infrastructure. HF 629 – similar to SF 481 and SF 549, which are same.
Biofuel, tax credits. HF 859.
BIRDS

BIRTH CERTIFICATES

BIRTH CONTROL
   Abortions, reducing. **HF 570**.

BLIND, DEPARTMENT FOR THE
   Education appropriations. **HF 2575**. Approved 6-17-22.

BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY
   Uniform electronic transactions Act, blockchains, smart contracts. **SF 303** - similar to **SF 541** and **HF 799**, which are companion. **SF 541** approved 5-20-21.
   Affirmative defense, cybersecurity. **SF 2049**.

BLOCK GRANTS, see **GRANTS**

BLOOD
   Organ donation incentive program. **SF 336**. Approved 5-10-21.

BOARD OF REGENTS, see **REGENTS, BOARD OF**

BOARDS
   Licensing boards, continuing education. **HF 132**.
   Benefit corporations formation. **HF 145**.
   Department of family stabilization and preservation. **HF 186**.
   Energy investment districts. **HF 355**.
   Open records. **HF 379**.
   E-15 infrastructure cost-share incentives. **HF 477**.
   Apprenticeships, licensing authorities. **SF 424**. Approved 5-20-21.
   Education examiners board, members. **HF 2146**.
   Board of review, meeting time. **HF 2189** - same as **HF 2357**.
   Boards of behavioral science and social work, merger. **HF 2225**.
   Midwives, licensure. **HF 2291** - same as **HF 2547**.
   Business regulation. **HF 2349**.
   Municipal board employee rates. **HF 2532**.
   Cosmetology, barbering, fees. **HF 2576**.

BOATS AND VESSELS
   Barge-based distillery, address filing requirement. **SF 370**.
   Boating, dams, flotation devices, OWI, administration by DNR. **SF 2177**.
BONDS
Urban renewal bonds. HF 412.
Emergency medical services funding. HF 562.

Court
Conservatorships, bond requirements. HF 10.
Pretrial bond amounts, felonies. SF 2090 - similar to SF 2332.

Investments
Sales tax, baby bonds. HF 544.

Schools, see also SCHOOLS, subhead Bonds
Extra bonding capacity, school resource officers. SF 117 – same as SF 258.
Education omnibus, bonds, school board duties, student health care. SF 2362.

Surety
College student aid commission policy. HF 375 - same as HF 644 -
companion to SF 472. HF 375 approved 6-8-21.
Township fire stations. HF 444 - same as HF 718.
Waste tire collection. HF 560 – companion to SF 459. HF 560 approved
3-22-21.

BOOKS
Obscene material in schools, administrator supervision. SF 2198 - similar
to SF 2364.
Public library books, city council. HF 2321.

BOTTLE DEPOSITS, see also BEVERAGE CONTAINERS
Beverage container control. HF 151.
Beverage container control, repeal. HF 156.
Beverage container control, bottle bill, repeal. HF 182.
Beverage container control, bottle bill, reform. HF 814 - same as HF 872 -
both similar to HF 892 and HF 2524, which are similar.
Beverage container control, bottle bill, handling fee, penalties. HF 2440.

BOUNDARIES, see also LAND; PROPERTY
Boundaries by acquiescence. HF 596.

BOYCOTTS
Public entity investments, Israel boycotting prohibition. SF 2265 - companion
to HF 2373. HF 2373 approved 3-23-22.

BRAIN INJURIES
Medicaid, demonstration waiver, brain illnesses. HF 479.
Concussion and brain injury, occupational therapists for extracurricular
activities. SF 328 - same as SF 466. SF 466 approved 4-30-21.
Concussion and brain injury, return to school. HF 564.
Medicaid, available medical services, brain illnesses. HF 773.
Concussion and brain injury, neuropsychology. HF 2197.
BREASTFEEDING
Breastfeeding initiatives. SF 251 – similar to SF 2056.

BREEDERS
Animal mistreatment, inspections, seizure process. SF 302.
Animals, commercial establishments. HF 705.

BREWERS
Spirits, direct shipment. HF 639.
Native wine manufacturers, on-premise consumption. HF 768. Approved 5-20-21.

BRIDGES, see also ROADS AND HIGHWAYS
Bridge closures, notification. SF 102 - same as SF 234. SF 234 approved 6-8-21.
I-74 bridge, WWI veteran William Albracht memorial. SF 509.
Overweight vehicle permits. SF 2347 – similar to SF 2376. SF 2376 approved 5-23-22.
Interstate Bison bridge over Mississippi river. SR 115.

BROADBAND
Broadband service in underserved areas. SF 390 - HF 796 - HF 848 - all similar. HF 848 approved 4-28-21.
Broadband access, certifications. HF 586.
Satellite internet grant program. HF 2324.

BROKERS

BROWNFIELDS
Housing tax credit program, disaster assistance. SF 295 - companion to HF 582.
Tax reform. HF 893 – similar to SF 619. SF 619 approved 6-16-21.

BUILDING CODE
Carbon monoxide alarms, standards. SF 55.
State building code, energy conservation. SF 216.
Residential building design standards. SF 2018.
Local building codes, energy conservation. HF 2030.
Residential construction standards, cost impact statements. SF 2098.
Workforce omnibus. SF 2361 - HF 2527 - HF 2569 - SF 2383 - all similar.
SF 2383 approved 6-16-22.

BUILDINGS, see also PUBLIC BUILDINGS
County zoning set-back requirements. HF 298.
Private well testing requirements. HF 397.
BULLYING
School safety hotline. HF 42.
Antibullying task force. HF 503.
Education curricula, parental opt-out rights. HF 2054.

BURGLARY, see also CRIMINAL OFFENSES
Burglary with sexual abuse, sentence. HF 231 - companion to SF 242. HF 2054 approved 3-8-21.

BURIAL
Burial transit permits, rules. SF 107 - same as SF 410.
Preneed burial trusts, income tax exemption. HF 367. Approved 6-8-21.

BUSES, see also SCHOOLS, subhead Buses and Transportation
School bus drivers, unemployment. HF 58.
School bus routes. HF 105.

BUSINESS CORPORATIONS
Model business corporation Act. SF 266 - similar to SF 579 - both similar to HF 681 and HF 844, which are same. HF 844 approved 6-8-21.
Foreign-trade zone corporations. SF 504.
Written consent by boards of directors, business corporations. SF 564 - companion to HF 759.
Business regulation. HF 2349.

CAMERAS
Body cameras for peace officers. HF 43.
Open fields, cameras. HF 78.
Automated traffic law enforcement, prohibition. HF 249 – similar to SF 516 and SF 2319.
Nursing homes, surveillance cameras. HF 268 – companion to SF 378 – both similar to SF 2057 and HF 2376, which are companion - all similar to HF 2205.
Animal operations, unauthorized cameras. HF 775. Approved 4-30-21.
Traffic cameras, installation and service by out-of-state business. SF 2061.
Traffic cameras, data establishing need. SF 2062.
Automated traffic cameras, calibration, maximum revenue allowed. SF 2078 - similar to SF 2352.
Classroom cameras. HF 2177.

CAMPAIGN FINANCE
Campaign contribution limits. HF 67.
Campaign finance reform. HF 148 - same as HF 358.
Campaign funds, use for dependent care. SF 145.
Campaign finance reform 2. HF 2276.
Campaign finance reform 3. HF 2318.
Campaign finance. HF 2514.

CAMPAIGNS, see also ELECTIONS
Negative political advertisements. **HF 149**.
Campaigns, yard signs. **HF 490**.
Campaign communications. **HF 2047**.
Campaign disclosure reports, nonelection year reporting periods. **HF 2244**.

**CAMPGROUNDS AND CAMPING**
Littering while hunting, license suspension. **SF 375** - similar to **SF 465**.

**CANCER**
Insurance coverage, metastatic step therapy. **SF 116** - similar to **HF 873** and **SF 2165**.
Insurance coverage, diagnostic imaging for breast cancer. **SF 136** - similar to **HF 874** and **SF 2164**.
Precision medicine and biomarker testing, resolution. **HR 6**. Adopted by House.
Metastatic Breast Cancer Day. **HR 11**.
Sharon Trimmer. **HR 123**.

**CANDIDATES, see also ELECTIONS**
Felon voting rights restoration. **HF 44** - similar to **HF 136**.
Voting, candidate in polling place. **HF 66**.
Campaign contribution limits. **HF 67**.
Campaign finance reform. **HF 148** - same as **HF 358**.
Political text messaging. **HF 208**.
Campaign disclosure reports, nonelection year reporting periods. **HF 2244**.
Campaign finance reform 2. **HF 2276**.
Campaign finance reform 3. **HF 2318**.

**CANNABIDIOL**
Hemp affirmative defense. **HF 548**.
Medical cannabidiol exemption, federal classification. **SCR 101** - same as **SCR 102**.
Cannabidiol, income tax deduction, sales tax exemption. **SF 2157**.
Medical cannabidiol. **HF 2307**.
Medical cannabis. **HF 2363**.

**CAPITAL GAINS**
Capital gains, sale of long term assets. **HF 45**.
Capital gains tax, exemption for metals. **HF 256**.
Flat income tax, sales tax increase, recreation trust fund. **SF 2206** - similar to **HF 2317**. **HF 2317** approved 3-1-22.
Beginning food farmers. **HF 2550**.

**CAPITAL INVESTMENTS**
Insurance holding company systems, financial reporting. **HF 2217** – companion to **SF 2237**. **HF 2217** approved 5-2-22.
CAPITAL PUNISHMENT
Death penalty for murder. SF 82 - similar to HF 271.

CAPITOL COMPLEX
Crampton Linley resolution. HR 4.
Weapons, carrying on state capitol grounds. HF 126.
WWI soldier Martin Treptow monument on capitol grounds. SF 227 - companion to HF 511 and SF 418.
ABATE Iowa toy run sale, resolution. HJR 10. Approved 4-30-21.

CAREGIVERS
Dependent adult abuse, caretakers. SF 300 – similar to SF 450. SF 450 approved 4-30-21.
Supporting Iowa care workforce. HCR 8 – similar to SCR 104.
Child and dependent care tax credit, threshold adjustments. SF 437.
Direct care workforce database. HF 672.

CARNIVALS
Amusement rides, operator age. HF 92 – SF 114 - HF 558 - all companion. HF 558 approved 4-30-21.

CARRIERS
Spirits, direct shipment. HF 639.

CASE MANAGEMENT
Medicaid improvements, independent case managers, review process. SF 61 - similar to SF 2066.
Veterans' mental health. HF 697.

CASINOS
Casinos, smoking ban. SF 280 - companion to HF 530 and SF 2021.

CATS
Predatory lending, dogs and cats. HF 2456.

CAUCUSES
School activities, caucus night. SF 59.
Midterm caucus locations. HF 2023.

CELLULAR PHONES, see also TEXT MESSAGING
Distracted driving prohibition, including hands-free communications. SF 46 - companion to HF 75 - both similar to HF 392 and HF 2129, which are same - all similar to SF 330 and SF 2141.
Motor vehicle driving, devices hands-free only. HF 74 – similar to SF 211.
Distracted driving, driver's education. SF 98 – companion to HF 380 and SF 317. HF 380 approved 5-20-21.
Texting and driving. HF 344.
Pornography filtering. HF 2066.
Mobile devices, work and school zones. HF 2250.
Warrant for location data. **HF 2451.**

**CEMETERIES**
Pioneer cemeteries. **HF 2153.**
Funeral and cemetery services, preneed purchases. **HF 2155** – companion to **SF 2194. HF 2155** approved 5-2-22.

**CENSORSHIP**
Technology industry, economic incentives, censorship. **SF 402** - similar to **SF 571** and **SF 580**.
Social media, corporate online censorship. **HF 633.**
Social media, elected officials, censorship. **HF 830.**
Social media, censorship. **HF 2133.**

**CENSUS, see also POPULATION**
County redistricting plans. **SF 134** - companion to **HF 218.**

**CERTIFICATES OF NEED**
Elimination of certificate of need for health facilities. **SF 4.**
Certificates of need for nursing facilities only. **SF 2255.**

**CERTIFICATES OF TITLE**
Commercial vehicle registration. **SF 2038.**
Vehicle title issuance, insurance companies. **SF 2070 - SF 2228 - HF 2341** - all companion. **HF 2341** approved 4-21-22.

**CHARITIES**
Charitable gambling, timing of card games to benefit veterans. **SF 20** - same as **SF 21** and **SF 510.**
Workplace charitable campaigns, equal access. **SF 28.**
Charitable game nights, frequency. **HF 79 – SF 144 - HF 311** - all the same. **HF 311** approved 5-19-21.
Physician pro bono care, income tax exemption. **SF 118.**
Homeownership development tax credits, charitable contributions. **SF 373.**
Alcohol licensing reform. **HF 2301** - similar to **HF 2531.**
Alcoholic beverage control licensing. **SF 2350** - similar to **SF 2374. SF 2374** approved 6-7-22.

**CHARTER SCHOOLS**
Open enrollment equality, school districts. **HF 86** - similar to **HF 228. HF 228** approved 5-10-21.
Charter schools, education savings grant program. **SF 159.**
Low achieving schools. **HF 215.**
Charter school programs. **HF 813.** Approved 5-19-21.
CHEMICALS
PFAs in food packaging. SF 19.
Public water systems, PFAs contamination testing. SF 22.
Neonicotinoid pesticides, prohibiting usage. SF 52.
Dicamba ban. SF 66.
Schools, lead-safe drinking water, testing. SF 208 - companion to HF 569.
Lead testing, grants to counties. SF 209 - companion to HF 504.

CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER
Chief information officer, cloud computing procurement preference. SF 29
- similar to SF 539.
Supplemental appropriations, new personnel system. SF 284. Approved 2-23-21.
Broadband service in underserved areas. SF 390 - HF 796 - HF 848 - all similar. HF 848 approved 4-28-21.
Administration and regulation appropriations. SF 594 - similar to HF 867.
HF 867 approved 5-24-21.
Capitals appropriations. HF 862 – similar to SF 600. HF 862 approved 6-8-21.
Satellite internet grant program. HF 2324.
Internet exchange points study. HF 2460.
Administration and regulation appropriations. HF 2565 – similar to SF 2385 and HF 2590, which are companion. SF 2385 approved 6-17-22.

CHILDBIRTH, see also MATERNAL HEALTH CARE
Medicaid, maternal and child health, one year of postpartum care. SF 35.
Medicaid, one year of postpartum coverage. SF 155.
Maternal health outcomes. HF 476.
Pregnancy and childbirth, reasonable employment accommodations, duties of labor commissioner. SF 485.
Medicaid coverage for doula care. SF 2013.

CHILD IN NEED OF ASSISTANCE
Child care provider rates. HF 292.
Foster care, permanency. SF 473 - same as SF 525.
Juvenile court, actions to overcome paternity. SF 2254 - similar to HF 2487.
Juvenile justice, CINA proceedings, delinquency, child safety. SF 2257 - similar to HF 2507. HF 2507 approved 5-24-22.

CHILDREN, see also MINORS
Child care workforce fund. HF 6 - same as HF 301.
Statewide preschool program, eligibility. HF 14 - same as HF 318 - both similar to SF 2201.
Crisis child care. HF 17.
Insurance, totaled vehicle value, car seats. HF 164 - companion to HF 2145.
Child development coordinating council, duties. **HF 388** – companion to **SF 294. HF 388** approved 4-30-21.
Compulsory education age. **HF 465**.
Home schooling, instructor with high school diploma, reports to school district. **SF 400**.
Underage marriages, interim study committee. **HF 696**.
Parent rights. **HF 714** - same as **HF 819**.
Health and human services appropriations. **SF 606** - similar to **HF 891**. **HF 891** approved 6-16-21.
Child care assistance absence days. **HF 2024**.
Natural resources education and recreation for youth. **HF 2029**.
Child advocacy board, foster care, fictive kin. **SF 2174** - companion to **HF 2390. HF 2390** approved 5-2-22.

**Abuse**

Child welfare, interim study committee. **SF 3**.
Sexual abuse of minor, civil statute of limitations. **SF 32**.
Sexual abuse of minor, criminal statute of limitations. **SF 33** - similar to **HF 566**.
Sexual abuse prevention, children. **HF 192** - same as **HF 414** - companion to **SF 270**.
Sexual abuse, second degree, age of child. **SF 253** - companion to **HF 425**. **SF 253** approved 4-12-21.
Child protective services, call-in. **HF 538**.
Child abuse, physician networks and physician systems. **HF 2092**.
Victim testimony, hearsay exception. **HF 2221** – similar to **SF 2329**.

**Custody, see also DISSOLUTION OF MARRIAGE**

Parenting time, replacing term visitation. **HF 56** – companion to **HF 199** and **SF 313**.
Child custody, shared parenting. **HF 202**.
Educational setting of children, custody proceedings. **HF 507** - companion to **SF 2094** - both similar to **HF 824**.
Juvenile justice, CINA proceedings, delinquency, child safety. **SF 2257** - similar to **HF 2507. HF 2507** approved 5-24-22.

**Day Care**

Workforce child care facilities, tax credits. **HF 2** – **SF 122** - **HF 362** - **HF 712** - all the same.
Onsite day care, high quality jobs program, child care workers. **HF 3** – companion to **SF 176** - both similar to **HF 363, HF 606**, and **SF 2055**.
Employer-provided child care facilities and services, tax credit. **HF 4** – companion to **SF 123** - both similar to **HF 370**.
Child care future zones program. **HF 13**.
Day care providers, income tax exemption. **HF 141**.
Campaign funds, use for dependent care. **SF 145**.
Child care assistance eligibility, cliff effect. **SF 177** - companion to **HF 505** - both similar to **SF 2009**.
Immunization schedules. **HF 247**.
Nonregistered day care limits, numbers of children. HF 260 – companion to SF 277. HF 260 approved 4-12-21.
Child care challenge fund, DWD appropriation. SF 186.
Child care provider rates. HF 292.
General obligation bonds, child care facilities. HF 324.
Drinking water testing, school requirements. HF 335.
Child care assistance, reimbursement rates. HF 337.
Child care absences, assistance payments. HF 338 - similar to HF 352.
Child care assistance. HF 613.
Child care small business tax credit. HF 617.
Child care dependent tax credit. HF 668.
Child care, registration requirements. HF 673.
Block grants appropriations. SF 614 - similar to HF 895. HF 895 approved 6-8-21.
School vaccination schedule. HF 2040 - same as HF 2298. HF 2298 approved 6-14-22.
School immunization uniformity, state control. SF 2079.
Child care staff ratios. HF 2131 - companion to SF 2268.
Child care employees, age. HF 2198. Approved 6-16-22.
Child care assistance, programs under purview of DHS. SF 2171 - companion to HF 2252. HF 2252 approved 5-24-22.

Endangerment
Guardian ad litem for child prosecution witnesses. SF 180 - companion to HF 361. HF 361 approved 4-30-21.
Human trafficking, child exploitation. HF 288.
Child endangerment. HF 710. Approved 4-30-21.
Child pornography. HF 2232 - same as HF 2446.

Health Care
Phenylketonuria (PKU), insurance coverage. HF 50.
Pediatric autoimmune neuropsychiatric disorder, insurance coverage. SF 165.
Chiropractors, child care facilities. HF 630 - same as HF 780.
Hearing aid insurance, coverage for children. SF 2121 - companion to HF 2188 - both similar to HF 2491 and HF 2568, which are same.

Infants
SIDS Foundation, resolution. HR 110. Adopted by House.

Juvenile Justice
Juvenile defendant in adult court, detention. SF 357. Approved 4-30-21.

Labor Laws
Pizza dough roller operation, employment of minors. SF 2190. Approved 5-24-22.

Mental Health
Mental health, disability services regions. HF 661.
Protection
Safe haven reform. HF 2267 - same as HF 2420. HF 2420 approved 6-13-22.

Support
Child support age limit. HF 11 - similar to HF 416.
Child support, veteran disability benefits. SF 93.
Modification of support orders, no-contact order. HF 441.
Child support recipient, transparency. SF 2048.
Welfare reform. HF 2438.

Tax Credits
Dependent care tax credits. HF 1 – SF 119 - HF 230 - all companion.
Child care small business tax credit. HF 617.
Child and dependent care tax credit, threshold adjustments. SF 437.

CHINA
IPERS investments, Chinese divestment. SF 499 - similar to HF 2290 and SF 2271.
Country of China, ownership prohibition. HF 2311 - same as HF 2467.

CHIROPRACTORS, see also MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS, subhead Chiropractors
Chiropractors, treatment of animals. SF 2212.

CIGARETTES AND CIGARS
Smoking and vaping. HF 98 - similar to HF 2523.

Taxes
Tobacco tax. HF 733.

CITIES
Lease-purchase contracts, competitive bidding, municipalities. SF 142.
Local emergency response districts. HF 248 - same as HF 683 - both similar to SF 2099 and SF 2267, which are same. SF 2267 approved 4-21-22.
Online notice requirements by local governments, schools. SF 453.
Legislative session, location. HF 2272.
Essential corporate purpose, cybersecurity. HF 2288.

Councils
Public library books, city council. HF 2321.

Elections
Legalizing Act, city of Adel. HF 851 - same as HF 858.

Employees
Collective bargaining restoration. HF 179 – similar to SF 141.
411 retirement system. HF 417 - similar to HF 797.
Volunteer emergency responders, compensation. SF 2227 - same as SF 2277.

Improvements
Property tax abatement for home improvements. HF 21 - similar to HF 626.
Downtown loan guarantee program. SF 613.

Officers
Police to social worker ratio. HF 881.
Ordinances
Dogs, specific breed bans, prohibition. HF 59 – SF 143 - HF 2211 - all similar.
Fireworks, local prohibitions. SF 99.
Rental housing, federal vouchers, prohibiting local regulation. SF 252 - companion to HF 720. SF 252 approved 4-30-21.
Natural gas and propane sales, prohibiting local regulation. HF 555 - similar to SF 455. HF 555 approved 4-12-21.
Rental inspections, mold. SF 397.
Home-based business ordinances. HF 2005 - same as HF 2431. HF 2431 approved 6-14-22.
Banned breeds, service dogs. SF 2035.
Entertainment self-sustaining municipal improvement districts. HF 2236.

Roads and Streets
Road salt. HF 32.
Cities' use of road funds, reporting deadline. SF 319 - companion to HF 495. HF 495 approved 5-12-21.

Taxes and Revenue
Urban food production, property tax exemption. HF 347.
Multiresidential property tax. HF 418 – similar to SF 365. HF 418 approved 3-8-21.
Legalizing Act, city of Adel. HF 851 - same as HF 858.
Tax increment financing districts, wind turbines. HF 2082.
Truth in taxation. HF 2434.

Urban Renewal
Groundwater protection fund, use for abandoned buildings, city eligibility. SF 113 - same as SF 443.
Tax increment financing districts, wind turbines. HF 2082.

Utilities
Tax reform. HF 893 – similar to SF 619. SF 619 approved 6-16-21.
Municipal utility boards, removal procedures. SF 2282 - companion to HF 2475. HF 2475 approved 5-17-22.

Zoning
Housing, nonconforming use, local regulations. SF 469.
City zoning commission members, residency requirements. SF 2096 - similar to SF 2285. SF 2285 approved 4-21-22.
Short-term property rentals, enforcement. SF 2115.
Entertainment self-sustaining municipal improvement districts. HF 2236.
Workforce omnibus. SF 2361 - HF 2527 - HF 2569 - SF 2383 - all similar. SF 2383 approved 6-16-22.

CITIZENSHIP
Workers' compensation payments to alien dependents. SF 414.
Law enforcement training eligibility. HF 2095.

CIVIL ACTIONS, see CIVIL PROCEDURE
CIVIL PENALTIES
   Employee meal and rest periods. **HF 20.**
   Marijuana decriminalization. **HF 163** - similar to **HF 2241.**
   Employment, criminal history. **HF 178.**
   Libraries, story hour. **HF 185.**
   Obscene materials to minors, criminal and civil liability. **HF 225.**
   Stream buffers. **HF 241.**
   Adult changing stations, public buildings. **HF 306.**
   Tax-exempt organizations, public disclosure of information. **HF 309.**
       Approved 5-20-21.
   Single-use plastics. **HF 320.**
   Child care facilities. **HF 336.**
   Pyramid promotional schemes, prohibition. **HF 454.**
   Farmers, processing and selling meat. **HF 567.**
   Employment, credit checks. **HF 732.**
   Underground utility locating. **HF 741.**
   Beverage container control, bottle bill, reform. **HF 814** - same as **HF 872** -
       both similar to **HF 892** and **HF 2524**, which are similar.
   Court debt, driver's licenses. **HF 2240.**
   Medical cannabis. **HF 2363.**
   Home food sales licensing. **HF 2394.**
   Beverage container control, bottle bill, handling fee, penalties. **HF 2440.**
   Board of educational examiners. **HF 2505** - same as **HF 2567.**

CIVIL PROCEDURE, see also **RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE**
   Sexual abuse of minor, civil statute of limitations. **SF 32.**
   Social media, censorship, suppression of religious and political speech. **HF 171.**
   Rights of action. **HF 172.**
   Wage payment collection. **HF 180** – similar to **SF 205** and **HF 634**, which are companion.
   Transgender athletes, interscholastic and intramural sports. **HF 184** - same as **HF 334.**
   Civil unrest. **HF 251.**
   911 abuse, civil action. **HF 421** - same as **HF 821.** **HF 821** approved 5-10-21.
   Uniform public expression protection Act. **HF 456.**
   Medical malpractice, noneconomic damage awards. **HF 517** – companion to **HF 592** and **SF 557.**
   Modification of support orders, no-contact order, violation. **HF 823.**
   Pornography filtering. **HF 2066.**
   Obscene materials, minors' access in schools and libraries. **HF 2176.**

CIVIL RIGHTS
   Civil rights, gender. **HF 340.**
   Iowa civil rights Act, creed. **HF 342.**
   Vaccinations, civil rights, medical creed as protected class. **SF 2052** similar to **HF 2234.**
Indecent exposure, civil rights. **HF 2058.**
Political and medical civil rights. **HF 2141.**

**Commission**
Law enforcement practices, profiling, data reporting. **HF 130** – companion to **SF 188** - both similar to **HF 356**.
Pay equity, civil rights protection. **HF 188** – similar to **SF 139**.
Gender identity, civil rights. **HF 272**.
Sexual harassment prevention in all workplaces, policies. **SF 221**.
School bathrooms, use based on biological sex. **SF 224** - similar to **SF 2025**.
Justice system appropriations. **HF 861** – similar to **SF 599**. **HF 861** approved 6-8-21.
Justice system appropriations. **HF 2559**. Approved 6-17-22.

**CIVIL SERVICE**
Collective bargaining restoration. **HF 179** – similar to **SF 141**.
Law enforcement regulations. **HF 791**.
Civil service, disciplinary proceedings. **SF 2223** - same as **SF 2278**.

**CLAIMS**
Rent reimbursement. **HF 368**. Approved 4-12-21.
Medicaid, refunds and offsets. **HF 736**. Approved 5-17-22.

**CLIMATE CHANGE**
Public health climate change task force. **SF 207** - companion to **HF 2455**.
Agriculture climate change planning, task force. **SF 376**.
Climate impact statements. **HF 883**.
Climate pollution, DNR plan. **SF 2054** - **HF 2190** - **HF 2454** all companion.
Science education standards, climate change in curriculum. **SF 2154**.
Agriculture, climate change task force. **HF 2382**.
Climate action resolution. **HR 122**.

**CLINICS**
Counselors and therapists, supervision requirements. **HF 107** - similar to **HF 485**.
Certificates of need for nursing facilities only. **SF 2255**.

**COAL**
Coal preference requirement, stricken. **SF 468**.

**CODE OF IOWA**
Iowa new employee incentive program. **HF 34**.
Immunization reporting. **HF 169** - same as **HF 547** - both similar to **HF 769**.
Courts and law interpretation. **HF 173**.
Youth hormone usage. **HF 193**.
Gender identification treatment, parental consent. **HF 327**.
Uniform public expression protection Act. **HF 456**.
Senior housing tax credit. **HF 543**.
New law moratorium. HF 704.
Substantive Code editor's bill. SF 520 - companion to HF 739. HF 739 approved 4-30-21.
Biofuel, tax credits. HF 859.
Iowa Code, sunset procedure. HF 2011.
Nonsubstantive Code editor's bill. SF 2294 - companion to HF 2463. HF 2463 approved 4-21-22.
Substantive Code editor's bill. SF 2295. Approved 4-21-22.

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING, see also LABOR
Collective bargaining, recertification elections. SF 57 – similar to SF 2186.
Collective bargaining, topics of bargaining. HF 110 – similar to HF 111.
Collective bargaining, corrections officers as public safety. HF 159.
Collective bargaining, teachers as public safety. HF 160.
Collective bargaining, unit recertification. HF 177.
Collective bargaining restoration. HF 179 – similar to SF 141.
Project labor agreements. HF 194.
Public safety employees, snowplow drivers. HF 574.
Correctional officers. HF 2404.
Public nurse retention. HF 2405.

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES, see also COMMUNITY COLLEGES
Tenure prohibition, postsecondary institutions. SF 41 - similar to HF 49 and HF 496, which are same.
Campus intellectual diversity. HF 153.
Transgender athletes, interscholastic and intramural sports. HF 184 - same as HF 334.
Board of regents, mask requirements. HF 204.
School funding, 1619 project curriculum. HF 222.
Obscene materials, minors access in schools and libraries. HF 274.
Mandatory move-in checklists for tenants, college students. SF 203 - companion to HF 534 - both similar to HF 443 and HF 676, which are companion and all similar to HF 2471.
College athletes, compensation. SF 245 - SF 386 - HF 671 - all companion.
Standardized numbering for university courses. HF 399.
Residency enrollment requirements, medical and dental schools. HF 468.
Campus free speech. HF 533.
Educational institutions, free speech policies, training. SF 478 - similar to HF 744. HF 744 approved 5-20-21.
Education, free speech, nondiscrimination. HF 802. Approved 6-8-21.
Accredited private institutions. HF 2038.
Regents institutions, athletic competition. HF 2039.
School vaccination schedule. HF 2040 - same as HF 2298. HF 2298 approved 6-14-22.
College athletes, public employment. HF 2055.
Appropriations
Economic development appropriations. SF 595 - similar to HF 871. HF 871 approved 6-8-21.

Honors
Iowa women's basketball team, resolution. HR 13.
University of Iowa men's basketball team, resolution. HR 14.

Tuition
College student aid commission policy. HF 375 - same as HF 644 - companion to SF 472. HF 375 approved 6-8-21.
Divorce, college expenses. SF 272.
In-state tuition. HF 877.
Comprehensive transition programs, scholarships. HF 2306 - similar to HF 2495.
Iowa for all college corps program. HF 2350.

COLLEGE STUDENT AID COMMISSION
Health care professionals recruitment program. HF 5 - same as HF 196. HF 196 approved 5-20-21.
College student aid commission policy. HF 375 - same as HF 644 - companion to SF 472. HF 375 approved 6-8-21.
College student aid commission, formation of nonprofit corporation. SF 261 - companion to HF 584. SF 261 approved 3-22-21.
Future ready Iowa last-dollar scholarship, part-time eligibility. SF 278 - SF 2129 - HF 2165 - all companion. HF 2165 approved 6-13-22.
All Iowa opportunity scholarships, suspending participation. SF 285 - companion to HF 499. SF 285 approved 3-8-21.
Education appropriations. HF 868 – similar to SF 596. HF 868 approved 6-8-21.
Accredited private institutions. HF 2038.
Schools required to register with college student aid commission. SF 2130 - companion to HF 2156. SF 2130 approved 4-21-22.
Worker training, tuition grant appropriations. SF 2150.
Criminal justice, police science last-dollar scholarships. SF 2273.
Education appropriations. HF 2575. Approved 6-17-22.

Education Loans
Rural Iowa primary care loan repayment program, specialties. SF 129.
Approved 3-22-21.
Teach Iowa scholar program. HF 2083.
Mental health provider loan forgiveness. HF 2137 – SF 2195 - HF 2549 all similar. HF 2549 approved 6-13-22.
College access. HF 2278 - same as HF 2553.
Comprehensive transition programs, scholarships. HF 2306 - similar to HF 2495.
Nonprofit employer recruitment loan repayment program. SF 2244.
Iowa for all college corps program. HF 2350.

Teacher Programs
Rural teacher shortage areas, loan forgiveness. SF 64.

Teach Iowa scholar program, applicant priority. **SF 304** - similar to **SF 547** and **SF 2026**.

Early childhood degree, last-dollar scholar program. **SF 394**.

Teacher loan repayment program. **HF 2181**.

Dyslexia teaching endorsement, grant program. **HF 2185**.

Teacher recruitment incentives, grants, nontraditional preparation. **SF 2202** - same as **SF 2377**.

**COMMERCE, DEPARTMENT OF**

Administration and regulation appropriations. **SF 594** - similar to **HF 867**. **HF 867** approved 5-24-21.

Economic development appropriations. **SF 595** - similar to **HF 871**. **HF 871** approved 6-8-21.

Office of financial literacy. **HF 2377**.

Administration and regulation appropriations. **HF 2565** – similar to **SF 2385** and **HF 2590**, which are companion. **SF 2385** approved 6-17-22.

**Alcoholic Beverages Division**

Smoking and vaping. **HF 98** - similar to **HF 2523**.

Beverage container control, consumer deposits, redemption center requirement. **SF 368** - similar to **SF 470, SF 2122, HF 2122, SF 2378, and HF 2571**. **SF 2378** approved 6-17-22.

Barge-based distillery, address filing requirement. **SF 370**.

Alcohol, third-party delivery. **SF 408** - similar to **HF 766**. **HF 766** approved 5-10-21.

On-premises liquor license, rebate on 2021 renewal. **SF 411** - similar to **SF 542** and **SF 602**, which are same.

Use of liquor control fund moneys, tourism. **SF 475**.

Native wine manufacturers, on-premise consumption. **HF 768**. Approved 5-20-21.

Intrastate alcohol delivery. **HF 2108** - similar to **HF 2525**.

Alcohol distribution parity, resale. **SF 2172** - companion to **HF 2379**.

Alcohol licensing reform. **HF 2301** - similar to **HF 2531**.

Alcoholic beverage control licensing. **SF 2350** - similar to **SF 2374**. **SF 2374** approved 6-7-22.

**Banks and Credit Unions**

Banking omnibus. **SF 566** – similar to **SF 586**. **SF 586** approved 5-12-22.

Office of financial literacy. **HF 2377**.

**Insurance Division**


**Utilities Division**, see also **UTILITIES, subhead Board**

Utilities division of commerce department. **HF 483** - companion to **SF 347** - both similar to **HF 693**. **HF 693** approved 4-30-21.
Utility rates, temporary. **HF 700.**

**COMMERCIAL VEHICLES, see also MOTOR VEHICLES**
Commercial driver’s licenses, electronic renewal. **HF 280** – companion to **SF 318. HF 280** approved 4-2-21.
Commercial driver's license, human trafficking training. **SF 268.**
Truck inspections and weigh stations, preclearance systems. **SF 448.**
Tort reform, employer liability. **SF 537** - companion to **HF 772.**
Commercial vehicle registration. **SF 2038.**
Unemployment insurance, tort reform. **HF 2279** – companion to **SF 2275.**
Crashes involving commercial vehicles, compensation. **SF 2259.**
Commercial drivers licensing, third-party testing. **SF 2337** - companion to **HF 2530. SF 2337** approved 6-14-22.

**COMMISSIONS AND COMMITTEES, see also BOARDS**
Midwest interstate passenger rail compact. **HF 99.**
Public safety, community reinvestment. **HF 345.**
Life sentence review committee program. **HF 377.**
Speech therapist licensure compact. **HF 500.**
Commission to create sister state relations in Africa. **HF 875.**
Infectious disease prevention and response, interim committee. **HF 2032.**
Licensed professional counsels compact. **HF 2179.**
Soil and water districts, commissioner vacancies. **HF 2312.**
Department of transportation commissioners. **HF 2465.**
Judicial complaints, legislator access. **HF 2485.**

**COMMODITIES**
Direct-to-consumer food sales. **HF 319.**

**COMMUNICATIONS**
Intercepting oral communications, penalties. **SF 75.**
Campaign finance. **HF 2514.**

**COMMUNITY ACTION AGENCIES**
Community action agencies, supplemental appropriation. **SF 157.**

**COMMUNITY ATTRACTION AND TOURISM PROGRAM**
Capitals appropriations. **HF 862** – similar to **SF 600. HF 862** approved 6-8-21.

**COMMUNITY COLLEGES**
Tenure prohibition, postsecondary institutions. **SF 41** - similar to **HF 49** and **HF 496**, which are same.
Sexual exploitation by community college employee. **SF 105.**
University research, sponsors. **HF 166.**
Transgender athletes, interscholastic and intramural sports. **HF 184** - same as **HF 334.**
Board of regents, mask requirements. **HF 204.**
Obscene materials, minors access in schools and libraries. **HF 274.**
Standardized numbering for university courses. **HF 399**.
Campus free speech. **HF 533**.
Career academy centers. **HF 593**.
Steve Ovel, resolution. **HR 10**. Adopted by House.
School vaccination schedule. **HF 2040** - same as **HF 2298**. **HF 2298**
approved 6-14-22.
English learner terminology, community college faculty standards. **SF 2128** -
companion to **HF 2409**. **SF 2128** approved 4-21-22.

**Appropriations and Levies**
Education appropriations. **HF 868** – similar to **SF 596**. **HF 868** approved
6-8-21.
Education appropriations. **HF 2575**. Approved 6-17-22.

**Curriculum**
School funding, 1619 project curriculum. **HF 222**.
Experiential learning grant program, business partners, appropriation. **SF 518**
- similar to **SF 2243**.
Education, free speech, nondiscrimination. **HF 802**. Approved 6-8-21.
High school apprenticeship program, teaching. **HF 2351**.
Butchery task force. **HF 2470**. Approved 6-21-22.

**Honors**
Honoring legislative liaison Steve Ovel. **SR 4**.

**Tuition**
College student aid commission policy. **HF 375** - same as **HF 644** -
companion to **SF 472**. **HF 375** approved 6-8-21.

**COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT**
Rural economic development. **HF 112**.

**COMMUNITY REINVESTMENT ACT**
Public safety, community reinvestment. **HF 345**.

**COMMUNITY SERVICE**
Iowa for all college corps program. **HF 2350**.

**COMPACTS**
Psychology interjurisdictional compact. **SF 78**.
Popular vote compact. **HF 71**.
Midwest interstate passenger rail compact. **HF 99**.
Speech therapist licensure compact. **HF 500**.
Phase out corporate giveaways interstate compact. **HF 598**.
Occupational therapy licensure compact. **SF 463**. Approved 5-24-22.
Licensed professional counsels compact. **HF 2179**.

**COMPENSATION**
Chief executive officer pay, income taxation. **HF 69**.
Rebuttable presumption, diseases in workplace. **HF 121**.
Medical malpractice, noneconomic damage awards. **HF 517** – companion to
**HF 592** and **SF 557**.
Compensation for 89th G.A. employees. **SCR 6.** Adopted by Senate and House.

County hospital trustee compensation. **HF 2143** - same as **HF 2428.**

Medical malpractice insurance. **HF 2175.**

Unemployment insurance. **HF 2238.**

Salary history anti-discrimination. **HF 2453.**

Municipal board employee rates. **HF 2532.**

**COMPETITION**

Noncompete agreements, low-wage employees. **SF 496** - similar to **HF 2134** and **SF 2302.**

**COMPLAINTS**

Judicial complaints, legislator access. **HF 2485.**

Board of educational examiners. **HF 2505** - same as **HF 2567.**

**COMPUTERS, see also ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS**

Uniform electronic transactions Act, blockchains, smart contracts. **SF 303** - similar to **SF 541** and **HF 799,** which are companion. **SF 541** approved 5-20-21.

Computer science professional development grants for teachers. **SF 2081.**

Cyber ransom payment, public sector. **SF 2207.**

Ransomware crimes. **HF 2461.**

**CONDEMNATION, see also PROPERTY, subhead Condemned**

Property condemnation, unresponsive property owner. **HF 81** - same as **HF 804** - both similar to **HF 2442.**

Eminent domain, urban renewal. **HF 2045.**

**CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATIONS AND RECORDS, see also MEDICAL RECORDS**

School safety hotline. **HF 42.**

Counselor confidentiality. **HF 64** - same as **HF 303.**

Firearm access, extreme risk protective orders. **HF 252.**

Tax-exempt organizations, public disclosure of information. **HF 309.**

Approved 5-20-21.

Department of corrections, Iowa courts information system access. **HF 432** – companion to **SF 343.** **SF 343** approved 3-8-21.

Juror information, confidentiality. **HF 455.**

Real estate data confidentiality, military property tax credit. **SF 309** - same as **SF 574.** **SF 574** approved 6-8-21.

Crisis intervention police reports, confidentiality. **SF 395** - same as **SF 513.** **SF 513** approved 5-23-22.

Insurance data security. **HF 719** – companion to **SF 553.** **HF 719** approved 4-30-21.

Adult adoptee access to birth certificate. **HF 723** – **SF 559** - **HF 855** - **SF 589** - all companion. **HF 855** approved 5-19-21.
Auditor of state, peer reviews. **HF 788** - similar to **HF 2489**. **HF 2489** approved 5-23-22.
Law enforcement regulations. **HF 791**.
Juror questionnaires. **HF 2004**.
Police officers and fire fighters retirement, privacy. **HF 2154**. Approved 5-2-22.
Confidentiality, mental health records. **HF 2230**.
Arrested persons, confidential communication. **HF 2237**.
Spousal privilege, confidential communication. **HF 2282**.
Affirmative defense, cybersecurity, definitions. **HF 2302**.
Consumer data protection, controllers. **SF 2208** - similar to **HF 2506**.
Juror confidential questionnaires. **HF 2328**.
Veterans preferences, removal. **HF 2482**.

**CONFINEMENT FEEDING OPERATIONS**
Animal feeding operation, qualified operations, digester. **HF 287**.
Confinement feeding operations, moratorium. **SF 282** - companion to **HF 440**.
Confined animal feeding operations (CAFO). **HF 2305**.

**CONGRESS, see also FEDERAL GOVERNMENT**
Congressional term limits, convention of the states. **SJR 4** - same as **SJR 11** - both similar to **HJR 2002**.
United States constitution, congressional exemptions. **HJR 3**.
Courts of contest for disputed congressional elections, time period. **SF 383**.
State election law, 2nd district congressional race. **SR 2**.
Amendments to Article V Convention of States. **HF 2061** companion to **HF 2327** - both similar to **HF 2173**.

**CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICTS, see also REDISTRICTING**
Electoral votes. **HF 519**.
Legislative redistricting, first plan. **SF 620**.
Redistricting, second plan. **SF 621** - similar to **HF 901**. **SF 621** approved 11-4-21.
Redistricting timeline. **HF 2018** - **HF 2215** - **HF 2538** - all similar.

**CONSERVATION, see also NATURAL RESOURCES, DEPARTMENT OF**
Energy
Local building codes, energy conservation. **HF 2030**.

**Land**
Land acquisition by DNR, inventory report. **SF 2152** - similar to **SF 2323**.
**SF 2323** approved 5-23-22.
Conservation land acquisition, price limitations. **SF 2312**.
Solar energy systems, agricultural land. **HF 2535**.

**CONSERVATORS**
Guardianships and conservatorships. **SF 31** - same as **SF 348** - both similar to **HF 834** and **HF 836** which are similar.
Conservatorships, bond requirements. **HF 10.**
Probate fees. **HF 360 – SF 244 - HF 711** - all companion. **HF 711** approved 6-8-21.

**CONSOLIDATIONS**
Credit union acquisition of bank assets, prohibition. **SF 530.**

**CONSTITUTION**

**Federal**
United States supreme court, number of justices. **SCR 2.**
Congressional term limits, convention of the states. **SJR 4** - same as **SJR 11** - both similar to **HJR 2002.**
United States constitution, congressional exemptions. **HJR 3.**
Constitutional convention of states, federal fiscal restraints. **SJR 8** - companion to **HJR 9** - both similar to **SJR 12** and **SJR 2004** - all similar to **SJR 2002** and **HJR 2003,** which are companion.
State sovereignty. **HF 752.**
Keep and bear arms, resolution. **HR 16.**

Amendments to Article V Convention of States. **HF 2061** companion to **HF 2327** - both similar to **HF 2173.**

**State**
Right to keep and bear arms, constitutional amendment. **SJR 1** – companion to **HJR 4** and **SJR 7.** **SJR 7** sent to secretary of state 2-8-21.
Slavery prohibition, constitutional amendment. **HJR 1.**
Right to abortion, constitutional amendment. **SJR 2** - similar to **HJR 5.** **HJR 5** sent to secretary of state 5-19-21.
Legislative term limits, constitutional amendment. **SJR 3** - similar to **HJR 6.**
Income tax increase, constitutional amendment. **SJR 5** – similar to **SJR 2006.**
Voting at age 18, constitutional amendment. **HJR 7** – companion to **SJR 9.**
Hunting, fishing, and trapping, constitutional amendment. **HJR 8** – similar to **SJR 16.**

Victim rights, constitutional amendment. **SJR 10.**
Right to education, constitutional amendment. **SJR 13.**
Felon voting, constitutional amendment. **HJR 11.**
Gubernatorial line of succession, constitutional amendment. **SJR 15** - companion to **HJR 2005.** **HJR 2005** approved 4-6-22.
Elections omnibus, procedure for constitutional amendments. **SF 568.**
Approved 6-8-21.

Clean environment, constitutional amendment. **HJR 12.**
Book censorship, constitutional amendment. **HJR 2001.**
Medical freedom, constitutional amendment. **SJR 2001.**
Marijuana legalization, constitutional amendment. **SJR 2003** - companion to **HJR 2006.**

Term limits. **HJR 2004.**
CONSTRUCTION
Sales tax exemption on home-building materials, construction by prison labor. SF 14.
Workforce child care facilities, tax credits. HF 2 – SF 122 - HF 362 - HF 712 - all the same.
Project labor agreements. HF 194.
Design build. HF 195.
Guaranteed maximum price contracts, public improvements. SF 183.
Approved 6-14-22.
Energy investment districts. HF 355.
Residential construction standards, cost impact statements. SF 2098.
Indexing unemployment insurance, fewer weeks, recipient requirements.
SF 2249.
Public construction contracts, electronic bidding. HF 2366 – companion to SF 2279. SF 2279 approved 4-21-22.
Seasonal layoffs, unemployment benefits. SF 2301.
Nursing facility infrastructure, funding. HF 2494.
Price gouging, disasters. HF 2503.
Iowa finance authority projects, labor and employment requirements. HF 2541.

CONSUMER ADVOCATE
Energy efficiency planning, consultation. HF 695.
Justice system appropriations. HF 861 – similar to SF 599. HF 861 approved 6-8-21.
Municipal utilities, board regulation. HF 2381 – similar to SF 2355.
Justice system appropriations. HF 2559. Approved 6-17-22.

CONSUMER CREDIT CODE
Criminal surcharges, court fees and debt. SF 367. Approved 6-8-21.

CONSUMER PROTECTION
Regulated loans, service charges. HF 235 - companion to SF 229. HF 235 approved 3-8-21.
Mobile homes, rent increases, tenant rights. HF 442 – companion to SF 403.
Supervised loans, calculation of finance charges. SF 349 - similar to HF 591.
Beverage container control, consumer deposits, redemption center requirement. SF 368 - similar to SF 470, SF 2122, HF 2122, SF 2378, and HF 2571. SF 2378 approved 6-17-22.
Negative option billing, contracts for subscriptions. SF 2082.
Repair of older vehicles, service estimates. SF 2084.
Consumer data protection, controllers. SF 2208 - similar to HF 2506.
Water treatment systems, certification requirements. SF 2232. Approved 4-21-22.
High-volume online sellers, data verification. HF 2401. Approved 6-13-22.

CONTAMINATION
Safe drinking water. HF 897.
CONTEMPT
  Rights of action. HF 172.

CONTRACEPTIVES
  Life at conception. HF 267.
  Contraceptives, pharmacists and insurance. HF 434 - similar to HF 448.
  Abortions, reducing. HF 570.
  Sex education, LGBTQ issues, contraceptives, abstinence. SF 381.
  Nonconsensual condom removal. HF 2396.

CONTRACTORS, see also CONSTRUCTION
  Public improvement subcontractor disclosure. SF 69 – similar to SF 493.
  Iowa finance authority projects, labor and employment requirements. HF 2541.
  Health data collection. HF 2544.

CONTRACTS
  Lease-purchase contracts, competitive bidding, municipalities. SF 142.
  Guaranteed maximum price contracts, public improvements. SF 183.
    Approved 6-14-22.
  Uniform electronic transactions Act, blockchains, smart contracts. SF 303 -
    similar to SF 541 and HF 799, which are companion. SF 541 approved
    5-20-21.
  Negative option billing, contracts for subscriptions. SF 2082.
  Litigation financing contracts, investments. SF 2085.
  Digital assets and technology. HF 2443. Approved 6-13-22.
  Predatory lending, dogs and cats. HF 2456.

CONTRIBUTIONS, see also CHARITIES
  Driver's license, voluntary donations. HF 716.

CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES
  Paraphernalia regulation, tobacco and hemp products. SF 43 - same as SF
    226 - both similar to SF 363.
  Controlled substances and precursor substances. HF 391. Approved 5-10-21.
  Decriminalize psilocybin. HF 459.
  Entheogens, medical use. HF 480.
  Electronic prescription exemption. SF 358.
  Medical psilocybin. HF 636.
  Controlled substances schedules, prescription monitoring. HF 2201 –
    companion to SF 2242. HF 2201 approved 5-2-22.
  Heroin, enhanced penalties. SF 2179 - companion to HF 2462. HF 2462
    approved 5-2-22.

Marijuana
  Marijuana penalties, decriminalization. SF 83 – similar to SF 407.
  Marijuana for adult use, regulation, taxation. SF 406 - similar to HF 816.
  Marijuana possession, penalties. HF 648 – similar to SF 533 and SF 2225.
Medical cannabidiol exemption, federal classification. **SCR 101** - same as **SCR 102**.

**COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATIONS**
Cooperative associations, housing. **HF 2383** – companion to **SF 2310**. **SF 2310** approved 5-2-22.

**COPYRIGHTS**
Iowa public broadcasting board, powers, release of records. **SF 2274** - similar to **HF 2488**.

**CORN**
Solar panel fields on agricultural land, separation. **SF 2127** - similar to **SF 2321**.
Clean water commission, clean water checkoffs. **HF 2534**.

**CORONAVIRUS, see also PANDEMIC**
School finance, COVID funding gap for preschool. **SF 132**.
School infrastructure moneys, in-person learning. **HF 165**.
Workers' compensation, COVID-19 infection. **SF 138**.
Prime Act resolution. **HCR 7**.
Tax exemption, coronavirus payment. **HF 512**.
Essential worker hazard pay grant fund, COVID. **SF 412**.
Employee protections, reporting of COVID-19 cases. **SF 471**.
Tax reform. **HF 893** – similar to **SF 619**. **SF 619** approved 6-16-21.
Public health capacity. **HF 898**.
COVID-19 vaccination requirements, employment. **HF 902** – companion to **SF 622**. Approved 10-29-21.
Federal COVID-19 mandates for large employers, state enforcement. **SF 2012**.
Vaccine mandates, antibodies exemption. **SF 2030**.
COVID-19 vaccinations, fact sheets. **SF 2033**.
Vaccinations, employer testing mandates. **HF 2036**.
School vaccination schedule. **HF 2040** - same as **HF 2298**. **HF 2298** approved 6-14-22.
State employee sick leave, COVID-19. **HF 2335**.
Savings accounts, essential workers. **HF 2432**.
Health and human services appropriations. **HF 2578**. Approved 6-14-22.

**CORPORAL PUNISHMENT**
Corporal punishment in schools, liability. **SF 2044**.

**CORPORATIONS**
Model business corporation Act. **SF 266** - similar to **SF 579** - both similar to **HF 681** and **HF 844**, which are same. **HF 844** approved 6-8-21.
Administrative rules, corporations. **HF 453**. Approved 5-20-21.
Phase out corporate giveaways interstate compact. **HF 598**.
Written consent by boards of directors, business corporations. **SF 564** - companion to **HF 759**.
Income tax, flat tax. **HF 2062**.
State and local taxes, deduction. **HF 2087**.
Flat income tax, sales tax increase, recreation trust fund. **SF 2206** - similar to **HF 2317**. **HF 2317** approved 3-1-22.
Business corporations, electronic communications. **SF 2303** - companion to **HF 2469**. **HF 2469** approved 5-2-22.
Corporate tax rates, income, sales taxes. **SF 2372**.

**CORRECTIONS, DEPARTMENT OF**

Justice system appropriations. **HF 861** – similar to **SF 599**. **HF 861** approved 6-8-21.
Crime victim rights, recidivism reduction. **SF 2226** - same as **SF 2328**.
Justice system appropriations. **HF 2559**. Approved 6-17-22.

**Employees**

Collective bargaining, recertification elections. **SF 57** – similar to **SF 2186**.
Collective bargaining, corrections officers as public safety. **HF 159**.
Rehabilitation and reduction of recidivism in Iowa corrections. **HF 181**.
Department of corrections, Iowa courts information system access. **HF 432** – companion to **SF 343**. **SF 343** approved 3-8-21.
Law enforcement, qualified immunity, peace officer bill of rights. **SF 476**.
Correctional officers. **HF 2404**.
Public nurse retention. **HF 2405**.

**Facilities**

Capitals appropriations. **HF 862** – similar to **SF 600**. **HF 862** approved 6-8-21.

**Inmates**

Period products, provision in state buildings. **SF 34** - similar to **SF 2020**.
Mental health diversion treatment program. **HF 62**.
Rehabilitation and reduction of recidivism in Iowa corrections. **HF 181**.
Life sentence review committee program. **HF 377**.
Earned time, mandatory minimum. **HF 535** - same as **HF 2114**.
Parole board reviews. **SF 2113**.
Incarcerated individuals, communications. **HF 2228**.

**COSMETOLOGY**

Cosmetology and barbering licensure, merged boards. **SF 164** - similar to **SF 540** and **SF 2209**.
Human trafficking, massage therapy, law enforcement, fraudulent licenses. **SF 246** - same as **SF 388** - both similar to **HF 452**. **HF 452** approved 5-20-21.
Cosmetology exemptions, weddings. **HF 760**.
Cosmetology and barbering in home. **SF 2022**.
Accredited private institutions. **HF 2038**.
Mobile cosmetologists. **HF 2071** - companion to **HF 2072**.
Threading licensing. HF 2106 - same as HF 2480 - both similar to SF 2119. SF 2119 approved 3-23-22.
Cosmetology, barbering, fees. HF 2576.

COST OF LIVING
Workers' compensation, overtime, premium pay, and cost of living. HF 162.

COUNCILS, see also BOARDS; CITIES, subhead Councils
Local food and farm program council. HF 2322.

COUNSEL
Pro se defendants, filing of documents. HF 2222 – companion to SF 2185. HF 2222 approved 6-13-22.

COUNSELING
Counselor confidentiality. HF 64 - same as HF 303.
Domestic abuse. HF 740.
Behavior analysts in schools, licensure. SF 532. Approved 5-10-21.
Licensed professional counsels compact. HF 2179.

COUNTIES
Autopsy transportation. HF 93.
Lease-purchase contracts, competitive bidding, municipalities. SF 142.
Local emergency response districts. HF 248 - same as HF 683 - both similar to SF 2099 and SF 2267, which are same. SF 2267 approved 4-21-22.
Lead testing, grants to counties. SF 209 - companion to HF 504.
Abandoned properties, counties acquiring title. SF 225 - similar to SF 426 and SF 554, which are same. SF 554 approved 4-30-21.
Online notice requirements by local governments, schools. SF 453.
Essential corporate purpose, cybersecurity. HF 2288.
Sports betting revenue. HF 2403.
Public safety answering point report. HF 2436. Approved 4-21-22.
Assessments
County assessors, joint appointments. SF 133 – similar to SF 384. SF 384 approved 4-21-22.
Education omnibus, bonds, school board duties, student health care. SF 2362.

Attorneys
Class D felony convictions, expungement. HF 223 - similar to HF 831.
Obscene materials, minors' access in schools and libraries. HF 2176.
Victims rights. HF 2242.

Bonds
Flood mitigation, essential county purpose. HF 523 – companion to SF 442 and SF 607. HF 523 approved 5-10-21.
Emergency medical services funding. HF 562.
Commissioners
   School bond issues. HF 96.
   Vote recounts, early voting. SF 382.
   Absentee ballots, mailing. HF 2006.
   Election recount. HF 2354.

Conservation Boards
   County conservation boards, membership. HF 777.
   Conservation land acquisition, price limitations. SF 2312.

Courts
   Judicial branch appropriations. HF 864 – similar to SF 597. HF 864
      approved 6-8-21.

Elections
   Elections, voting periods, absentee ballot drops, delivery. SF 413 - companion
      to HF 590. SF 413 approved 3-8-21.
   Elections omnibus, procedure for constitutional amendments. SF 568.
      Approved 6-8-21.
   Voting machine auditing. HF 2174.
   Elections omnibus. SF 2343 - companion to HF 2526.

Employees
   Collective bargaining, recertification elections. SF 57 – similar to SF 2186.
   Commercial driver's license testing, county pilot project. HF 2406.

Health, Boards of
   Local boards of health, powers. HF 2064.

Home Rule
   Rental housing, federal vouchers, prohibiting local regulation. SF 252 -
      companion to HF 720. SF 252 approved 4-30-21.
   Mental health and disability services regions, transportation services. SF 293.
   Septic tank noncompliance, county fines. HF 728 – companion to SF 616.
      HF 728 approved 4-21-22.
   Mental health funding, property taxes, state aid. SF 587.
   Short-term property rentals, enforcement. SF 2115.

Hospitals
   County hospital trustee compensation. HF 2143 - same as HF 2428.

Land Use
   Property tax abatement for home improvements. HF 21 - similar to HF 626.
   Land banks, improvement to dilapidated properties. SF 100 - similar to SF
      590.
   Flood mitigation. HF 2166.

Mental Health Services
   Mental health and disability services regions, transportation services. SF 293.
   Mental health, disability services regions. HF 661.
   Voting members of regional governance, mental health services. SF 461.
   Physician assistants. HF 803. Approved 5-17-22.
   Mental health funding, property taxes, state aid. SF 587.
   Mental health and disability services, county administrative funds, cash
      reserves. SF 2118 - similar to SF 2314.
Officers
County compensation boards, elimination. SF 77 - companion to HF 125.
County medical examiner, autopsy costs. SF 106 – SF 307 - HF 525 - all similar. SF 307 approved 3-22-21.
County compensation boards, considerations. SF 108 - similar to SF 2283 and HF 2430.

Ordinances
Dogs, specific breed bans, prohibition. HF 59 – SF 143 - HF 2211 - all similar.
Fireworks, local prohibitions. SF 99.
Rental housing, federal vouchers, prohibiting local regulation. SF 252 - companion to HF 720. SF 252 approved 4-30-21.
Natural gas and propane sales, prohibiting local regulation. HF 555 - similar to SF 455. HF 555 approved 4-12-21.
Home-based business ordinances. HF 2005 - same as HF 2431. HF 2431 approved 6-14-22.
Banned breeds, service dogs. SF 2035.

Recorders
Housing trust fund, real estate transfer tax cap. SF 10 - similar to SF 612.
Land records, allowable county fees. HF 520 – similar to SF 441 and HF 837 which are companion. HF 837 approved 6-8-21.
County land record information system. HF 527 – companion to SF 374. HF 527 approved 5-20-21.
Peace officer rights, driver immunity during protests. SF 497 - same as SF 534.
Snowmobile fees. HF 826 - same as HF 853.
Water vessel registration. HF 2069 - similar to HF 2413.
Land surveys. HF 2142.
Vehicle fees. HF 2235.
Groundwater hazard statements upon conveyance. HF 2343 – companion to SF 2330. HF 2343 approved 4-21-22.
Department of revenue omnibus. SF 2371 - companion to HF 2552. HF 2552 approved 5-2-22.

Roads and Bridges
Road salt. HF 32.
All-terrain vehicles, county highways. HF 800 – SF 2114 - HF 2130 - all similar. HF 2130 approved 6-13-22.

Sheriffs, see also SHERIFFS
Sex offender registration, nonresident moving to Iowa. HF 61.
Firearm permits. HF 65.
Police to social worker ratio. HF 881.
Police, home location. HF 882.
Supervisors, Board of
County compensation boards, elimination. SF 77 - companion to HF 125.
Bridge closures, notification. SF 102 - same as SF 234. SF 234 approved 6-8-21.
County compensation boards, considerations. SF 108 - similar to SF 2283 and HF 2430.
County redistricting plans. SF 134 - companion to HF 218.
Stream buffers. HF 241.
County zoning set-back requirements. HF 298.
Flood mitigation, essential county purpose. HF 523 – companion to SF 442 and SF 607. HF 523 approved 5-10-21.
911 service boards, department of homeland security. SF 392.
Drainage districts. HF 575.
Soil and water conservation modernization, nutrient reduction. HF 646.
County conservation boards, membership. HF 777.
Soil and water conservation modernization, amend various provisions. HF 801.
Local boards of health, powers. HF 2064.
County levy, voting. HF 2086.
Pioneer cemeteries. HF 2153.
Drainage district voting. HF 2375.
County redistricting plans. HF 2466. Approved 3-22-22.

Taxes and Revenue
Sports wagering receipt fund. HF 2286 - similar to HF 2548 and HF 2566 which are the same.

Treasurers
Land banks, improvement to dilapidated properties. SF 100 - similar to SF 590.
Vehicle registration surcharge for state patrol. SF 101.
Green license plates, hybrid vehicles. HF 219.
Auto warranty information. HF 299.
Automobile dealers, plates, fees. HF 393 – HF 829 - SF 444 - all companion. SF 444 approved 4-12-21.
Driver's license station convenience fee. HF 419.
Driver's license, voluntary donations. HF 716.
Motor vehicle title and registration, county of issuance. HF 810 - HF 870 - HF 2570 - all similar.
Private schools, school property tax. HF 2091.
Property tax sale postponement. HF 2359 – companion to SF 2281.

Veterans Affairs
Military service property tax exemption, application. HF 197.
County veteran service officer allocation. **HF 307.**
Veteran license plates. **HF 2427.**

**Waste Management**
Septic tank noncompliance, county fines. **HF 728** – companion to **SF 616.**
**HF 728** approved 4-21-22.

**Zoning**
County zoning set-back requirements. **HF 298.**
Housing, nonconforming use, local regulations. **SF 469.**
Workforce omnibus. **SF 2361** - **HF 2527** - **HF 2569** - **SF 2383** - all similar.
**SF 2383** approved 6-16-22.

**COURTS**
Conservatorships, bond requirements. **HF 10.**
Firearm violence protective orders. **HF 24.**
Guardian ad litem for child prosecution witnesses. **SF 180** - companion to **HF 361.** **HF 361** approved 4-30-21.
Decedent litigation. **HF 366** – companion to **SF 239.** **SF 239** approved 3-8-21.
Sureties, forfeiture of bail, returning defendant to court. **SF 254** - similar to **HF 424.** **HF 424** approved 4-30-21.
Department of corrections, Iowa courts information system access. **HF 432** – companion to **SF 343.** **SF 343** approved 3-8-21.
Probation regulation, fines. **HF 678.**
Evictions, court records. **HF 820.**
Judicial branch appropriations. **HF 864** – similar to **SF 597.** **HF 864** approved 6-8-21.
Legislative standing. **HF 2117.**
Domestic abuse, expungement for dismissals. **HF 2140** - similar to **HF 2419.**
Specialty probate courts. **HF 2268** - same as **HF 2483.**
Remote testimony, technology. **SF 2246.**
Judicial branch appropriations. **HF 2558.** Item vetoed 6-17-22.

**Appeals**
Pro se defendants, filing of documents. **HF 2222** – companion to **SF 2185.** **HF 2222** approved 6-13-22.

**Assessment of Fees**
Probate fees. **HF 360** – **SF 244** - **HF 711** - all companion. **HF 711** approved 6-8-21.
Criminal surcharges, court fees and debt. **SF 367.** Approved 6-8-21.

**Attorneys**
Office of state public defender, wrongful conviction division. **HF 2162** – same as **HF 2516** - both similar to **SF 2327.** **HF 2516** approved 5-2-22.

**Clerks**
Probate fees. **HF 360** – **SF 244** - **HF 711** - all companion. **HF 711** approved 6-8-21.
Juror confidential questionnaires. **HF 2328.**

**District Court**
Liquor control licenses. **HF 25.**
Domestic relationships. HF 70.
Firearm access, extreme risk protective orders. HF 252.
Unemployment benefits appeals, district court. SF 187.
Sex offender registry, modification of requirements. HF 489 - similar toHF 2161 and SF 2363. SF 2363 approved 5-12-22.

Employees
Court reporters, adoption hearings. HF 433 – companion to SF 440. HF 433 approved 4-30-21.
Court interpreters. HF 445 - similar to HF 707 and SF 558, which are companion. HF 707 approved 4-30-21.
State court administrator, salary. SF 2134 - companion to HF 2360.

Family Court
Termination of parental rights, revocation. HF 212 - same as HF 554.
Child advocacy board, foster care, fictive kin. SF 2174 - companion to HF 2390. HF 2390 approved 5-2-22.

Jurors
Juror and witness fees. HF 354.

Juvenile Court
Juvenile defendant in adult court, detention. SF 357. Approved 4-30-21.

Magistrates
Pretrial release, conditions. SF 63.
Magistrates, attorneys. HF 2022.
Magistrates, age. HF 2043 - companion to HF 2260.
No-knock warrants. HF 2452.

Supreme Court
Plain error doctrine. HF 102.
Judicial accountability. HF 109.
United States supreme court resolution. HR 17.
Specialty probate courts. HF 2268 - same as HF 2483.
Abortion abolition, court decision. HF 2289.

COVID-19, see CORONAVIRUS

CREDIT
Regulated loans, service charges. HF 235 - companion to SF 229. HF 235 approved 3-8-21.
Supervised loans, calculation of finance charges. SF 349 - similar to HF 591.
Employment, credit checks. HF 732.

CREDIT CARDS
Credit card swipe fees. HF 627.
Consumer credit holds. HF 677- same as HF 730.

CREDIT UNIONS
Financial institutions, savings promotion drawings. SF 86 - companion to HF 359 - both similar to HF 2329.
Credit union acquisition of bank assets, prohibition. SF 530.
Department of revenue omnibus. SF 2371 - companion to HF 2552. HF 2552 approved 5-2-22.

**CRIME VICTIMS**, *see also VICTIM RIGHTS*
Cold case database. HF 277.

**CRIMINAL HISTORY AND RECORDS**
Employment, criminal history. HF 178.
Probation regulation, fines. HF 678.
Bail forfeiture, written notification. HF 2097. Approved 5-2-22.
Driver's license photo, usage. HF 2123. Approved 5-23-22.
Postconviction, access to records. HF 2269 - same as HF 2458.
Medical cannabis. HF 2363.
Human trafficking, expungement of criminal history. HF 2464.

**CRIMINAL OFFENSES**
Body cameras for peace officers. HF 43.
Mandatory minimum sentences. HF 206.
3D printed guns. HF 253.
Synthetic urine prohibition, drug testing. HF 283 – companion to SF 329.
  HF 283 approved 3-8-21.
Gay panic defense, prohibiting. HF 310.
Hemp affirmative defense. HF 548.
Felon voting, constitutional amendment. HJR 11.
Peace officer rights, driver immunity during protests. SF 497 - same as SF 534.
Simulated firearms and explosives, criminal offenses. SF 2173 - similar to SF 2360.
Crime victim rights, recidivism reduction. SF 2226 - same as SF 2328.

**Abuse**
Burglary with sexual abuse, sentence. HF 231 - companion to SF 242. HF 231 approved 3-8-21.

**Sexual Offenses**
Burglary with sexual abuse, sentence. HF 231 - companion to SF 242. HF 231 approved 3-8-21.
Human trafficking, child exploitation. HF 288.
Sex offender registry, modification of requirements. HF 489 - similar to HF 2161 and SF 2363. SF 2363 approved 5-12-22.

**CRIMINAL PROCEDURE**
Criminal interrogations, electronic recording requirement. SF 26.
Body cameras for peace officers. HF 43.
Cold case unit within DPS. HF 63 – companion to SF 151 and SF 561 - similar to HF 312 - similar to SF 2103 and SF 2234, which are same.
Cold case database. HF 277.

**CROPS**
Animal operations, unauthorized cameras. HF 775. Approved 4-30-21.
Hemp production, acreage restriction. **HF 2070 – HF 2088 - SF 2110 - HF 2380** - all similar. **HF 2380** approved 4-21-22.

**CULTURAL AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF**
Zoos, income tax checkoff. **HF 35**.
Economic development appropriations. **SF 595** - similar to **HF 871**. **HF 871** approved 6-8-21.
Economic development appropriations. **HF 2564**. Approved 6-17-22.

**CULTURAL ATTRACTIONS**
Americana curriculum. **HF 420**.

**CULTURAL COMPETENCY**
Cultural competency. **HF 876**.

**CUSTODY, see also CHILDREN, subhead Custody**
Firearms liability. **HF 119**.
Uniform custodial trust Act. **HF 295** – companion to **SF 240**. **SF 240** approved 3-8-21.

**CYBERSECURITY**
Insurance data security. **HF 719** – companion to **SF 553**. **HF 719** approved 4-30-21.
Affirmative defense, cybersecurity. **SF 2049**.
Voting machine auditing. **HF 2174**.
Essential corporate purpose, cybersecurity. **HF 2288**.
Affirmative defense, cybersecurity, definitions. **HF 2302**.
Cyber ransom payment, public sector. **SF 2207**.
Cybersecurity simulator. **HF 2361** - similar to **HF 2555**.

**DAIRY INDUSTRY**
Milk haulers, excessive weight, permits. **SF 550** - companion to **HF 790** - both similar to companions **HF 869** and **SF 605**. **HF 869** approved 5-20-21.
Agriculture and natural resources appropriations. **HF 860** – similar to **SF 598**. **HF 860** approved 6-2-21.
Dairy processing revitalization program. **HF 2308** – companion to **SF 2290** and both similar to **HF 2433**.
Dairy product sales, unpasteurized milk deregulation. **SF 2309**.
Clean water commission, clean water checkoffs. **HF 2534**.
Ag and natural resources appropriations. **HF 2560**. Approved 6-17-22.
Dairy labeling, resolution. **HR 117**.

**DAMAGES**
911 abuse, civil action. **HF 421** - same as **HF 821**. **HF 821** approved 5-10-21.
Blocking roadways. **HF 430**.

**DAMS**
Boating, dams, flotation devices, OWI, administration by DNR. **SF 2177**.
Stormwater and floodplains, permits for contamination, construction. **HF 2347** - similar to **SF 2311**.

**DANCING**
Dance studios, sales tax exemption. **HF 143** - same as **HF 158** and **HF 2001** - all companion to **SF 264**.

**DATA CENTERS**
Natural disaster, data charge limits. **HF 2504**.

**DATING VIOLENCE**
Sex education regarding affirmative consent. **SF 58**.
Human growth and development. **HF 2183**.

**DAY CARE, see also CHILDREN, subhead Day Care**
Child care assistance eligibility, cliff effect. **SF 177** - companion to **HF 505** - both similar to **SF 2009**.
Nonregistered day care limits, numbers of children. **HF 260** – companion to **SF 277**. **HF 260** approved 4-12-21.
Child care provider rates. **HF 292**.
Child care assistance off-ramp. **HF 302** – companion to **SF 283**. **HF 302** approved 6-16-21.
Child care employees, age. **HF 2198**. Approved 6-16-22.

**DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME**
Daylight saving time throughout year. **SF 8** - **HF 2105** – **HF 2144** - **HF 2331** - companion and all similar to **SF 335**.

**DEADLY FORCE**
Deadly force, special prosecutors, study committee. **SF 25**.

**DEAF PERSONS**
Deaf children, language and literacy development. **HF 244** - same as **HF 604**. **HF 604** approved 5-24-22.
Court interpreters. **HF 445** - similar to **HF 707** and **SF 558**, which are companion. **HF 707** approved 4-30-21.
Duane King, resolution. **HR 103**.
Deaf persons task force. **HF 2262**.

**DEALERS**
Equipment dealership agreements, supplier right of termination. **HF 556** – companion to **SF 454**. **HF 556** approved 4-30-21.
Catalytic converters, scrap metal. **HF 2387** - similar to **SF 2287**. **SF 2287** approved 5-24-22.
Aircraft, special certificates, sales tax on parts. **SF 2370**. Approved 6-14-22.

**Fuel**
Renewable fuels. **HF 2128**. Approved 5-17-22.
Department of revenue permits, sales tax, distribution. **SF 2367** - similar to **HF 2583**. **SF 2367** approved 6-17-22.
Motor Vehicles
  Car dealership Sunday hours. HF 296.

Weapons
  Transfer of firearms, background check. HF 128.
  Firearms industry, liability immunity. SF 344 – same as SF 514 – both similar to HF 621. HF 621 approved 4-2-21.

DEATH
  Child death, investigation of family. HF 7.
  Abuse of a corpse. HF 18 - same as HF 282. HF 282 approved 5-10-21.
  County medical examiner, autopsy costs. SF 106 – SF 307 - HF 525 - all similar. SF 307 approved 3-22-21.
  Burial transit permits, rules. SF 107 - same as SF 410.
  Decedent litigation. HF 366 – companion to SF 239. SF 239 approved 3-8-21.
  Dependent adult abuse, caretakers. SF 300 – similar to SF 450. SF 450 approved 4-30-21.
  Violent death reporting system. HF 2065.
  Vehicular accident reporting requirements. HF 2195.
  SIDS Foundation, resolution. HR 110. Adopted by House.

DEATH BENEFITS
  Workers' compensation, overtime, premium pay, and cost of living. HF 162.

DEATH CERTIFICATES
  Death certificates for infants, vaccination information. SF 125 - similar to HF 631 and SF 2124.
  Premature infant death certificate, nonviable birth. SF 308 - same as SF 577. SF 577 approved 5-24-22.
  COVID-19 vaccinations, coroner's documentation. SF 2032.

DEATH PENALTY
  Death penalty for murder. SF 82 - similar to HF 271.

DEBTS
  Delayed deposit loan regulations, repayment plans. SF 206.

DECIMINALIZATION
  Marijuana decriminalization. HF 163 - similar to HF 2241.
  Decriminalize psilocybin. HF 459.
  Entheogens, medical use. HF 480.

DEER
  Wounded deer, retrieval by leashed dogs. HF 23 – companion to SF 311 - both similar to HF 552 and SF 457, which are companion. HF 552 approved 4-12-21.
  Antlerless deer, population management, semi-automatic rifles. SF 427 - similar to SF 464 and SF 581. SF 581 approved 6-17-22.
  Hunting, tracking deer at night. HF 665.
Hunting Licenses
Nonresident hunting license allotment, hunting guides. **HF 60** - similar to **HF 806**.
Deer hunting, youth tags. **SF 2011**.
Nonresident deer hunters, preference points. **SF 2142** - similar to **SF 2344**.
Landowners, deer tag transferability. **SF 2219**.
Archery deer tags. **HF 2365**.

Weapons
Nonambulatory hunters. **HF 147** - same as **HF 551**.
Nonresident deer hunting. **HF 406** - same as **HF 550**.

DEFENDANTS
Bail forfeiture, written notification. **HF 2097**. Approved 5-2-22.
Postconviction, access to records. **HF 2269** - same as **HF 2458**.

DELAYED DEPOSIT SERVICES
Delayed deposit loan regulations, repayment plans. **SF 206**.

DELIVERY SERVICES
Third-party delivery services, agreements with restaurants. **SF 2213** - companion to **HF 2408** and **SF 2320**.
Food delivery fees. **HF 2502**.

DENTAL CARE
Orthodontic treatment, initial examinations. **SF 54** - similar to **HF 685** and **SF 543**, which are companion. **HF 685** approved 5-20-21.
Dental reimbursement, Medicaid. **SF 166**.
Dental assistants, sealants. **HF 516** - similar to **HF 737**.
Vaccines, dentists. **HF 528**.

DEPENDENTS, see also **ADULT ABUSE; CHILDREN**
Dependent care tax credits. **HF 1** – **SF 119** - **HF 230** - all companion.
Achieving a better life experience (ABLE) accounts, trust transfers. **SF 60** - companion to **HF 595**.
Campaign funds, use for dependent care. **SF 145**.
Tax credit, stay-at-home parent. **HF 349**.
Dependent adult abuse, caretakers. **SF 300** – similar to **SF 450**. **SF 450** approved 4-30-21.
Child and dependent care tax credit, threshold adjustments. **SF 437**.
Child care dependent tax credit. **HF 668**.
Achieving a better life experience (ABLE) trust accounts, eligible signatories. **SF 474** - same as **SF 527** - both similar to **HF 835**. **HF 835** approved 5-20-21.
Elder abuse, dependent adult abuse. **HF 2112**.

DEPOSITIONS
Pretrial depositions, child victims. **HF 709**. Approved 5-20-21.
DIAPERS
Sales tax exemption, menstrual products, child and adult diapers. SF 36 - SF 213 - HF 2196 - all similar.

DISABLED PERSONS
Achieving a better life experience (ABLE) accounts, trust transfers. SF 60 - companion to HF 595.
Child support, veteran disability benefits. SF 93.
Achieving a better life experience (ABLE) trust accounts, eligible signatories. SF 474 - same as SF 527 - both similar to HF 835. HF 835 approved 5-20-21.
Banned breeds, service dogs. SF 2035.
Service and assistance animals, reasonable housing accommodation. SF 2093 - similar to HF 2486.
Josh Turek, resolution. HR 101. Adopted by House.
Victim testimony, hearsay exception. HF 2221 – similar to SF 2329.
Comprehensive transition programs, scholarships. HF 2306 - similar to HF 2495.
Ag and natural resources appropriations. HF 2560. Approved 6-17-22.

Accessibility
Adult changing stations at rest areas. SF 38 - HF 33 - HF 492 - all companion.
Electronic absentee ballots, accessibility. SF 53 - companion to HF 322 - both similar to HF 2075 and HF 2426, which are similar.
Adult changing stations, public buildings. HF 306.
Livable homes, modification for elders, grant program. SF 201.

Employment

Insurance Coverage
411 retirement system. HF 417 - similar to HF 797.

Medical Care
Mental health and disability services regions, transportation services. SF 293.
Mental health, disability services regions. HF 661.

Motor Vehicles
Vehicle registration, disabled veterans. HF 2194 - same as HF 2435.
Persons with disabilities parking permits, physical therapists. HF 2259.
Approved 5-23-22.
Disabled veterans, exemption from vehicle registration fees. SF 2261.

Schools
Sexual exploitation by community college employee. SF 105.

Tax Credits
Property tax, disabled veterans. HF 227.
Property tax exemption for senior homeowners. HF 619.
Disabled veteran homestead tax credit, qualification. HF 2107 - companion to HF 2287 - both similar to SF 2299.
DISASTERS
Truck weight, permits, presidential disaster declarations. HF 382 – companion to SF 422. HF 382 approved 4-2-21.
Unemployment benefits, waiver of reimbursement. HF 473.
Sales tax holiday, emergency preparedness supplies. HF 680 – companion to SF 604 - both similar to HF 2563.
Business fines during pandemic, cancellation. SF 498.
Election powers during emergencies, misconduct. SF 531.
Disaster assistance, removal of debris, public liability. SF 2192 - companion to HF 2295. HF 2295 approved 5-23-22.
Public health disaster emergencies. HF 2270.
Informal property assessment review deadlines, disaster areas. SF 2280.
Price gouging, disasters. HF 2503.
Natural disaster, data charge limits. HF 2504.

Agricultural Property
Crude oil disaster prevention and response fee. HF 168.

Residential Property
Housing tax credit program, disaster assistance. SF 295 - companion to HF 582.
Housing assistance, disaster recovery. SF 611.
Tax reform. HF 893 – similar to SF 619. SF 619 approved 6-16-21.

DISCIPLINE POLICIES
Administrative hearings, licensed professions and occupations. HF 764.
Law enforcement, discipline, exculpatory evidence. HF 2496. Approved 6-17-22.

DISCLOSURE
Attorney advertising. HF 702 - same as HF 832.

DISCRIMINATION
Unemployment discrimination. HF 19.
Reproductive nondiscrimination. HF 41.
Law enforcement practices, profiling, data reporting. HF 130 – companion to SF 188 - both similar to HF 356.
Social media, censorship, suppression of religious and political speech. HF 171.
Wage payment collection. HF 180 – similar to SF 205 and HF 634, which are companion.
Restroom privacy, gender specific. HF 187.
Pay equity, civil rights protection. HF 188 – similar to SF 139.
Coast guard, employment protection. HF 200 – companion to SF 182. HF 200 approved 3-8-21.
Gender identity, civil rights. HF 272.
Implicit bias training, health care workers. HF 466.
Natural hairstyle discrimination. HF 471 - HF 2110 - HF 2513 - all similar.
Educational institutions, free speech policies, training. **SF 478** - similar to **HF 744**. **HF 744** approved 5-20-21.

Education, free speech, nondiscrimination. **HF 802**. Approved 6-8-21.

Vaccinations, civil rights, medical creed as protected class. **SF 2052** similar to **HF 2234**.

Race and sex stereotyping. **HF 2090**.

Political and medical civil rights. **HF 2141**.

Hate crimes. **HF 2213**.

Antisemitism, definition. **HF 2220** – similar to **SF 2183**. **HF 2220** approved 3-23-22.

Salary history anti-discrimination. **HF 2453**.

Vaccinations, discrimination. **HF 2545**.

**DISEASES**, see also **ANIMALS**, subhead Diseases and Research

Rebuttable presumption, diseases in workplace. **HF 121**.

Immunization, informed consent exemption. **HF 329** - similar to **HF 899**.

411 retirement system. **HF 417** - similar to **HF 797**.

Health data, privacy and security training. **HF 488**.

OSHA requirements. **HF 703**.

COVID commission, pandemic response review. **SF 519**.

Mandatory sepsis protocols. **HF 2041** - same as **HF 2510**.

Public health disaster emergencies. **HF 2270**.

**Designations**

Tardive dyskinesia resolution. **HR 114**. Adopted by House.

**DISORDERLY CONDUCT**

Disorderly conduct. **HF 232** – companion to **SF 170**. **HF 232** approved 3-8-21.

Civil unrest. **HF 251**.

Blocking roadways. **HF 430**.

Peace officer rights, driver immunity during protests. **SF 497** - same as **SF 534**.

**DISSOLUTION OF MARRIAGE**

Children

Parenting time, replacing term visitation. **HF 56** – companion to **HF 199** and **SF 313**.

Child custody, shared parenting. **HF 202**.

Divorce, college expenses. **SF 272**.

Educational setting of children, custody proceedings. **HF 507** - companion to **SF 2094** - both similar to **HF 824**.

Custodial parent relocation, child's school district. **SF 2041**.

**DISTRIBUTORS**

Beverage container control, bottle bill, wholesaler reporting. **HF 152** – companion to **SF 565**.

Beverage container control, bottle bill, handling fee. **HF 321**.

Abortion medication. **HF 331**.
Beverage container control, bottle bill, handling fee, penalties. HF 2440.

DIVORCE, see DISSOLUTION OF MARRIAGE

DNA (DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID)
Mandatory testing for newly collected rape kits. SF 2218.

DOGS
Wounded deer, retrieval by leashed dogs. HF 23 – companion to SF 311
- both similar to HF 552 and SF 457, which are companion. HF 552
approved 4-12-21.
Dogs, specific breed bans, prohibition. HF 59 – SF 143 - HF 2211 - all
similar.
Wagering, international simultaneous telecast. HF 513 – companion to SF
415. HF 513 approved 6-8-21.
Banned breeds, service dogs. SF 2035.
Service and assistance animals, reasonable housing accommodation. SF 2093
- similar to HF 2486.
Predatory lending, dogs and cats. HF 2456.
Ag and natural resources appropriations. HF 2560. Approved 6-17-22.

DOMESTIC ABUSE, see also ABUSE
Domestic abuse, consent decrees. HF 450 – SF 428 - SF 512 - HF 825 - all
companion. HF 825 approved 5-2-22.
Domestic abuse. HF 740.
No-contact orders, extensions. SF 2178.
Domestic violence victims, identification documentation. SF 2180.
Crime victim rights, recidivism reduction. SF 2226 - same as HF 352.
Domestic abuse risk assessment. HF 2362 – companion to SF 2365.

DONATIONS, see CHARITIES

DRAINAGE
Abandoned mine remediation, lead mines. HF 725.

DRAINAGE AND LEVEE DISTRICTS
Levee and drainage districts, assessment deductions. HF 395 - SF 267 - HF
643 - all companion.
Drainage districts, notice of hearings. HF 461 – SF 353 - HF 624 - all
companion. SF 353 approved 3-22-21.
Drainage districts. HF 575.
Drainage district improvements, engineer requirements, bids. SF 500.
Levee study extension. HF 2116 - same as HF 2517. HF 2517 approved
6-13-22.
Drainage districts, powers. HF 2150.
Drainage district voting. HF 2375.
Levee and drainage districts. HF 2391 - similar to HF 2551.
DRIVER EDUCATION
School driving and internet access. HF 77.
Distracted driving, driver's education. SF 98 – companion to HF 380 and SF 317. HF 380 approved 5-20-21.
Competent private instruction, attendance days, driver's education. SF 546. Approved 5-10-21.

DRIVER'S LICENSES AND PERMITS
Golf cart operator, driver's license or licensed passenger. SF 48 - companion to HF 30.
Driver's license station convenience fee. HF 419.
Driver's license, emergency contact information. HF 435 – companion to SF 439. HF 435 approved 5-20-21.
Driver's license, voluntary donations. HF 716.
Driver's license photo, usage. HF 2123. Approved 5-23-22.
Autism, definition. HF 2167. Approved 4-21-22.
Domestic violence victims, identification documentation. SF 2180.
Driver's license requirements, passport information. SF 2187.

Commercial Drivers
Commercial driver’s licenses, electronic renewal. HF 280 – companion to SF 318. HF 280 approved 4-2-21.
Chauffeur licenses. HF 389 – companion to SF 316. HF 389 approved 4-2-21.
Commercial driver's license, human trafficking training. SF 268.
Commercial driver's licenses, testing fees. HF 521 - similar to HF 828. HF 828 approved 5-20-21.
Commercial driver's license, emergency vehicles. HF 2334.
Commercial driver's license testing, county pilot project. HF 2406.
Commercial drivers licensing, third-party testing. SF 2337 - companion to HF 2530. SF 2337 approved 6-14-22.

Minors
School driving permit, extracurricular activities, distance. SF 67 - same as SF 233.
Student driver's permit, farm work. SF 79 - same as SF 231 - both similar to HF 387. SF 231 approved 3-8-21.
School driving and internet access. HF 77.
Minors driving, work. HF 2424.

Operating While Intoxicated (OWI)
Operating while intoxicated, third offense, penalties. HF 451.
OWI offenses, prior convictions, repeat penalty enhancements. SF 506 - same as SF 536 and both similar to HF 2393.

Suspension and Revocation
Commercial driver's license, revocation. HF 649.
Court debt, driver's licenses. HF 2240.

DRONES, see AIRCRAFT AND AIRPORTS
DROPOUTS
School supplements, dropout prevention. **SF 271.**
Dropout prevention moneys. **SF 2003** - companion to **HF 2008.**

DRUGS, see also **CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES**
Vitamin D testing. **HF 328.**
Needle exchange program, lawful possession. **SF 204.**
Drug policy advisory council. **HF 427** – companion to **HF 2367** and **SF 2293.** **HF 2367** approved 4-21-22.

**Controlled Substances**
Marijuana decriminalization. **HF 163** - similar to **HF 2241.**
Controlled substances and precursor substances. **HF 391.** Approved 5-10-21.
Decriminalize psilocybin. **HF 459.**
Entheogens, medical use. **HF 480.**
Medical psilocybin. **HF 636.**
Marijuana possession, penalties. **HF 648** – similar to **SF 533** and **SF 2225.**
Medical cannabidiol. **HF 2307.**

**Prescriptions, see also PHARMACY**
Emergency insulin. **HF 262.**
Insulin insurance coverage, cap. **HF 263** - similar to **HF 2511.**
Pharmaceutical advertising prohibition. **HF 396.**
Prescription drugs, transparency. **HF 464** - similar to **HF 526.**
Pharmacy practice. **HF 514** – companion to **SF 416.** **HF 514** approved 4-30-21.
Drug prescribing authority. **HF 539.**
Health care, regulatory relief. **HF 549.**
Prescriptions for ivermectin or hydroxychloroquine, physician protection. **SF 2031.**
Right to prescriptions. **HF 2265.**
Ivermectin and hydroxychloroquine. **HF 2266.**

**Substance Abuse Treatment**
Medicaid, substance abuse reimbursement. **HF 205** - similar to **HF 446.**
Access centers for emergency detention of persons in crisis. **SF 526.**
Public health capacity. **HF 898.**

**Testing**
Synthetic urine prohibition, drug testing. **HF 283** – companion to **SF 329.**
**HF 283** approved 3-8-21.
Drug testing, private sector. **SF 361** - companion to **HF 748.**

DYSLEXIA
Dyslexia teaching endorsement, grant program. **HF 2185.**
Dyslexia services, outsourcing. **HF 2186** - similar to **HF 2543.**

**EARLY CHILDHOOD PROGRAMS, see also PRESCHOOLS**
Preschool funding, full day for four-year-olds. **SF 189.**
Child development coordinating council, duties. **HF 388** – companion to **SF 294.** **HF 388** approved 4-30-21.
Early childhood degree, last-dollar scholar program. SF 394.
Education appropriations. HF 868 – similar to SF 596. HF 868 approved 6-8-21.
Teacher education and compensation helps program, funding. HF 2332.

EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT
Earned income tax credit increase. SF 2104.

EASEMENTS, see also LAND, PROPERTY
Utility vegetation management powers. HF 460.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Technology industry, economic incentives, censorship. SF 402 - similar to SF 571 and SF 580.
Commission to create sister state relations in Africa. HF 875.
Tax reform. HF 893 – similar to SF 619. SF 619 approved 6-16-21.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
Research activities tax credit, refund limitation. SF 27.
Workforce child care facilities, tax credits. HF 2 – SF 122 - HF 362 - HF 712 - all the same.
Department of revenue omnibus. SF 366. Approved 5-10-21.
Economic development omnibus, energy programs, tax credits. HF 789 – similar to SF 609.
Economic development appropriations. SF 595 - similar to HF 871. HF 871 approved 6-8-21.
Block grants appropriations. SF 614 - similar to HF 895. HF 895 approved 6-8-21.
Angel investors, investment tax credit limits. SF 618.
Economic development authority, technical. HF 2292 – similar to HF 2519 and SF 2325, which are companion. SF 2325 approved 3-23-22.
Business regulation. HF 2349.
Sales tax rebate, baseball and soccer. HF 2397 - similar to HF 2582.
Economic development appropriations. HF 2564. Approved 6-17-22.

Agriculture
Butchery innovation and revitalization. HF 670 - HF 787 - HF 857 - all similar. HF 857 approved 6-9-21.
Dairy processing revitalization program. HF 2308 – companion to SF 2290 and both similar to HF 2433.

Careers and Jobs
Onsite day care, high quality jobs program, child care workers. HF 3 – companion to SF 176 - both similar to HF 363, HF 606, and SF 2055.
Internships, externships, and apprenticeships tax credit. HF 12.
Small business relief grants, appropriation. SF 325.
Apprenticeship training, contact hours. HF 559 – companion to SF 484. HF 559 approved 4-12-21.
Targeted jobs withholding tax credit, border cities, deadline extension. **SF 393.**

Essential worker hazard pay grant fund, COVID. **SF 412.**

Small business grant program. **HF 608.**

Medicaid cliff. **HF 610.**


Teleworker incentive program, grants for remote worker expenses. **SF 491.**

Commission to create sister state relations in Africa. **HF 875.**

Enterprise Zones
- Rural economic development. **HF 112.**
- Demolition, abandoned school buildings. **HF 216** - similar to **HF 778.**
- Targeted small business grants. **HF 2509.**

Housing
- Housing tax credit program, disaster assistance. **SF 295** - companion to **HF 582.**
- Homeownership development tax credits, charitable contributions. **SF 373.**

Science and Technology
- Internet exchange points study. **HF 2460.**

Tourism
- Use of liquor control fund moneys, tourism. **SF 475.**

**ECONOMIC EMERGENCY FUND**
- Economic emergency fund, use for cash flow. **SF 175** - similar to **SF 584.**

**EDUCATION, see also COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES; COMMUNITY COLLEGES; SCHOOLS**
- Licensing boards, continuing education. **HF 132.**
- Education savings accounts. **HF 398.**
- Right to education, constitutional amendment. **SJR 13.**
- Area education agencies, consolidation, funding, interim study committee. **HF 2580.**

**EDUCATIONAL EXAMINERS, BOARD OF, see EDUCATION, DEPARTMENT OF**
- Permanent teaching licensure. **HF 2398.**
- Teacher licensure, nontraditional options. **HF 2421.**

**EDUCATIONAL SAVINGS PLANS**
- Charter schools, education savings grant program. **SF 159.**
- Home schooling, 529 plan withdrawals, income tax. **HF 580** – similar to **SF 433.**

**EDUCATION, BOARD OF**
- Charter schools, education savings grant program. **SF 159.**
Public school reports, submission also by nonpublic schools. SF 371.
Education programs, tax credits, and information. HF 808 - same as HF 847.
HF 847 approved 5-20-21.
Social studies specific requirements. HF 2089.
Science education standards, climate change in curriculum. SF 2154.
Free student admission to extracurricular events, appropriation. SF 2239 - similar to SF 2306.

EDUCATION, DEPARTMENT OF
School district administrative costs, limitation. SF 2.
Professional licensure extension. HF 133.
Radon testing, schools. HF 243 - similar to both HF 2264 and HF 2412 which are the same. HF 2412 approved 5-24-22.
School districts, board duties, local control. SF 289 - companion to HF 622.
SF 289 approved 3-22-21.
English language learners, transitional bilingual learning pilot. SF 310.
Education savings accounts, grant fund in education department. SF 431.
School pandemic grants. HF 659.
Girls' wrestling. HR 7.
Learning recovery study group, impact of pandemic. SF 452 - similar to SF 545.
Academic credit for legislative page program. SF 517. Approved 5-19-21.
Education appropriations. HF 868 – similar to SF 596. HF 868 approved 6-8-21.
Iowa public broadcasting board, powers, release of records. SF 2274 - similar to HF 2488.
Education omnibus, student first scholarships, online syllabi, library materials. SF 2349 - same as SF 2369.
Education omnibus, bonds, school board duties, student health care. SF 2362.
Education appropriations. HF 2575. Approved 6-17-22.

Allowable Growth, see also ALLOWABLE GROWTH
School district funding supplement. HF 2315.

Assessments
Education forms, race indicators. SF 2040.
Achievement gap working group. SF 2112 – similar to SF 2358.

Board of Educational Examiners
Behavior analysts in schools, licensure. SF 532. Approved 5-10-21.
Teacher licensure. HF 2085 - similar to HF 2500.
Education examiners board, members. HF 2146.
Teacher licensure, electronic submission. HF 2151.
Student teaching, substitute teaching authorization. HF 2158.
Teacher reciprocity review. HF 2159.
Teacher recruitment incentives, grants, nontraditional preparation. SF 2202 - same as SF 2377.
Para-educators as substitutes. SF 2291 - companion to HF 2493. HF 2493 vetoed 6-17-22.
Board of educational examiners. HF 2505 - same as HF 2567.
Teacher shortages, practitioner prep, salaries, task force. SF 2368.

**Bullying**
School safety hotline. HF 42.
Antibullying task force. HF 503.

**Charter Schools**
Charter schools, education savings grant program. SF 159.

**Community Colleges**
Customizing high school education. HF 2019.
Butchery task force. HF 470. Approved 6-21-22.
Education appropriations. HF 2575. Approved 6-17-22.

**Curriculum**
Common core school curriculum, repeal. SF 42 - similar to HF 51.
Cursive writing, educational requirement. SF 89 – same as SF 2351.
Pledge of allegiance, schools. HF 104 - same as HF 415.
Sexual abuse prevention, children. HF 192 - same as HF 414 - companion to SF 270.
Gender identity curriculum, parental consent. SF 167 - same as SF 2024.
World language education pilot project. HF 264.
Iowa core requirements. HF 376.
Experiential learning grant program, business partners, appropriation. SF 518 - similar to SF 2243.
School turnaround and leadership development Act. HF 713.
Customizing high school education. HF 2019.
Teaching training programs, final examinations. HF 2020.
Teaching examination program. HF 2021.
Sexual violence prevention and awareness, curriculum. SF 2071 - similar to HF 2098.
American civics and history curricula. HF 2060 - HF 2099 - HF 2418 all similar.
Social studies specific requirements. HF 2089.
Schools, energy grant program. HF 2100.
Elective classes, biblical studies. SF 2136.
Human growth and development education, LGBTQ inclusive. HF 2448.
Human growth and development education, affirmative consent. HF 2449.
School district transparency. HF 2499 - similar to HF 2577.

**Early Childhood Programs**
Statewide preschool program, eligibility. HF 14 - same as HF 318 - both similar to SF 2201.
Deaf children, language and literacy development. HF 244 - same as HF 604.
   HF 604 approved 5-24-22.
Education appropriations. HF 2575. Approved 6-17-22.
Enrollment and Weighting
Special education, open enrollment, librarians. HF 2498.

Infrastructure
School district transparency. HF 2499 - similar to HF 2577.

Instructional Time
In-person instruction during pandemic, parental choice. HF 103 – SF 160 -
HF 229 - all similar. SF 160 approved 1-29-21.
Virtual school days. HF 2254.

Libraries
Special education, open enrollment, librarians. HF 2498.
School district transparency. HF 2499 - similar to HF 2577.

Special Education Programs
Area education agency services at private schools, special education. SF 168
- similar to SF 2197. SF 2197 approved 4-21-22.
Deaf children, language and literacy development. HF 244 - same as HF 604.
HF 604 approved 5-24-22.
Special education programs, funding. HF 317 - companion to SF 287. HF
317 approved 4-30-21.
School finance, modified supplemental amount cap. HF 401.
Dyslexia teaching endorsement, grant program. HF 2185.
Deaf persons task force. HF 2262.
Special education, open enrollment, librarians. HF 2498.

Student Health
Seizure education program for schools. SF 103 - companion to HF 167 -
both similar to HF 795.
Concussion and brain injury, return to school. HF 564.
Mental health support in schools, appropriation. SF 398 - similar to SF 2163.
Cognitive learning, effect of technology, working group. SF 2107 - similar
to SF 2359.

Teachers
Teacher recruitment and retention. HF 101.
Collective bargaining, teachers as public safety. HF 160.
Diversity, equity, and inclusion in teacher preparation, schools. SF 248.
Teacher recruitment and retention task force. SF 380.
Teacher professional development, relicensure. HF 660 - same as HF 770.
HF 770 approved 5-19-21.
Computer science professional development grants for teachers. SF 2081.
Student teaching, substitute teaching authorization. HF 2158.
Teacher recruitment incentives, grants, nontraditional preparation. SF 2202
- same as SF 2377.
Permanent teaching licensure. HF 2398.
Teacher licensure, nontraditional options. HF 2421.
Teacher support omnibus. SF 2340.
Board of educational examiners. HF 2505 - same as HF 2567.
Teacher shortages, practitioner prep, salaries, task force. SF 2368.
Technology
Cognitive learning, effect of technology, working group. SF 2107 - similar to SF 2359.

Transportation
School bus routes. HF 105.

EDUCATION LOANS, see also LOANS, subhead Education
Rural teacher shortage areas, loan forgiveness. SF 64.
Student loan interest rates. SCR 1 - same as SCR 4. SCR 4 adopted by Senate.

EDUCATION SAVINGS GRANTS
Education savings accounts, dept. of management. SF 127 – similar to SF 128.
Education savings accounts, grant fund in education department. SF 431.

EGGS
Clean water commission, clean water checkoffs. HF 2534.
Egg industry resolution. HR 116. Adopted by House.

ELDERS, see also AGING, DEPARTMENT ON
Lifetime trout stamp for seniors. HF 234. Approved 6-8-21.
Livable homes, modification for elders, grant program. SF 201.
Jury duty exemption for elders. SF 2235.

Abuse
Elder abuse, assault, theft, exploitation. SF 202 - companion to HF 353 - both similar to SF 522. SF 522 approved 6-15-22.
Elder abuse, dependent adult abuse. HF 2112.

Health Care

Taxes
Property tax assessments, adjustments for elders. SF 15 - similar to HF 82 and SF 120.
Prescription drug costs, tax deduction for elders. SF 121 - similar to SF 2105.
School property tax levy, exemption for elders. SF 124 - similar to SF 2059.
Property tax deferral, surviving spouses. SF 351 - similar to SF 2058.
Mental health funding, property taxes, state aid. SF 587.
Property tax credit, calculations for elders. SF 2089 - similar to HF 2216.
Tiered income tax, seniors. HF 2364.

ELECTED OFFICIALS
Social media, elected officials, censorship. HF 830.
Term limits. HJR 2004.

ELECTIONS
Campaign signs, theft. HF 76.
Vote recounts, early voting. **SF 382.**
Elections, voting periods, absentee ballot drops, delivery. **SF 413** - companion to **HF 590.** **SF 413** approved 3-8-21.
Election powers during emergencies, misconduct. **SF 531.**
Presidential election, recognition resolution. **HR 9.**
Elections omnibus, procedure for constitutional amendments. **SF 568.**
Approved 6-8-21.
Partisan election nominations, school district conventions. **SF 2238.**
Elections omnibus. **SF 2343** - companion to **HF 2526.**

**Absentee Voting**
Voter identification requirements, repeal. **HF 26** - similar to **HF 134.**
Absentee voting period. **HF 27.**
Absentee ballot requests, online. **HF 135.**
Ongoing absentee voter. **HF 137.**
Absentee ballots, mailing. **HF 2006.**
Absentee ballots, voter identification. **HF 2049.**

**Ballots**
Voter identification requirements, repeal. **HF 26** - similar to **HF 134.**
Popular vote compact. **HF 71.**
School bond issues. **HF 96.**
Absentee ballot requests, online. **HF 135.**
Ongoing absentee voter. **HF 137.**
Voting machines, internet accessibility. **HF 2025.**
Election machine vendor contracts. **HF 2048.**
Absentee ballots, voter identification. **HF 2049.**
Ballot security. **HF 2077.**
Electronic voting systems, elimination. **HF 2096.**
Absentee ballots, printed with watermark. **SF 2158.**
Election recount. **HF 2354.**

**Boards and Commissioners**
Voter identification requirements, repeal. **HF 26** - similar to **HF 134.**
Felon voting rights restoration. **HF 44** - similar to **HF 136.**
Popular vote compact. **HF 71.**
Absentee ballot requests, online. **HF 135.**
Voter roll, required records. **HF 2046.**
Voting machine auditing. **HF 2174.**
Election recount. **HF 2354.**

**Campaign Financing**
Campaign contribution limits. **HF 67.**
Campaign finance reform. **HF 148** - same as **HF 358.**
Campaign disclosure reports, nonelection year reporting periods. **HF 2244.**
Campaign finance reform 2. **HF 2276.**
Campaign finance reform 3. **HF 2318.**
Campaign finance. **HF 2514.**

**Candidates**
Felon voting rights restoration. **HF 44** - similar to **HF 136.**
Voting, candidate in polling place. HF 66.
Campaign contribution limits. HF 67.
Popular vote compact. HF 71.
Campaign finance reform. HF 148 - same as HF 358.
Negative political advertisements. HF 149.
Political text messaging. HF 208.
Campaign funds, use for dependent care. SF 145.
Legislators’ financial disclosure statements. SR 101. Adopted by Senate.
Campaign disclosure reports, nonelection year reporting periods. HF 2244.
Campaign finance reform 2. HF 2276.
Campaign finance reform 3. HF 2318.

**Electors/Voters**
Voting, candidate in polling place. HF 66.
Popular vote compact. HF 71.
Voting at age 18, constitutional amendment. HJR 7 – companion to SJR 9.
Electoral votes. HF 519.
Felon voting, constitutional amendment. HJR 11.
Voter roll, required records. HF 2046.

**Literature**
Negative political advertisements. HF 149.
Political text messaging. HF 208.
Campaigns, yard signs. HF 490.
Campaign communications. HF 2047.
Campaign finance. HF 2514.

**Nonpartisan**
Partisan election nominations, school district conventions. SF 2238.

**Polling Places**
Voting, candidate in polling place. HF 66.
Limiting polling place hours, employee leave time for voting. SF 91.

**Recounts**
Courts of contest for disputed congressional elections, time period. SF 383.
State election law, 2nd district congressional race. SR 2.
Election recount. HF 2354.

**Schools**
School bond issues. HF 96.

**Voter Registration**
Voter registration, automatic. SF 62 - companion to HF 138 - both similar to SF 2017 and SF 2077, which are same.
Voter identification requirements, repeal. HF 26 - similar to HF 134.
Absenteer ballots, voter identification. HF 2049.

**ELECTRICIANS**
Electrical code. HF 97 - similar to HF 286.

**ELECTRIC POWER**
Landlord notification of delinquent utilities, security deposits. SF 135 - similar to SF 552.
Utility vegetation management powers. **HF 460.**
Utility cost disclosure for tenants. **SF 2224** - same as **SF 2308.**
Municipal utilities, board regulation. **HF 2381** – similar to **SF 2355.**
Workforce omnibus. **SF 2361** - **HF 2527** - **HF 2569** - **SF 2383** - all similar. **SF 2383** approved 6-16-22.

**ELECTRIC VEHICLES**
Electric bicycles, operation on highways, equipment. **SF 97** - companion to **HF 493.** **HF 493** approved 5-20-21.
Hybrid vehicles, green sticker for license plates. **HF 601.**
Hunting, all-terrain scooters. **HF 738.**
Antique electric vehicles, registration fees. **SF 2382.**
Electric vehicle charging, incentives. **HF 2586.**

**ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS, see also INTERNET**
Criminal interrogations, electronic recording requirement. **SF 26.**
Intercepting oral communications, penalties. **SF 75.**
Telehealth parity. **SF 92.**
Social media, censorship, suppression of religious and political speech. **HF 171.**
Political text messaging. **HF 208.**
Obscene materials to minors, criminal and civil liability. **HF 225.**
Uniform civil remedies for unauthorized disclosure of intimate images. **HF 233** – similar to **SF 324.** **HF 233** approved 4-30-21.
Human trafficking, child exploitation. **HF 288.**
Online publication of public notices. **SF 228** - companion to **HF 600.**
Social media, corporate online censorship. **HF 633.**
Social media, elected officials, censorship. **HF 830.**
Affirmative defense, cybersecurity. **SF 2049.**
Social media, censorship. **HF 2133.**
Incarcerated individuals, communications. **HF 2228.**
Electronic delivery of insurance notices, consent. **HF 2330.** Approved 5-2-22.
Public construction contracts, electronic bidding. **HF 2366** – companion to **SF 2279.** **SF 2279** approved 4-21-22.
Controllable electronic records, uniform commercial code. **HF 2445** - companion to **SF 2333.** **HF 2445** approved 6-13-22.
Disposition of unclaimed property, electronic notices. **SF 2313.**
Ransomeware crimes. **HF 2461.**
Sales tax exemption, digital goods. **HF 2520.**
Department of revenue omnibus. **SF 2371** - companion to **HF 2552.** **HF 2552** approved 5-2-22.

**Driving**
Distracted driving prohibition, including hands-free communications. **SF 46** - companion to **HF 75** - both similar to **HF 392** and **HF 2129,** which are same - all similar to **SF 330** and **SF 2141.**
Motor vehicle driving, devices hands-free only. **HF 74** – similar to **SF 211**.

**Email**
Affirmative defense, cybersecurity, definitions. **HF 2302**.
Digital assets and technology. **HF 2443**. Approved 6-13-22.

**Prescriptions**
Electronic prescription exemption. **SF 358**.

**Voting**
Electronic absentee ballots, accessibility. **SF 53** - companion to **HF 322** - both similar to **HF 2075 and HF 2426**, which are similar.
Voter registration, automatic. **SF 62** - companion to **HF 138** - both similar to **SF 2017 and SF 2077**, which are same.
Legislative remote voting. **HF 276**.
Voting machines, internet accessibility. **HF 2025**.
Campaign communications. **HF 2047**.

**ELECTRONIC TRANSACTIONS**
Restaurant take-out, electronic benefits transfer program. **SF 147**.
Human trafficking, child exploitation. **HF 288**.
Uniform electronic transactions Act, blockchains, smart contracts. **SF 303** - similar to **SF 541 and HF 799**, which are companion. **SF 541** approved 5-20-21.
Electronic sports events, sports wagering. **HF 755**.
Digital assets and technology. **HF 2443**. Approved 6-13-22.
Controllable electronic records, uniform commercial code. **HF 2445** - companion to **SF 2333. HF 2445** approved 6-13-22.

**EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT, see also DISASTERS**
911 service boards, department of homeland security. **SF 392**.
Sales tax holiday, emergency preparedness supplies. **HF 680** – companion to **SF 604** - both similar to **HF 2563**.
Local emergency management agencies, budgets. **SF 2072**.
County levy, voting. **HF 2086**.
Local emergency management commissions, 911 service boards. **SF 2153** – similar to **SF 2298. SF 2298** approved 5-23-22.
Disaster assistance, removal of debris, public liability. **SF 2192** - companion to **HF 2295. HF 2295** approved 5-23-22.
Public health disaster emergencies. **HF 2270**.
Commercial driver's license, emergency vehicles. **HF 2334**.
Price gouging, disasters. **HF 2503**.

**EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES**
Emergency medical technicians, weapons permits. **SF 30** – same as **SF 174**.
Ambulatory surgical centers, hospital admitting privileges. **HF 115** – companion to **SF 274** - both similar to **HF 735**.
Local emergency response districts. HF 248 - same as HF 683 - both similar to SF 2099 and SF 2267, which are same. SF 2267 approved 4-21-22.
Death or serious injury, failure to report, failure to assist. SF 243. Approved 6-9-21.
Insurance, emergency insulin. HF 2508.

Funding
911 service charges, use of funds. SF 249 - companion to HF 407 - both similar to SF 538.
Emergency medical services funding. HF 562.
Fireworks fees, fire department grant program. SF 438 - companion to HF 761 - both similar to SF 569. HF 761 approved 5-19-21.
Township levy adjustments for EMS and fire service. SF 588.

Personnel
First responder COVID costs, Medicaid reimbursement. SF 192.
Volunteer EMS and fire fighters, income tax credit. SF 447.
Volunteer first responders, property tax reduction. SF 2083 – similar to SF 2375.
Volunteer emergency responders, compensation. SF 2227 - same as SF 2277.

EMERGENCY VEHICLES
Emergency response vehicles, lights, sirens, air horns. SF 72 - SF 333 - HF 721 - all similar. SF 333 approved 5-24-22.
Volunteer fire fighters, emergency vehicle operations certificate. SF 503 - same as SF 551. SF 551 approved 5-24-22.

EMINENT DOMAIN
Eminent domain, urban renewal. HF 2045.
Eminent domain, utilities board authority, public purpose. SF 2160 - similar to HF 2320.
Eminent domain, pipelines. HF 2325.

EMPLOYEES, STATE
Medical residents, state tort claims Act. HF 436.
Organ donation incentive program. SF 336. Approved 5-10-21.
Public employees, donating leave hours. SF 2148 - similar to SF 2256.
Legislative services agency, elimination. HF 2319.

Collective Bargaining
Collective bargaining, topics of bargaining. HF 110 – similar to HF 111.
Correctional officers. HF 2404.

EMPLOYMENT
Workplace charitable campaigns, equal access. SF 28.
Iowa new employee incentive program. HF 34.
Employees, microchips. HF 259.
Sexual harassment prevention in all workplaces, policies. **SF 221.**

Employee invention assignment agreements. **SF 312.**

Personnel files, fees for employees. **SF 355** – similar to **SF 2196.**

Teleworker incentive program, grants for remote worker expenses. **SF 491.**

Noncompete agreements, low-wage employees. **SF 496** - similar to **HF 2134** and **SF 2302.**

Employment, credit checks. **HF 732.**

Tort reform, employer liability. **SF 537** - companion to **HF 772.**

Federal protecting the right to organize (PRO) Act. **HCR 11** – companion to **SCR 7.**

College athletes, public employment. **HF 2055.**

Emergency use authorized vaccines, mandates. **HF 2067.**

Right to organize. **HF 2102.**

Minors driving, work. **HF 2424.**

**Accommodations**

Employee meal and rest periods. **HF 20.**

Pregnancy and childbirth, reasonable employment accommodations. **HF 124** - similar to both **HF 175** and **HF 2257,** which are companion.

Pregnancy and childbirth, reasonable employment accommodations, duties of labor commissioner. **SF 485.**

**Agencies**

Unemployment discrimination. **HF 19.**

Employment agency, employee working conditions. **HF 39.**

Sales tax exemption, executive recruiting. **SF 87.**

Health care employment agencies. **SF 2210** - **HF 2371** - **HF 2521** - all companion. **HF 2521** approved 5-17-22.

**Background Checks**

Employment, criminal history. **HF 178.**

Ambulatory surgical center, certification or accreditation. **HF 2388** - similar to **HF 2584.**

**Benefits**

Medicaid applicants, employer information. **SF 23.**

Onsite day care, high quality jobs program, child care workers. **HF 3** – companion to **SF 176** - both similar to **HF 363,** **HF 606,** and **SF 2055.**

Employer-provided child care facilities and services, tax credit. **HF 4** – companion to **SF 123** - both similar to **HF 370.**

Employee leave. **HF 40.**

Worker sick and safe time. **HF 275.**

Tax credit, fertility coverage by employers. **HF 620.**

Workers' bill of rights. **HF 715.**

**Discrimination**

Pay equity, civil rights protection. **HF 188** – similar to **SF 139.**

Gender identity, civil rights. **HF 272.**

Prohibiting vaccine mandates, COVID-19. **SF 193** - similar to **HF 330** and **SF 555.**

Political and medical civil rights. **HF 2141.**
Salary history anti-discrimination. HF 2453.

**Drug Testing**
- Synthetic urine prohibition, drug testing. HF 283 – companion to SF 329. HF 283 approved 3-8-21.
- Drug testing, private sector. SF 361 – companion to HF 748.
- Vaccinations, employer testing mandates. HF 2036.

**Military Service**
- Coast guard, employment protection. HF 200 – companion to SF 182. HF 200 approved 3-8-21.

**Time Off**
- Adoptions, work leave. SF 7 – similar to SF 362 and HF 724, which are companion.
- Employee leave. HF 40.
- Limiting polling place hours, employee leave time for voting. SF 91.
- Family and medical leave insurance program. SF 137.

**Undocumented Workers**
- Employment of unauthorized aliens prohibited, e-verify. SF 84 - same as SF 339.

**Unemployment Compensation**
- Employee misclassification. HF 176 - same as HF 635.
- Unemployment benefits appeals, district court. SF 187.
- Unemployment insurance, employee waiting period, benefits. SF 492 – companion to HF 754 - both similar to SF 617.
- Return-to-work incentives, appropriation. SF 2161.
- Unemployment insurance, tort reform. HF 2279 – companion to SF 2275.
- Indexing unemployment insurance, fewer weeks, recipient requirements. SF 2249.
- Seasonal layoffs, unemployment benefits. SF 2301.

**Wages**
- Employee leave. HF 40.
- Workers' compensation, overtime, premium pay, and cost of living. HF 162.
- Wage payment collection. HF 180 – similar to SF 205 and HF 634, which are companion.
- Workers' bill of rights. HF 715.
- Salary history anti-discrimination. HF 2453.

**Workers' Compensation**
- Department of transportation, compensatory hours. HF 31.
- Workers' compensation, choice of doctor. HF 123.
- Workers' compensation, overtime, premium pay, and cost of living. HF 162.
- Workers' compensation, COVID-19 infection. SF 138.
- Worker sick and safe time. HF 275.

**Workplace Safety**
- Pregnancy and childbirth, reasonable employment accommodations. HF 124 - similar to both HF 175 and HF 2257, which are companion.
Essential worker hazard pay grant fund, COVID. SF 412.
Employee protections, reporting of COVID-19 cases. SF 471.
Workers' bill of rights. HF 715.
Firearms in employee vehicles, worksite. SF 2143 - same as SF 2250.

ENDOWMENTS
Community foundations. HF 2522.

ENERGY, see also RENEWABLE ENERGY
Energy investment districts. HF 355.
Coal preference requirement, stricken. SF 468.
Economic development omnibus, energy programs, tax credits. HF 789
– similar to SF 609.
Iowa energy center, sunset extension. HF 2028.
Economic development authority, technical. HF 2292 – similar to HF 2519
and SF 2325, which are companion. SF 2325 approved 3-23-22.
Supporting American energy, pipelines. SR 109.

Alternative Sources
Schools, energy grant program. HF 2100.

Efficiency
Energy efficiency moneys, carryover. HF 305.
State building code, energy conservation. SF 216.
Iowa energy center, energy initiatives for school districts. HF 351.
Energy investment districts. HF 355.
Energy efficiency planning, consultation. HF 695.
Local building codes, energy conservation. HF 2030.
Energy efficiency program for nonprofit organizations. HF 2193.
Workforce omnibus. SF 2361 - HF 2527 - HF 2569 - SF 2383 - all similar.
SF 2383 approved 6-16-22.

Solar, see also SOLAR ENERGY
Solar energy tax credits. HF 221 - similar to HF 323 and SF 2318 - all similar
to SF 215 and HF 641, which are companion.
Solar power resource standard. HF 458.
Renewable energy and battery storage policy. HF 669.
Solar energy system tax credits, waiting list. HF 674 - companion to HF
2073.
Solar energy tax credit expiration, wait list. HF 2395 - companion to SF 2326
- both similar to HF 2556.
Solar energy systems, agricultural land. HF 2535.

Wind
Wind turbine siting, minimum standards. SF 298.
Tax increment financing districts, wind turbines. HF 2082.

ENGINEERING
Engineering and land surveying examining board, examinations. HF 284 –
companion to SF 401. HF 284 approved 4-30-21.
Drainage district improvements, engineer requirements, bids. SF 500.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE
English as official language, repeal. HF 72 - companion to SF 152.
English language learners, transitional bilingual learning pilot. SF 310.
English learners funding, weighting. HF 605 – companion to SF 544 - both similar to SF 430. HF 605 approved 4-30-21.
English plus other languages, government usage. SF 2068 - companion to HF 2192.
English learner terminology, community college faculty standards. SF 2128 - companion to HF 2409. SF 2128 approved 4-21-22.

ENTERTAINMENT, see also RECREATION AREAS
Entertainment zones, surcharge. HF 213.
Entertainment self-sustaining municipal improvement districts. HF 2236.

ENVIRONMENT, see also CONSERVATION
Agriculture and natural resources appropriations. HF 860 – similar to SF 598. HF 860 approved 6-2-21.
Clean environment, constitutional amendment. HJR 12.
Clean Air
Sale of vehicles, catalytic converters. HF 203.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
Beverage container control, bottle bill, repeal. HF 182.
Stormwater and floodplains, permits for contamination, construction. HF 2347 - similar to SF 2311.

ENVIRONMENT FIRST FUND
Ag and natural resources appropriations. HF 2560. Approved 6-17-22.

EQUAL RIGHTS
Pay equity, civil rights protection. HF 188 – similar to SF 139.

EQUIPMENT
Public safety equipment fund. HF 300 - same as HF 708 - both similar to SF 489. HF 708 approved 6-17-21.
Farming
Equipment dealership agreements, supplier right of termination. HF 556 – companion to SF 454. HF 556 approved 4-30-21.

EROSION
Stream buffers. HF 241.
Soil and water conservation modernization, nutrient reduction. HF 646.
Soil and water conservation modernization, amend various provisions. HF 801.
Conservation, farmland rental agreements. HF 2528.
ESTATES
Probate fees. **HF 360** – **SF 244** - **HF 711** - all companion. **HF 711** approved 6-8-21.
Decedent litigation. **HF 366** – companion to **SF 239**. **SF 239** approved 3-8-21.
Probate, contested claims. **SF 235** - companion to **HF 587**. **SF 235** approved 3-22-21.
Inheritance tax, exemptions. **HF 886**.

ETHANOL, *see also FUEL*
E-15 infrastructure cost-share incentives. **HF 477**.
Ethanol mandate, biodiesel, infrastructure. **HF 629** – similar to **SF 481** and **SF 549**, which are same.
Biofuel, tax credits. **HF 859**.
Agriculture omnibus, choose Iowa program, motor fuels. **SF 2230** - **HF 2439** similar and both similar to **HF 2572** and **HF 2581** which are the same. **HF 2581** approved 6-2-22.

ETHICS
Lobbying prohibition, former state officials. **SF 217**.
Senate code of ethics. **SR 1**. Adopted by Senate.
Sales and leases of real estate by public employees. **HF 491** – companion to **SF 338**. **HF 491** approved 4-30-21.
Legislators' financial disclosure statements. **SR 101**. Adopted by Senate.
Legislative ethics reform. **HF 2271**.

ETHICS AND CAMPAIGN DISCLOSURE BOARD
Administration and regulation appropriations. **SF 594** - similar to **HF 867**. **HF 867** approved 5-24-21.
State legislators, investment ethics. **SF 2247**.
Administration and regulation appropriations. **HF 2565** – similar to **SF 2385** and **HF 2590**, which are companion. **SF 2385** approved 6-17-22.

EVICTION
Rent and mortgage program. **HF 657**.
Evictions, court records. **HF 820**.
Housing assistance, disaster recovery. **SF 611**.

EVIDENCE, *see also RULES OF EVIDENCE*
Public defenders, discovery request fees. **SF 51** - companion to **HF 57** and **SF 560** - all similar to **HF 545**, **HF 842**, and **SF 593**, which are companion.
Crime victims in sexual abuse cases, evidence kits. **HF 426** – similar to **SF 451**. **HF 426** approved 5-19-21.
Victim testimony, hearsay exception. **HF 2221** – similar to **SF 2329**.
Discovery of evidence, sexual abuse cases. HF 2239 - companion to SF 2253. HF 2239 approved 5-24-22.

EXAMINING BOARDS
Interior design, stamp and seal. SF 445 - companion to HF 781. Occupational regulation review. SF 487.

EXECUTIVE BRANCH

EXECUTIVE ORDERS

EXPLOITATION

EXPLOSIVES
Simulated firearms and explosives, criminal offenses. SF 2173 - similar to SF 2360.

EXPUNGEMENT

FACE MASKS
Board of regents, mask requirements. HF 204.

FAIRS, see also STATE FAIR
Amusement rides, operator age. HF 92 – SF 114 - HF 558 - all companion. HF 558 approved 4-30-21.

FAMILIES
Firearm violence protective orders. HF 24.
Department of family stabilization and preservation. HF 186.
Missing persons case file information, access. HF 576.
Inheritance tax, property exemptions. HF 887.

**FAMILY LEAVE**
- Family and medical leave insurance program. SF 137.
- Worker sick and safe time. HF 275.
- Railroad workers, family and medical leave. SF 2304.

**FAMILY PLANNING, see also BIRTH CONTROL**
- Family planning program, Medicaid. SF 146.
- Abortions, reducing. HF 570.
- Tax credit, fertility coverage by employers. HF 620.

**FAMILY SUPPORT PROGRAMS**
- Medicaid. Functional Family Therapy and Multi-Systemic Therapy. HF 2310 - HF 2533 - HF 2554 - all the same.
- Juvenile justice, CINA proceedings, delinquency, child safety. SF 2257 - similar to HF 2507. HF 2507 approved 5-24-22.
- Palliative care. HF 2444.

**FARMERS MARKETS**
- Direct-to-consumer food sales. HF 319.
- Double up food bucks grants, healthy eating, appropriation. SF 273 - companion to HF 437.

**FARMING**
- Beginning farmer tax credit. HF 242.
- Direct-to-consumer food sales. HF 319.
- Urban food production, property tax exemption. HF 347.
- Beginning farmer tax credit, participation limits. SF 291 - similar to HF 484, SF 360, and HF 694, which are companion.
- Agriculture department omnibus. HF 482 – same as HF 827 - both similar to SF 359 and SF 578. SF 578 approved 6-8-21.
- Agriculture climate change planning, task force. SF 376.
- Working animals, prohibition on local regulations. SF 483.
- Flat income tax, sales tax increase, recreation trust fund. SF 2206 - similar to HF 2317. HF 2317 approved 3-1-22.
- Solar energy systems, agricultural land. HF 2535.
- Beginning food farmers. HF 2550.
- Ag and natural resources appropriations. HF 2560. Approved 6-17-22.

**Crops**
- Farm-to-school policy, appropriation. HF 239.
- Marijuana for adult use, regulation, taxation. SF 406 - similar to HF 816.

**Farmland**
- Local governments, farmland leases. HF 394.
Farm ground leases, conservation. HF 457.
Conservation, farmland rental agreements. HF 2528.

Livestock
Farmers, processing and selling meat. HF 567.

Vehicles
Student driver's permit, farm work. SF 79 - same as SF 231 - both similar to HF 387. SF 231 approved 3-8-21.

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, see also RESOLUTIONS, subhead Federal Government
Constitutional convention of states, federal fiscal restraints. SJR 8 - companion to HJR 9 - both similar to SJR 12 and SJR 2004 - all similar to SJR 2002 and HJR 2003, which are companion.
Property tax, conversion of CRP land. HF 2164.
High school requirements. HF 2263.

Acts and Legislation
United States supreme court, number of justices. SCR 2.
United States constitution, congressional exemptions. HJR 3.
Business deductions for paycheck protection loans. SF 196 – similar to SF 364.
Income tax exemption, unemployment compensation from CARES Act. SF 214 - similar to HF 581 - both similar to SF 290 and HF 817 which are companion.
Second amendment preservation Act. HF 518 - SF 2002 - HF 2303 - all similar.
Real estate appraisers, mandatory certification for federally-related transactions. HF 682. Approved 6-8-21.
Robocalls, call spoofing. HR 8.
Amendments to Article V Convention of States. HF 2061 companion to HF 2327 - both similar to HF 2173.
Fish and wildlife. HF 2277.
Abortion abolition, court decision. HF 2289.
Welfare reform. HF 2438.
Egg industry resolution. HR 116. Adopted by House.
Clean water act, 50th anniversary resolution. HR 121.

Defense
Coast guard, employment protection. HF 200 – companion to SF 182. HF 200 approved 3-8-21.

Funds and Grants
Single payer health care system. HF 55.
Rental housing, federal vouchers, prohibiting local regulation. SF 252 - companion to HF 720. SF 252 approved 4-30-21.
Tax exemption, coronavirus payment. HF 512.
COVID transparency. HF 689.
Block grants appropriations. SF 614 - similar to HF 895. HF 895 approved 6-8-21.
Savings accounts, essential workers. HF 2432.
Climate action resolution. **HR 122.**

**Internal Revenue Code**

Chief executive officer pay, income taxation. **HF 69.**

**Mandates**

Federal COVID-19 mandates for large employers, state enforcement. **SF 2012.**

Federal executive orders, nullification. **HF 2423.**

**FEES**

Employment agency, employee working conditions. **HF 39.**

Sex offender registration, nonresident moving to Iowa. **HF 61.**

Utility terrain vehicles, registration. **HF 140.**

Crude oil disaster prevention and response fee. **HF 168.**

Vehicle registrations. **HF 209.**

Driver's license station convenience fee. **HF 419.**

Victim restitution fund. **HF 472.**

Commercial driver's licenses, testing fees. **HF 521 - similar to HF 828. HF 828** approved 5-20-21.

Stormwater connection developer fees. **HF 597.**

Credit card swipe fees. **HF 627.**

Plumbing and mechanical installations. **HF 640 - similar to HF 811.**

Probation regulation, fines. **HF 678.**

Animals, commercial establishments. **HF 705.**


Administrative hearings, licensed professions and occupations. **HF 764.**

Failure to timely file administrative rules, penalty. **HF 809 - same as HF 854.**

Motor vehicle title and registration, county of issuance. **HF 810 - HF 870 - HF 2570 - all similar.**

Snowmobile fees. **HF 826 - same as HF 853.**

Water vessel registration. **HF 2069 - similar to HF 2413.**

Motor vehicle fees. **HF 2120.**

Indigent defense attorney fees. **HF 2149.**

Vehicle fees. **HF 2235.**

Medical cannabis. **HF 2363.**

Iowa finance authority projects, labor and employment requirements. **HF 2541.**

**FELONIES, see also CRIMINAL OFFENSES**

Abuse of a corpse. **HF 18 - same as HF 282. HF 282** approved 5-10-21.

Class A felony, attorneys. **HF 146 - same as HF 553.**

Rights of action. **HF 172.**

Mandatory minimum sentences. **HF 206.**

Class D felony convictions, expungement. **HF 223 - similar to HF 831.**

Civil unrest. **HF 251.**

Child care facilities. **HF 336.**

Juror and witness fees. **HF 354.**
Abortion, heartbeat. HF 403.
Lottery security. HF 429 – companion to SF 334. HF 429 approved 5-10-21.
Excessive speed, vehicular homicide. HF 753. Approved 5-20-21.
Animal operations, unauthorized cameras. HF 775. Approved 4-30-21.
Pretrial bond amounts, felonies. SF 2090 - similar to SF 2332.
Animal torture. HF 2104.
Nonconsensual termination of human pregnancy. HF 2206 - same as HF 2372. HF 2372 approved 5-23-22.
Abuse of a fetus. HF 2229.
Confidentiality, mental health records. HF 2230.
Assault, penalties. HF 2231 - same as HF 2447.
Counterfeit money. HF 2304 - similar to HF 2477.
Correctional officers. HF 2404.

Controlled Substances
Abortion medication. HF 331.
Heroin, enhanced penalties. SF 2179 - companion to HF 2462. HF 2462 approved 5-2-22.

Sexual Offenses
Sex offender registration, nonresident moving to Iowa. HF 61.
Burglary with sexual abuse, sentence. HF 231 - companion to SF 242. HF 231 approved 3-8-21.
Child endangerment. HF 710. Approved 4-30-21.
Child pornography. HF 2232 - same as HF 2446.

Weapons
Acquisition of handguns. HF 155.
3D printed guns. HF 253.

FELONS
Felon voting rights restoration. HF 44 - similar to HF 136.
Firearms, restoration of rights to nonviolent class D felons. HF 226.
Life sentence review committee program. HF 377.
Felon voting, constitutional amendment. HJR 11.
Felon voter discharge of sentence. HF 818.
Violent habitual offenders, risk assessments. SF 2064.
Felons on juries. SF 2091 – companion to SF 2297.
Class A felons, commutations. HF 2191.

FERTILIZER
Agriculture department omnibus. HF 482 – same as HF 827 - both similar to SF 359 and SF 578. SF 578 approved 6-8-21.

FETUSES
Abortion, heartbeat. HF 403.
Premature infant death certificate, nonviable birth. SF 308 - same as SF 577. SF 577 approved 5-24-22.

FIBER OPTICS
Broadband access, certifications. HF 586.
FIDUCIARIES
Banking omnibus. SF 566 – similar to SF 586. SF 586 approved 5-12-22.
Department of revenue omnibus. SF 2371 - companion to HF 2552. HF 2552 approved 5-2-22.

FINANCE AUTHORITY, see IOWA FINANCE AUTHORITY

FINANCIAL ADVICE

FINANCIAL AID
Accredited private institutions. HF 2038.

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
Teacher education and compensation helps program, funding. HF 2332.
Savings accounts, essential workers. HF 2432.

FINANCIAL LITERACY
High school requirements. HF 2263.
Office of financial literacy. HF 2377.

FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Telecommunications services, joint financing. HF 653.
Telecommunications services, financial responsibility, joint financing. HF 2459.

FINE ARTS, see ARTS

FINES
Hunting, black bears. HF 22.
Court debt, driver's licenses. HF 2240.
Mobile devices, work and school zones. HF 2250.

FINGERPRINTS
Teacher licensure, electronic submission. HF 2151.

FIREARMS, see also WEAPONS
Firearm violence protective orders. HF 24.
Firearms liability. HF 119.
Nonambulatory hunters. HF 147 - same as HF 551.
Acquisition of handguns. HF 155.
3D printed guns. HF 253.
Firearms training. HF 408.
Firearms industry, liability immunity. SF 344 – same as SF 514 – both similar to HF 621. HF 621 approved 4-2-21.
Bankruptcy exemption, weapons. HF 537.
Sales tax holiday, weapons. **HF 2121.**
Simulated firearms and explosives, criminal offenses. **SF 2173** - similar to **SF 2360.**

**Buildings**
- Weapons, carrying on state capitol grounds. **HF 126.**
- Public safety nuisance. **HF 2340.** Approved 6-9-22.

**Restrictions**
- Firearm permits. **HF 65.**
- Discharging a firearm. **HF 94.**
- Hunting, fair chase. **HF 95.**
- Weapons, multi-burst triggers. **HF 127.**
- Transfer of firearms, background check. **HF 128.**
- Ammunition feeding devices. **HF 129.**
- Weapons transfer prohibition, automatic. **HF 131.**
- Firearms, right to carry without permit, constitutional amendment. **HF 214** - similar to **HF 343.**
- Firearms, restoration of rights to nonviolent class D felons. **HF 226.**
- Firearm permits, penalties for carrying with no permit. **HF 250.**
- Firearm access, extreme risk protective orders. **HF 252.**
- Hunting, all-terrain scooters. **HF 738.**

**FIRE FIGHTERS**
- Fire emergency medical services volunteer tax credit. **HF 144** - same as **HF 563.**
- Volunteer fire fighters, emergency vehicle operations certificate. **SF 503** - same as **SF 551.** **SF 551** approved 5-24-22.
- Length of service recognition program. **HF 750** - similar to **HF 2574.**
- Volunteer fire fighter training. **SF 2045.**

**Compensation and Benefits**
- 411 retirement system. **HF 417** - similar to **HF 797.**
- Volunteer EMS and fire fighters, income tax credit. **SF 447.**
- Peace officer rights, driver immunity during protests. **SF 497** - same as **SF 534.**
- Police officers and fire fighters retirement, privacy. **HF 2154.** Approved 5-2-22.
- IPERS, protection occupations. **HF 2243** - same as **HF 2374.**
- Volunteer emergency responders, compensation. **SF 2227** - same as **SF 2277.**
- Volunteer fire fighters, vehicle registration fee. **SF 2262.**

**Departments**
- Township fire stations. **HF 444** - same as **HF 718.**

**FIRE SAFETY**
- Upholstered furniture with flame retardant chemicals. **HF 293** - similar to **HF 2063.**
- Township levy adjustments for EMS and fire service. **SF 588.**
- Workforce omnibus. **SF 2361** - **HF 2527** - **HF 2569** - **SF 2383** - all similar. **SF 2383** approved 6-16-22.
Districts
Local emergency response districts. HF 248 - same as HF 683 - both similar to SF 2099 and SF 2267, which are same. SF 2267 approved 4-21-22.

Insurance
Demolition reserve, property casualty insurance. HF 113 – similar to SF 563. Fire insurance, appraisal clause. HF 2299.  

State Fire Marshal
Carbon monoxide alarms, standards. SF 55.  
Fireworks fees, fire department grant program. SF 438 - companion to HF 761 - both similar to SF 569. HF 761 approved 5-19-21.

FIREWORKS
Fireworks, local prohibitions. SF 99.  
City zoning commission members, residency requirements. SF 2096 - similar to SF 2285. SF 2285 approved 4-21-22.

FIRST RESPONDERS
Hybrid vehicles, green sticker for license plates. HF 601.  
First responders, naloxone fund. HF 2323 - similar to HF 2573. HF 2573 approved 6-13-22.

FISH AND FISHING
State fish, channel catfish. SJR 6.  
Hunting, fishing, and trapping, constitutional amendment. HJR 8 – similar to SJR 16.  
Fish and wildlife. HF 2277.

Licenses
Free lifetime hunting and fishing licensure, disabled veterans. SF 39 - similar to SF 40 and SF 2076.  
Lifetime trout stamp for seniors. HF 234. Approved 6-8-21.

FLAGS
POW/MIA flag display on public buildings. SF 13.  
Pledge of allegiance, schools. HF 104 - same as HF 415.  
Blocking roadways. HF 430.

FLAMMABLE MATERIALS
Upholstered furniture with flame retardant chemicals. HF 293 - similar to HF 2063.

FLOODING
Flood mitigation, essential county purpose. HF 523 – companion to SF 442 and SF 607. HF 523 approved 5-10-21.  
Private flood insurance. HF 583 – companion to SF 460. HF 583 approved 4-30-21.  
Housing assistance, disaster recovery. SF 611.  
Flood recovery fund, use of interest money. HF 2138 – SF 2191 - HF 2515 - all companion. HF 2515 approved 5-2-22.
Flood mitigation. **HF 2166.**

Stormwater and floodplains, permits for contamination, construction. **HF 2347** - similar to **SF 2311.**

Ag and natural resources appropriations. **HF 2560.** Approved 6-17-22.

Father Rafael Assamah resolution. **HR 113.** Adopted by House.

**FOOD ASSISTANCE**

Restaurant take-out, electronic benefits transfer program. **SF 147.**

Medicaid and SNAP, eligibility verification, third-party vendor. **SF 389.**

Welfare reform. **HF 2438.**

Ag and natural resources appropriations. **HF 2560.** Approved 6-17-22.

**FOOD BANKS**

Food bank appropriation. **SF 153.**

Urban food production, property tax exemption. **HF 347.**

Food bank sales tax exemption. **SF 306** - similar to **HF 579 and SF 601.**

Food banks. **HF 609.**

Tax reform. **HF 893** – similar to **SF 619. SF 619 approved 6-16-21.**

**FOOD PROCESSING**

PFAs in food packaging. **SF 19.**

Direct-to-consumer food sales. **HF 319.**

Butcher licensing, personal use exception. **SF 2245.** Approved 4-21-22.

Local food and farm program council. **HF 2322.**

Home food sales licensing. **HF 2394.**

Corporate tax rates, income, sales taxes. **SF 2372.**

**FOOD SERVICE ESTABLISHMENTS**

Restaurant take-out, electronic benefits transfer program. **SF 147.**

Single-use plastics. **HF 320.**

Homemade food items. **HF 638.**

Entertainment self-sustaining municipal improvement districts. **HF 2236.**

Pizza dough roller operation, employment of minors. **SF 2190.** Approved 5-24-22.

Third-party delivery services, agreements with restaurants. **SF 2213** - companion to **HF 2408 and SF 2320.**

Home food sales licensing. **HF 2394.**

Food delivery fees. **HF 2502.**

Price gouging, disasters. **HF 2503.**

**FORCIBLE ENTRY AND DETAINER**

Landlord notification, delinquent utilities, notification requirements. **HF 658** - similar to **HF 779** - both similar to **SF 2106, HF 2227, and HF 2473** which are companion.

Mobile homes, rental agreements, tenant rights. **HF 2441** - similar to **HF 2562 and SF 2379. HF 2562** approved 5-17-22.
FORECLOSURE
Rent and mortgage program. **HF 657.**

FOREIGN CORPORATIONS
Life insurers, foreign investments. **HF 2219** – similar to **SF 2288.** **SF 2288** approved 4-21-22.

FOREIGN EXCHANGE PROGRAMS
Beef and pork products, notice of country of origin. **HF 240.**

FOREIGN RELATIONS, see also INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Courts and law interpretation. **HF 173.**
World language education pilot project. **HF 264.**
Cloud computing procurement preference. **HF 651.**
St. Patrick's Day resolution. **HR 111.** Adopted by House.

FORESTRY
Forest reserve property tax exemption, acreage. **SF 112** - same as **SF 352.**
Mental health funding, property taxes, state aid. **SF 587.**

FORGERY
Synthetic urine prohibition, drug testing. **HF 283** – companion to **SF 329.**
**HF 283** approved 3-8-21.
Counterfeit money. **HF 2304** - similar to **HF 2477.**

FOSSILS
Crinoid as state fossil. **SJR 14.**

FOSTER CARE
Implicit bias training, early education and child care. **HF 572.**
Foster care, permanency. **SF 473** - same as **SF 525.**
Violent juvenile foster care placement, study. **SF 501** - similar to **SF 2027.**
Child care assistance, programs under purview of DHS. **SF 2171** - companion to **HF 2252.** **HF 2252** approved 5-24-22.
Child advocacy board, foster care, fictive kin. **SF 2174** - companion to **HF 2390.** **HF 2390** approved 5-2-22.
Therapeutic foster care study. **SF 2214.**
Juvenile justice, CINA proceedings, delinquency, child safety. **SF 2257** - similar to **HF 2507.** **HF 2507** approved 5-24-22.

FRANCHISES
Automobile dealers, plates, fees. **HF 393** – **HF 829** - **SF 444** - all companion. **SF 444** approved 4-12-21.
Corporate tax rates, income, sales taxes. **SF 2372.**

FRAUD
Felon voting rights restoration. **HF 44** - similar to **HF 136.**
Elder abuse, assault, theft, exploitation. **SF 202** - companion to **HF 353** - both similar to **SF 522.** **SF 522** approved 6-15-22.
Mobile homes, rent increases, tenant rights. **HF 442** – companion to **SF 403**. Pyramid promotional schemes, prohibition. **HF 454**.
Fertility fraud, false information to patient. **SF 529** - similar to **HF 2014, HF 2160**, and **SF 2169**. **SF 529** approved 6-14-22.
Taxation, failure to file, pass-through entities, penalties. **SF 608** - companion to **HF 890**. **SF 608** approved 6-8-21.
Water treatment systems, certification requirements. **SF 2232**. Approved 4-21-22.

**FREEDOM OF RELIGION**
Religious freedom restoration Act. **SF 436**.
Judicial standard for religious accommodation. **SF 2170** - same as **SF 2284** - both similar to **HF 2437**.

**FREEDOM OF SPEECH**
Public school employee rights, free speech of students. **SF 238** - companion to **HF 509**.
Uniform public expression protection Act. **HF 456**.
Campus free speech. **HF 533**.
Education, free speech. **HF 568**.
Technology industry, economic incentives, censorship. **SF 402** - similar to **SF 571** and **SF 580**.
Educational institutions, free speech policies, training. **SF 478** - similar to **HF 744**. **HF 744** approved 5-20-21.
Education, free speech, nondiscrimination. **HF 802**. Approved 6-8-21.

**FREIGHT SERVICES**
Income tax apportionment, freight services. **SF 456**.

**FUEL**
Iowa underground storage tank fund, repeal. **HF 645** - same as **HF 838** - both similar to **HF 2337**.
Agriculture omnibus, choose Iowa program, motor fuels. **SF 2230** - **HF 2439** similar and both similar to **HF 2572** and **HF 2581** which are the same. **HF 2581** approved 6-21-22.

**Biofuels**
Motor vehicles, flex fuel requirements. **HF 73**.
E-15 infrastructure cost-share incentives. **HF 477**.
Ethanol mandate, biodiesel, infrastructure. **HF 629** – similar to **SF 481** and **SF 549**, which are same. **Biofuel, tax credits. HF 859**.
Renewable fuels. **HF 2128**. Approved 5-17-22.

**Taxes**
Renewable fuels. **HF 2128**. Approved 5-17-22.
Department of revenue permits, sales tax, distribution. **SF 2367** - similar to **HF 2583**. **SF 2367** approved 6-17-22.

**FUNDS**, see also **APPROPRIATIONS**
Zoos, income tax checkoff. **HF 35.**
Public safety, community reinvestment. **HF 345.**

**FUNERALS**
Autopsy transportation. **HF 93.**
County medical examiner, autopsy costs. **SF 106 – SF 307 - HF 525 - all similar.** SF 307 approved 3-22-21.
Burial transit permits, rules. **SF 107 - same as SF 410.**
Funeral and cemetery services, preneed purchases. **HF 2155 – companion to SF 2194. HF 2155** approved 5-2-22.

**FUR HARVESTERS**
Black bears, protected. **HF 2118.**

**FURNITURE**
Upholstered furniture with flame retardant chemicals. **HF 293 - similar to HF 2063.**

**GAMBLING**
Charitable gambling, timing of card games to benefit veterans. **SF 20 - same as SF 21 and SF 510.**
Financial institutions, savings promotion drawings. **SF 86 - companion to HF 359 - both similar to HF 2329.**
Charitable game nights, frequency. **HF 79 – SF 144 - HF 311 - all the same. HF 311** approved 5-19-21.
Promotional play receipts, sports wagering, tax rates. **SF 169.**
Justice system appropriations. **HF 2559.** Approved 6-17-22.

**Smoking**
Casinos, smoking ban. **SF 280 - companion to HF 530 and SF 2021.**

**Sports Wagering**
Electronic sports events, sports wagering. **HF 755.**
Sports wagering receipt fund. **HF 2286 - similar to HF 2548 and HF 2566 which are the same.**
Sports betting revenue. **HF 2403.**
Gaming, accessing cash, sports-related events. **HF 2497.** Approved 6-17-22.

**GAMES OF SKILL OR CHANCE**
Pool tournament regulations, licensure. **SF 247.**
Amusement concessions, video games, license applications. **SF 345 - companion to HF 785. HF 785** approved 5-10-21.

**GARBAGE, see also WASTE**
Garbage searches, right to privacy. **SF 2111 - same as SF 2296. SF 2296** approved 4-21-22.

**GARNISHMENT**
Garnishment notices. **HF 365.** Approved 6-8-21.
GASES, see also GREENHOUSE GASES
Carbon monoxide alarms, standards. SF 55.

GASOLINE, see also FUEL
Ethanol mandate, biodiesel, infrastructure. HF 629 – similar to SF 481 and SF 549, which are same.
Renewable fuels. HF 2128. Approved 5-17-22.

GENDER ISSUES
Domestic relationships. HF 70.
Hate crimes, gender identity and gender expression. HF 120 - same as HF 614.
Restroom privacy, gender specific. HF 187.
Youth hormone usage. HF 193.
Gender identity, civil rights. HF 272.
Gay panic defense, prohibiting. HF 310.
Gender identification treatment, parental consent. HF 327.
Civil rights, gender. HF 340.
Statute of limitations, gender identification. HF 341.
Facility access, public buildings. HF 405.
Education curricula, parental opt-out rights. HF 2054.

Schools
Preferred pronoun questionnaire at school, parental notification. SF 80.
Transgender athletes, interscholastic and intramural sports. HF 184 - same as HF 334.
Gender identity curriculum, parental consent. SF 167 - same as SF 2024.
Gender curricula. HF 326.
Iowa core requirements. HF 376.
Sex education, LGBTQ issues, contraceptives, abstinence. SF 381.
Student sports, eligibility, gender. HF 2309 - same as HF 2416 - both similar to SF 2342. HF 2416 approved 3-3-22.
Human growth and development education, LGBTQ inclusive. HF 2448.

GENERAL ASSEMBLY
Joint rules governing lobbyists. SCR 3. Adopted by Senate and House.
Joint rules for 89th G.A. HCR 10. Adopted by House and Senate.
Academic credit for legislative page program. SF 517. Approved 5-19-21.
COVID commission, pandemic response review. SF 519.
In-state tuition. HF 877.
Special session subject matter. HCR 13. Adopted by House and Senate.
Office of state-federal relations, appropriation. HF 2027.
Lobbyist reform. HF 2274.
Fish and wildlife. HF 2277.
Legislative services agency, elimination. HF 2319.

Adjournment
Adjournment sine die, special session. SCR 8. Adopted by Senate and House.
Adjournment, second extraordinary session. HCR 14. Adopted by House
and Senate.
Legislative session, limits. HF 2313.
Adjournment sine die for 2022. HCR 105 - similar to SC 105. SC 105
adopted by Senate and House.

Compensation
Compensation for 89th G.A. employees. SCR 6. Adopted by Senate and
House.

House of Representatives
Appointment of secretaries and pages. HR 1. Adopted by House.
Opening with prayer. HR 2. Adopted by House.
House rules. HR 3. Adopted by House.
John Landon, resolution. HR 102.
Bill debate reform. HF 2273.
Hoover Uncommon Public Service resolution. HR 115. Adopted by House.

Joint Conventions
Joint convention for Condition of the State message. HCR 1. Adopted by
House and Senate.
Joint convention for Condition of the Judiciary address. HCR 2. Adopted
by House and Senate.
Joint convention for Condition of the National Guard message. HCR 3.
Adopted by House and Senate.
Joint convention for Condition of the State address. HCR 101. Adopted
by House and Senate.
Joint convention for Condition of the Judiciary address. HCR 102. Adopted
by House and Senate.
Joint convention for Condition of the Iowa National Guard address. HCR
103. Adopted by House and Senate.

Members
Legislative term limits, constitutional amendment. SJR 3 - similar to HJR 6.
Legislative remote voting. HF 276.
Legislative redistricting, first plan. SF 620.
Redistricting, second plan. SF 621 - similar to HF 901. SF 621 approved
11-4-21.
Legislators' financial disclosure statements. SR 101. Adopted by Senate.
Legislative standing. HF 2117.
John Landon, resolution. HR 102.
Legislative ethics reform. HF 2271.
Legislative session, location. HF 2272.
General assembly, right to participate. HF 2275.
Legislative session, limits. HF 2313.
State legislators, investment ethics. SF 2247.
Judicial complaints, legislator access. HF 2485.
Hoover Uncommon Public Service resolution. HR 115. Adopted by House.
Honoring Senator Bolkcom upon his retirement. SR 110. Adopted by Senate.
Honoring Senator Lykam upon his retirement. SR 111. Adopted by Senate.
Honoring Senator Carlin upon his retirement. SR 112. Adopted by Senate.
Honoring Senator Goodwin upon his retirement. SR 113. Adopted by Senate.
Honoring Senator Nunn upon his retirement. SR 114. Adopted by Senate.
Honoring Senator Hogg upon his retirement. SR 117. Adopted by Senate.
Honoring Senator Mathis upon her retirement. SR 118. Adopted by Senate.
Honoring Senator Ragan upon her retirement. SR 121. Adopted by Senate.
Honoring Senator Williams upon his retirement. SR 122. Adopted by Senate.
Honoring Senator Smith upon his retirement. SR 123. Adopted by Senate.

Reports
Departments and agencies, office space acquisition, reports. HF 139 –
    companion to HF 314 and SF 323. HF 314 approved 5-10-21.
Prosecuting attorneys training coordination council. SF 337.
New law moratorium. HF 704.
Failure to timely file administrative rules, penalty. HF 809 - same as HF 854.
Climate impact statements. HF 883.
Bill debate reform. HF 2273.

Senate
Senate code of ethics. SR 1. Adopted by Senate.
Bill debate reform. HF 2273.

GENERAL FUND, see also APPROPRIATIONS
Agriculture and natural resources appropriations. HF 860 – similar to SF
    598. HF 860 approved 6-2-21.
State annual comprehensive financial report. SF 2087 - companion to HF
    2126. HF 2126 approved 5-2-22.

GENETICS
Newborn screening, advisory committee. SF 2345 - companion to HF 2539.
    SF 2345 approved 4-21-22.

GEOLOGY
Crinoid as state fossil. SJR 14.

GEOTHERMAL ENERGY
Department of revenue omnibus. SF 366. Approved 5-10-21.

GIFTS
Inheritance tax, exemptions. HF 886.

GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEMS (GPS)
Pipeline access points. HF 87.
Mobile devices, work and school zones. HF 2250.

GOLFING
Golf cart operator, driver's license or licensed passenger. SF 48 - companion
to HF 30.
Honoring golfer Gene Elliot. SR 104. Adopted by Senate.
Gene Elliot, resolution. HR 109. Adopted by House.
GOVERNOR
Joint convention for Condition of the State message. HCR 1. Adopted by House and Senate.
Economic emergency fund, use for cash flow. SF 175 - similar to SF 584. National guard, deployment. HF 332.
Gubernatorial line of succession, constitutional amendment. SJR 15 - companion to HJR 2005. HJR 2005 approved 4-6-22.
Administration and regulation appropriations. SF 594 - similar to HF 867. HF 867 approved 5-24-21.
Joint convention for Condition of the State address. HCR 101. Adopted by House and Senate.
Class A felons, commutations. HF 2191.
Public health disaster emergencies. HF 2270.
Administration and regulation appropriations. HF 2565 – similar to SF 2385 and HF 2590, which are companion. SF 2385 approved 6-17-22.
Appointments
Drug policy advisory council. HF 427 – companion to HF 2367 and SF 2293. HF 2367 approved 4-21-22.
Prosecuting attorneys training coordination council. SF 337.
Appointment confirmations by senate. SF 423 - similar to SF 2263.
Veterans home commandant, term of service. SF 511.
Senate confirmation of appointees, deferral. SR 6. Adopted by Senate.
Senate confirmation of appointees, deferral until 2022. SR 7. Adopted by Senate.
District court judicial nominating commission, members. SF 2014 - same as SF 2132 - both similar to HF 2481. HF 2481 approved 4-21-22.
Iowa council on homelessness, members, procedures. SF 2086 - similar to HF 2258. HF 2258 approved 5-2-22.
Confirmation deferrals, next G.A. SR 119. Adopted by Senate.
Postponing senate appointee confirmations. SR 120. Adopted by Senate.

GOVERNOR'S OFFICE OF DRUG CONTROL POLICY
Administration and regulation appropriations. SF 594 - similar to HF 867. HF 867 approved 5-24-21.
Block grants appropriations. SF 614 - similar to HF 895. HF 895 approved 6-8-21.
Administration and regulation appropriations. HF 2565 – similar to SF 2385 and HF 2590, which are companion. SF 2385 approved 6-17-22.

GRANTS
Demolition, abandoned school buildings. HF 216 - similar to HF 778.
Double up food bucks grants, healthy eating, appropriation. SF 273 - companion to HF 437.
Livable homes program. HF 506.
Phase out corporate giveaways interstate compact. HF 598.
Small business grant program. HF 608.
Length of service recognition program. HF 750 - similar to HF 2574.
Energy efficiency program for nonprofit organizations. **HF 2193**. Targeted small business grants. **HF 2509**.

**Children**
- Child care workforce fund. **HF 6** - same as **HF 301**.
- Child care future zones program. **HF 13**.

**Education**
- Dyslexia teaching endorsement, grant program. **HF 2185**.
- Iowa for all college corps program. **HF 2350**.

**Federal Funds**
- Block grants appropriations. **SF 614** - similar to **HF 895**. **HF 895** approved 6-8-21.

**GREAT PLACES PROGRAM**
- Capitals appropriations. **HF 862** – similar to **SF 600**. **HF 862** approved 6-8-21.

**GREENHOUSE GASES**
- Climate pollution, DNR plan. **SF 2054** - **HF 2190** - **HF 2454** all companion.

**GROUNDWATER PROTECTION**, see also **WATER AND WATERCOURSES**
- Groundwater protection fund, use for abandoned buildings, city eligibility. **SF 113** - same as **SF 443**.
- Lead testing, grants to counties. **SF 209** - companion to **HF 504**.
- Groundwater hazard statements upon conveyance. **HF 2343** – companion to **SF 2330**. **HF 2343** approved 4-21-22.
- Ag and natural resources appropriations. **HF 2560**. Approved 6-17-22.

**GUARDIANS**
- Guardianships and conservatorships. **SF 31** - same as **SF 348** - both similar to **HF 834** and **HF 836** which are similar.
- Reinstatement of parental rights, transfer of guardianship. **SF 111** - same as **SF 515**.
- Department of family stabilization and preservation. **HF 186**.
- Guardian ad litem for child prosecution witnesses. **SF 180** - companion to **HF 361**. **HF 361** approved 4-30-21.
- Gender identification treatment, parental consent. **HF 327**.
- Open enrollment. **HF 385**.
- Adoption, home study waiver. **HF 2074** - similar to **HF 2414**.
- Guardian ad litem. **HF 2113** - same as **HF 2474**.
- Compulsory attendance age. **HF 2212**.
- Juvenile justice, CINA proceedings, delinquency, child safety. **SF 2257** - similar to **HF 2507**. **HF 2507** approved 5-24-22.

**GUNS**, see also **WEAPONS**
- 3D printed guns. **HF 253**.
- Bankruptcy exemption, weapons. **HF 537**.
- Keep and bear arms, resolution. **HR 16**.
HABITATS
Hunting property, public access program, property tax credit. SF 2215.

HAIL DAMAGE
Hail-damaged vehicles. HF 220.
Hail damage, salvage vehicles, certificate of title. SF 2139.

HAIR
Natural hairstyle discrimination. HF 471 - HF 2110 - HF 2513 - all similar.
Threading licensing. HF 2106 - same as HF 2480 - both similar to SF 2119.
SF 2119 approved 3-23-22.

HARASSMENT
School safety hotline. HF 42.
911 abuse, civil action. HF 421 - same as HF 821. HF 821 approved 5-10-21.
Education curricula, parental opt-out rights. HF 2054.
Student sports, eligibility, gender. HF 2309 - same as HF 2416 - both similar
to SF 2342. HF 2416 approved 3-3-22.

HATE CRIMES
Hate crimes, gender identity and gender expression. HF 120 - same as HF 614.
Social media, censorship, suppression of religious and political speech. HF 171.
Hate crimes. HF 565.
Hate crimes. HF 2213.

HAWK-I (HEALTHY AND WELL KIDS IN IOWA) PROGRAM
Hawk-i eligibility, purchase option. SF 220.
Medicaid, insurance mandates. HF 2297.

HAZARDOUS CONDITIONS
Essential worker hazard pay grant fund, COVID. SF 412.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
PFAs in food packaging. SF 19.
Public water systems, PFAs contamination testing. SF 22.

HEALTH
Ostomy awareness day. HR 5.
Local boards of health, powers. HF 2064.
Health data collection. HF 2544.

Care and Treatment
Disclosure of health care costs, publication. SF 5.
Health care professionals recruitment program. HF 5 - same as HF 196.
HF 196 approved 5-20-21.
Single payer health care system. HF 55.
Long-term services and supports, direct care workforce database. SF 161.
Direct primary care agreements. **HF 289** - companion to **HF 625, HF 2200**, and **SF 2276**. **HF 2200** approved 5-12-22.

Alternative health care. **HF 404**.

Vaccinations, information for patients. **HF 632** – companion to **SF 477** and **SF 2156** - all similar to **SF 2269**.

Physician assistants. **HF 803**. Approved 5-17-22.

Health equity fund, women's health, provider reimbursement. **SF 2069**.

Medical malpractice insurance. **HF 2175**.

Health insurance, prior authorization. **HF 2399**. Approved 5-2-22.

Vaccinations, discrimination. **HF 2545**.

Health and human services appropriations. **HF 2578**. Approved 6-14-22.

**Care Facilities**

Elimination of certificate of need for health facilities. **SF 4**.

Ambulatory surgical centers, hospital admitting privileges. **HF 115** – companion to **SF 274** - both similar to **HF 735**.

Ambulatory surgical centers, consumer education. **HF 116** – companion to **SF 276** - both similar to **HF 2248**.

Ambulatory surgical centers, certification. **HF 117** – companion to **SF 275**.

Nursing homes, surveillance cameras. **HF 268** – companion to **SF 378** – both similar to **SF 2057** and **HF 2376**, which are companion - all similar to **HF 2205**.

Veterans' mental health. **HF 697**.

Long-term care facilities and hospitals, patient visitation policies. **SF 507**.

Medical billing, itemized bills. **SF 2046**.

Health care facilities, violations. **HF 2172** – companion to **SF 2168**. **HF 2172** approved 5-2-22.

Medical malpractice insurance. **HF 2175**.

Abortion complications, statistical reporting. **HF 2210**.

Health insurance, prior authorization. **HF 2399**. Approved 5-2-22.

**Hospitals**

Hospital stays, administrative days, Medicaid reimbursement. **SF 462** - similar to **SF 2146**.

**Insurance, see also MEDICAL INSURANCE**

Single payer health care system. **HF 55**.

Collective bargaining restoration. **HF 179** – similar to **SF 141**.

Health insurance, telehealth provider location. **HF 269** - same as **HF 731** - both similar to **HF 2031** and **HF 2245** which are the same.

Mastectomy, insurance. **HF 727**.

Medical malpractice insurance. **HF 2175**.

Medicaid, insurance mandates. **HF 2297**.

Electronic delivery of insurance notices, consent. **HF 2330**. Approved 5-2-22.

Health insurance, prior authorization. **HF 2399**. Approved 5-2-22.

**Professionals, see also MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS**

Health care professionals recruitment program. **HF 5** - same as **HF 196**. **HF 196** approved 5-20-21.
Immunization reporting. HF 169 - same as HF 547 - both similar to HF 769.
Health insurance, telehealth provider location. HF 269 - same as HF 731 -
both similar to HF 2031 and HF 2245 which are the same.
Worker sick and safe time. HF 275.
Direct care workforce database. HF 402 - similar to HF 692.
Implicit bias training, health care workers. HF 466.
Supporting Iowa care workforce. HCR 8 - similar to SCR 104.
Mastectomy, insurance. HF 727.
Physician assistants. HF 803. Approved 5-17-22.
Concussion and brain injury, neuropsychology. HF 2197.
Abortion complications, statistical reporting. HF 2210.
HEALTHY AND WELL KIDS IN IOWA (HAWK-I) PROGRAM, see
HAWK-I (HEALTHY AND WELL KIDS IN IOWA) PROGRAM
HEARING DISABILITIES
  Hearing aid insurance, coverage for children. SF 2121 - companion to HF
  2188 - both similar to HF 2491 and HF 2568, which are same.
HEARINGS
  Firearm access, extreme risk protective orders. HF 252.
  Drainage districts, notice of hearings. HF 461 – SF 353 - HF 624 - all
  companion. SF 353 approved 3-22-21.
HELMETS
  Helmets for minors on motorbikes. SF 210.
HEMP
  Paraphernalia regulation, tobacco and hemp products. SF 43 - same as SF
  226 - both similar to SF 363.
  Hemp affirmative defense. HF 548.
  Hemp production, acreage restriction. HF 2070 – HF 2088 - SF 2110 - HF
  2380 - all similar. HF 2380 approved 4-21-22.
HERBICIDES, see also AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS; PESTICIDES
  Dicamba ban. SF 66.
HIGHWAYS, see also ROADS AND HIGHWAYS
  Adult changing stations at rest areas. SF 38 - HF 33 - HF 492 - all companion.
Construction and Maintenance
  Rumble strips, highway intersections. HF 2059 - similar to HF 2344.
Safety
  Discharging a firearm. HF 94.
Electric bicycles, operation on highways, equipment. **SF 97** - companion to **HF 493, HF 493** approved 5-20-21.
Utility terrain vehicles, registration. **HF 140**.
Motor vehicles, use of left lane. **HF 157** - same as **HF 494**.
Bicycle user requirements. **HF 411**.

**HISTORY**
School funding, 1619 project curriculum. **HF 222**.
American civics and history curricula. **HF 2060 - HF 2099 - HF 2418** all similar.

**HOGS**
Aerial hunting for feral hogs. **SF 2182**.

**HOLDING COMPANIES**
Insurance holding company systems, financial reporting. **HF 2217** – companion to **SF 2237. HF 2217** approved 5-2-22.

**HOLIDAYS**
Juneteenth, official state holiday. **HF 884**.
Designating February 1 as George Washington Carver day. **SF 2380**. Approved 6-16-22.

**HOLOCAUST**
Anne Frank letters resolution. **HR 120**. Adopted by House.

**HOME FOOD ESTABLISHMENTS**
In-home bakeries. **HF 80**.

**HOME HEALTH CARE**
Home health worker benefits. **HF 573**.

**HOME IMPROVEMENTS**
Livable homes, modification for elders, grant program. **SF 201**.
Livable homes program. **HF 506**.
Safe home remodeling, tax credit. **HF 717**.
Neighborhood housing revitalization, finance authority. **SF 2073**.

**HOMELAND SECURITY**
911 service boards, department of homeland security. **SF 392**.
Justice system appropriations. **HF 861** – similar to **SF 599. HF 861** approved 6-8-21.
Levee study extension. **HF 2116** - same as **HF 2517. HF 2517** approved 6-13-22.
Flood recovery fund, use of interest money. **HF 2138 – SF 2191 - HF 2515** - all companion. **HF 2515** approved 5-2-22.
Commercial driver's license, emergency vehicles. **HF 2334**.
Justice system appropriations. **HF 2559**. Approved 6-17-22.
HOMELESSNESS
Beverage container control, bottle bill, repeal. **HF 182**.
Crisis intervention police reports, confidentiality. **SF 395** - same as **SF 513**.
**SF 513** approved 5-23-22.
Iowa council on homelessness, members, procedures. **SF 2086** - similar to **HF 2258**. **HF 2258** approved 5-2-22.
Lottery, homeless veterans. **HF 2407**.

HOME OWNERSHIP, see also **HOMESTEADS**
Veterans trust fund, home ownership assistance. **SF 181** - similar to **HF 2293**.
Homeownership development tax credits, charitable contributions. **SF 373**.
Home loan program fund, housing renewal program fund. **SF 2211**.
Military home ownership program, appropriation. **SF 2264**.
Firsthome program, assistance for homebuyers. **SF 2272**.

HOME RULE, see also **COUNTIES**, subhead Home Rule
Rental housing, federal vouchers, prohibiting local regulation. **SF 252** - companion to **HF 720**. **SF 252** approved 4-30-21.

HOMES, see also **HOUSING**
Livable homes program. **HF 506**.

Juvenile
Juvenile detention home fund, use of money. **SF 2222**.

HOME SCHOOLING, see also **PRIVATE INSTRUCTION**
Home school students, health and safety visits. **HF 37**.
Home school students, registration. **SF 148**.
Home schooling, 529 plan withdrawals, income tax. **HF 580** – similar to **SF 433**.
Home schooling, instructor with high school diploma, reports to school district. **SF 400**.
Home schooling, private instruction organization tax credit. **SF 434** - similar to **HF 2425**.
Competent private instruction, attendance days, driver's education. **SF 546**. Approved 5-10-21.

HOMESTEADS
Property tax assessments, adjustments for elders. **SF 15** - similar to **HF 82** and **SF 120**.
School property tax levy, exemption for elders. **SF 124** - similar to **SF 2059**.

Tax Credits
Disabled veteran homestead tax credit, filing deadline. **SF 191** - similar to **SF 263** and **SF 591** - all similar to **HF 2076**.
Homestead tax credit, maximum amount. **SF 219**.
Rent reimbursement. **HF 368**. Approved 4-12-21.
Real estate data confidentiality, military property tax credit. **SF 309** - same as **SF 574**. **SF 574** approved 6-8-21.
Property tax exemption for senior homeowners. **HF 619**.
Mental health funding, property taxes, state aid. SF 587.
Disabled veteran homestead tax credit, qualification. HF 2107 - companion to HF 2287 - both similar to SF 2299.

HOMICIDE
Excessive speed, vehicular homicide. HF 753. Approved 5-20-21.

HOMOSEXUALS, see also SEXUAL ORIENTATION
Gay panic defense, prohibiting. HF 310.

HORSES
Wagering, international simultaneous telecast. HF 513 – companion to SF 415. HF 513 approved 6-8-21.
Racehorse aftercare. HF 2378. Approved 5-2-22.
State horse designation. SJR 2005.
Ag and natural resources appropriations. HF 2560. Approved 6-17-22.

HOSPICE PROGRAMS, see also TERMINAL ILLNESS
End-of-life care options, medication to end life. SF 212 - companion to HF 475.
Terminally ill persons, experimental treatment. HF 2010 – companion to SF 2117 - both similar to HF 2203.
Palliative care. HF 2444.

HOSPITALS
Elimination of certificate of need for health facilities. SF 4.
Disclosure of health care costs, publication. SF 5.
Medicaid, maternal and child health, one year of postpartum care. SF 35.
Ambulatory surgical centers, hospital admitting privileges. HF 115 – companion to SF 274 - both similar to HF 735.
Medicaid and private insurance, reimbursement days awaiting placement. SF 154.
Medical residents, state tort claims Act. HF 436.
Hospital and nursing home visitation. HF 571.
Hospital stays, administrative days, Medicaid reimbursement. SF 462 - similar to SF 2146.
Long-term care facilities and hospitals, patient visitation policies. SF 507.
Surgical smoke plume, surgical facilities. HF 783.
Hospital policy reporting requirements, nondiscrimination. SF 2004.
Medical billing, itemized bills. SF 2046.
Mandatory sepsis protocols. HF 2041 - same as HF 2510.
Certificates of need for nursing facilities only. SF 2255.

Mental Health Services
Psychiatric bed tracking system workgroup. SF 524. Approved 6-8-21.
Mental health commitments, medical reports. SF 528.
HOTELS AND MOTELS
Hotel and motel tax, board. SF 50.
Police officers, hotel accommodations. HF 207.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Bill debate reform. HF 2273.
Honors
John Landon, resolution. HR 102.
Rules
House rules. HR 3. Adopted by House.
Joint rules for 89th G.A. HCR 10. Adopted by House and Senate.

HOUSING
Housing trust fund, real estate transfer tax cap. SF 10 – similar to SF 612.
Emotional support animals, housing. HF 90.
Private flood insurance. HF 583 – companion to SF 460. HF 583 approved 4-30-21.
Housing, nonconforming use, local regulations. SF 469.
Housing assistance, disaster recovery. SF 611.
Local building codes, energy conservation. HF 2030.
Neighborhood housing revitalization, finance authority. SF 2073.
Economic development authority, technical. HF 2292 – similar to HF 2519 and SF 2325, which are companion. SF 2325 approved 3-23-22.
Home loan program fund, housing renewal program fund. SF 2211.
Cooperative associations, housing. HF 2383 – companion to SF 2310. SF 2310 approved 5-2-22.

Development Projects
Sales tax exemption on home-building materials, construction by prison labor. SF 14.
Housing tax credit program, disaster assistance. SF 295 - companion to HF 582.
Homeownership development tax credits, charitable contributions. SF 373.
Senior housing tax credit. HF 543.
Economic development omnibus, energy programs, tax credits. HF 789 – similar to SF 609.
Tax reform. HF 893 – similar to SF 619. SF 619 approved 6-16-21.
Iowa finance authority projects, labor and employment requirements. HF 2541.

Rental Property, see also RENTAL PROPERTY
Rental housing, federal vouchers, prohibiting local regulation. SF 252 - companion to HF 720. SF 252 approved 4-30-21.
Service and assistance animals, reasonable housing accommodation. SF 2093 - similar to HF 2486.

HUMAN RIGHTS, DEPARTMENT OF
Mental health diversion treatment program. HF 62.
Law enforcement practices, profiling, data reporting. **HF 130** – companion to **SF 188** - both similar to **HF 356**.
Pay equity, civil rights protection. **HF 188** – similar to **SF 139**.
Community action agencies, supplemental appropriation. **SF 157**.
Adult changing stations, public buildings. **HF 306**.
Court interpreters. **HF 445** - similar to **HF 707** and **SF 558**, which are companion. **HF 707** approved 4-30-21.
Administration and regulation appropriations. **SF 594** - similar to **HF 867**.
Justice system appropriations. **HF 861** – similar to **SF 599**. **HF 861** approved 6-8-21.
Capitals appropriations. **HF 862** – similar to **SF 600**. **HF 862** approved 6-8-21.
Health and human services appropriations. **SF 606** - similar to **HF 891**. **HF 891** approved 6-16-21.
Block grants appropriations. **SF 614** - similar to **HF 895**. **HF 895** approved 6-8-21.
Home loan program fund, housing renewal program fund. **SF 2211**.
Administration and regulation appropriations. **HF 2565** – similar to **SF 2385** and **HF 2578**, which are companion. **SF 2385** approved 6-17-22.

**HUMAN SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF**
Period products, provision in state buildings. **SF 34** - similar to **SF 2020**.
Department of family stabilization and preservation. **HF 186**.
Restaurant take-out, electronic benefits transfer program. **SF 147**.
Food bank appropriation. **SF 153**.
Medicaid and SNAP, eligibility verification, third-party vendor. **SF 389**.
Medicaid cliff. **HF 610**.
Capitals appropriations. **HF 862** – similar to **SF 600**. **HF 862** approved 6-8-21.
Health and human services appropriations. **SF 606** - similar to **HF 891**. **HF 891** approved 6-16-21.
Block grants appropriations. **SF 614** - similar to **HF 895**. **HF 895** approved 6-8-21.
Child care assistance, programs under purview of DHS. **SF 2171** - companion to **HF 2252**. **HF 2252** approved 5-24-22.
Midwives, licensure. **HF 2291** - same as **HF 2547**.
Health and human services appropriations. **HF 2578**. Approved 6-14-22.

**Adult and Elder Services**
Home health worker benefits. **HF 573**.
Nursing facility reimbursement, release of rate information. **HF 2171** – companion to **SF 2258**. **HF 2171** approved 5-23-22.

**Children**
Medicaid, maternal and child health, one year of postpartum care. **SF 35**.
Child death, investigation of family. **HF 7**.
Crisis child care. **HF 17**.
Child care assistance eligibility, cliff effect. **SF 177** - companion to **HF 505** - both similar to **SF 2009**.

Child care provider rates. **HF 292**.

Child care assistance off-ramp. **HF 302** – companion to **SF 283**. **HF 302** approved 6-16-21.

Hawk-i eligibility, purchase option. **SF 220**.

Child care facilities. **HF 336**.

Child care assistance, reimbursement rates. **HF 337**.

Child care absences, assistance payments. **HF 338** - similar to **HF 352**.

Child protective services, call-in. **HF 538**.

Child care facilities. **HF 336**.

Child care assistance, reimbursement rates. **HF 337**.

Child care absences, assistance payments. **HF 338** - similar to **HF 352**.

Child protective services, call-in. **HF 538**.

Child care facilities. **HF 336**.

Chiropractors, child care facilities. **HF 630** - same as **HF 780**.

Mental health, disability services regions. **HF 661**.

Child care assistance absence days. **HF 2024**.

Child abuse, physician networks and physician systems. **HF 2092**.

Child care staff ratios. **HF 2131** - companion to **SF 2268**.

Child care employees, age. **HF 2198**. Approved 6-16-22.

Child advocacy board, foster care, fictive kin. **SF 2174** - companion to **HF 2390**. **HF 2390** approved 5-2-22.

**Family Programs**

Abortion, alternative. **HF 515**.

Food banks. **HF 609**.

Welfare reform. **HF 2438**.

**Foster Care**

Implicit bias training, early education and child care. **HF 572**.

Violent juvenile foster care placement, study. **SF 501** - similar to **SF 2027**.

Therapeutic foster care study. **SF 2214**.

**Medical Assistance**

Medicaid applicants, employer information. **SF 23**.

Medicaid improvements, independent case managers, review process. **SF 61** - similar to **SF 2066**.

Medicaid managed care contracts, termination. **HF 16**.

Single payer health care system. **HF 55**.

Medicaid, direct primary care pilot program. **SF 81**.

Medicaid, substance abuse demonstration. **HF 108**.

Medicaid, substance abuse reimbursement. **HF 205** - similar to **HF 446**.

Family planning program, Medicaid. **SF 146**.

Medicaid, one year of postpartum coverage. **SF 155**.

Long-term services and supports, carve-out of managed care. **SF 190** - companion to **HF 2512**.

Medicaid managed care, reporting of certain services. **HF 447**.

Home and community-based services waivers, Medicaid reimbursement rates. **SF 379**.

Medicaid, behavior technicians. **HF 691**.

Hospital stays, administrative days, Medicaid reimbursement. **SF 462** - similar to **SF 2146**.
Substance abuse disorder fee schedule. **HF 2003** – companion to **SF 2116**.
Medicaid, postpartum coverage for one year, DHS plan. **SF 2005**.
Medicaid, maternal health coverage. **SF 2006**.
Maternal home visiting services. **SF 2007**.
Medicaid reimbursement rate increase. **HF 2033** – similar to **SF 2067**.
Managed care organizations, denied claims, payments. **SF 2065**.
Managed care organizations, third-party audit. **SF 2147**.
Medicaid, preferred drug list. **HF 2202**. Approved 6-13-22.
Medicaid, maternal health coverage. **SF 2005**.
Maternal home visiting services. **SF 2006**.
Medicaid reimbursement rate increase. **HF 2310 - HF 2533 - HF 2554** - all the same.
Pregnancy support, maternal postpartum coverage. **SF 2354** - similar to **SF 2381**.

**Mental Health Programs**
Behavioral health beds. **HF 54**.
Mental health, disability services regions. **HF 661**.
Psychiatric bed tracking system workgroup. **SF 524**. Approved 6-8-21.
Medicaid, available medical services, brain illnesses. **HF 773**.
Mental health funding, property taxes, state aid. **SF 587**.
Medicaid, inpatient psychiatric care reimbursement rates. **HF 2125** – similar to **SF 2331**.
Mental health institutes, intensive psychiatric units. **SF 2216**.

**HUMAN TRAFFICKING**
Sexual abuse of minor, criminal statute of limitations. **SF 33** - similar to **HF 566**.
Human trafficking, expanding statute of limitations. **SF 76** - companion to **HF 449**.
Human trafficking, child exploitation. **HF 288**.
Human trafficking, massage therapy, law enforcement, fraudulent licenses.
**SF 246** - same as **SF 388** - both similar to **HF 452**. **HF 452** approved 5-20-21.
Commercial driver's license, human trafficking training. **SF 268**.
Human trafficking task force. **SF 305** - similar to **SF 521**.
Sexual abuse, statute of limitations. **SF 572**.
Human trafficking, expungement of criminal history. **HF 2464**.

**HUNTING**
Hunting, black bears. **HF 22**.
Wounded deer, retrieval by leashed dogs. **HF 23** – companion to **SF 311**.
- both similar to **HF 552** and **SF 457**, which are companion. **HF 552** approved 4-12-21.
Trespass, penalties. **HF 290** - similar to **HF 557**.
Hunting, fishing, and trapping, constitutional amendment. **HJR 8** – similar to **SJR 16**.
Littering while hunting, license suspension. **SF 375** - similar to **SF 465**.
Hunting, tracking deer at night. HF 665.
Hunting stands, buffer from private property. HF 666.
Hunting, all-terrain scooters. HF 738.
Hunting seasons. HF 2057 - same as HF 2369.
Aerial hunting for feral hogs. SF 2182.
Hunting property, public access program, property tax credit. SF 2215.

**Farmland**
Landowners, deer tag transferability. SF 2219.

**Licenses and Fees**
Free lifetime hunting and fishing licensure, disabled veterans. SF 39 - similar to SF 40 and SF 2076.
Nonresident hunting license allotment, hunting guides. HF 60 - similar to HF 806.
Antlerless deer, population management, semi-automatic rifles. SF 427 - similar to SF 464 and SF 581. SF 581 approved 6-17-22.
Deer hunting, youth tags. SF 2011.
Hunting, child accompanying. HF 2044 - same as HF 2209. HF 2209 approved 6-22.
Nonresident deer hunters, preference points. SF 2142 – similar to SF 2344.
Archery deer tags. HF 2365.
Untamed game livestock. HF 2400.
Hunting, nonresident land ownership. HF 2410.

**Weapons**
Hunting, fair chase. HF 95.
Nonambulatory hunters. HF 147 - same as HF 551.
Nonresident deer hunting. HF 406 - same as HF 550.
Turkey hunting, shotguns. SF 2138 – similar to HF 2370 and SF 2334. SF 2334 approved 5-24-22.

**IDENTIFICATION**
COVID-19 vaccine passports, prohibition. SF 610 - companion to HF 889. HF 889 approved 5-20-21.
Suicide prevention hotline information, school ID cards. SF 2075.
Student identification cards, suicide hotline. HF 2109.
Domestic violence victims, identification documentation. SF 2180.
Driver's license requirements, passport information. SF 2187.
Consumer data protection, controllers. SF 2208 - similar to HF 2506.
Identification markings on firearms, ghost gun prohibition. SF 2252.

**IGNITION INTERLOCK DEVICES**
Ignition interlock devices. HF 757. Approved 5-10-21.

**IMMIGRANTS**
Employment of unauthorized aliens prohibited, e-verify. SF 84 - same as SF 339.
Health care coverage, migrants. HF 211.

**IMMUNIZATION**, see also VACCINATIONS
Death certificates for infants, vaccination information. SF 125 - similar to HF 631 and SF 2124.

Immunization reporting. HF 169 - same as HF 547 - both similar to HF 769.
Immunization schedules. HF 247.
Immunization, informed consent exemption. HF 329 - similar to HF 899.
Vaccines, dentists. HF 528.
Immunization during emergencies and epidemics. HF 900.
Political and medical civil rights. HF 2141.
Vaccinations, discrimination. HF 2545.

INCEST
Sexual abuse of minor, criminal statute of limitations. SF 33 - similar to HF 566.
Sexual abuse, statute of limitations. SF 572.

INCOME
Income tax, flat tax. HF 2062.
New marriage tax relief. HF 2422.
Beginning food farmers. HF 2550.

INCOME TAX, see also TAXES, subhead Income
Capital gains, sale of long term assets. HF 45.
Income tax increase, constitutional amendment. SJR 5 – similar to SJR 2006.
Income tax elimination, sales tax increase. SF 149.
Income tax apportionment, freight services. SF 456.
Inheritance tax reductions, repeal, future tax contingencies, trigger. SF 576.
Taxation, failure to file, pass-through entities, penalties. SF 608 - companion to HF 890. SF 608 approved 6-8-21.
Flat income tax, sales tax increase, recreation trust fund. SF 2206 - similar to HF 2317. HF 2317 approved 3-1-22.
Tiered income tax, seniors. HF 2364.
Department of revenue omnibus. SF 2371 - companion to HF 2552. HF 2552 approved 5-2-22.
Corporate tax rates, income, sales taxes. SF 2372.

Checkoffs
Zoos, income tax checkoff. HF 35.
Tax reform. HF 893 – similar to SF 619. SF 619 approved 6-16-21.

Credits and Deductions
Chief executive officer pay, income taxation. HF 69.
Hoover presidential library tax credit. SF 94 - HF 255 - HF 588 - SF 575 - all companion. HF 588 approved 6-10-21.
Fire emergency medical services volunteer tax credit. HF 144 - same as HF 563.
Prescription drug costs, tax deduction for elders. SF 121 - similar to SF 2105.
Business deductions for paycheck protection loans. SF 196 – similar to SF 364.
Home schooling, 529 plan withdrawals, income tax. **HF 580** – similar to **SF 433**.
Income tax deduction, student loan interest. **SF 432**.
Home schooling, private instruction organization tax credit. **SF 434** - similar to **HF 2425**.
Child and dependent care tax credit, threshold adjustments. **SF 437**.
Volunteer EMS and fire fighters, income tax credit. **SF 447**.
New resident income tax credit, five tax years. **SF 490**.
Nursing home visitation shelters, tax credit. **SF 502** - similar to **SF 2108**.
Biofuel, tax credits. **HF 859**.
Income tax, flat tax. **HF 2062**.
State and local taxes, deduction. **HF 2087**.
Earned income tax credit increase. **SF 2104**.
Cannabidiol, income tax deduction, sales tax exemption. **SF 2157**.

**Exemptions**
Income tax exemption for services to disabled persons. **SF 17**.
Income tax, retirement income. **SF 37** – similar to **SF 95** and **SF 195**.
Income tax, pension exclusion. **SF 96**.
Physician pro bono care, income tax exemption. **SF 118**.
Capital gains tax, exemption for metals. **HF 256**.
Income tax exemption, military pay. **HF 257** – companion to **SF 603**.
Income tax exemption, unemployment compensation from CARES Act. **SF 214** - similar to **HF 581** - both similar to **SF 290** and **HF 817** which are companion.
Sales and income tax, manufacturers. **HF 348**.
Preneed burial trusts, income tax exemption. **HF 367**. Approved 6-8-21.
American water, income tax exemption. **HF 423** – companion to **SF 297** - both similar to **HF 607**.
Tax exemption, coronavirus payment. **HF 512**.
Income tax exemption, enlistment and retention bonuses. **HF 542**.
Natural resources and outdoor recreation trust fund. **HF 896**.
Pension taxation. **HF 2026**.
Military pay, exemptions. **HF 2051**.

**INDECENT ACTS**
Indecent exposure, civil rights. **HF 2058**.
Public nudity, indecent exposure of female breast. **SF 2100**.
Indecent exposure, masturbation. **SF 2101**.

**INDIANS, AMERICAN**, see also **NATIVE AMERICANS**
Rent reimbursement. **HF 368**. Approved 4-12-21.

**INDIGENT PERSONS**, see **LOW-INCOME PERSONS**

**INFANTS**, see also **CHILDREN**
Medicaid, maternal and child health, one year of postpartum care. **SF 35**.
Sales tax exemption, menstrual products, child and adult diapers. **SF 36** - **SF 213** - **HF 2196** - all similar.
Medicaid, one year of postpartum coverage. SF 155.
Safe haven reform. HF 2267 - same as HF 2420. HF 2420 approved 6-13-22.
Newborn screening, advisory committee. SF 2345 - companion to HF 2539.
SF 2345 approved 4-21-22.
SIDS Foundation, resolution. HR 110. Adopted by House.

INFECTION
Public health disaster emergencies. HF 2270.

INFORMATION, see also RECORDS
Health data, name collection. HF 8 - same as HF 261.
Libraries, story hour. HF 185.
Tax-exempt organizations, public disclosure of information. HF 309.
Approved 5-20-21.
Abortion, heartbeat. HF 403.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Chief information officer, cloud computing procurement preference. SF 29
- similar to SF 539.
Operational sharing, information technology staff. SF 156.
Broadband service in underserved areas. SF 390 - HF 796 - HF 848 - all similar. HF 848 approved 4-28-21.
Insurance data security. HF 719 – companion to SF 553. HF 719 approved 4-30-21.
Affirmative defense, cybersecurity. SF 2049.
Affirmative defense, cybersecurity, definitions. HF 2302.
Internet exchange points study. HF 2460.

INFRASTRUCTURE
E-15 infrastructure cost-share incentives. HF 477.
Economic development omnibus, energy programs, tax credits. HF 789
– similar to SF 609.
Capitals appropriations. HF 862 – similar to SF 600. HF 862 approved 6-8-21.
State park infrastructure. HF 2255.
Schools
Education omnibus, bonds, school board duties, student health care. SF 2362.

INHERITANCE TAX
Inheritance tax, gradual repeal. SF 16 - similar to HF 888.
Inheritance tax, elimination. HF 48 – companion to SF 110 - both similar to HF 841.
Inheritance tax reductions, repeal, future tax contingencies, trigger. SF 576.
Inheritance tax, exemptions. HF 886.
Inheritance tax, property exemptions. HF 887.
Tax reform. HF 893 – similar to SF 619. SF 619 approved 6-16-21.
Department of revenue omnibus. SF 2371 - companion to HF 2552. HF 2552 approved 5-2-22.

INJURIES
Sledding, tort liability. HF 273 - same as HF 745.
Gay panic defense, prohibiting. HF 310.
Immunization, informed consent exemption. HF 329 - similar to HF 899.
411 retirement system. HF 417 - similar to HF 797.
Death or injury from vehicle accident, failure to remain at scene. SF 301 - similar to HF 524 and SF 449, which are companion. HF 524 approved 6-16-21.
Misdemeanor, expungement. HF 510.
Medical malpractice, noneconomic damage awards. HF 517 - companion to HF 592 and SF 557.
Vehicular accident reporting requirements. HF 2195.

Workers' Compensation
Worker's compensation. HF 410.
Workers' compensation, prosthetic devices. HF 2411. Approved 6-14-22.
Workers' compensation, shoulder injury, second injury fund. SF 2300.

INSPECTIONS
Private well testing requirements. HF 397.
Rental inspections, mold. SF 397.
Plumbing and mechanical installations. HF 640 - similar to HF 811.
OSHA requirements. HF 703.
Ambulatory surgical center, certification or accreditation. HF 2388 - similar to HF 2584.
Workforce omnibus. SF 2361 - HF 2527 - HF 2569 - SF 2383 - all similar. SF 2383 approved 6-16-22.

INSPECTIONS AND APPEALS, DEPARTMENT OF
Direct care workforce database. HF 402 - similar to HF 692.
Alcohol licensing, restaurants. HF 469.
Administration and regulation appropriations. SF 594 - similar to HF 867. HF 867 approved 5-24-21.
Administration and regulation appropriations. HF 2565 – similar to SF 2385 and HF 2590, which are companion. SF 2385 approved 6-17-22.

Food Products
In-home bakeries. HF 80.
Farmers, processing and selling meat. HF 567.
Homemade food items. HF 638.
Home food sales licensing. HF 2394.
Food delivery fees. HF 2502.

Health Facilities
Ambulatory surgical centers, certification. HF 117 – companion to SF 275.
Nursing facilities, visitation. HF 190.
Long-term services and supports, direct care workforce database. SF 161.
Nursing homes, surveillance cameras. HF 268 – companion to SF 378 – both similar to SF 2057 and HF 2376, which are companion - all similar to HF 2205.

Health care, regulatory relief. HF 549.

Direct care workforce database. HF 672.

Long-term care facilities and hospitals, patient visitation policies. SF 507.

Surgical smoke plume, surgical facilities. HF 783.

Hospital policy reporting requirements, nondiscrimination. SF 2004.

Elder abuse, dependent adult abuse. HF 2112.

Health care facilities, violations. HF 2172 – companion to SF 2168. HF 2172 approved 5-2-22.

Health care employment agencies. SF 2210 - HF 2371 - HF 2521 - all companion. HF 2521 approved 5-17-22.

Ambulatory surgical center, certification or accreditation. HF 2388 - similar to HF 2584.

Racing and Gambling

Pool tournament regulations, licensure. SF 247.

Amusement concessions, video games, license applications. SF 345 - companion to HF 785. HF 785 approved 5-10-21.

INSULIN

Prescription drug costs, tax deduction for elders. SF 121 - similar to SF 2105.

Emergency insulin. HF 262.

Insulin insurance coverage, cap. HF 263 - similar to HF 2511.

Insurance, emergency insulin. HF 2508.

INSURANCE, see also MEDICAL INSURANCE

Chief executive officer pay, income taxation. HF 69.

Family and medical leave insurance program. SF 137.


Travel insurance. HF 2540. Approved 4-21-22.

Automobile

Insurance, totaled vehicle value, car seats. HF 164 - companion to HF 2145.

Transportation network company, insurance. HF 350.


Vehicle title issuance, insurance companies. SF 2070 - SF 2228 - HF 2341 - all companion. HF 2341 approved 4-21-22.

Vehicle registration, proof of insurance. HF 2115.

Commissioner

Insurance coverage, metastatic step therapy. SF 116 - similar to HF 873 and SF 2165.

Prescription drug formularies, nonmedical switching. SF 178 - HF 372 - SF 2016 - all similar and all similar to both HF 656 and HF 2199 which are companion.

Hawk-i eligibility, purchase option. **SF 220**.
Prescription drugs, transparency. **HF 464** - similar to **HF 526**.
Private flood insurance. **HF 583** – companion to **SF 460**. **HF 583** approved 4-30-21.
Insurance data security. **HF 719** – companion to **SF 553**. **HF 719** approved 4-30-21.
Pharmacy benefits managers, reimbursement. **HF 729** – similar to **SF 2092** and **SF 2231** and **HF 2384**, which are same. **HF 2384** approved 6-13-22.
Hearing aid insurance, coverage for children. **SF 2121** - companion to **HF 2188** - both similar to **HF 2491** and **HF 2568**, which are same.
Funeral and cemetery services, preneed purchases. **HF 2155** – companion to **SF 2194**. **HF 2155** approved 5-2-22.
Insurance holding company systems, financial reporting. **HF 2217** – companion to **SF 2237**. **HF 2217** approved 5-2-22.
Health insurance, prior authorization. **HF 2399**. Approved 5-2-22.
Workforce omnibus. **SF 2361** - **HF 2527** - **HF 2569** - **SF 2383** - all similar. **SF 2383** approved 6-16-22.
Travel insurance. **HF 2540**. Approved 4-21-22.

**Fire**
Fire insurance, appraisal clause. **HF 2299**.

**Life**
Life insurance, investment of funds. **HF 236** – companion to **SF 320**. **HF 236** approved 4-30-21.
Life insurers, foreign investments. **HF 2219** – similar to **SF 2288**. **SF 2288** approved 4-21-22.
Travel insurance. **HF 2540**. Approved 4-21-22.

**Premiums**
Travel insurance. **HF 2540**. Approved 4-21-22.
Corporate tax rates, income, sales taxes. **SF 2372**.

**Property**
Demolition reserve, property casualty insurance. **HF 113** – similar to **SF 563**.
Private flood insurance. **HF 583** – companion to **SF 460**. **HF 583** approved 4-30-21.

**INTEREST**, see also **LOANS**
Student loan interest rates. **SCR 1** - same as **SCR 4**. **SCR 4** adopted by Senate.
Delayed deposit loan regulations, repayment plans. **SF 206**.
Interest rate committee meetings. **SF 405** - companion to **HF 690** - both similar to **SF 573**.

**INTERIM COMMITTEES**, see also **LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL**
Infectious disease prevention and response, interim committee. **HF 2032**.
Legislative services agency, elimination. **HF 2319**.

**INTERIOR DESIGNERS**
Interior design, stamp and seal. **SF 445** - companion to **HF 781**.
## INTERNAL REVENUE CODE

- Retirement savings plan trust. [HF 189](#).
- Uniform custodial trust Act. [HF 295](#) – companion to [SF 240](#).
  - Approved 3-8-21.

## INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

- Country of China, ownership prohibition. [HF 2311](#) - same as [HF 2467](#).
- Public entity investments, Israel boycotting prohibition. [SF 2265](#) - companion to [HF 2373](#) [HF 2373](#) approved 3-23-22.
- Support for Ukraine. [SR 105](#). Adopted by Senate.
- Support of Taiwan. [SR 106](#).
- Ukraine resolution. [HR 108](#). Adopted by House.
- St. Patrick's Day resolution. [HR 111](#). Adopted by House.

## INTERNATIONAL TRADE

- International commerce, tariffs resolution. [HCR 4](#).
- Free trade with the United Kingdom resolution. [HCR 5](#).
- Free trade with Taiwan resolution. [HCR 6](#).
- Wagering, international simultaneous telecast. [HF 513](#) – companion to [SF 415](#). [HF 513](#) approved 6-8-21.
- Foreign-trade zone corporations. [SF 504](#).
- Life insurers, foreign investments. [HF 2219](#) – similar to [SF 2288](#). [SF 2288](#) approved 4-21-22.

## INTERNET

- School safety hotline. [HF 42](#).
- Obscene materials to minors, criminal and civil liability. [HF 225](#).
- Human trafficking, child exploitation. [HF 288](#).
- Technology industry, economic incentives, censorship. [SF 402](#) - similar to [SF 571](#) and [SF 580](#).
- Social media, corporate online censorship. [HF 633](#).
- Cloud computing procurement preference. [HF 651](#).
- Pornography, public health crisis resolution. [HCR 9](#).
- Schools, social media. [HF 2052](#) - same as [HF 2218](#).
- Social media, censorship. [HF 2133](#).
- Access to pornography, minors. [HF 2261](#).
- Satellite internet grant program. [HF 2324](#).
- Cybersecurity simulator. [HF 2361](#) - similar to [HF 2555](#).
- High-volume online sellers, data verification. [HF 2401](#). Approved 6-13-22.
- Internet exchange points study. [HF 2460](#).
- Ransomeware crimes. [HF 2461](#).
- Food delivery fees. [HF 2502](#).

### Government Data

- Online publication of public notices. [SF 228](#) - companion to [HF 600](#).
- Open meetings, definition of meeting. [SF 425](#).
Online notice requirements by local governments, schools. SF 453.
Administrative rules, clean up. SF 582 - similar to HF 856.
Voting machines, internet accessibility. HF 2025.
Land acquisition by DNR, inventory report. SF 2152 - similar to SF 2323.
   SF 2323 approved 5-23-22.
General assembly, right to participate. HF 2275.
Affirmative defense, cybersecurity, definitions. HF 2302.
Out-of-state companies, workforce advertising prohibition. SF 2251.
Controllable electronic records, uniform commercial code. HF 2445 -
   companion to SF 2333. HF 2445 approved 6-13-22.

**Online Learning**
School driving and internet access. HF 77.
In-person instruction during pandemic, parental choice. HF 103 – SF 160 -
   HF 229 - all similar. SF 160 approved 1-29-21.
Online learning prohibition, exception for snow days. SF 467.
Virtual school days. HF 2254.

**INTERNSHIPS, see also APPRENTICESHIPS**
Internships, externships, and apprenticeships tax credit. HF 12.
Interns, state employment. HF 2284.

**INTERPRETERS**
Court interpreters. HF 445 - similar to HF 707 and SF 558, which are
   companion. HF 707 approved 4-30-21.

**INTERROGATION**
Criminal interrogations, electronic recording requirement. SF 26.

**INTERSTATE COMPACTS, see COMPACTS**

**INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS**
Motor vehicles, use of left lane. HF 157 - same as HF 494.
Advertisements along interstates. SF 548 - companion to HF 792. SF 548
   approved 4-12-21.

**INVENTIONS**
Employee invention assignment agreements. SF 312.

**INVENTORY**
Land acquisition by DNR, inventory report. SF 2152 - similar to SF 2323.
   SF 2323 approved 5-23-22.

**INVESTIGATION**
Criminal interrogations, electronic recording requirement. SF 26.
Cold case unit within DPS. HF 63 – companion to SF 151 and SF 561 -
   similar to HF 312 - similar to SF 2103 and SF 2234, which are same.
INVESTMENTS
Life insurance, investment of funds. HF 236 – companion to SF 320. HF 236 approved 4-30-21.
Energy investment districts. HF 355.
Banking omnibus. SF 566 – similar to SF 586. SF 586 approved 5-12-22.
Statute of limitations, investors. HF 2056 - same as HF 2468. HF 2468 approved 6-13-22.

Public Funds
Iowa energy center, energy initiatives for school districts. HF 351.
Veterans trust fund investment policy. SF 321 - similar to HF 2501. HF 2501 approved 4-21-22.
Interest rate committee meetings. SF 405 - companion to HF 690 - both similar to SF 573.
IPERS investments, Chinese divestment. SF 499 - similar to HF 2290 and SF 2271.
Public entity investments, Israel boycotting prohibition. SF 2265 - companion to HF 2373. HF 2373 approved 3-23-22.

Tax Credits
Rural economic development. HF 112.
Economic development omnibus, energy programs, tax credits. HF 789 – similar to SF 609.
Angel investors, investment tax credit limits. SF 618.
Tax reform. HF 893 – similar to SF 619. SF 619 approved 6-16-21.

IOWACCESS NETWORK
Administration and regulation appropriations. SF 594 - similar to HF 867. HF 867 approved 5-24-21.

IOWA COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK (ICN)
Iowa communications network, billing services. SF 523 - companion to HF 805. HF 805 approved 4-30-21.
Capitals appropriations. HF 862 – similar to SF 600. HF 862 approved 6-8-21.
Judicial branch appropriations. HF 864 – similar to SF 597. HF 864 approved 6-8-21.
Judicial branch appropriations. HF 2558. Item vetoed 6-17-22.

IOWA FINANCE AUTHORITY
Livable homes, modification for elders, grant program. SF 201.
Beginning farmer tax credit, participation limits. **SF 291** - similar to **HF 484**, **SF 360**, and **HF 694**, which are companion.

Housing tax credit program, disaster assistance. **SF 295** - companion to **HF 582**.

Rent and mortgage program. **HF 657**.

Economic development appropriations. **SF 595** - similar to **HF 871**. **HF 871** approved 6-8-21.

Health and human services appropriations. **SF 606** - similar to **HF 891**. **HF 891** approved 6-16-21.

Housing assistance, disaster recovery. **SF 611**.

Neighborhood housing revitalization, finance authority. **SF 2073**.

Iowa council on homelessness, members, procedures. **SF 2086** - similar to **HF 2258**. **HF 2258** approved 5-2-22.

Renters, tenant hotline. **HF 2084**.

Home loan program fund, housing renewal program fund. **SF 2211**.

Firsthome program, assistance for homebuyers. **SF 2272**.

Iowa finance authority projects, labor and employment requirements. **HF 2541**.

Economic development appropriations. **HF 2564**. Approved 6-17-22.

**Veterans Programs**

Veterans trust fund, home ownership assistance. **SF 181** - similar to **HF 2293**.

Military home ownership program, appropriation. **SF 2264**.

**IOWA HEALTH AND WELLNESS PLAN**

Welfare reform. **HF 2438**.

**IOWA PRODUCTS, see also PREFERENCES**

Administration and regulation appropriations. **SF 594** - similar to **HF 867**. **HF 867** approved 5-24-21.

Native distillery licenses. **SF 2120** – **SF 2220** - **HF 2314** - all similar.

American and Iowa products, sales tax. **HF 2180**.

Agriculture omnibus, choose Iowa program, motor fuels. **SF 2230** - **HF 2439** similar and both similar to **HF 2572** and **HF 2581** which are the same. **HF 2581** approved 6-21-22.

Administration and regulation appropriations. **HF 2565** – similar to **SF 2385** and **HF 2590**, which are companion. **SF 2385** approved 6-17-22.

**IOWA PUBLIC EMPLOYEES' RETIREMENT SYSTEM**

IPERS, eligibility of physicians and residents. **SF 326**.

IPERS, substitute teacher retirees. **HF 663**.

IPERS investments, Chinese divestment. **SF 499** - similar to **HF 2290** and **SF 2271**.

Administration and regulation appropriations. **SF 594** - similar to **HF 867**. **HF 867** approved 5-24-21.

IPERS, protection occupations. **HF 2243** - same as **HF 2374**.

Administration and regulation appropriations. **HF 2565** – similar to **SF 2385** and **HF 2590**, which are companion. **SF 2385** approved 6-17-22.
Reemployment
IPERS retirees, earnings limitation. HF 2170 – similar to SF 2166 and SF 2266. SF 2266 approved 3-23-22.

IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY
Agriculture and natural resources appropriations. HF 860 – similar to SF 598. HF 860 approved 6-2-21.
Education appropriations. HF 868 – similar to SF 596. HF 868 approved 6-8-21.
Economic development appropriations. HF 2564. Approved 6-17-22.

Research
Cybersecurity simulator. HF 2361 - similar to HF 2555.
Ag and natural resources appropriations. HF 2560. Approved 6-17-22.

IPERS, see IOWA PUBLIC EMPLOYEES' RETIREMENT SYSTEM

JAILS, see also CITIES, subhead Jails; COUNTIES, subhead Jails
Sexual misconduct with detained persons. SF 44 – same as SF 171.
Pretrial release, conditions. SF 63.
Mental health diversion treatment program. HF 62.
Juvenile defendant in adult court, detention. SF 357. Approved 4-30-21.
Arrested persons, confidential communication. HF 2237.

JOB CREATION
Onsite day care, high quality jobs program, child care workers. HF 3 – companion to SF 176 - both similar to HF 363, HF 606, and SF 2055.
Targeted jobs withholding tax credit, border cities, deadline extension. SF 393.
Economic development omnibus, energy programs, tax credits. HF 789 – similar to SF 609.
Dairy processing revitalization program. HF 2308 – companion to SF 2290 and both similar to HF 2433.

JOB TRAINING
Internships, externships, and apprenticeships tax credit. HF 12.
Apprenticeship training, contact hours. HF 559 – companion to SF 484.
HF 559 approved 4-12-21.
Early childhood degree, last-dollar scholar program. SF 394.
Apprenticeships, licensing authorities. SF 424. Approved 5-20-21.
Experiential learning grant program, business partners, appropriation. SF 518 - similar to SF 2243.
Education appropriations. HF 868 – similar to SF 596. HF 868 approved 6-8-21.
Worker training, tuition grant appropriations. SF 2150.
Workforce omnibus. SF 2361 - HF 2527 - HF 2569 - SF 2383 - all similar. SF 2383 approved 6-16-22.
JOINT CONVENTIONS
Joint convention for Condition of the State message. HCR 1. Adopted by House and Senate.
Joint convention for Condition of the Judiciary address. HCR 2. Adopted by House and Senate.
Joint convention for Condition of the National Guard message. HCR 3. Adopted by House and Senate.
Joint convention for Condition of the State address. HCR 101. Adopted by House and Senate.
Joint convention for Condition of the Judiciary address. HCR 102. Adopted by House and Senate.
Joint convention for Condition of the Iowa National Guard address. HCR 103. Adopted by House and Senate.
Pioneer Lawmakers session. HCR 104. Adopted by House and Senate.

JUDGES
Joint convention for Condition of the Judiciary address. HCR 2. Adopted by House and Senate.
Domestic relationships. HF 70.
Judicial branch appropriations. HF 864 – similar to SF 597. HF 864 approved 6-8-21.
Apportionment of district associate judges. SF 2241 - companion to HF 2338.
Term limits. HJR 2004.
Judicial complaints, legislator access. HF 2485.
Judicial branch appropriations. HF 2558. Item vetoed 6-17-22.

JUDICIAL BRANCH, see also JUSTICE, DEPARTMENT OF
Criminal surcharges, court fees and debt. SF 367. Approved 6-8-21.
Judicial branch appropriations. HF 864 – similar to SF 597. HF 864 approved 6-8-21.
Joint convention for Condition of the Judiciary address. HCR 102. Adopted by House and Senate.
Judicial complaints, legislator access. HF 2485.
Judicial branch appropriations. HF 2558. Item vetoed 6-17-22.

JUDICIAL DISTRICTS
Collective bargaining, recertification elections. SF 57 – similar to SF 2186.
Department of corrections, Iowa courts information system access. HF 432 – companion to SF 343. SF 343 approved 3-8-21.
Judicial qualifications investigation, resolution. HR 104. Adopted by House.
Apportionment of district associate judges. SF 2241 - companion to HF 2338.

JUDICIAL NOMINATING COMMISSIONS
State judicial nominating commissioners, confirmation by senate. SF 399.
District court judicial nominating commission, members. SF 2014 - same as SF 2132 - both similar to HF 2481. HF 2481 approved 4-21-22.
Judicial qualifications investigation, resolution. HR 104. Adopted by House.
JUDICIARY, see also COURTS
Video hearings. HF 2281.

JUNK AND JUNKYARDS, see also SALVAGE
Advertisements along interstates. SF 548 - companion to HF 792. SF 548 approved 4-12-21.

JURIES
Juror information, confidentiality. HF 455.
Attorney fees, jury notification. SF 2036.
Felons on juries. SF 2091 – companion to SF 2297.
Intimidation of witnesses. HF 2226 - same as HF 2472.
Jury duty exemption for elders. SF 2235.
Juror confidential questionnaires. HF 2328.

JURISDICTION
Judicial accountability. HF 109.
Courts and law interpretation. HF 173.
Sex offender registry. HF 201. Approved 5-10-21.

JUSTICE, DEPARTMENT OF
Sexual assault nurse forensic examiner program. SF 197.
Sexual assault forensic examiner program. HF 603 – companion to SF 570. HF 603 approved 5-19-21.
Justice system appropriations. HF 861 – similar to SF 599. HF 861 approved 6-8-21.
Block grants appropriations. SF 614 - similar to HF 895. HF 895 approved 6-8-21.
Joint convention for Condition of the Judiciary address. HCR 102. Adopted by House and Senate.
Domestic violence victims, identification documentation. SF 2180.
Judicial qualifications investigation, resolution. HR 104. Adopted by House.
Domestic abuse risk assessment. HF 2362 – companion to SF 2365.
Judicial complaints, legislator access. HF 2485.
Justice system appropriations. HF 2559. Approved 6-17-22.

JUVENILE HOMES
Health and human services appropriations. SF 606 - similar to HF 891. HF 891 approved 6-16-21.
Juvenile detention home fund, use of money. SF 2222.
Juvenile detention home fund, appropriation. SF 2270.

JUVENILE JUSTICE, see also COURTS, subhead Juvenile Court
Department of family stabilization and preservation. HF 186.
Driver's license photo, usage. HF 2123. Approved 5-23-22.
Juvenile court, actions to overcome paternity. SF 2254 - similar to HF 2487. Juvenile justice, CINA proceedings, delinquency, child safety. SF 2257 - similar to HF 2507. HF 2507 approved 5-24-22.

Child in Need of Assistance
Reinstatement of parental rights, transfer of guardianship. SF 111 - same as SF 515. Foster care, permanency. SF 473 - same as SF 525.

Court Records
Juvenile records, sealing. HF 38.

Foster Care
Violent juvenile foster care placement, study. SF 501 - similar to SF 2027.

Jurisdiction
Juvenile defendant in adult court, detention. SF 357. Approved 4-30-21.

JUVENILE OFFENSES
Juvenile records, sealing. HF 38.

KIDNAPPING
Sexual abuse of minor, criminal statute of limitations. SF 33 - similar to HF 566. Sexual abuse, statute of limitations. SF 572.

KNIVES, see WEAPONS

LABELS, MARKS, AND BRANDS
Beef and pork products, notice of country of origin. HF 240. Dairy labeling, resolution. HR 117.

LABOR

Commissioner
Adoptions, work leave. SF 7 – similar to SF 362 and HF 724, which are companion.
Public improvement subcontractor disclosure. SF 69 – similar to SF 493.
Employee meal and rest periods. HF 20.
Prevailing wage. HF 161.
Employment, criminal history. HF 178.
Wage payment collection. HF 180 – similar to SF 205 and HF 634, which are companion.
Worker sick and safe time. HF 275.
Employee protections, reporting of COVID-19 cases. SF 471.
OSHA requirements. HF 703.
Pregnancy and childbirth, reasonable employment accommodations, duties of labor commissioner. SF 485.
Boxing, mixed martial arts, and wrestling. SF 495 - same as SF 585.
Employment, credit checks. HF 732.
Federal COVID-19 mandates for large employers, state enforcement. SF 2012.
Railroad workers, family and medical leave. SF 2304.

Disputes
- Collective bargaining, unit recertification. HF 177.

Unions
- Collective bargaining restoration. HF 179 – similar to SF 141.
- Project labor agreements. HF 194.
- Federal protecting the right to organize (PRO) Act. HCR 11 – companion to SCR 7.
- Right to organize. HF 2102.
- Political and medical civil rights. HF 2141.

LABORATORIES
- Medical psilocybin. HF 636.
- OWI warrants, test result admissibility. SF 505 - same as SF 556.
- Mandatory testing for newly collected rape kits. SF 2218.

LAKES, see WATER AND WATERCOURSES

LAND, see also PROPERTY
- Land banks, improvement to dilapidated properties. SF 100 - similar to SF 590.
- Land records, allowable county fees. HF 520 – similar to SF 441 and HF 837 which are companion. HF 837 approved 6-8-21.
- County land record information system. HF 527 – companion to SF 374. HF 527 approved 5-20-21.
- Country of China, ownership prohibition. HF 2311 - same as HF 2467.
- Eminent domain, pipelines. HF 2325.
- Hunting, nonresident land ownership. HF 2410.

Conservation
- Property tax, conversion of CRP land. HF 2164.
Land acquisition by DNR, inventory report. **SF 2152** - similar to **SF 2323**. **SF 2323** approved 5-23-22.

Conservation land acquisition, price limitations. **SF 2312**.

**Surveying**

Engineering and land surveying examining board, examinations. **HF 284** – companion to **SF 401**. **HF 284** approved 4-30-21.
Boundaries by acquiescence. **HF 596**.
Surveying, definition of measurement. **SF 2137** - same as **SF 2233**. **SF 2233** approved 5-2-22.
Land surveys. **HF 2142**.

**LANDFILLS**

DNR environmental services division, technical. **SF 2176** - companion to **HF 2356**. **SF 2176** approved 4-21-22.

**LANDLORD AND TENANT LAW**

Emotional support animals, housing. **HF 90**.
Landlord notification of delinquent utilities, security deposits. **SF 135** - similar to **SF 552**.
Mandatory move-in checklists for tenants, college students. **SF 203** - companion to **HF 534** - both similar to **HF 443** and **HF 676**, which are companion and all similar to **HF 2471**.
Rental housing, federal vouchers, prohibiting local regulation. **SF 252** - companion to **HF 720**. **SF 252** approved 4-30-21.
Mobile homes, rent increases, tenant rights. **HF 442** – companion to **SF 403**.
Landlord and tenant law, small claims filing agent. **SF 299**.
Landlord notification, delinquent utilities, notification requirements. **HF 658** - similar to **HF 779** - both similar to **SF 2106**, **HF 2227**, and **HF 2473** which are companion.
Landlord and tenant, rental requirements and fees. **HF 843** - same as **HF 866**.
Service animals, misrepresentation. **HF 2068**.
Renters, tenant hotline. **HF 2084**.
Utility cost disclosure for tenants. **SF 2224** - same as **SF 2308**.
Mobile homes, rental agreements, tenant rights. **HF 2441** - similar to **HF 2562** and **SF 2379**. **HF 2562** approved 5-17-22.
Termination of lease. **HF 2479**.

**LANGUAGE**

English as official language, repeal. **HF 72** - companion to **SF 152**.
World language education pilot project. **HF 264**.
Court interpreters. **HF 445** - similar to **HF 707** and **SF 558**, which are companion. **HF 707** approved 4-30-21.
English language learners, transitional bilingual learning pilot. **SF 310**.
English learners funding, weighting. **HF 605** – companion to **SF 544** - both similar to **SF 430**. **HF 605** approved 4-30-21.
English plus other languages, government usage. **SF 2068** - companion to **HF 2192**.
LASERS
Assault, lasers. HF 198.

LAW ENFORCEMENT, see also PEACE OFFICERS
Peace officers, disciplinary action, Brady list. SF 6 – SF 179 - SF 342 - HF 698 - all similar. SF 342 approved 6-17-21.
Child death, investigation of family. HF 7.
Intercepting oral communications, penalties. SF 75.
Counselor confidentiality. HF 64 - same as HF 303.
Smoking and vaping. HF 98 - similar to HF 2523.
Automated traffic law enforcement, prohibition. HF 249 – similar to SF 516 and SF 2319.
Civil unrest. HF 251.
Public safety, community reinvestment. HF 345.
Abandoned vehicles, notification requirements. SF 232 - similar to HF 650.
SF 232 approved 3-22-21.
Community law enforcement enhancement fund, grants. SF 446 - similar to SF 2184.
Law enforcement, qualified immunity, peace officer bill of rights. SF 476.
Denial of state moneys for local entities defunding police. SF 479.
Law enforcement regulations. HF 791.
Black bears, protected. HF 2118.
Driver's license photo, usage. HF 2123. Approved 5-23-22.
Police officers and fire fighters retirement, privacy. HF 2154. Approved 5-2-22.
Victims rights. HF 2242.
Commercial driver's license, emergency vehicles. HF 2334.
Veteran suicide, green alert. HF 2392.
Law enforcement, discipline, exculpatory evidence. HF 2496. Approved 6-17-22.

Training
Law enforcement training eligibility. HF 2095.
Iowa Law Enforcement Academy. HF 2358. Approved 6-13-22.
Criminal justice, police science last-dollar scholarships. SF 2273.

Weapons
Firearm violence protective orders. HF 24.
Firearm permits, penalties for carrying with no permit. HF 250.
Second amendment preservation Act. HF 518 - SF 2002 - HF 2303 - all similar.

LAW ENFORCEMENT ACADEMY
Law enforcement academy courses, G.I. bill qualification. SF 104 - same as SF 387. SF 387 approved 5-20-21.
Law enforcement practices, profiling, data reporting. HF 130 – companion to SF 188 - both similar to HF 356.
Justice system appropriations. **HF 861** – similar to **SF 599**. **HF 861** approved 6-8-21.

Law enforcement training eligibility. **HF 2095**.
Iowa law enforcement academy, suspension of officers. **SF 2123**.
Justice system appropriations. **HF 2559**. Approved 6-17-22.

**LAWSUITS**
Corporations for public benefit. **HF 85**.
Decedent litigation. **HF 366** – companion to **SF 239**. **SF 239** approved 3-8-21.
Litigation financing contracts, investments. **SF 2085**.

**LEAD**
Schools, lead-safe drinking water, testing. **SF 208** - companion to **HF 569**.
Lead testing, grants to counties. **SF 209** - companion to **HF 504**.
School drinking water, lead content. **HF 594**.
Abandoned mine remediation, lead mines. **HF 725**.

**LEASE-PURCHASE AGREEMENTS**
Lease-purchase contracts, competitive bidding, municipalities. **SF 142**.

**LEASING AND LEASES**
Beginning farmer tax credit. **HF 242**.
Termination of lease. **HF 2479**.
Conservation, farmland rental agreements. **HF 2528**.
Beginning food farmers. **HF 2550**.

**LEAVES OF ABSENCE**
Organ donation incentive program. **SF 336**. Approved 5-10-21.
Tax deduction, offering paid maternity leave. **HF 618**.
Public employees, donating leave hours. **SF 2148** - similar to **SF 2256**.
State employees, paid parental leave. **HF 2285**.
Railroad workers, family and medical leave. **SF 2304**.

**LEGAL ACTIONS, see also COURTS**
Decedent litigation. **HF 366** – companion to **SF 239**. **SF 239** approved 3-8-21.
Psychological test material, disclosure. **HF 2042** - similar to **HF 2386**.

**LEGALIZING ACTS**
Marijuana legalization. **HF 751**.

**LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL**
Presidential executive orders. **HF 481** - **HF 577** - **HF 578** - **HF 815** - **HF 2012** - all same - all similar to **HF 2256**.
Underage marriages, interim study committee. **HF 696**.
COVID commission, pandemic response review. **SF 519**.
Area education agencies, consolidation, funding, interim study committee. **HF 2580**.
Study Committees
Child welfare, interim study committee. SF 3.
Peace officers, disciplinary action, Brady list. SF 6 – SF 179 - SF 342 - HF 698 - all similar. SF 342 approved 6-17-21.
Deadly force, special prosecutors, study committee. SF 25.
Tax credits, tax expenditure committee oversight. HF 83.
Demolition reserve, property casualty insurance. HF 113 – similar to SF 563.
Legislative services agency, elimination. HF 2319.

LEGISLATIVE DISTRICTS
Legislative redistricting, first plan. SF 620.
Special session subject matter. HCR 13. Adopted by House and Senate.
Redistricting, second plan. SF 621 - similar to HF 901. SF 621 approved 11-4-21.
Redistricting timeline. HF 2018 - HF 2215 - HF 2538 - all similar.

LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY
Departments and agencies, office space acquisition, reports. HF 139 – companion to HF 314 and SF 323. HF 314 approved 5-10-21.
Administrative rules. HF 254.
Minority impact statements. HF 478.
Climate impact statements. HF 883.
Redistricting timeline. HF 2018 - HF 2215 - HF 2538 - all similar.
Legislative services agency, elimination. HF 2319.

LEGISLATURE, see also GENERAL ASSEMBLY
Appointment of secretaries and pages. HR 1. Adopted by House.
Opening with prayer. HR 2. Adopted by House.
Academic credit for legislative page program. SF 517. Approved 5-19-21.
Steve Ovel, resolution. HR 10. Adopted by House.
Honoring legislative liaison Steve Ovel. SR 4.
Iowa Code, sunset procedure. HF 2011.
Legislative session, limits. HF 2313.

LEVEE DISTRICTS, see DRAINAGE AND LEVEE DISTRICTS

LEVIES
Township fire stations. HF 444 - same as HF 718.
Emergency medical services funding. HF 562.
Tax increment financing (TIF). HF 849.
Township levy adjustments for EMS and fire service. SF 588.
County levy, voting. HF 2086.
Truth in taxation. HF 2434.

Schools
School property tax levy, exemption for elders. SF 124 - similar to SF 2059.
School resource officers. HF 2009.
LIABILITY
Firearms liability. HF 119.
Sledding, tort liability. HF 273 - same as HF 745.
Iowa underground storage tank fund, repeal. HF 645 - same as HF 838 - both similar to HF 2337.
Employee protections, reporting of COVID-19 cases. SF 471.
Tort reform, employer liability. SF 537 - companion to HF 772.

Health Care
Self-administration and storage of albuterol. HF 701 - HF 771 - HF 2280 - all similar. HF 771 approved 6-14-22.

Motor Vehicles
Emergency response vehicles, lights, sirens, air horns. SF 72 - SF 333 - HF 721 - all similar. SF 333 approved 5-24-22.
Peace officer rights, driver immunity during protests. SF 497 - same as SF 534.
Unemployment insurance, tort reform. HF 2279 – companion to SF 2275.

Products
Firearms industry, liability immunity. SF 344 – same as SF 514 – both similar to HF 621. HF 621 approved 4-2-21.
Pornography filtering. HF 2066.

Professionals
Uniform custodial trust Act. HF 295 – companion to SF 240. SF 240 approved 3-8-21.
Permissive veterinary reporting, liability immunity. HF 623 – companion to SF 2135 and both similar to HF 2429.
Law enforcement, qualified immunity, peace officer bill of rights. SF 476.
Drainage district improvements, engineer requirements, bids. SF 500.
Disaster assistance, removal of debris, public liability. SF 2192 - companion to HF 2295. HF 2295 approved 5-23-22.

LIBRARIES
Hoover presidential library tax credit. SF 94 - HF 255 - HF 588 - SF 575 - all companion. HF 588 approved 6-10-21.
Libraries, story hour. HF 185.
Obscene materials, minors' access in schools and libraries. HF 2176.
Obscene material in schools, administrator supervision. SF 2198 - similar to SF 2364.
Public library books, city council. HF 2321.
Education omnibus, student first scholarships, online syllabi, library materials. SF 2349 - same as SF 2369.
Special education, open enrollment, librarians. HF 2498.

LICENSES AND PERMITS
Licensing authorities, requirements. HF 46 - similar to HF 774.
Professional licensure extension. HF 133.
Plumbing and mechanical installations. HF 640 - similar to HF 811.
Animals, commercial establishments. HF 705.
Ambulatory surgical center, certification or accreditation. HF 2388 - similar to HF 2584.

Business

Child Care
Child care facilities. HF 336.
Implicit bias training, early education and child care. HF 572.

Drivers, see also DRIVER'S LICENSES AND PERMITS
Driver's license, voluntary donations. HF 716.
Autism, definition. HF 2167. Approved 4-21-22.
Commercial driver's license testing, county pilot project. HF 2406.

Fishing and Hunting, see also FISH AND FISHING; HUNTING
Lifetime trout stamp for seniors. HF 234. Approved 6-8-21.
Hunting, child accompanying. HF 2044 - same as HF 2209. HF 2209 approved 6-17-22.
Untamed game livestock. HF 2400.
Hunting, nonresident land ownership. HF 2410.

Food Establishments
Home food sales licensing. HF 2394.

Games and Gambling
Gaming, accessing cash, sports-related events. HF 2497. Approved 6-17-22.

Liquor, see also ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
Liquor control licenses. HF 25.
Alcohol server training. HF 297.
Class C liquor control licenses. HF 384. Approved 6-8-21.
Alcohol licensing, restaurants. HF 469.
Intrastate alcohol delivery. HF 2108 - similar to HF 2525.
Native wineries, native spirits. HF 2247.
Alcohol licensing reform. HF 2301 - similar to HF 2531.

Medical Care, see also MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS
Counselors and therapists, supervision requirements. HF 107 - similar to HF 485.
Speech therapist licensure compact. HF 500.
Concussion and brain injury, neuropsychology. HF 2197.
Pharmacist, physician, non-compete clause. HF 2233.
Midwives, licensure. HF 2291 - same as HF 2547.

Motor Vehicles, see also MOTOR VEHICLES, subhead Registration and Plates
Green license plates, hybrid vehicles. HF 219.
Hybrid vehicles, green sticker for license plates. HF 601.
Motor vehicle title and registration, county of issuance. HF 810 - HF 870 - HF 2570 - all similar.
License plates, distinguished service medal. HF 2135 - same as HF 2542.

Professionals, see also PROFESSIONAL LICENSURE
Music therapy, certification requirement. SF 9 - similar to HF 285. HF 285 approved 5-20-21.
Licensing boards, continuing education. HF 132.
Art therapy licensure. HF 467.
Occupational regulation review. SF 487.
Administrative hearings, licensed professions and occupations. HF 764.
Provisional license for psychology. HF 2017 - same as HF 2246. HF 2246 approved 6-13-22.
Teaching examination program. HF 2021.
Licensed professional counselor compact. HF 2179.
Cosmetology, barbering, fees. HF 2576.

Real Estate
Real estate teams, licenses. SF 2324. Approved 5-2-22.

Teachers
Teacher mentors, career ladder. HF 628.
Cultural competency. HF 876.
Teacher licensure. HF 2085 - similar to HF 2500.
Teacher licensure, electronic submission. HF 2151.
Teacher licensure, nontraditional options. HF 2421.

Weapons, see also WEAPONS
Firearms, right to carry without permit, constitutional amendment. HF 214 - similar to HF 343.
Firearm permits, penalties for carrying with no permit. HF 250.

LIENS, see also TAX LIENS
Mechanic's liens, location. SF 341 - companion to HF 561. HF 561 approved 4-30-21.

LIFE IMPRISONMENT
Life sentence review committee program. HF 377.

LIGHTS
Bicycle light requirement, front and back. SF 47.
Snow plow lights. HF 68.

LIMITATION OF ACTIONS
Sexual abuse of minor, civil statute of limitations. SF 32.
Sexual abuse of minor, criminal statute of limitations. SF 33 - similar to HF 566.
Human trafficking, expanding statute of limitations. SF 76 - companion to HF 449.
Sexual exploitation by community college employee. SF 105.
Veterinary statute of limitations. SF 340 - companion to HF 746. HF 746 approved 4-30-21.
Sexual exploitation of minor by adult instructor. SF 372 - same as SF 562. SF 562 approved 5-12-21.
Sexual abuse, statute of limitations. SF 572.
Statute of limitations, investors. **HF 2056** - same as **HF 2468**. **HF 2468** approved 6-13-22.
Sexual abuse of minor, statute of limitations in civil actions. **SF 2095**.

**LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANIES**
Cooperative associations, housing. **HF 2383** – companion to **SF 2310**. **SF 2310** approved 5-2-22.

**LIQUOR, see also ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES**
Liquor control licenses. **HF 25**.
Barge-based distillery, address filing requirement. **SF 370**.
Alcohol tax, office of drug control policy. **HF 885**.
Native wineries, native spirits. **HF 2247**.
Manufacturing mixed drinks. **HF 2249**.
Alcohol licensing reform. **HF 2301** - similar to **HF 2531**.

**LITERACY**
Book censorship, constitutional amendment. **HJR 2001**.

**LITTER**
Littering while hunting, license suspension. **SF 375** - similar to **SF 465**.

**LIVESTOCK**
Rabbits raised for meat, mistreatment. **SF 85**.
Animal mistreatment, inspections, seizure process. **SF 302**.
Farmers, processing and selling meat. **HF 567**.
Transporting livestock, interference. **SF 421** - companion to **HF 655**. **HF 655** approved 4-12-21.
Animal husbandry practices. **SF 435**.
Meat consumption resolution. **HR 18**.
Butcher licensing, personal use exception. **SF 2245**. Approved 4-21-22.
Untamed game livestock. **HF 2400**.

**LOANS**
Regulated loans, service charges. **HF 235** - companion to **SF 229**. **HF 235** approved 3-8-21.
Life insurance, investment of funds. **HF 236** – companion to **SF 320**. **HF 236** approved 4-30-21.
Supervised loans, calculation of finance charges. **SF 349** - similar to **HF 591**.
Nonbank lenders, loan origination fee restrictions. **SF 567**. Vetoed 6-16-21.
Downtown loan guarantee program. **SF 613**.
Tax reform. **HF 893** – similar to **SF 619**. **SF 619** approved 6-16-21.

**Delayed Deposit Services**
Delayed deposit loan regulations, repayment plans. **SF 206**.

**Education**
Health care professionals recruitment program. **HF 5** - same as **HF 196**. **HF 196** approved 5-20-21.
Rural teacher shortage areas, loan forgiveness. **SF 64**.
Student loan interest rates. SCR 1 - same as SCR 4. SCR 4 adopted by Senate.
Income tax deduction, student loan interest. SF 432.
Mental health provider loan forgiveness. HF 2137 – SF 2195 - HF 2549 all similar. HF 2549 approved 6-13-22.
Rural school district teacher shortage program. HF 2253.
Nonprofit employer recruitment loan repayment program. SF 2244.
Workforce omnibus. SF 2361 - HF 2527 - HF 2569 - SF 2383 - all similar. SF 2383 approved 6-16-22.

LOBBYING
Lobbying prohibition, former state officials. SF 217.
Joint rules governing lobbyists. SCR 3. Adopted by Senate and House.
Lobbying disclosure and formal approval requirements, political subdivisions. HF 346 - similar to HF 822.
Sales and leases of real estate by public employees. HF 491 – companion to SF 338. HF 491 approved 4-30-21.
Civics curriculum. HF 2053.
Lobbyist reform. HF 2274.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
Local emergency response districts. HF 248 - same as HF 683 - both similar to SF 2099 and SF 2267, which are same. SF 2267 approved 4-21-22.
Rental housing, federal vouchers, prohibiting local regulation. SF 252 - companion to HF 720. SF 252 approved 4-30-21.
Local governments, farmland leases. HF 394.
Natural gas and propane sales, prohibiting local regulation. HF 555 - similar to SF 455. HF 555 approved 4-12-21.
New law moratorium. HF 704.
Working animals, prohibition on local regulations. SF 483.
Local emergency management commissions, 911 service boards. SF 2153 – similar to SF 2298. SF 2298 approved 5-23-22.
Partisan election nominations, school district conventions. SF 2238.

Finances
Denial of state moneys for local entities defunding police. SF 479.

LOCAL OPTION TAX, see also TAXES, subhead Local Option
Legalizing Act, city of Adel. HF 851 - same as HF 858.
Flat income tax, sales tax increase, recreation trust fund. SF 2206 - similar to HF 2317. HF 2317 approved 3-1-22.

LOESS HILLS
Agriculture and natural resources appropriations. HF 860 – similar to SF 598. HF 860 approved 6-2-21.
Ag and natural resources appropriations. HF 2560. Approved 6-17-22.
LONG-TERM CARE
Nursing facilities, visitation. **HF 190.**
Long-term services and supports, direct care workforce database. **SF 161.**
Nursing homes, surveillance cameras. **HF 268** – companion to **SF 378** – both similar to **SF 2057** and **HF 2376,** which are companion - all similar to **HF 2205.**
Health care, regulatory relief. **HF 549.**
Long-term care facility visitations, congressional help. **SCR 5.** Adopted by Senate.
Hospital and nursing home visitation. **HF 571.**
Long-term care facilities and hospitals, patient visitation policies. **SF 507.**
Nursing facility infrastructure, funding. **HF 2494.**

Medicaid
Medicaid improvements, independent case managers, review process. **SF 61** - similar to **SF 2066.**
Long-term services and supports, carve-out of managed care. **SF 190** - companion to **HF 2512.**
Medicaid managed care, reporting of certain services. **HF 447.**
Nursing facility reimbursement, release of rate information. **HF 2171** – companion to **SF 2258.** **HF 2171** approved 5-23-22.

Ombudsman
Long-term care ombudsman policy, appropriation. **HF 118** – companion to **SF 429.**
Long-term care ombudsman consultation. **HF 191.**
Long-term care ombudsman appropriation. **SF 200** - similar to **HF 474.**
Health and human services appropriations. **SF 606** - similar to **HF 891.** **HF 891** approved 6-16-21.

LOTTERIES
Lottery, homeless veterans. **HF 2407.**

LOTTERY AUTHORITY
Lottery security. **HF 429** – companion to **SF 334.** **HF 429** approved 5-10-21.

LOW-INCOME PERSONS
Rent reimbursement. **HF 368.** Approved 4-12-21.
Supplemental weighting, free and reduced lunches. **HF 373.**
Medicaid cliff. **HF 610.**

Legal Assistance
Class A felony, attorneys. **HF 146** - same as **HF 553.**
Indigent defense attorney fees. **HF 2149.**
Office of state public defender, wrongful conviction division. **HF 2162** – same as **HF 2516** - both similar to **SF 2327.** **HF 2516** approved 5-2-22.
Probate indigent defense, transcript fees. **SF 2315** - companion to **HF 2490.**

MACHINERY
Cranes, annual permit. **HF 2207** - same as **HF 2518.** **HF 2518** approved 5-23-22.
MAGISTRATES, see also COURTS, subhead Magistrates
Pretrial release, conditions. SF 63.
Judicial branch appropriations. HF 864 – similar to SF 597. HF 864 approved 6-8-21.
Magistrates, attorneys. HF 2022.
Magistrates, age. HF 2043 - companion to HF 2260.

MAIL
Absentee ballots, mailing. HF 2006.
Newspaper of record. HF 2163.

MAIN STREET PROGRAMS
Downtown loan guarantee program. SF 613.

MALPRACTICE, see also MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS
Statute of limitations, gender identification. HF 341.
Medical malpractice, noneconomic damage awards. HF 517 – companion to
HF 592 and SF 557.
Prescriptions for ivermectin or hydroxychloroquine, physician protection. SF 2031.
Medical malpractice insurance. HF 2175.
Unemployment insurance, tort reform. HF 2279 – companion to SF 2275.

MANAGED CARE, see also MEDICAL ASSISTANCE, subhead Medicaid
Medicaid improvements, independent case managers, review process. SF 61 - similar to SF 2066.
Medicaid managed care contracts, termination. HF 16.
Long-term services and supports, carve-out of managed care. SF 190 - companion to HF 2512.
Medicaid managed care, reporting of certain services. HF 447.
Medicaid, pharmacy participation. HF 767.
Medicaid, maternal health coverage. SF 2006.
Managed care organizations, denied claims, payments. SF 2065.
Managed care organizations, third-party audit. SF 2147.

MANAGEMENT, DEPARTMENT OF
Economic emergency fund, use for cash flow. SF 175 - similar to SF 584.
Administrative rules. HF 254.
Accountable government Act, review. SF 322.
Denial of state moneys for local entities defunding police. SF 479.
Administration and regulation appropriations. SF 594 - similar to HF 867.
HF 867 approved 5-24-21.
Legislative services agency, elimination. HF 2319.
Office of financial literacy. HF 2377.
Administration and regulation appropriations. HF 2565 – similar to SF 2385 and HF 2590, which are companion. SF 2385 approved 6-17-22.
Standing appropriations, instructional support aid. SF 2384 - companion to HF 2589. HF 2589 approved 6-21-22.
Schools
Low achieving schools. **HF 215.**
Education savings accounts. **HF 398.**
Supplemental state aid, additional for in-person. **HF 439** - same as **HF 532.**
Private schools, school property tax. **HF 2091.**
School foundation program, minimum amounts. **HF 2136** – companion to **SF 2248.**
Area education agencies, consolidation, funding. **HF 2182.**
School funding. **HF 2223.**
Free student admission to extracurricular events, appropriation. **SF 2239** - similar to **SF 2306.**
Education omnibus, student first scholarships, online syllabi, library materials. **SF 2349** - same as **SF 2369.**
Area education agencies, consolidation, funding, interim study committee. **HF 2580.**

MANDATES
Emergency use authorized vaccines, mandates. **HF 2067.**

MANDATORY REPORTING
Massage therapists, mandatory reporting. **HF 357** – similar to both **SF 2060** and **HF 2168,** which are the same. **HF 2168** approved 5-23-22.

MANUFACTURED HOUSING, see also **MOBILE HOMES AND PARKS**
Mobile homes, rent increases, tenant rights. **HF 442** – companion to **SF 403.**
Mobile homes, rental agreements, tenant rights. **HF 2441** - similar to **HF 2562** and **SF 2379.** **HF 2562** approved 5-17-22.
Workforce omnibus. **SF 2361** - **HF 2527** - **HF 2569** - **SF 2383** - all similar. **SF 2383** approved 6-16-22.

MANUFACTURERS
Sales and income tax, manufacturers. **HF 348.**
Firearms industry, liability immunity. **SF 344** – same as **SF 514** – both similar to **HF 621.** **HF 621** approved 4-2-21.
Economic development omnibus, energy programs, tax credits. **HF 789** – similar to **SF 609.**
Pornography filtering. **HF 2066.**
Identification markings on firearms, ghost gun prohibition. **SF 2252.**
Medical cannabis. **HF 2363.**

MANURE
Animal feeding operations compliance, combining operations. **SF 1.**
Animal feeding operation, covered structure, qualified operations, digesters. **HF 522.** Approved 6-8-21.

MARIJUANA, see also **CANNABIDIOL**
Marijuana penalties, decriminalization. **SF 83** – similar to **SF 407.**
Marijuana decriminalization. **HF 163** - similar to **HF 2241.**
Marijuana for adult use, regulation, taxation. **SF 406** - similar to **HF 816**.  
Marijuana possession, penalties. **HF 648** – similar to **SF 533** and **SF 2225**.  
Marijuana legalization. **HF 751**.  
Marijuana legalization, constitutional amendment. **SJR 2003** - companion to **HJR 2006**.  
Medical cannabidiol. **HF 2307**.  
Medical cannabis. **HF 2363**.

**MARKETING**  
Auto warranty information. **HF 299**.  
High-volume online sellers, data verification. **HF 2401**. Approved 6-13-22.

**MARRIAGE**  
Domestic relationships. **HF 70**.  
Government nondiscrimination Act. **HF 170**.  
Underage marriages, interim study committee. **HF 696**.  
Marital sexual assault. **HF 742**.  
New marriage tax relief. **HF 2422**.

**MASSAGE THERAPISTS**  
Massage therapists, mandatory reporting. **HF 357** – similar to both **SF 2060** and **HF 2168**, which are the same. **HF 2168** approved 5-23-22.  
Human trafficking, massage therapy, law enforcement, fraudulent licenses. **SF 246** - same as **SF 388** - both similar to **HF 452**. **HF 452** approved 5-20-21.

**MATERNAL HEALTH CARE**  
Medicaid, maternal and child health, one year of postpartum care. **SF 35**.  
Medicaid, one year of postpartum coverage. **SF 155**.  
Medicaid, postpartum coverage for one year, DHS plan. **SF 2005**.  
Medicaid, maternal health coverage. **SF 2006**.  
Maternal home visiting services. **SF 2007**.  
Maternal health best practices, hospitals. **SF 2008**.  
Medicaid coverage for doula care. **SF 2013**.  
Pregnancy support, maternal postpartum coverage. **SF 2354** - similar to **SF 2381**.

**MEAT**  
Prime Act resolution. **HCR 7**.  
Farmers, processing and selling meat. **HF 567**.  
Butchery innovation and revitalization. **HF 670** - **HF 787** - **HF 857** - all similar. **HF 857** approved 6-9-21.  
Meat consumption resolution. **HR 18**.  
Butcher licensing, personal use exception. **SF 2245**. Approved 4-21-22.  
Butchery task force. **HF 2470**. Approved 6-21-22.

**MECHANIC'S LIENS, see LIENS**
MEDIA SERVICES
Negative option billing, contracts for subscriptions. SF 2082.

MEDIATION
Department of family stabilization and preservation. HF 186.

MEDICAL ASSISTANCE
Managed care organizations, denied claims, payments. SF 2065.
Managed care organizations, third-party audit. SF 2147.
Health and human services appropriations. HF 2578. Approved 6-14-22.

Dental Services
Dental reimbursement, Medicaid. SF 166.

Hawk-i Program
Medicaid, insurance mandates. HF 2297.

Maternal Health
Medicaid, maternal and child health, one year of postpartum care. SF 35.
Medicaid, one year of postpartum coverage. SF 155.
Medicaid, postpartum coverage for one year, DHS plan. SF 2005.
Medicaid, maternal health coverage. SF 2006.
Maternal home visiting services. SF 2007.
Medicaid coverage for doula care. SF 2013.
Pregnancy support, maternal postpartum coverage. SF 2354 - similar to SF 2381.

Medicaid
Medicaid applicants, employer information. SF 23.
Medicaid improvements, independent case managers, review process. SF 61
- similar to SF 2066.
Medicaid managed care contracts, termination. HF 16.
Medicaid, direct primary care pilot program. SF 81.
Health care coverage, migrants. HF 211.
Family planning program, Medicaid. SF 146.
Long-term services and supports, carve-out of managed care. SF 190 - companion to HF 2512.
Medicaid managed care, reporting of certain services. HF 447.
Medicaid, demonstration waiver, brain illnesses. HF 479.
 Abortions, reducing. HF 570.
Home health worker benefits. HF 573.
Medicaid, behavior technicians. HF 691.
Medicaid, refunds and offsets. HF 736. Approved 5-17-22.
Medicaid, available medical services, brain illnesses. HF 773.
Public health capacity. HF 898.
Hospital policy reporting requirements, nondiscrimination. SF 2004.
Substance abuse at critical access hospitals. HF 2101.
Medicaid, insurance mandates. HF 2297.
Medicaid. Functional Family Therapy and Multi-Systemic Therapy. HF 2310 - HF 2533 - HF 2554 - all the same.
Welfare reform. **HF 2438.**

**Prescription Drugs**

Medicaid, pharmacy participation. **HF 767.**

**Reimbursement Rates**

Medicaid reimbursement, special education transfers. **SF 73 – same as SF 260. SF 260** approved 4-30-21.

Medicaid and private insurance, reimbursement days awaiting placement. **SF 154.**

First responder COVID costs, Medicaid reimbursement. **SF 192.**

Home and community-based services waivers, Medicaid reimbursement rates. **SF 379.**

Hospital stays, administrative days, Medicaid reimbursement. **SF 462 - similar to SF 2146.**

Medicaid reimbursement rate increase. **HF 2033 – similar to SF 2067.**

Medicaid, inpatient psychiatric care reimbursement rates. **HF 2125 – similar to SF 2331.**

Nursing facility reimbursement, release of rate information. **HF 2171 – companion to SF 2258. HF 2171** approved 5-23-22.

**Substance Abuse Services**

Medicaid, substance abuse demonstration. **HF 108.**

Medicaid, substance abuse reimbursement. **HF 205 - similar to HF 446.**

Substance abuse disorder fee schedule. **HF 2003 – companion to SF 2116.**

Substance abuse at critical access hospitals. **HF 2101.**

**MEDICAL CARE**

Precision medicine and biomarker testing, resolution. **HR 6.** Adopted by House.

Physician assistants. **HF 803.** Approved 5-17-22.

Medical freedom, constitutional amendment. **SJR 2001.**

**MEDICAL EXAMINERS**

State medical examiner, accreditation. **HF 52.**

County medical examiner, autopsy costs. **SF 106 – SF 307 - HF 525 - all similar. SF 307** approved 3-22-21.

Death certificates for infants, vaccination information. **SF 125 - similar to HF 631 and SF 2124.**

Sexual assault forensic examiner program. **HF 603 – companion to SF 570. HF 603** approved 5-19-21.

COVID-19 vaccinations, coroner's documentation. **SF 2032.**

**MEDICAL INSURANCE**

Medicaid and private insurance, reimbursement days awaiting placement. **SF 154.**

Direct primary care agreements. **HF 289 - companion to HF 625, HF 2200, and SF 2276. HF 2200** approved 5-12-22.

Medicaid reimbursement rate increase. **HF 2033 – similar to SF 2067.**

Health equity fund, women's health, provider reimbursement. **SF 2069.**
Electronic delivery of insurance notices, consent. HF 2330. Approved 5-2-22.

**Children**
Phenylketonuria (PKU), insurance coverage. HF 50.
Hawk-i eligibility, purchase option. SF 220.
Hearing aid insurance, coverage for children. SF 2121 - companion to HF 2188 - both similar to HF 2491 and HF 2568, which are same.

**Coverage of Conditions**
Single payer health care system. HF 55.
Telehealth, mental health payment parity. HF 89 - same as HF 294 - both similar to HF 612 - all similar to HF 706 and HF 784, which are same.
Telehealth parity. SF 92.
Workers' compensation, choice of doctor. HF 123.
Insurance coverage, metastatic step therapy. SF 116 - similar to HF 873 and SF 2165.
Insurance coverage, diagnostic imaging for breast cancer. SF 136 - similar to HF 874 and SF 2164.
Pediatric autoimmune neuropsychiatric disorder, insurance coverage. SF 165.
Health insurance, telehealth provider location. HF 269 - same as HF 731 - both similar to HF 2031 and HF 2245 which are the same.
Infertility insurance coverage. HF 333.
411 retirement system. HF 417 - similar to HF 797.
Reimbursement rates, dialysis coverage. SF 279.
Prescription drugs, transparency. HF 464 - similar to HF 526.
COVID testing, insurance costs. HF 687.
Mastectomy, insurance. HF 727.
Medicaid coverage for doula care. SF 2013.
Medical malpractice insurance. HF 2175.
Health insurance, prior authorization. HF 2399. Approved 5-2-22.

**Employee Coverage**
Collective bargaining restoration. HF 179 – similar to SF 141.
First responder COVID costs, Medicaid reimbursement. SF 192.

**Mental Health**
Telehealth, mental health payment parity. HF 89 - same as HF 294 - both similar to HF 612 - all similar to HF 706 and HF 784, which are same.
Autism, definition. HF 2167. Approved 4-21-22.

**Prescription Drugs**
Prescription drug formularies, nonmedical switching. SF 178 - HF 372 - SF 2016 - all similar and all similar to both HF 656 and HF 2199 which are companion.
Insulin insurance coverage, cap. HF 263 - similar to HF 2511.
Contraceptives, pharmacists and insurance. HF 434 - similar to HF 448.
Pharmacy practice, vaccines. SF 296 - similar to HF 794. SF 296 approved 5-19-21.
Prescription drugs, transparency. HF 464 - similar to HF 526.
Insurance, emergency insulin. HF 2508.
Substance Abuse
Substance abuse disorder fee schedule. **HF 2003** – companion to **SF 2116**.

MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS
Health care professionals recruitment program. **HF 5** - same as **HF 196**.
**HF 196** approved 5-20-21.
Telehealth, audio only. **HF 88** - similar to **HF 431**.
Rural Iowa primary care loan repayment program, specialties. **SF 129**.
Approved 3-22-21.
Long-term services and supports, direct care workforce database. **SF 161**.
Medical residency interviews at U of I. **HF 270**.
Direct primary care agreements. **HF 289** - companion to **HF 625, HF 2200**,
and **SF 2276**. **HF 2200** approved 5-12-22.
Gender identification treatment, parental consent. **HF 327**.
Medical residents, state tort claims Act. **HF 436**.
Implicit bias training, health care workers. **HF 466**.
Maternal health outcomes. **HF 476**.
Medical residency interviews, audition rotations, at U of I. **HF 487**.
Speech therapist licensure compact. **HF 500**.
Medical malpractice, noneconomic damage awards. **HF 517** – companion to
**HF 592** and **SF 557**.
Supporting Iowa care workforce. **HCR 8** – similar to **SCR 104**.
Vaccinations, information for patients. **HF 632** – companion to **SF 477** and
**SF 2156** - all similar to **SF 2269**.
Self-administration and storage of albuterol. **HF 701** - **HF 771** - **HF 2280** -
all similar. **HF 771** approved 6-14-22.
Occupational regulation review. **SF 487**.
Fertility fraud, false information to patient. **SF 529** - similar to **HF 2014, HF 2160**, and **SF 2169**. **SF 529** approved 6-14-22.
Honoring physician Steven Meyer. **SR 5**.
Audiologists and speech pathologists, cognitive screenings. **SF 2015** - similar to
**SF 2193**.
Psychiatric residency program. **HF 2157** - similar to **HF 2529**.
Health care employment agencies. **SF 2210** - **HF 2371** - **HF 2521** - all
company. **HF 2521** approved 5-17-22.
Medical cannabidiol. **HF 2307**.
Medical cannabis. **HF 2363**.
Workforce omnibus. **SF 2361** - **HF 2527** - **HF 2569** - **SF 2383** - all similar.
**SF 2383** approved 6-16-22.

Chiropractors
Chiropractors, child care facilities. **HF 630** - same as **HF 780**.
Chiropractors, treatment of animals. **SF 2212**.

Dental Care
Orthodontic treatment, initial examinations. **SF 54** - similar to **HF 685** and
**SF 543**, which are companion. **HF 685** approved 5-20-21.
Dental assistants, sealants. **HF 516** - similar to **HF 737**.
Vaccines, dentists. **HF 528**.
Emergency Care
Fire emergency medical services volunteer tax credit. **HF 144** - same as **HF 563**.

**Mental Health Providers**
Mental health commitments, medical reports. **SF 528**.
Behavior analysts in schools, licensure. **SF 532**. Approved 5-10-21.
Mental health provider loan forgiveness. **HF 2137 - SF 2195 - HF 2549** all similar. **HF 2549** approved 6-13-22.

**Midwives**
Midwives, licensure. **HF 2291** - same as **HF 2547**.

**Nurses**
Sexual assault nurse forensic examiner program. **SF 197**.
Direct care workforce database. **HF 402** - similar to **HF 692**.
Sexual assault forensic examiner program. **HF 603** – companion to **SF 570**.
**HF 603** approved 5-19-21.
Medical cannabis. **HF 2363**.

**Pharmacists**
Pharmacy practice. **HF 514** – companion to **SF 416**. **HF 514** approved 4-30-21.
Medicaid, pharmacy participation. **HF 767**.
Pharmacist, physician, non-compete clause. **HF 2233**.

**Physician Assistants**
Physician assistants. **HF 803**. Approved 5-17-22.
Medical cannabis. **HF 2363**.

**Physicians**
Informed consent. **HF 53** - same as **HF 383** - both similar to **HF 2119** and **HF 2389** which are similar.
Workers' compensation, choice of doctor. **HF 123**.
Youth hormone usage. **HF 193**.
Hysterectomy. **HF 413** - same as **HF 684**.
IPERS, eligibility of physicians and residents. **SF 326**.
Abortion ban after twelve weeks. **SF 377** - same as **SF 2029**.
Intersex children, surgery. **HF 662** - similar to **HF 2450**.
Mastectomy, insurance. **HF 727**.
Medical residents, state tort claims Act. **HF 763** - same as **HF 852**.
Mandatory sepsis protocols. **HF 2041** - same as **HF 2510**.
Child abuse, physician networks and physician systems. **HF 2092**.
Autism, definition. **HF 2167**. Approved 4-21-22.
Pharmacist, physician, non-compete clause. **HF 2233**.

**Podiatrists**
Podiatrist vaccination. **HF 686**.

**Psychiatrists and Psychologists**
Autism, definition. **HF 2167**. Approved 4-21-22.
Concussion and brain injury, neuropsychology. **HF 2197**.
Therapists
Counselors and therapists, supervision requirements. **HF 107** - similar to **HF 485**.
Art therapy licensure. **HF 467**.
Occupational therapy licensure compact. **SF 463**. Approved 5-24-22.
Persons with disabilities parking permits, physical therapists. **HF 2259**. Approved 5-23-22.

MEDICAL RECORDS
Health data, privacy and security training. **HF 488**.

MEDICINE, see **DRUGS**

MEETINGS, see also **OPEN RECORDS AND MEETINGS**
Tax credits, tax expenditure committee oversight. **HF 83**.
School board meetings, speakers. **HF 2132**.
School board meetings, in-person requirement. **SF 2203** – similar to **SF 2357**.

MEMORIALS, see also **MONUMENTS**
I-74 bridge, WWI veteran William Albracht memorial. **SF 509**.

MENSTRUATION
Period products, provision in state buildings. **SF 34** - similar to **SF 2020**.
Sales tax exemption, menstrual products, child and adult diapers. **SF 36** - **SF 213** - **HF 2196** - all similar.

MENTAL HEALTH
Crisis intervention police reports, confidentiality. **SF 395** - same as **SF 513**.
**SF 513** approved 5-23-22.
Domestic abuse. **HF 740**.
Behavior analysts in schools, licensure. **SF 532**. Approved 5-10-21.
Medicaid, available medical services, brain illnesses. **HF 773**.
Physician assistants. **HF 803**. Approved 5-17-22.
Health and human services appropriations. **SF 606** - similar to **HF 891**. **HF 891** approved 6-16-21.
Psychological test material, disclosure. **HF 2042** - similar to **HF 2386**.
Mental health provider loan forgiveness. **HF 2137** – **SF 2195** - **HF 2549** all similar. **HF 2549** approved 6-13-22.

Children
Mental health support in schools, appropriation. **SF 398** - similar to **SF 2163**.
Supplemental weighting for mental health. **HF 2187**.
School mental health professionals, appropriation. **SF 2341**.

Commitment
Mental health diversion treatment program. **HF 62**.
Mental health commitments, medical reports. **SF 528**.

County Funding
Mental health and disability services regions, transportation services. **SF 293**.
Mental health, disability services regions. **HF 661**.
Voting members of regional governance, mental health services. SF 461. Mental health funding, property taxes, state aid. SF 587. Mental health and disability services, county administrative funds, cash reserves. SF 2118 - similar to SF 2314.

**Criminal Procedure**
Community law enforcement enhancement fund, grants. SF 446 - similar to SF 2184. Victim testimony, hearsay exception. HF 2221 – similar to SF 2329.

**Facilities**

**Insurance Coverage**
Telehealth, mental health payment parity. HF 89 - same as HF 294 - both similar to HF 612 - all similar to HF 706 and HF 784, which are same. Autism, definition. HF 2167. Approved 4-21-22.

**MENTOR PROGRAMS**
Teacher mentors, career ladder. HF 628.

**MERGERS, see CONSOLIDATIONS**

**METALS**
Theft of scrap metal, catalytic converters. SF 18. Catalytic converters, scrap metal. HF 2387 - similar to SF 2287. SF 2287 approved 5-24-22.

**MIDWIVES**
Midwives, licensure. HF 2291 - same as HF 2547.

**MILITARY FORCES**
Compensation and Benefits
Workers' compensation, military-related disabilities, second injury fund. **SF 2023.**
Civil air patrol. **HF 2300.** Approved 5-2-22.
Military home ownership program, appropriation. **SF 2264.**
Workforce omnibus. **SF 2361 - HF 2527 - HF 2569 - SF 2383** - all similar. **SF 2383** approved 6-16-22.

Honors
License plates, distinguished service medal. **HF 2135** - same as **HF 2542.**
Nick Critelli resolution. **HR 119.** Adopted by House.

Tax Credits and Exemptions
Military service property tax exemption, verification of eligibility. **SF 12.**
Military service property tax exemption, application. **HF 197.**
Income tax exemption, military pay. **HF 257** – companion to **SF 603.**
Real estate data confidentiality, military property tax credit. **SF 309** - same as **SF 574. SF 574** approved 6-8-21.
Veteran property tax exemption. **HF 2016.**
Military pay, exemptions. **HF 2051.**
Disabled veteran homestead tax credit, qualification. **HF 2107** - companion to **HF 2287** - both similar to **SF 2299.**

MILK
Milk haulers, excessive weight, permits. **SF 550** - companion to **HF 790** - both similar to companions **HF 869** and **SF 605. HF 869** approved 5-20-21.
Dairy processing revitalization program. **HF 2308** – companion to **SF 2290** and both similar to **HF 2433.**
Dairy product sales, unpasteurized milk deregulation. **SF 2309.**

MINES AND MINING
Abandoned mine remediation, lead mines. **HF 725.**

MINIMUM WAGE
Minimum wage. **HF 122.**

MINORITIES
Minority impact statements. **HF 478.**
Targeted small business grants. **HF 2509.**

MINORS, *see also CHILDREN*
Obscene material given to minors by parents. **SF 45** - same as **SF 241.**
Libraries, story hour. **HF 185.**
Obscene materials to minors, criminal and civil liability. **HF 225.**
Obscene materials, minors access in schools and libraries. **HF 274.**
Youth entrepreneur Act. **HF 313.** Approved 6-16-21.
Gender identification treatment, parental consent. **HF 327.**
Sales tax, baby bonds. **HF 544.**
Spirits, direct shipment. **HF 639.**
Hunting, child accompanying. HF 2044 - same as HF 2209. HF 2209
approved 6-17-22.
Adoption, home study waiver. HF 2074 - similar to HF 2414.
Intrastate alcohol delivery. HF 2108 - similar to HF 2525.
Child pornography. HF 2232 - same as HF 2446.
Access to pornography, minors. HF 2261.

Abuse
Sexual abuse of minor, civil statute of limitations. SF 32.
Sexual abuse of minor, criminal statute of limitations. SF 33 - similar to
HF 566.
Human trafficking, expanding statute of limitations. SF 76 - companion to
HF 449.
Sexual exploitation of minor by adult instructor. SF 372 - same as SF 562.
SF 562 approved 5-12-21.

Firearms
Firearms liability. HF 119.

Health and Safety
Amusement rides, operator age. HF 92 – SF 114 - HF 558 - all companion.
HF 558 approved 4-30-21.
Smoking and vaping. HF 98 - similar to HF 2523.
Youth hormone usage. HF 193.
Vaccinations, religious and conscientious exemptions. HF 217.
Medical psilocybin. HF 636.
Intersex children, surgery. HF 662 - similar to HF 2450.
Self-administration and storage of albuterol. HF 701 - HF 771 - HF 2280 -
all similar. HF 771 approved 6-14-22.
Vaccination of minor, parental consent. SF 2028 – similar to SF 2335.
Mandatory sepsis protocols. HF 2041 - same as HF 2510.
Pornography filtering. HF 2066.

Juvenile Justice
Guardianships and conservatorships. SF 31 - same as SF 348 - both similar
to HF 834 and HF 836 which are similar.
Pretrial depositions, child victims. HF 9.

Operation of Vehicles
School driving permit, extracurricular activities, distance. SF 67 - same as
SF 233.
Student driver's permit, farm work. SF 79 - same as SF 231 - both similar to
HF 387. SF 231 approved 3-8-21.
Helmets for minors on motorbikes. SF 210.
Minors driving, work. HF 2424.

MISDEMEANORS
Sex offender registration, nonresident moving to Iowa. HF 61.
Campaign signs, theft. HF 76.
Domestic assault, intimate partners. HF 174.
Prostitution, penalties. HF 224.
Obscene materials to minors, criminal and civil liability. **HF 225.**
Disorderly conduct. **HF 232** – companion to **SF 170.** **HF 232** approved 3-8-21.
Civil unrest. **HF 251.**
Child care facilities. **HF 336.**
Blocking roadways. **HF 430.**
Homemade food items. **HF 638.**
Elder abuse, dependent adult abuse. **HF 2112.**
Black bears, protected. **HF 2118.**
Political and medical civil rights. **HF 2141.**
Ransomeware crimes. **HF 2461.**

**Controlled Substances**
Marijuana possession, penalties. **HF 648** – similar to **SF 533** and **SF 2225.**
Right to prescriptions. **HF 2265.**

**Motor Vehicles**
Utility terrain vehicles, registration. **HF 140.**
Misdemeanor, expungement. **HF 510.**

**MISSING PERSONS**
Missing persons case file information, access. **HF 576.**

**MISSISSIPPI RIVER**
Interstate Bison bridge over Mississippi river. **SR 115.**

**MISSOURI RIVER**
State interagency Missouri river authority, repeal. **SF 184.**
Missouri river preservation and land use authority, repeal. **SF 185.** Approved 4-30-21.
DNR environmental services division, technical. **SF 2176** - companion to **HF 2356.** **SF 2176** approved 4-21-22.

**MOBILE HOMES AND PARKS**
Mobile homes, rent increases, tenant rights. **HF 442** – companion to **SF 403.**
Landlord and tenant law, small claims filing agent. **SF 299.**
Mobile homes, additions. **HF 833.**
Mobile homes, rental agreements, tenant rights. **HF 2441** - similar to **HF 2562** and **SF 2379.** **HF 2562** approved 5-17-22.

**MONEY LAUNDERING**
Counterfeit money. **HF 2304** - similar to **HF 2477.**

**MONUMENTS, see also MEMORIALS**
Civil unrest. **HF 251.**
WWI soldier Martin Treptow monument on capitol grounds. **SF 227** - companion to **HF 511** and **SF 418.**

**MORATORIUMS**
Confinement feeding operations, moratorium. **SF 282** - companion to **HF 440.**
MORTGAGES
Nonbank lenders, loan origination fee restrictions. SF 567. Vetoed 6-16-21.

MOTOR CARRIERS, see CARRIERS

MOTORCYCLES
Helmets for minors on motorbikes. SF 210.

MOTOR VEHICLES
Vehicles passing bicycles. SF 68.
Discharging a firearm. HF 94.
Hunting, fair chase. HF 95.
Abandoned vehicles, notification requirements. SF 232 - similar to HF 650.
SF 232 approved 3-22-21.
Promotional material, cars. HF 615.
Victims, vehicle identification. HF 2093.
Electric vehicle charging, incentives. HF 2586.

Accidents
Bicyclist death, enhanced penalties. SF 70 - SF 2155 - HF 2015 - HF 2368 - all companion.
Death or injury from vehicle accident, failure to remain at scene. SF 301 - similar to HF 524 and SF 449, which are companion. HF 524 approved 6-16-21.
Vehicular accident reporting requirements. HF 2195.
Crashes involving commercial vehicles, compensation. SF 2259.

All-Terrain Vehicles and Snowmobiles
Utility terrain vehicles, registration. HF 140.
Snowmobile fees. HF 826 - same as HF 853.
Antique snowmobile registration. HF 2050 - similar to HF 2348.
Off-highway vehicle parks. SF 2102.
Vehicle fees. HF 2235.

Cellular Equipment
Distracted driving prohibition, including hands-free communications. SF 46 - companion to HF 75 - both similar to HF 392 and HF 2129, which are same - all similar to SF 330 and SF 2141.
Motor vehicle driving, devices hands-free only. HF 74 – similar to SF 211.
Distracted driving, driver's education. SF 98 – companion to HF 380 and SF 317. HF 380 approved 5-20-21.
Mobile devices, work and school zones. HF 2250.

Children
Insurance, totaled vehicle value, car seats. HF 164 - companion to HF 2145.

Dealers and Sales
Motor vehicles, flex fuel requirements. HF 73.
Car dealership Sunday hours. HF 296.
Automobile dealers, plates, fees. HF 393 – HF 829 - SF 444 - all companion.
SF 444 approved 4-12-21.

Driver's Licenses, see also DRIVER'S LICENSES AND PERMITS
Golf cart operator, driver's license or licensed passenger. **SF 48** - companion to **HF 30**.
Chauffeur licenses. **HF 389** – companion to **SF 316**. **HF 389** approved 4-2-21.

**Emergency Vehicles**
Motor vehicles, blue lights. **SF 71** – **SF 331** - **HF 654** - all similar. **HF 654** approved 5-10-21.
Emergency response vehicles, lights, sirens, air horns. **SF 72** - **SF 333** - **HF 721** - all similar. **SF 333** approved 5-24-22.
Volunteer fire fighters, emergency vehicle operations certificate. **SF 503** - same as **SF 551**. **SF 551** approved 5-24-22.

**Fuel, see also FUEL**
Motor vehicles, flex fuel requirements. **HF 73**.
Ethanol mandate, biodiesel, infrastructure. **HF 629** – similar to **SF 481** and **SF 549**, which are same.
Renewable fuels. **HF 2128**. Approved 5-17-22.

**Insurance**
Insurance, totaled vehicle value, car seats. **HF 164** - companion to **HF 2145**.
Transportation network company, insurance. **HF 350**.
Vehicle registration, proof of insurance carried in vehicle. **SF 236**.
Vehicle registration, proof of insurance. **SF 2001**.
Vehicle title issuance, insurance companies. **SF 2070** - **SF 2228** - **HF 2341** - all companion. **HF 2341** approved 4-21-22.
Vehicle registration, proof of insurance. **HF 2115**.

**Lights**
Motor vehicles, blue lights. **SF 71** – **SF 331** - **HF 654** - all similar. **HF 654** approved 5-10-21.
Emergency response vehicles, lights, sirens, air horns. **SF 72** - **SF 333** - **HF 721** - all similar. **SF 333** approved 5-24-22.
Snow plow lights. **HF 68**.
Emergency vehicle lights, prohibition on civilian vehicles. **SF 2144** - similar to **SF 2346**.

**Maintenance and Repairs**
Sale of vehicles, catalytic converters. **HF 203**.
Hail-damaged vehicles. **HF 220**.
Repair of older vehicles, service estimates. **SF 2084**.
Hail damage, salvage vehicles, certificate of title. **SF 2139**.
Catalytic converters, scrap metal. **HF 2387** - similar to **SF 2287**. **SF 2287** approved 5-24-22.

**Motorcycles and Mopeds, see also MOTOCYCLES**
Helmets for minors on motorbikes. **SF 210**.

**Parking**
Parking meter exemption, disabled veteran placards and plates. **SF 56**.

**Registration and Plates, see also subhead Special Plates below**
Vehicle registration surcharge for state patrol. **SF 101**.
Utility terrain vehicles, registration. **HF 140**.
Vehicle registrations. **HF 209.**
Green license plates, hybrid vehicles. **HF 219.**
Auto warranty information. **HF 299.**
Vehicle registration, proof of insurance carried in vehicle. **SF 236.**
Automobile dealers, plates, fees. **HF 393 – HF 829 - SF 444 -** all companion.
**SF 444** approved 4-12-21.
Department of revenue omnibus. **SF 366.** Approved 5-10-21.
Lack of front license plates, secondary offense. **SF 419.**
Motor vehicle title and registration, county of issuance. **HF 810 - HF 870 - HF 2570 -** all similar.
Commercial vehicle registration. **SF 2038.**
Trailer registration plates. **SF 2063.**
Vehicle title issuance, insurance companies. **SF 2070 - SF 2228 - HF 2341 -** all companion. **HF 2341** approved 4-21-22.
Antique snowmobile registration. **HF 2050 -** similar to **HF 2348.**
Vehicle registration, proof of insurance. **HF 2115.**
Motor vehicle fees. **HF 2120.**
Vehicle registration, disabled veterans. **HF 2194 -** same as **HF 2435.**
Vehicles fees. **HF 2235.**
License plates, county designation optional. **SF 2229 -** similar to **HF 2342.**
Disabled veterans, exemption from vehicle registration fees. **SF 2261.**
Volunteer fire fighters, vehicle registration fee. **SF 2262.**
Victims, vehicle identification. **HF 2346.**
Veteran license plates. **HF 2427.**
Vintage vehicles, single license plate. **SF 2336.**
Antique electric vehicles, registration fees. **SF 2382.**

**Rentals and Leases**
Consumer credit holds. **HF 677-** same as **HF 730.**

**Seat Belts**
Insurance, totaled vehicle value, car seats. **HF 164 -** companion to **HF 2145.**

**Special Plates**
Antique cars. **HF 2007 -** same as **HF 2251.**
License plates, distinguished service medal. **HF 2135 -** same as **HF 2542.**
Persons with disabilities parking permits, physical therapists. **HF 2259.**
Approved 5-23-22.
Veteran's license plate, application requirements. **SF 2217 –** similar to **SF 2289.**

**Titles**
Auto warranty information. **HF 299.**
Vehicle salvage title, repair threshold. **SF 230 -** companion to **HF 381.** **SF 230** approved 4-2-21.
Motor vehicle title and registration, county of issuance. **HF 810 - HF 870 - HF 2570 -** all similar.

**Trucks, see also TRUCKS**
Snow plow lights. **HF 68.**
Commercial driver’s licenses, electronic renewal. HF 280 – companion to SF 318. HF 280 approved 4-2-21.
Commercial driver's license, human trafficking training. SF 268.

Violations, see also TRAFFIC, subhead Violations
Motor vehicle driving, devices hands-free only. HF 74 – similar to SF 211.
Motor vehicles, use of left lane. HF 157 - same as HF 494.
Railroad crossings, quiet zone penalties. HF 210 – companion to SF 2126 - both similar to HF 2537.
Death or injury from vehicle accident, failure to remain at scene. SF 301 - similar to HF 524 and SF 449, which are companion. HF 524 approved 6-16-21.
OWI offenses, prior convictions, repeat penalty enhancements. SF 506 - same as SF 536 and both similar to HF 2393.
Ignition interlock devices. HF 757. Approved 5-10-21.
Traffic cameras, installation and service by out-of-state business. SF 2061.
Traffic cameras, data establishing need. SF 2062.
Automated traffic cameras, calibration, maximum revenue allowed. SF 2078 - similar to SF 2352.
Move-over laws, peace officer enforcement. SF 2133 - companion to HF 2326.
Loaded guns in vehicles, deregulation. SF 2145 - SF 2317 - HF 2476 - all companion.
Mobile devices, work and school zones. HF 2250.

Weights
Truck weight, permits, presidential disaster declarations. HF 382 – companion to SF 422. HF 382 approved 4-2-21.
Truck inspections and weigh stations, preclearance systems. SF 448.
Milk haulers, excessive weight, permits. SF 550 - companion to HF 790 - both similar to companions HF 869 and SF 605. HF 869 approved 5-20-21.
Overweight vehicle permits. SF 2347 – similar to SF 2376. SF 2376 approved 5-23-22.
Vehicle weight, harvesting. HF 2536.

Windows and Windshields
Window tint, standard of transparency. SF 194 – companion to HF 531 - both similar to SF 332.

MUNICIPAL FIRE AND POLICE RETIREMENT SYSTEM
411 retirement system. HF 417 - similar to HF 797.

MUNICIPALITIES, see also CITIES
Entertainment zones, surcharge. HF 213.
Length of service recognition program. HF 750 - similar to HF 2574.
Tax increment financing districts, wind turbines. HF 2082.
Entertainment self-sustaining municipal improvement districts. HF 2236.
Municipal utilities, board regulation. HF 2381 – similar to SF 2355.
Municipal utility boards, removal procedures. SF 2282 - companion to HF 2475. HF 2475 approved 5-17-22.
Truth in taxation. **HF 2434.**

**MURDER**
- Death penalty for murder. **SF 82** - similar to **HF 271.**
- Felony murder, aiding and abetting. **SF 126** - same as **SF 2034** and **SF 2109.**

**MUSIC**
- Music therapy, certification requirement. **SF 9** - similar to **HF 285.** **HF 285** approved 5-20-21.
- Performing rights societies. **HF 498.**

**NAMES**
- Name changes, requirements. **SF 2053.**

**NATIONAL GUARD, see also MILITARY FORCES**
- National guard, deployment. **HF 332.**
- National guard, military justice, leasing of armories. **SF 256** - companion to **HF 428** and **SF 488.** **HF 428** approved 4-30-21.
- Speech therapist licensure compact. **HF 500.**
- Joint convention for Condition of the Iowa National Guard address. **HCR 103.** Adopted by House and Senate.

**Compensation and Benefits**
- Civil air patrol. **HF 2300.** Approved 5-2-22.

**Tax Exemptions and Credits**
- Income tax exemption, enlistment and retention bonuses. **HF 542.**
- Military pay, exemptions. **HF 2051.**
- Disabled veteran homestead tax credit, qualification. **HF 2107** - companion to **HF 2287** - both similar to **SF 2299.**
- Corporate tax rates, income, sales taxes. **SF 2372.**

**NATIVE AMERICANS**
- Native American mascots. **HF 2224.**

**NATURAL GAS**
- Landlord notification of delinquent utilities, security deposits. **SF 135** - similar to **SF 552.**
- Natural gas and propane sales, prohibiting local regulation. **HF 555** - similar to **SF 455.** **HF 555** approved 4-12-21.
- Municipal utilities, board regulation. **HF 2381** – similar to **SF 2355.**

**NATURAL RESOURCE COMMISSION**
- Water ski observer. **HF 664.**
- Safe drinking water. **HF 897.**
- Water vessel registration. **HF 2069** - similar to **HF 2413.**
- Off-highway vehicle parks. **SF 2102.**

**Hunting and Fishing**
- Hunting, black bears. **HF 22.**
- Nonresident hunting license allotment, hunting guides. **HF 60** - similar to **HF 806.**
Hunting, fishing, and trapping, constitutional amendment. **HJR 8** – similar to **SJR 16**.
Nonresident deer hunting. **HF 406** - same as **HF 550**.
Littering while hunting, license suspension. **SF 375** - similar to **SF 465**.
Hunting seasons. **HF 2057** - same as **HF 2369**.
Turkey hunting, shotguns. **SF 2138** – similar to **HF 2370** and **SF 2334**. **SF 2334** approved 5-24-22.
Archery deer tags. **HF 2365**.

**NATURAL RESOURCES AND OUTDOOR RECREATION TRUST FUND**
Flat income tax, sales tax increase, recreation trust fund. **SF 2206** - similar to **HF 2317**. **HF 2317** approved 3-1-22.
Natural resources and outdoor recreation trust fund. **HF 2588**.

**NATURAL RESOURCES, DEPARTMENT OF**
Iowa underground storage tank fund, repeal. **HF 645** - same as **HF 838** - both similar to **HF 2337**.
Plastic pollution. **HF 776**.
Snowmobile fees. **HF 826** - same as **HF 853**.
Agriculture and natural resources appropriations. **HF 860** – similar to **SF 598**. **HF 860** approved 6-2-21.
Capitals appropriations. **HF 862** – similar to **SF 600**. **HF 862** approved 6-8-21.
Natural resources education and recreation for youth. **HF 2029**.
Climate pollution, DNR plan. **SF 2054** - **HF 2190** - **HF 2454** all companion.
DNR environmental services division, technical. **SF 2176** - companion to **HF 2356**. **SF 2176** approved 4-21-22.
Flat income tax, sales tax increase, recreation trust fund. **SF 2206** - similar to **HF 2317**. **HF 2317** approved 3-1-22.
Natural resources and outdoor recreation trust fund. **HF 2588**.

**Animal Feeding Operations**
Animal feeding operations compliance, combining operations. **SF 1**.
Confinement feeding operations, moratorium. **SF 282** - companion to **HF 440**.

**Bottle Recycling**
Beverage container control. **HF 151**.
Beverage container control, bottle bill, wholesaler reporting. **HF 152** – companion to **SF 565**.
Beverage container control, bottle bill, reform. **HF 814** - same as **HF 872** - both similar to **HF 892** and **HF 2524**, which are similar.
Beverage container control, bottle bill, handling fee, penalties. **HF 2440**.

**Fishing and Hunting**
Free lifetime hunting and fishing licensure, disabled veterans. **SF 39** - similar to **SF 40** and **SF 2076**.
Lifetime trout stamp for seniors. **HF 234**. Approved 6-8-21.
Antlerless deer, population management, semi-automatic rifles. **SF 427** - similar to **SF 464** and **SF 581**. **SF 581** approved 6-17-22.
Deer hunting, youth tags. **SF 2011.**
Hunting property, public access program, property tax credit. **SF 2215.**
Untamed game livestock. **HF 2400.**
Hunting, nonresident land ownership. **HF 2410.**
Ag and natural resources appropriations. **HF 2560.** Approved 6-17-22.

**Forestry and Parks**
Forest reserve property tax exemption, acreage. **SF 112 - same as SF 352.**
Increasing number of DNR park rangers, Gull Point. **SF 396.**
Restore-the-outdoor program. **HF 647 - same as HF 749 and both similar to HF 2214.**
Mental health funding, property taxes, state aid. **SF 587.**
Land acquisition by DNR, inventory report. **SF 2152 - similar to SF 2323.**
  *SF 2323* approved 5-23-22.
Lake Manawa and Waubonsie state park user fees, annual passes. **SF 2181 - similar to SF 2353 and SF 2373.** **SF 2373** approved 6-13-22.
State park infrastructure. **HF 2255.**
Park ranger residences. **HF 2402.**
Conservation land acquisition, price limitations. **SF 2312.**

**Waste Management**

**Waters and Lakes**
Single-use plastics. **HF 320.**
Microcystin monitoring. **HF 540.**
Drainage districts, powers. **HF 2150.**
Boating, dams, flotation devices, OWI, administration by DNR. **SF 2177.**
Groundwater hazard statements upon conveyance. **HF 2343 – companion to SF 2330.** **HF 2343** approved 4-21-22.
Stormwater and floodplains, permits for contamination, construction. **HF 2347 - similar to SF 2311.**

**Wildlife**
Black bears, protected. **HF 2118.**

**NEEDLES, HYPODERMIC**
Needle exchange program, lawful possession. **SF 204.**

**NEGLIGENCE**
Hemp affirmative defense. **HF 548.**

**NEWBORNS, see also INFANTS**
Newborn screening, Krabbe disease. **HF 339.**
Safe haven reform. **HF 2267 - same as HF 2420.** **HF 2420** approved 6-13-22.

**NEWS MEDIA**
Newspaper of record. **HF 2163.**

**NO-CONTACT ORDERS**
Modification of support orders, no-contact order. **HF 441.**
Modification of support orders, no-contact order, violation. HF 823.
Sexual abuse arrest, release. HF 2079 – companion to SF 2236. HF 2079 approved 5-2-22.
Victims, vehicle identification. HF 2093.
No-contact orders, extensions. SF 2178.
Crime victim rights, recidivism reduction. SF 2226 - same as SF 2328.
Victims, vehicle identification. HF 2346.
No-contact orders, no relationship. HF 2353.

NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS
Nonprofit organizations, unemployment insurance program. SF 88.
Nonprofit school organizations, reports. HF 386 – companion to SF 286. HF 386 approved 3-8-21.
College student aid commission, formation of nonprofit corporation. SF 261 - companion to HF 584. SF 261 approved 3-22-21.
Food banks. HF 609.
Motor vehicle fees. HF 2120.
Energy efficiency program for nonprofit organizations. HF 2193.
Nonprofit employer recruitment loan repayment program. SF 2244.

Tax Exemptions
Sales tax exemption on home-building materials, construction by prison labor. SF 14.
Income tax exemption for services to disabled persons. SF 17.
Urban food production, property tax exemption. HF 347.
Food bank sales tax exemption. SF 306 - similar to HF 579 and SF 601.
Department of revenue omnibus. SF 366. Approved 5-10-21.

NONRESIDENTS
Nonresident hunting license allotment, hunting guides. HF 60 - similar to HF 806.
Taxation, failure to file, pass-through entities, penalties. SF 608 - companion to HF 890. SF 608 approved 6-8-21.
Nonresident deer hunters, preference points. SF 2142 – similar to SF 2344.

NOTIFICATION
Online publication of public notices. SF 228 - companion to HF 600.
Abandoned vehicles, notification requirements. SF 232 - similar to HF 650. SF 232 approved 3-22-21.
Open meetings, definition of meeting. SF 425.
Online notice requirements by local governments, schools. SF 453.

NUISANCES
Hunting seasons. HF 2057 - same as HF 2369.

NURSES
Long-term services and supports, direct care workforce database. SF 161.
Sexual assault nurse forensic examiner program. SF 197.
Direct care workforce database. HF 402 - similar to HF 692.
Health care, regulatory relief. HF 549.
Sexual assault forensic examiner program. HF 603 – companion to SF 570.
HF 603 approved 5-19-21.
Pharmacy practice, nurses, vaccinations. SF 2088 - companion to HF 2169.
HF 2169 approved 6-13-22.
Public nurse retention. HF 2405.

NURSING FACILITIES, see also LONG-TERM CARE
Nursing facilities, visitation. HF 190.
Long-term care ombudsman consultation. HF 191.
Nursing homes, surveillance cameras. HF 268 – companion to SF 378 – both similar to SF 2057 and HF 2376, which are companion - all similar to HF 2205.
Long-term care ombudsman appropriation. SF 200 - similar to HF 474.
Health care, regulatory relief. HF 549.
Hospital and nursing home visitation. HF 571.
Nursing home visitation shelters, tax credit. SF 502 - similar to SF 2108.
Health and human services appropriations. SF 606 - similar to HF 891. HF 891 approved 6-16-21.
Nursing facility reimbursement, release of rate information. HF 2171 – companion to SF 2258. HF 2171 approved 5-23-22.
Certificates of need for nursing facilities only. SF 2255.
Nursing facility infrastructure, funding. HF 2494.
Health and human services appropriations. HF 2578. Approved 6-14-22.

NUTRITION
School nutrition. HF 114.
Double up food bucks grants, healthy eating, appropriation. SF 273 - companion to HF 437.

OBSCENITY
Obscene material given to minors by parents. SF 45 - same as SF 241.
Obscene materials to minors, criminal and civil liability. HF 225.
Obscene materials, minors access in schools and libraries. HF 274.
Pornography, public health crisis resolution. HCR 9.
Obscene materials, minors' access in schools and libraries. HF 2176.
Obscene material in schools, administrator supervision. SF 2198 - similar to SF 2364.
Access to pornography, minors. HF 2261.

OBSTRUCTING JUSTICE
Civil unrest. HF 251.
Death or serious injury, failure to report, failure to assist. SF 243. Approved 6-9-21.

OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH
Rail yards, walkway construction. HF 183 – similar to SF 2019.

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

OIL, see also FUEL
Crude oil disaster prevention and response fee. HF 168.

OMBUDSMAN, see also LONG-TERM CARE

OMNIBUS BILLS
Agriculture department omnibus. HF 482 – same as HF 827 - both similar to SF 359 and SF 578. SF 578 approved 6-8-21. Economic development omnibus, energy programs, tax credits. HF 789 – similar to SF 609.

ONLINE LEARNING, see INTERNET

OPEN ENROLLMENT

OPEN RECORDS AND MEETINGS, see also MEETINGS; RECORDS
Open records copies, reasonable costs. SF 218 - companion to HF 637 and SF 480 - all similar to HF 786 and SF 2322. SF 2322 approved 5-2-22. Open records. HF 379.
Crisis intervention police reports, confidentiality. SF 395 - same as SF 513. SF 513 approved 5-23-22.
Open meetings, definition of meeting. SF 425.

OPERATING WHILE INTOXICATED (OWI)
Operating while intoxicated, third offense, penalties. HF 451.
Misdemeanor, expungement. HF 510.
OWI warrants, test result admissibility. SF 505 - same as SF 556.
OWI offenses, prior convictions, repeat penalty enhancements. SF 506 - same as SF 536 and both similar to HF 2393.
Operating while intoxicated, lookback period, deletion of records. SF 2097.
Boating, dams, flotation devices, OWI, administration by DNR. SF 2177.

OPIOIDS
Public health capacity. HF 898.
Heroin, enhanced penalties. SF 2179 - companion to HF 2462. HF 2462 approved 5-2-22.
First responders, naloxone fund. HF 2323 - similar to HF 2573. HF 2573 approved 6-13-22.

ORGANS
Organ donation incentive program. SF 336. Approved 5-10-21.

OWI, see OPERATING WHILE INTOXICATED (OWI)

PACKAGING
PFAs in food packaging. SF 19.

PANDEMIC
Pandemic unemployment assistance forgiveness. HF 91.
First responder COVID costs, Medicaid reimbursement. SF 192.
Prohibiting vaccine mandates, COVID-19. SF 193 - similar to HF 330 and SF 555.
Business deductions for paycheck protection loans. SF 196 – similar to SF 364.
Local public health agencies, supplemental appropriation for pandemic. SF 199.
Income tax exemption, unemployment compensation from CARES Act. SF 214 - similar to HF 581 - both similar to SF 290 and HF 817 which are companion.
Pharmacy practice, vaccines. SF 296 - similar to HF 794. SF 296 approved 5-19-21.
Unemployment compensation, delays, overpayments, status reports. SF 327.
On-premises liquor license, rebate on 2021 renewal. SF 411 - similar to SF 542 and SF 602, which are same.
COVID testing, insurance costs. HF 687.
Drive-up vaccine clinics. **HF 688.**
COVID transparency. **HF 689.**
Business fines during pandemic, cancellation. **SF 498.**
COVID commission, pandemic response review. **SF 519.**
Special session subject matter. **HCR 13.** Adopted by House and Senate.
Prescriptions for ivermectin or hydroxychloroquine, physician protection. **SF 2031.**
COVID-19 vaccinations, coroner's documentation. **SF 2032.**
COVID-19 vaccinations, fact sheets. **SF 2033.**

**Schools**
Repeating grade level due to pandemic, parental discretion. **SF 90** – similar to **SF 265.**
In-person instruction during pandemic, parental choice. **HF 103 – SF 160 - HF 229** - all similar. **SF 160** approved 1-29-21.
School board members, income limits during pandemic. **SF 130** - companion to **HF 497. SF 130** approved 3-8-21.
School finance, COVID funding gap for preschool. **SF 132.**
School pandemic grants. **HF 659.**
Learning recovery study group, impact of pandemic. **SF 452** - similar to **SF 545.**
Immunization during emergencies and epidemics. **HF 900.**

**PARENTAL NOTIFICATION**
Preferred pronoun questionnaire at school, parental notification. **SF 80.**

**PARENTAL RIGHTS**
Repeating grade level due to pandemic, parental discretion. **SF 90** – similar to **SF 265.**
Reinstatement of parental rights, transfer of guardianship. **SF 111** - same as **SF 515.**
In-person instruction during pandemic, parental choice. **HF 103 – SF 160 - HF 229** - all similar. **SF 160** approved 1-29-21.
Department of family stabilization and preservation. **HF 186.**
Youth hormone usage. **HF 193.**
Child custody, shared parenting. **HF 202.**
Termination of parental rights, revocation. **HF 212** - same as **HF 554.**
Adoption, state public defender. **HF 589** - same as **HF 743. HF 743** approved 6-8-21.
Foster care, permanency. **SF 473** - same as **SF 525.**
Parent rights. **HF 714** - same as **HF 819.**
Vaccination of minor, parental consent. **SF 2028** – similar to **SF 2335.**
Mandatory sepsis protocols. **HF 2041** - same as **HF 2510.**
Universal screening at schools, parental consent. **SF 2080.** Approved 5-2-22.
State employees, paid parental leave. **HF 2285.**
Parental bill of rights, access to curriculum. **SF 2205.**
Juvenile court, actions to overcome paternity. **SF 2254** - similar to **HF 2487.**
School district transparency. **HF 2499** - similar to **HF 2577.**
PARENTS

Obscene material given to minors by parents. SF 45 - same as SF 241.
Parenting time, replacing term visitation. HF 56 – companion to HF 199 and SF 313.
Vaccinations, religious and conscientious exemptions. HF 217.
Human growth and development curriculum, student opt-in. HF 238.
Deaf children, language and literacy development. HF 244 - same as HF 604.
HF 604 approved 5-24-22.
Immunization schedules. HF 247.
Obscene materials, minors' access in schools and libraries. HF 274.
Gender identification treatment, parental consent. HF 327.
Tax credit, stay-at-home parent. HF 349.
Open enrollment. HF 385.
Competent private instruction, attendance days, driver's education. SF 546.
Approved 5-10-21.
Obscene materials, minors' access in schools and libraries. HF 2176.
Classroom cameras. HF 2177.
Compulsory attendance age. HF 2212.
School funding. HF 2223.
Board of educational examiners. HF 2505 - same as HF 2567.

PARI-MUTUEL WAGERING

Wagering, international simultaneous telecast. HF 513 – companion to SF 415. HF 513 approved 6-8-21.
Racehorse aftercare. HF 2378. Approved 5-2-22.
Ag and natural resources appropriations. HF 2560. Approved 6-17-22.

PARKING

Parking meter exemption, disabled veteran placards and plates. SF 56.
Firearms in employee vehicles, worksite. SF 2143 - same as SF 2250.

PARKS, see also RECREATION AREAS

Increasing number of DNR park rangers, Gull Point. SF 396.
Restore-the-outdoor program. HF 647 - same as HF 749 and both similar to HF 2214.
Natural resources and outdoor recreation trust fund. HF 896.
Off-highway vehicle parks. SF 2102.
State park infrastructure. HF 2255.
Park ranger residences. HF 2402.

PAROLE

Mandatory minimum sentences. HF 206.
Confidentiality, mental health records. HF 2230.
Heroin, enhanced penalties. SF 2179 - companion to HF 2462. HF 2462 approved 5-2-22.
Crime victim rights, recidivism reduction. SF 2226 - same as SF 2328.
Board of

PARTNERSHIPS
Department of revenue omnibus. SF 366. Approved 5-10-21.

PATENTS
Employee invention assignment agreements. SF 312.

PATERNITY
Child support recipient, transparency. SF 2048. Juvenile court, actions to overcome paternity. SF 2254 - similar to HF 2487.

PATIENT PROTECTION AND AFFORDABLE CARE ACT
Disclosure of health care costs, publication. SF 5.

PEACE
Support for Ukraine. SR 105. Adopted by Senate.

PEACE OFFICERS
Warrant for location data. **HF 2451.**
No-knock warrants. **HF 2452.**
Law enforcement, discipline, exculpatory evidence. **HF 2496.** Approved 6-17-22.

**Cameras**
Body cameras for peace officers. **HF 43.**
Community law enforcement enhancement fund, grants. **SF 446** - similar to **SF 2184.**

**Certification and Training**
Law enforcement practices, profiling, data reporting. **HF 130** – companion to **SF 188** - both similar to **HF 356.**
Criminal justice, police science last-dollar scholarships. **SF 2273.**

**Employment Benefits**
Volunteer EMS and fire fighters, income tax credit. **SF 447.**
Peace officer rights, driver immunity during protests. **SF 497** - same as **SF 534.**
Police officers and fire fighters retirement, privacy. **HF 2154.** Approved 5-2-22.
IPERS, protection occupations. **HF 2243** - same as **HF 2374.**

**Minors' Safety**
Extra bonding capacity, school resource officers. **SF 117** – same as **SF 258.**

**Reasonable Force**
Peace officers, disciplinary action, Brady list. **SF 6** – **SF 179** - **SF 342** - **HF 698** - all similar. **SF 342** approved 6-17-21.
Deadly force, special prosecutors, study committee. **SF 25.**
Law enforcement, qualified immunity, peace officer bill of rights. **SF 476.**

**Traffic Enforcement**
Texting and driving. **HF 344.**
Vehicle registration, proof of insurance carried in vehicle. **SF 236.**
Motor vehicle enforcement, DOT officer powers. **SF 237.**
Move-over laws, peace officer enforcement. **SF 2133** - companion to **HF 2326.**

**Weapons Permits**
Firearms, right to carry without permit, constitutional amendment. **HF 214** - similar to **HF 343.**
Firearm permits, penalties for carrying with no permit. **HF 250.**

**PEER REVIEW COMMITTEES**
Auditor of state, peer reviews. **HF 788** - similar to **HF 2489.** **HF 2489** approved 5-23-22.

**PENALTIES**
Hate crimes. **HF 565.**
Tax preparer, required filings. **HF 2111.**

**PENSIONS, see RETIREMENT**
**PERMITS, see LICENSES AND PERMITS**
PESTICIDES
Neonicotinoid pesticides, prohibiting usage. **SF 52.**
Dicamba ban. **SF 66.**
Neonics, prohibit usage. **HF 501.**
Private pesticide applicators, peer review. **SF 482** - companion to **HF 782.**
**SF 482** approved 3-22-21.
Agriculture omnibus, choose Iowa program, motor fuels. **SF 2230** - **HF 2439**
similar and both similar to **HF 2572** and **HF 2581** which are the same.
**HF 2581** approved 6-21-22.
Pesticide contamination, task force. **HF 2585.**

PETS, see also **ANIMALS**
Animals retired from research facilities, adoption program. **SF 2260.**
Approved 5-23-22.

PHARMACY
Schools, pharmaceutical advertising. **HF 237.**
Emergency insulin. **HF 262.**
Pharmaceutical advertising prohibition. **HF 396.**
Pharmacy practice, vaccines. **SF 296** - similar to **HF 794.** **SF 296** approved
5-19-21.
Prescription drugs, transparency. **HF 464** - similar to **HF 526.**
Pharmacy practice. **HF 514** – companion to **SF 416.** **HF 514** approved
4-30-21.
Drug prescribing authority. **HF 539.**
Pharmacy benefits managers, reimbursement. **HF 729** – similar to **SF 2092**
and **SF 2231** and **HF 2384,** which are same. **HF 2384** approved 6-13-22.
Medicaid, pharmacy participation. **HF 767.**
Pharmacy practice, nurses, vaccinations. **SF 2088** - companion to **HF 2169.**
**HF 2169** approved 6-13-22.
Controlled substances schedules, prescription monitoring. **HF 2201** –
companion to **SF 2242.** **HF 2201** approved 5-2-22.
Pharmacist, physician, non-compete clause. **HF 2233.**
Right to prescriptions. **HF 2265.**
Ivermectin and hydroxychloroquine. **HF 2266.**

Insurance Coverage
Insulin insurance coverage, cap. **HF 263** - similar to **HF 2511.**
Contraceptives, pharmacists and insurance. **HF 434** - similar to **HF 448.**
Insurance, emergency insulin. **HF 2508.**

PHOTOGRAHY
Uniform civil remedies for unauthorized disclosure of intimate images. **HF 233** – similar to **SF 324.** **HF 233** approved 4-30-21.
Driver's license photo, usage. **HF 2123.** Approved 5-23-22.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Junior reserve officers' training corps, physical education. **HF 793.** Approved
5-20-21.
PHYSICAL PLANT AND EQUIPMENT LEVIES
   School infrastructure moneys, in-person learning. HF 165.

PHYSICAL THERAPY, see also MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS
   Persons with disabilities parking permits, physical therapists. HF 2259.
   Approved 5-23-22.

PHYSICIANS, see also MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS, subhead Physicians
   Informed consent. HF 53 - same as HF 383 - both similar to HF 2119 and HF 2389, which are similar.
   Physician pro bono care, income tax exemption. SF 118.
   Gender identification treatment, parental consent. HF 327.
   IPERS, eligibility of physicians and residents. SF 326.
   Prescriptions for ivermectin or hydroxychloroquine, physician protection. SF 2031.
   Mandatory sepsis protocols. HF 2041 - same as HF 2510.

PICKUP TRUCKS, see MOTOR VEHICLES, subhead Trucks

PILOT PROGRAMS
   World language education pilot project. HF 264.
   Commercial driver's license testing, county pilot project. HF 2406.

PIONEER LAWMAKERS
   Pioneer Lawmakers session. HCR 104. Adopted by House and Senate.

PIPELINES
   Pipeline access points. HF 87.
   Utilities division of commerce department. HF 483 - companion to SF 347 - both similar to HF 693. HF 693 approved 4-30-21.
   Eminent domain, utilities board authority, public purpose. SF 2160 - similar to HF 2320.
   Eminent domain, pipelines. HF 2325.
   Supporting American energy, pipelines. SR 109.

PLANTS
   Utility vegetation management powers. HF 460.

PLASTICS
   Single-use plastics. HF 320.
   Plastic pollution. HF 776.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
   Pledge of allegiance, schools. HF 104 - same as HF 415.
   Pledge of allegiance, teachers. SF 2043.

PLUMBING
   Plumbing and mechanical installations. HF 640 - similar to HF 811.
   Workforce omnibus. SF 2361 - HF 2527 - HF 2569 - SF 2383 - all similar. SF 2383 approved 6-16-22.
POLICE, see also PEACE OFFICERS
Police officers, hotel accommodations. HF 207.
Drug policy advisory council. HF 427 – companion to HF 2367 and SF 2293. HF 2367 approved 4-21-22.
Police to social worker ratio. HF 881.

Employment Benefits
411 retirement system. HF 417 - similar to HF 797.

POLITICAL ACTION COMMITTEES
Campaign finance. HF 2514.

POLITICAL CAMPAIGNS, see ELECTIONS

POLITICAL COMMITTEES
Campaign finance. HF 2514.

POLITICAL PARTIES
Voter identification requirements, repeal. HF 26 - similar to HF 134.
Board of regents staff, political makeup report. SF 292.
Electoral votes. HF 519.
Elections omnibus. SF 2343 - companion to HF 2526.

POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS
Lobbying disclosure and formal approval requirements, political subdivisions. HF 346 - similar to HF 822.
Broadband access, certifications. HF 586.
Race and sex stereotyping. HF 2090.

POLLING PLACES
Voter identification requirements, repeal. HF 26 - similar to HF 134.

POLLUTION
Public health climate change task force. SF 207 - companion to HF 2455.
Plastic pollution. HF 776.

Water
Water treatment systems, certification requirements. SF 2232. Approved 4-21-22.

POPULATION
County redistricting plans. HF 2466. Approved 3-22-22.

PORNOGRAPHY
Obscene material given to minors by parents. SF 45 - same as SF 241.
Uniform civil remedies for unauthorized disclosure of intimate images. HF 233 – similar to SF 324. HF 233 approved 4-30-21.
Pornography, public health crisis resolution. HCR 9.
Pornography filtering. HF 2066.
Child pornography. HF 2232 - same as HF 2446.
Obscene material in schools, administrator supervision. SF 2198 - similar to SF 2364.
Access to pornography, minors. HF 2261.

PORT AUTHORITIES
Port authority agreements. HF 812 – companion to SF 2305.

POSTAL SERVICE
Elections, voting periods, absentee ballot drops, delivery. SF 413 - companion to HF 590. SF 413 approved 3-8-21.

POSTCONVICTTION PROCEDURE
Pro se defendants, filing of documents. HF 2222 – companion to SF 2185. HF 2222 approved 6-13-22.
Discovery of evidence, sexual abuse cases. HF 2239 - companion to SF 2253. HF 2239 approved 5-24-22.
Crime victim rights, recidivism reduction. SF 2226 - same as SF 2328.

POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION, see also COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
Tenure prohibition, postsecondary institutions. SF 41 - similar to HF 49 and HF 496, which are same.
Senior year plus proficiency requirements. HF 308 – similar to SF 262. HF 308 approved 3-8-21.
College student aid commission policy. HF 375 - same as HF 644 - companion to SF 472. HF 375 approved 6-8-21.
Schools required to register with college student aid commission. SF 2130 - companion to HF 2156. SF 2130 approved 4-21-22.

POULTRY
Butcher licensing, personal use exception. SF 2245. Approved 4-21-22.

PREFERENCES
Primary road fund uses, buy America requirements. SF 158.
Coal preference requirement, stricken. SF 468.
Administration and regulation appropriations. SF 594 - similar to HF 867. HF 867 approved 5-24-21.

PREGNANCY
Medicaid, maternal and child health, one year of postpartum care. SF 35.
Pregnancy and childbirth, reasonable employment accommodations. HF 124 - similar to both HF 175 and HF 2257, which are companion.
Medicaid, one year of postpartum coverage. SF 155.
Infertility insurance coverage. HF 333.
Maternal health outcomes. HF 476.
Abortion, alternative. HF 515.
Tax deduction, offering paid maternity leave. HF 618.
Pregnancy and childbirth, reasonable employment accommodations, duties of labor commissioner. SF 485.
Nonconsensual termination of human pregnancy. **HF 2206** - same as **HF 2372**. **HF 2372** approved 5-23-22.

Abuse of a fetus. **HF 2229**.

Assault, penalties. **HF 2231** - same as **HF 2447**.

Midwives, licensure. **HF 2291** - same as **HF 2547**.

Pregnancy support, maternal postpartum coverage. **SF 2354** - similar to **SF 2381**.

**PRESCHOOLS**, see also **SCHOOLS**, subhead Preschool
- Pre-K expansion, use of SAVE funds. **SF 65** - similar to **SF 2074**.
- Statewide preschool program, eligibility. **HF 14** - same as **HF 318** - both similar to **SF 2201**.
- Preschool program, expansion. **SF 131** – similar to **SF 2149**.
- School finance, COVID funding gap for preschool. **SF 132**.
- Preschool funding, full day for four-year-olds. **SF 189**.
- Preschool full weighted funding. **SF 2151**.
- Preschools, on-time funding budget adjustment. **SF 2199**.
- Teacher education and compensation helps program, funding. **HF 2332**.

**PRESCRIPTIONS**, see also **PHARMACY**
- Insurance coverage, metastatic step therapy. **SF 116** - similar to **HF 873** and **SF 2165**.
- Prescription drug costs, tax deduction for elders. **SF 121** - similar to **SF 2105**.
- Prescription drug formularies, nonmedical switching. **SF 178** - **HF 372** - **SF 2016** - all similar and all similar to both **HF 656** and **HF 2199** which are companion.
- Emergency insulin. **HF 262**.
- Insulin insurance coverage, cap. **HF 263** - similar to **HF 2511**.
- Contraceptives, pharmacists and insurance. **HF 434** - similar to **HF 448**.
- Electronic prescription exemption. **SF 358**.
- Drug prescribing authority. **HF 539**.
- Health care, regulatory relief. **HF 549**.
- Pharmacy benefits managers, reimbursement. **HF 729** – similar to **SF 2092** and **SF 2231** and **HF 2384**, which are same. **HF 2384** approved 6-13-22.
- Controlled substances schedules, prescription monitoring. **HF 2201** – companion to **SF 2242**. **HF 2201** approved 5-2-22.
- Ivermectin and hydroxychloroquine. **HF 2266**.
- Insurance, emergency insulin. **HF 2508**.

**PRESENTENCE INVESTIGATIONS**
- Department of corrections, Iowa courts information system access. **HF 432** – companion to **SF 343**. **SF 343** approved 3-8-21.
- Violent habitual offenders, risk assessments. **SF 2064**.

**PRESERVES**
- Untamed game livestock. **HF 2400**.
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES
Popular vote compact. HF 71.
Hoover presidential library tax credit. SF 94 - HF 255 - HF 588 - SF 575 - all companion. HF 588 approved 6-10-21.
Truck weight, permits, presidential disaster declarations. HF 382 – companion to SF 422. HF 382 approved 4-2-21.
Presidential executive orders. HF 481 - HF 577 - HF 578 - HF 815 - HF 2012 - all same - all similar to HF 2256.
Presidential election, recognition resolution. HR 9.

PRIMARY ELECTIONS
Elections omnibus, procedure for constitutional amendments. SF 568. Approved 6-8-21.
Partisan election nominations, school district conventions. SF 2238.
Elections omnibus. SF 2343 - companion to HF 2526.

PRIMARY ROAD FUND
Primary road fund uses, buy America requirements. SF 158.
Transportation appropriations. SF 592 - similar to HF 863. SF 592 approved 6-8-21.
Transportation appropriations. HF 2557. Approved 6-17-22.

PRINTERS
3D printed guns. HF 253.

PRISONERS OF WAR
POW/MIA flag display on public buildings. SF 13.

PRISONS AND PRISONERS, see also CORRECTIONS, DEPARTMENT OF
Sales tax exemption on home-building materials, construction by prison labor. SF 14.
Rehabilitation and reduction of recidivism in Iowa corrections. HF 181.
Justice system appropriations. HF 2559. Approved 6-17-22.

PRIVACY, see also CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATIONS AND RECORDS
Intercepting oral communications, penalties. SF 75.
Uniform civil remedies for unauthorized disclosure of intimate images. HF 233 – similar to SF 324. HF 233 approved 4-30-21.
Consumer data protection, controllers. SF 2208 - similar to HF 2506.

PRIVATE INSTRUCTION
Tuition and textbook tax credit, private instruction. SF 49 - companion to HF 279.
Home school students, health and safety visits. HF 37.
Education savings accounts, dept. of management. SF 127 – similar to SF 128.
Home school students, registration. SF 148.
Charter schools, education savings grant program. SF 159.
Home schooling, 529 plan withdrawals, income tax. **HF 580** – similar to **SF 433**.

Home schooling, instructor with high school diploma, reports to school district. **SF 400**.

Education savings accounts, grant fund in education department. **SF 431**.

Home schooling, private instruction organization tax credit. **SF 434** - similar to **HF 2425**.

Competent private instruction, attendance days, driver's education. **SF 546**. Approved 5-10-21.

Standing appropriations. **SF 615** - similar to **HF 894**. **SF 615** approved 6-9-21.

Accredited private institutions. **HF 2038**.

Private schools, school property tax. **HF 2091**.

Education omnibus, student first scholarships, online syllabi, library materials. **SF 2349** - same as **SF 2369**.

Special education, open enrollment, librarians. **HF 2498**.

Standing appropriations, instructional support aid. **SF 2384** - companion to **HF 2589**. **HF 2589** approved 6-21-22.

**PRIVATE INVESTIGATORS**

Investigation tax credit. **HF 463**.

**PROBATE CODE**, see also **COURTS**

Guardianships and conservatorships. **SF 31** - same as **SF 348** - both similar to **HF 834** and **HF 836** which are similar.

Probate fees. **HF 360** – **SF 244** - **HF 711** - all companion. **HF 711** approved 6-8-21.

Probate, contested claims. **SF 235** - companion to **HF 587**. **SF 235** approved 3-22-21.

Probate, presence of witnesses for wills. **HF 2078** – similar to **SF 2240**.

Probate indigent defense, transcript fees. **SF 2315** - companion to **HF 2490**.

**PROBATION**

Probation regulation, fines. **HF 678**.

**PROFESSIONAL LICENSURE**, see also **MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS**

Music therapy, certification requirement. **SF 9** - similar to **HF 285**. **HF 285** approved 5-20-21.

Licensing boards, continuing education waiver, deadline extensions. **SF 163** - similar to **SF 354**.

Cosmetology and barbering licensure, merged boards. **SF 164** - similar to **SF 540** and **SF 2209**.

Engineering and land surveying examining board, examinations. **HF 284** – companion to **SF 401**. **HF 284** approved 4-30-21.

Human trafficking, massage therapy, law enforcement, fraudulent licenses. **SF 246** - same as **SF 388** - both similar to **HF 452**. **HF 452** approved 5-20-21.

Architectural exam. **HF 546**. Approved 4-30-21.


Mechanical
Workforce omnibus. SF 2361 - HF 2527 - HF 2569 - SF 2383 - all similar. SF 2383 approved 6-16-22.

PROFESSIONALS, see also MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS
Area education agencies, consolidation, funding, interim study committee. HF 2580.

PROPANE GAS
Natural gas and propane sales, prohibiting local regulation. HF 555 - similar to SF 455. HF 555 approved 4-12-21.

PROPERTY, see also REAL ESTATE

Condemned
Property condemnation, unresponsive property owner. HF 81 - same as HF 804 - both similar to HF 2442. Demolition reserve, property casualty insurance. HF 113 – similar to SF 563.
Eminent domain, urban renewal. **HF 2045.**

**Rental**
- Landlord and tenant, rental requirements and fees. **HF 843** - same as **HF 866.**
- Mobile homes, rental agreements, tenant rights. **HF 2441** - similar to **HF 2562** and **SF 2379.** **HF 2562** approved 5-17-22.

**PROPERTY TAX**
- Property tax abatement for home improvements. **HF 21** - similar to **HF 626.**
- School infrastructure moneys, in-person learning. **HF 165.**
- Military service property tax exemption, application. **HF 197.**
- Property tax, disabled veterans. **HF 227.**
- Veterans organizations, composition. **HF 325.**
- Urban food production, property tax exemption. **HF 347.**
- Tax increment financing (TIF). **HF 849.**
- Mental health funding, property taxes, state aid. **SF 587.**
- Tax increment financing districts, wind turbines. **HF 2082.**
- School foundation program, minimum amounts. **HF 2136** – companion to **SF 2248.**
- Property tax sale postponement. **HF 2359** – companion to **SF 2281.**
- Informal property assessment review deadlines, disaster areas. **SF 2280.**
- Department of revenue omnibus. **SF 2371** - companion to **HF 2552.** **HF 2552** approved 5-2-22.

**Agricultural Land**
- Forest reserve property tax exemption, acreage. **SF 112** - same as **SF 352.**
- Hunting property, public access program, property tax credit. **SF 2215.**
- Levee and drainage districts. **HF 2391** - similar to **HF 2551.**
- Utility replacement tax, wind energy. **SF 2366** - similar to **HF 2561.** **SF 2366** approved 5-23-22.

**Commercial Property**
- Protests of assessments, commercial and industrial property. **SF 162.**
- Property tax backfill, commercial and industrial property. **SF 2167.**

**Levies**
- Township levy adjustments for EMS and fire service. **SF 588.**
- Truth in taxation. **HF 2434.**

**Residential Property**
- Military service property tax exemption, verification of eligibility. **SF 12.**
- Property tax assessments, adjustments for elders. **SF 15** - similar to **HF 82** and **SF 120.**
- School property tax levy, exemption for elders. **SF 124** - similar to **SF 2059.**
- Disabled veteran homestead tax credit, filing deadline. **SF 191** - similar to **SF 263** and **SF 591** - all similar to **HF 2076.**
- Homestead tax credit, maximum amount. **SF 219.**
- Rent reimbursement. **HF 368.** Approved 4-12-21.
- Multiresidential property tax. **HF 418** – similar to **SF 365.** **HF 418** approved 3-8-21.
Real estate data confidentiality, military property tax credit. SF 309 - same as SF 574. SF 574 approved 6-8-21.
Property tax deferral, surviving spouses. SF 351 - similar to SF 2058.
Property tax exemption for senior homeowners. HF 619.
Veteran property tax exemption. HF 2016.
Volunteer first responders, property tax reduction. SF 2083 – similar to SF 2375.
Property tax credit, calculations for elders. SF 2089 - similar to HF 2216.
Private schools, school property tax. HF 2091.
Disabled veteran homestead tax credit, qualification. HF 2107 - companion to HF 2287 - both similar to SF 2299.
Board of review, meeting time. HF 2189 - same as HF 2357.
Truth in taxation. HF 2434.

PROPERTY TAX RELIEF FUND
Mental health funding, property taxes, state aid. SF 587.

PROPRIETORSHIPS
Performing rights societies. HF 498.

PROSTHETICS
Workers' compensation, prosthetic device replacements. SF 140.
Mastectomy, insurance. HF 727.
Workers' compensation, prosthetic devices. HF 2411. Approved 6-14-22.

PROSTITUTION
Prostitution, penalties. HF 224.

PROTECTIVE ORDERS
Firearm violence protective orders. HF 24.
Firearm access, extreme risk protective orders. HF 252.
Domestic abuse, consent decrees. HF 450 – SF 428 - SF 512 - HF 825 - all companion. HF 825 approved 5-2-22.
Sexual abuse arrest, release. HF 2079 – companion to SF 2236. HF 2079 approved 5-2-22.
No-contact orders, extensions. SF 2178.
Victims, vehicle identification. HF 2346.

PROTESTS
Peace officer rights, driver immunity during protests. SF 497 - same as SF 534.

PSYCHIATRY AND PSYCHOLOGY, see also MENTAL HEALTH
Psychology interjurisdictional compact. SF 78.
Provisional license for psychology. HF 2017 - same as HF 2246. HF 2246 approved 6-13-22.
Psychological test material, disclosure. HF 2042 - similar to HF 2386.
Health and human services appropriations. HF 2578. Approved 6-14-22.
Psychiatric Facilities
  Behavioral health beds. HF 54.
  Psychiatric bed tracking system workgroup. SF 524. Approved 6-8-21.
  Medicaid, inpatient psychiatric care reimbursement rates. HF 2125 – similar to SF 2331.
  Psychiatric residency program. HF 2157 - similar to HF 2529.
  Mental health institutes, intensive psychiatric units. SF 2216.

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE, see also HUMAN SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF
  Iowa new employee incentive program. HF 34.
  Tax credit, stay-at-home parent. HF 349.

PUBLICATIONS
  Online publication of public notices. SF 228 - companion to HF 600.
  Administrative rules, clean up. SF 582 - similar to HF 856.

PUBLIC BROADCASTING
  Iowa public broadcasting board, powers, release of records. SF 2274 - similar to HF 2488.

PUBLIC BUILDINGS
  POW/MIA flag display on public buildings. SF 13.
  Adult changing stations, public buildings. HF 306.
  Facility access, public buildings. HF 405.
  Midterm caucus locations. HF 2023.

PUBLIC DEFENDERS
  Public defenders, discovery request fees. SF 51 - companion to HF 57 and SF 560 - all similar to HF 545, HF 842, and SF 593, which are companion.
  Drug policy advisory council. HF 427 – companion to HF 2367 and SF 2293. HF 2367 approved 4-21-22.
  Adoption, state public defender. HF 589 - same as HF 743. HF 743 approved 6-8-21.
  Justice system appropriations. HF 861 – similar to SF 599. HF 861 approved 6-8-21.
  Guardian ad litem. HF 2113 - same as HF 2474.
  Office of state public defender, wrongful conviction division. HF 2162 – same as HF 2516 - both similar to SF 2327. HF 2516 approved 5-2-22.
  Justice system appropriations. HF 2559. Approved 6-17-22.

PUBLIC DEFENSE, DEPARTMENT OF
  Justice system appropriations. HF 861 – similar to SF 599. HF 861 approved 6-8-21.
  Capitals appropriations. HF 862 – similar to SF 600. HF 862 approved 6-8-21.

PUBLIC EMPLOYEES, see also EMPLOYEES, STATE
Workplace charitable campaigns, equal access. SF 28.
Collective bargaining, recertification elections. SF 57 – similar to SF 2186.
Collective bargaining, topics of bargaining. HF 110 – similar to HF 111.
Collective bargaining, unit recertification. HF 177.
Collective bargaining restoration. HF 179 – similar to SF 141.
Sales and leases of real estate by public employees. HF 491 – companion to SF 338. HF 491 approved 4-30-21.
Organ donation incentive program. SF 336. Approved 5-10-21.
Public employees, donating leave hours. SF 2148 - similar to SF 2256.
Civil service, disciplinary proceedings. SF 2223 - same as SF 2278.

PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS BOARD
Collective bargaining, unit recertification. HF 177.
Collective bargaining restoration. HF 179 – similar to SF 141.
Economic development appropriations. SF 595 - similar to HF 871. HF 871 approved 6-8-21.
Economic development appropriations. HF 2564. Approved 6-17-22.

PUBLIC HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF
State medical examiner, accreditation. HF 52.
Fluoridation notification. HF 84 - similar to HF 390. HF 390 approved 4-30-21.
Radon testing, schools. HF 243 - similar to both HF 2264 and HF 2412 which are the same. HF 2412 approved 5-24-22.
Public health climate change task force. SF 207 - companion to HF 2455.
Lead testing, grants to counties. SF 209 - companion to HF 504.
Restroom emergency access, medical conditions. SF 250 - companion to HF 508 - both similar to HF 422.
Breastfeeding initiatives. SF 251 – similar to SF 2056.
Abortion, heartbeat. HF 403.
Premature infant death certificate, nonviable birth. SF 308 - same as SF 577. SF 577 approved 5-24-22.
Sexual assault forensic examiner program. HF 603 – companion to SF 570. HF 603 approved 5-19-21.
Medical residents, state tort claims Act. HF 763 - same as HF 852.
Health and human services appropriations. SF 606 - similar to HF 891. HF 891 approved 6-16-21.
Block grants appropriations. SF 614 - similar to HF 895. HF 895 approved 6-8-21.
Public health capacity. HF 898.
Violent death reporting system. HF 2065.
Health and human services appropriations. HF 2578. Approved 6-14-22.

Children
Death certificates for infants, vaccination information. SF 125 - similar to HF 631 and SF 2124.
Newborn screening, Krabbe disease. HF 339.
Maternal health outcomes. HF 476.
Concussion and brain injury, return to school. HF 564.
Vaccination of minor, parental consent. SF 2028 – similar to SF 2335.
Newborn screening, advisory committee. SF 2345 - companion to HF 2539.
SF 2345 approved 4-21-22.

Disasters and Emergencies
Long-term care ombudsman consultation. HF 191.
Local public health agencies, supplemental appropriation for pandemic. SF 199.
Vaccine exemptions. HF 850.
Public health disaster emergencies. HF 2270.

Disease Control
Immunization, informed consent exemption. HF 329 - similar to HF 899.
Medical psilocybin. HF 636.
Tattoo establishment sanitation, food and drink. SF 2010.
COVID-19 vaccinations, coroner's documentation. SF 2032.
Infectious disease prevention and response, interim committee. HF 2032.

Health Care
Disclosure of health care costs, publication. SF 5.
Health data, name collection. HF 8 - same as HF 261.
Informed consent. HF 53 - same as HF 383 - both similar to HF 2119 and HF 2389, which are similar.
Vitamin D testing. HF 328.
End-of-life care options, medication to end life. SF 212 - companion to HF 475.
Vaccinations, information for patients. HF 632 – companion to SF 477 and SF 2156 - all similar to SF 2269.
Abortion information reporting, public dashboard. SF 508.
Health equity fund, women's health, provider reimbursement. SF 2069.
Abortion complications, statistical reporting. HF 2210.
Certificates of need for nursing facilities only. SF 2255.

Licensure
Cosmetology exemptions, weddings. HF 760.

Prescription Drug Programs
Contraceptives, pharmacists and insurance. HF 434 - similar to HF 448.
Ivermectin and hydroxychloroquine. HF 2266.

Substance Abuse
Medicaid, substance abuse reimbursement. HF 205 - similar to HF 446.
Needle exchange program, lawful possession. SF 204.
Substance abuse disorder fee schedule. HF 2003 – companion to SF 2116.
First responders, naloxone fund. HF 2323 - similar to HF 2573. HF 2573 approved 6-13-22.

PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS
Public improvement subcontractor disclosure. SF 69 – similar to SF 493.
Prevailing wage. HF 161.
Lease-purchase contracts, competitive bidding, municipalities. SF 142.
Guaranteed maximum price contracts, public improvements. SF 183. Approved 6-14-22.

PUBLIC INFORMATION BOARD
Complaint filings, Iowa public information board. SF 409.
Administration and regulation appropriations. SF 594 - similar to HF 867. HF 867 approved 5-24-21.
Administration and regulation appropriations. HF 2565 – similar to SF 2385 and HF 2590, which are companion. SF 2385 approved 6-17-22.

PUBLIC RECORDS, see RECORDS

PUBLIC SAFETY, DEPARTMENT OF
Public safety equipment fund. HF 300 - same as HF 708 - both similar to SF 489. HF 708 approved 6-17-21.
Death or serious injury, failure to report, failure to assist. SF 243. Approved 6-9-21.
School safety bureau. HF 585.
Community law enforcement enhancement fund, grants. SF 446 - similar to SF 2184.
Justice system appropriations. HF 861 – similar to SF 599. HF 861 approved 6-8-21.
Capitals appropriations. HF 862 – similar to SF 600. HF 862 approved 6-8-21.
Teacher support omnibus. SF 2340.
Justice system appropriations. HF 2559. Approved 6-17-22.

Commissioner
Cold case unit within DPS. HF 63 – companion to SF 151 and SF 561 - similar to HF 312 - similar to SF 2103 and SF 2234, which are same.
Firearm permits. HF 65.
Cold case database. HF 277.
Human trafficking task force. SF 305 - similar to SF 521.
Ignition interlock devices. HF 757. Approved 5-10-21.

Criminal Procedure
Human trafficking, expungement of criminal history. HF 2464.

Employees
Collective bargaining, recertification elections. SF 57 – similar to SF 2186.
Collective bargaining, corrections officers as public safety. HF 159.
Collective bargaining, teachers as public safety. HF 160.
First responder COVID costs, Medicaid reimbursement. SF 192.
Public safety employees, snowplow drivers. HF 574.
Law enforcement, qualified immunity, peace officer bill of rights. SF 476.
Law enforcement regulations. HF 791.

Fire Marshal
Electrical code. HF 97 - similar to HF 286.

Motor Vehicles
Motor vehicle driving, devices hands-free only. HF 74 – similar to SF 211.
Renewable fuels. **HF 2128.** Approved 5-17-22.

**State Patrol**
Vehicle registration surcharge for state patrol. **SF 101.**

**Weapons**
Firearm permits. **HF 65.**
Firearms training. **HF 408.**
Identification markings on firearms, ghost gun prohibition. **SF 2252.**

**PUBLIC UTILITIES, see also UTILITIES**
American water, income tax exemption. **HF 423** – companion to **SF 297** - both similar to **HF 607.**
Wind turbine siting, minimum standards. **SF 298.**
Natural gas and propane sales, prohibiting local regulation. **HF 555** - similar to **SF 455. HF 555** approved 4-12-21.
Public utilities, right-of-way access. **HF 2035 – SF 2189 - HF 2296** all companion.
Municipal utilities, board regulation. **HF 2381 – similar to SF 2355.**
Sales tax exemption, digital goods. **HF 2520.**

**RABIES, see also ANIMALS, subhead Diseases and Research**
Veterinarian technicians, rabies shots. **HF 726.**

**RACIAL ISSUES**
Law enforcement practices, profiling, data reporting. **HF 130** – companion to **SF 188** - both similar to **HF 356.**
Natural hairstyle discrimination. **HF 471 - HF 2110 - HF 2513** - all similar.
Maternal health outcomes. **HF 476.**
Education, free speech, nondiscrimination. **HF 802.** Approved 6-8-21.
School activities related to race, prohibition. **SF 2039.**
Race and sex stereotyping. **HF 2090.**

**RACING AND GAMING COMMISSION**
Wagering, international simultaneous telecast. **HF 513** – companion to **SF 415. HF 513** approved 6-8-21.
Racehorse aftercare. **HF 2378.** Approved 5-2-22.
Gaming, accessing cash, sports-related events. **HF 2497.** Approved 6-17-22.
Administration and regulation appropriations. **HF 2565 – similar to SF 2385 and HF 2590,** which are companion. **SF 2385** approved 6-17-22.

**RADON**
Radon testing, schools. **HF 243** - similar to both **HF 2264 and HF 2412** which are the same. **HF 2412** approved 5-24-22.

**RAFFLES, see also GAMES OF SKILL OR CHANCE**
Financial institutions, savings promotion drawings. **SF 86** - companion to **HF 359** - both similar to **HF 2329.**

**RAILROADS**
Midwest interstate passenger rail compact. **HF 99.**
Rail yards, walkway construction. **HF 183** – similar to **SF 2019**.
Railroad crossings, quiet zone penalties. **HF 210** – companion to **SF 2126** - both similar to **HF 2537**.
Railroads, train length limits. **HF 278** - same as **HF 2339** and **SF 2286**.
Railway crew size, freight trains. **HF 462** – similar to **SF 2051, SF 2125, HF 2208**, which are companion.
Railroad workers, family and medical leave. **SF 2304**.

**RAPE**
Sexual assault nurse forensic examiner program. **SF 197**.
Crime victims in sexual abuse cases, evidence kits. **HF 426** – similar to **SF 451**. **HF 426** approved 5-19-21.
Sexual assault forensic examiner program. **HF 603** – companion to **SF 570**. **HF 603** approved 5-19-21.
Discovery of evidence, sexual abuse cases. **HF 2239** - companion to **SF 2253**. **HF 2239** approved 5-24-22.
Mandatory testing for newly collected rape kits. **SF 2218**.

**READING, see also LITERACY**
Iowa reading research center funding. **HF 246** - similar to **HF 734**.
Book censorship, constitutional amendment. **HJR 2001**.

**REAL ESTATE**
Land banks, improvement to dilapidated properties. **SF 100** - similar to **SF 590**.
General obligation bonds, child care facilities. **HF 324**.
Sales and leases of real estate by public employees. **HF 491** – companion to **SF 338, HF 491** approved 4-30-21.

**Appraisals and Inspections**
Real estate appraisers, mandatory certification for federally-related transactions. **HF 682**. Approved 6-8-21.

**Brokers and Salespersons**
Real estate teams, licenses. **SF 2324**. Approved 5-2-22.

**Tax Exemptions**
Property tax abatement for home improvements. **HF 21** - similar to **HF 626**.
Multiresidential property tax. **HF 418** – similar to **SF 365, HF 418** approved 3-8-21.
Real estate data confidentiality, military property tax credit. **SF 309** - same as **SF 574, SF 574** approved 6-8-21.

**Transfers**
Housing trust fund, real estate transfer tax cap. **SF 10** – similar to **SF 612**.
Business property tax credit adjustment. **HF 47** - same as **HF 865, HF 865** approved 6-8-21.
Groundwater hazard statements upon conveyance. **HF 2343** – companion to **SF 2330, HF 2343** approved 4-21-22.

**REAL PROPERTY**
Utility vegetation management powers. **HF 460**.
Eminent domain, urban renewal. **HF 2045.**
Country of China, ownership prohibition. **HF 2311** - same as **HF 2467.**

REAP (RESOURCES ENHANCEMENT AND PROTECTION) FUND
Ag and natural resources appropriations. **HF 2560.** Approved 6-17-22.

REBATES, see **REFUNDS AND REBATES**

REBUILD IOWA INFRASTRUCTURE FUND
Capitals appropriations. **HF 862** – similar to **SF 600.** **HF 862** approved 6-8-21.
Capitals appropriations. **HF 2579.** Approved 6-17-22.

Conservation Programs
Restore-the-outdoor program. **HF 647** - same as **HF 749** and both similar to **HF 2214.**

RECORDINGS
Criminal interrogations, electronic recording requirement. **SF 26.**

RECORDS, see also **OPEN RECORDS AND MEETINGS**
Juvenile records, sealing. **HF 38.**
Land records, allowable county fees. **HF 520** – similar to **SF 441** and **HF 837** which are companion. **HF 837** approved 6-8-21.
Administrative hearings, licensed professions and occupations. **HF 764.**
Iowa public broadcasting board, powers, release of records. **SF 2274** - similar to **HF 2488.**
Controllable electronic records, uniform commercial code. **HF 2445** - companion to **SF 2333.** **HF 2445** approved 6-13-22.

RECREATION AREAS
Public recreational use of private lands. **SF 420** - companion to **HF 2103** and both similar to **HF 2415.**
Natural resources and outdoor recreation trust fund. **HF 896.**
Off-highway vehicle parks. **SF 2102.**
RAGBRAI, business operations, peace officers. **SF 2162.**
Lake Manawa and Waubonsie state park user fees, annual passes. **SF 2181** - similar to **SF 2353** and **SF 2373.** **SF 2373** approved 6-13-22.
Hunting property, public access program, property tax credit. **SF 2215.**

RECRUITING
Health care professionals recruitment program. **HF 5** - same as **HF 196.**
**HF 196** approved 5-20-21.

RECYCLING
Waste tire collection. **HF 560** – companion to **SF 459.** **HF 560** approved 3-22-21.

**Beverage Containers**
Beverage container control. **HF 151.**
Beverage container control, bottle bill, wholesaler reporting. **HF 152** – companion to **SF 565**.
Beverage container control, repeal. **HF 156**.
Beverage container control, bottle bill, repeal. **HF 182**.
Beverage container control, consumer deposits, redemption center requirement. **SF 368** - similar to **SF 470, SF 2122, HF 2122, SF 2378**, and **HF 2571**. **SF 2378** approved 6-17-22.
Beverage container control, bottle bill, reform. **HF 814** - same as **HF 872** - both similar to **HF 892** and **HF 2524**, which are similar.
Beverage container control, bottle bill, handling fee, penalties. **HF 2440**.

**REDISTRICTING**
County redistricting plans. **SF 134** - companion to **HF 218**.
Legislative redistricting, first plan. **SF 620**.
Redistricting, rejection of first plan. **SR 9**. Adopted by Senate.
Redistricting, second plan. **SF 621** - similar to **HF 901**. **SF 621** approved 11-4-21.
Redistricting timeline. **HF 2018** - **HF 2215** - **HF 2538** - all similar.

**REFUGEES**
History of migration of refugees elective. **HF 878** – **HF 879** - **HF 880** - all similar.

**REFUNDS AND REBATES**
Sales tax, refund on returns. **HF 142**.
Beverage container control. **HF 151**.
School infrastructure moneys, in-person learning. **HF 165**.
Beverage container control, bottle bill, repeal. **HF 182**.

**REGENTS, BOARD OF**
Tenure prohibition, postsecondary institutions. **SF 41** - similar to **HF 49** and **HF 496**, which are same.
Campus intellectual diversity. **HF 153**.
Board of regents, mask requirements. **HF 204**.
School funding, 1619 project curriculum. **HF 222**.
Standardized numbering for university courses. **HF 399**.
Board of regents staff, political makeup report. **SF 292**.
Campus free speech. **HF 533**.
Board of regents, hybrid degree for undergraduates. **SF 2042**.
Suicide prevention hotline information, school ID cards. **SF 2075**.
Schools, energy grant program. **HF 2100**.

**Appropriations**
Economic development appropriations. **SF 595** - similar to **HF 871**. **HF 871** approved 6-8-21.
Capitals appropriations. **HF 862** – similar to **SF 600**. **HF 862** approved 6-8-21.
Education appropriations. **HF 868** – similar to **SF 596**. **HF 868** approved 6-8-21.
Cybersecurity simulator. HF 2361 - similar to HF 2555. Education appropriations. HF 2575. Approved 6-17-22.

**Athletics**
- Regents institutions, athletic competition. HF 2039.
- College athletes, public employment. HF 2055.

**Buildings and Facilities**
- Guaranteed maximum price contracts, public improvements. SF 183. Approved 6-14-22.

**Tuition**
- College student aid commission policy. HF 375 - same as HF 644 - companion to SF 472. HF 375 approved 6-8-21.
- Iowa for all college corps program. HF 2350.

**REGIONAL PROGRAMS**
- Mental health funding, property taxes, state aid. SF 587.

**REGISTRATION, see also MOTOR VEHICLES, subhead Registration and Plates**
- Canoe, kayak, paddleboard, registration. HF 616.
- Child care, registration requirements. HF 673.
- Water vessel registration. HF 2069 - similar to HF 2413.

**REGISTRIES**
- Immunization reporting. HF 169 - same as HF 547 - both similar to HF 769.
- Direct care workforce database. HF 402 - similar to HF 692.

**REHABILITATION**
- Home loan program fund, housing renewal program fund. SF 2211.

**REIMBURSEMENTS**
- Autopsy transportation. HF 93.
- Child care assistance, reimbursement rates. HF 337.
- Home and community-based services waivers, Medicaid reimbursement rates. SF 379.
- Property tax exemption for senior homeowners. HF 619.
- Medicaid reimbursement rate increase. HF 2033 – similar to SF 2067.
- Substance abuse at critical access hospitals. HF 2101.

**RELIGION**
- Vaccinations, religious and conscientious exemptions. HF 217.
- Iowa civil rights Act, creed. HF 342.
- Elective classes, biblical studies. SF 2136.
- Judicial standard for religious accommodation. SF 2170 - same as SF 2284 - both similar to HF 2437.
- Antisemitism, definition. HF 2220 – similar to SF 2183. HF 2220 approved 3-23-22.
Father Rafael Assamah resolution. **HR 113.** Adopted by House.

**RENEWABLE ENERGY, see also ENERGY**
Solar energy tax credits. **HF 221** - similar to **HF 323** and **SF 2318** - all similar to **SF 215** and **HF 641**, which are companion.
Iowa energy center, energy initiatives for school districts. **HF 351**.
Renewable fuels. **HF 2128**. Approved 5-17-22.

**RENTAL PROPERTY**
Landlord notification of delinquent utilities, security deposits. **SF 135** - similar to **SF 552**.
Mandatory move-in checklists for tenants, college students. **SF 203** - companion to **HF 534** - both similar to **HF 443** and **HF 676**, which are companion and all similar to **HF 2471**.
Rent reimbursement. **HF 368**. Approved 4-12-21.
Rental housing, federal vouchers, prohibiting local regulation. **SF 252** - companion to **HF 720**. **SF 252** approved 4-30-21.
Multiresidential property tax. **HF 418** – similar to **SF 365**. **HF 418** approved 3-8-21.
Mobile homes, rent increases, tenant rights. **HF 442** – companion to **SF 403**.
Landlord and tenant law, small claims filing agent. **SF 299**.
Rental inspections, mold. **SF 397**.
Rent and mortgage program. **HF 657**.
Landlord notification, delinquent utilities, notification requirements. **HF 658** - similar to **HF 779** - both similar to **SF 2106**, **HF 2227**, and **HF 2473** which are companion.
Property ownership, surviving joint tenant. **HF 758**. Approved 6-8-21.
Mobile homes, additions. **HF 833**.
Landlord and tenant, rental requirements and fees. **HF 843** - same as **HF 866**.
Housing assistance, disaster recovery. **SF 611**.
Service animals, misrepresentation. **HF 2068**.
Service and assistance animals, reasonable housing accommodation. **SF 2093** - similar to **HF 2486**.
Renters, tenant hotline. **HF 2084**.
Short-term property rentals, enforcement. **SF 2115**.
Utility cost disclosure for tenants. **SF 2224** - same as **SF 2308**.
Mobile homes, rental agreements, tenant rights. **HF 2441** - similar to **HF 2562** and **SF 2379**. **HF 2562** approved 5-17-22.
Termination of lease. **HF 2479**.

**REPEALS**
Corporate tax credit expiration. **HF 36**.
English as official language, repeal. **HF 72** - companion to **SF 152**.
Beverage container control, repeal. **HF 156**.
State interagency Missouri river authority, repeal. **SF 184**.
Missouri river preservation and land use authority, repeal. **SF 185**. Approved 4-30-21.
REPORTERS
Court reporters, adoption hearings. HF 433 – companion to SF 440. HF 433 approved 4-30-21.

RESEARCH
Research activities tax credit, refund limitation. SF 27.
University research, sponsors. HF 166.
Animals retired from research facilities, adoption program. SF 2260.
Approved 5-23-22.

RESIDENCY
Transportation commission, residency requirements. SF 11.
Iowa new employee incentive program. HF 34.
Sex offender registration, nonresident moving to Iowa. HF 61.
Voting at age 18, constitutional amendment. HJR 7 – companion to SJR 9.
Health insurance, telehealth provider location. HF 269 - same as HF 731 - both similar to HF 2031 and HF 2245 which are the same.
Open enrollment tuition. HF 316.
Open enrollment. HF 385.
Nonresident deer hunting. HF 406 - same as HF 550.
Residency enrollment requirements, medical and dental schools. HF 468.
Speech therapist licensure compact. HF 500.
New resident income tax credit, five tax years. SF 490.
Education programs, tax credits, and information. HF 808 - same as HF 847.
HF 847 approved 5-20-21.
In-state tuition. HF 877.
Police, home location. HF 882.
Custodial parent relocation, child's school district. SF 2041.
City zoning commission members, residency requirements. SF 2096 - similar to SF 2285. SF 2285 approved 4-21-22.
Social media, censorship. HF 2133.
Park ranger residences. HF 2402.
Welfare reform. HF 2438.
Department of transportation commissioners. HF 2465.

Schools
Teacher reciprocity review. HF 2159.

RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY, see also HOME OWNERSHIP
Residential building design standards. SF 2018.
Residential construction standards, cost impact statements. SF 2098.
Property tax, conversion of CRP land. HF 2164.
Workforce omnibus. SF 2361 - HF 2527 - HF 2569 - SF 2383 - all similar.
SF 2383 approved 6-16-22.

RESOLUTIONS
Felon voting, constitutional amendment. HJR 11.
Pornography, public health crisis resolution. HCR 9.
Confirmation deferrals, next G.A. SR 119. Adopted by Senate.
Postponing senate appointee confirmations. **SR 120.** Adopted by Senate.

**Athletics**
- High school girls' wrestling. **SR 3.**
- Iowa women's basketball team, resolution. **HR 13.**
- University of Iowa men's basketball team, resolution. **HR 14.**
- Josh Turek, resolution. **HR 101.** Adopted by House.
- Honoring golfer Gene Elliot. **SR 104.** Adopted by Senate.
- Gene Elliot, resolution. **HR 109.** Adopted by House.

**Designations**
- Regal fritillary butterfly. **HJR 2.**
- Ostomy awareness day. **HR 5.**
- Metastatic Breast Cancer Day. **HR 11.**
- National Therapy Animal Day resolution. **HR 12.**
- State horse designation. **SJR 2005.**
- Utility worker appreciation day. **SR 102** - similar to **SR 103.** **SR 103** adopted by Senate.
- Utility worker appreciation day, resolution. **HR 107.**
- National agriculture week. **SR 108.** Adopted by Senate.
- Tardive dyskinesia resolution. **HR 114.** Adopted by House.

**Federal Government**
- Student loan interest rates. **SCR 1** - same as **SCR 4.** **SCR 4** adopted by Senate.
- United States supreme court, number of justices. **SCR 2.**
- Prime Act resolution. **HCR 7.**
- Long-term care facility visitations, congressional help. **SCR 5.** Adopted by Senate.
- State election law, 2nd district congressional race. **SR 2.**
- Robocalls, call spoofing. **HR 8.**
- Presidential election, recognition resolution. **HR 9.**
- Federal protecting the right to organize (PRO) Act. **HCR 11** – companion to **SCR 7.**
- Keep and bear arms, resolution. **HR 16.**
- United States supreme court resolution. **HR 17.**
- Meat consumption resolution. **HR 18.**
- Medical cannabidiol exemption, federal classification. **SCR 101** - same as **SCR 102.**
- Egg industry resolution. **HR 116.** Adopted by House.
- Dairy labeling, resolution. **HR 117.**
- Climate action resolution. **HR 122.**

**General Assembly**
- Appointment of secretaries and pages. **HR 1.** Adopted by House.
- Opening with prayer. **HR 2.** Adopted by House.
- Senate code of ethics. **SR 1.** Adopted by Senate.
- Joint rules governing lobbyists. **SCR 3.** Adopted by Senate and House.
Joint rules for 89th G.A. **HCR 10.** Adopted by House and Senate.
Compensation for 89th G.A. employees. **SCR 6.** Adopted by Senate and House.
Senate confirmation of appointees, deferral. **SR 6.** Adopted by Senate.
Senate confirmation of appointees, deferral until 2022. **SR 7.** Adopted by Senate.
Adjournment sine die for 2021. **HCR 12.** Adopted by House and Senate.
Adjournment sine die, special session. **SCR 8.** Adopted by Senate and House.
Redistricting, rejection of first plan. **SR 9.** Adopted by Senate.
Adjournment, second extraordinary session. **HCR 14.** Adopted by House and Senate.
Legislators' financial disclosure statements. **SR 101.** Adopted by Senate.
John Landon, resolution. **HR 102.**
Hoover Uncommon Public Service resolution. **HR 115.** Adopted by House.
Adjournment sine die for 2022. **HCR 105** - similar to **SCR 105.** **SCR 105**
adopted by Senate and House.

**Honors**
Crampton Linley resolution. **HR 4.**
Steve Ovel, resolution. **HR 10.** Adopted by House.
Honoring legislative liaison Steve Ovel. **SR 4.**
Honoring physician Steven Meyer. **SR 5.**
Iowa 175th anniversary, resolution. **HR 15.**
Honoring finance officer Lois Brownell upon her retirement. **SR 8.** Adopted by Senate.
Duane King, resolution. **HR 103.**
Iowa Small Business Development Centers, resolution. **HR 106.** Adopted by House.
Taiwan resolution. **HR 112.**
Father Rafael Assamah resolution. **HR 113.** Adopted by House.
Hoover Uncommon Public Service resolution. **HR 115.** Adopted by House.
Honoring Senator Bolkcom upon his retirement. **SR 110.** Adopted by Senate.
Honoring Senator Lykam upon his retirement. **SR 111.** Adopted by Senate.
Honoring Senator Carlin upon his retirement. **SR 112.** Adopted by Senate.
Honoring Senator Goodwin upon his retirement. **SR 113.** Adopted by Senate.
Honoring Senator Nunn upon his retirement. **SR 114.** Adopted by Senate.
Nick Critelli resolution. **HR 119.** Adopted by House.
Honoring Senator Johnson upon his retirement. **SR 116.** Adopted by Senate.
Honoring Senator Hogg upon his retirement. **SR 117.** Adopted by Senate.
Honoring Senator Mathis upon her retirement. **SR 118.** Adopted by Senate.
Honoring Senator Ragan upon her retirement. **SR 121.** Adopted by Senate.
Honoring Senator Williams upon his retirement. **SR 122.** Adopted by Senate.
Honoring Senator Smith upon his retirement. **SR 123.** Adopted by Senate.
Honoring responders at East high school. **SR 124.**
Clean water act, 50th anniversary resolution. **HR 121.**
Sharon Trimmer. **HR 123.**
International Relations
  International commerce, tariffs resolution. HCR 4.
  Free trade with the United Kingdom resolution. HCR 5.
  Free trade with Taiwan resolution. HCR 6.
  Support for Ukraine. SR 105. Adopted by Senate.
  Support of Taiwan. SR 106.
  Ukraine resolution. HR 108. Adopted by House.
  St. Patrick's Day resolution. HR 111. Adopted by House.
Joint Conventions
  Joint convention for Condition of the State message. HCR 1. Adopted by House and Senate.
  Joint convention for Condition of the Judiciary address. HCR 2. Adopted by House and Senate.
  Joint convention for Condition of the National Guard message. HCR 3. Adopted by House and Senate.
  Joint convention for Condition of the State address. HCR 101. Adopted by House and Senate.
  Joint convention for Condition of the Judiciary address. HCR 102. Adopted by House and Senate.
  Joint convention for Condition of the Iowa National Guard address. HCR 103. Adopted by House and Senate.
  Pioneer Lawmakers session. HCR 104. Adopted by House and Senate.
Memorials
  Anne Frank letters resolution. HR 120. Adopted by House.
Promotions
  Precision medicine and biomarker testing, resolution. HR 6. Adopted by House.
  Supporting Iowa care workforce. HCR 8 – similar to SCR 104.
  Supporting American energy, pipelines. SR 109.
  Interstate Bison bridge over Mississippi river. SR 115.
State Agencies
  Judicial qualifications investigation, resolution. HR 104. Adopted by House.
  Confirmation of new ombudsman. SCR 103. Adopted by Senate.
RESOURCES ENHANCEMENT AND PROTECTION FUND, see REAP (RESOURCES ENHANCEMENT AND PROTECTION) FUND
REST AREAS
  Adult changing stations at rest areas. SF 38 - HF 33 - HF 492 - all companion.
RESTAURANTS, see also FOOD SERVICE ESTABLISHMENTS
  Restaurant take-out, electronic benefits transfer program. SF 147.
  Third-party delivery services, agreements with restaurants. SF 2213 - companion to HF 2408 and SF 2320.
RESTITUTION
  Victim restitution fund. HF 472.
Criminal surcharges, court fees and debt. **SF 367.** Approved 6-8-21.

**RESTROOMS**
School bathrooms, use based on biological sex. **SF 224** - similar to **SF 2025.**
Restroom emergency access, medical conditions. **SF 250** - companion to **HF 508** - both similar to **HF 422.**
Alcohol licensing, restaurants. **HF 469.**

**RETAIL**
Paraphernalia regulation, tobacco and hemp products. **SF 43** - same as **SF 226** - both similar to **SF 363.**
Smoking and vaping. **HF 98** - similar to **HF 2523.**
Restroom emergency access, medical conditions. **SF 250** - companion to **HF 508** - both similar to **HF 422.**
Lottery security. **HF 429** – companion to **SF 334.** **HF 429** approved 5-10-21.
E-15 infrastructure cost-share incentives. **HF 477.**
Beverage container control, consumer deposits, redemption center requirement. **SF 368** - similar to **SF 470, SF 2122, HF 2122, SF 2378, and SF 2571.** **SF 2378** approved 6-17-22.
Marijuana for adult use, regulation, taxation. **SF 406** - similar to **HF 816.**
Mobile cosmetologists. **HF 2071** - companion to **HF 2072.**
Renewable fuels. **HF 2128.** Approved 5-17-22.

**RETAI**LATION**
Mobile homes, rental agreements, tenant rights. **HF 2441** - similar to **HF 2562** and **SF 2379.** **HF 2562** approved 5-17-22.

**RETIREMENT**
Magistrates, age. **HF 2043** - companion to **HF 2260.**

Income
Income tax, retirement income. **SF 37** – similar to **SF 95 and SF 195.**
Flat income tax, sales tax increase, recreation trust fund. **SF 2206** - similar to **HF 2317.** **HF 2317** approved 3-1-22.

Pensions
Income tax, pension exclusion. **SF 96.**
Pension taxation. **HF 2026.**
Police officers and fire fighters retirement, privacy. **HF 2154.** Approved 5-2-22.

Public Systems
Retirement savings plan trust. **HF 189.**
411 retirement system. **HF 417** - similar to **HF 797.**
IPERS, substitute teacher retirees. **HF 663.**
IPERS retirees, earnings limitation. **HF 2170** – similar to **SF 2166** and **SF 2266.** **SF 2266** approved 3-23-22.
Rural school district teacher shortage program. **HF 2253.**
REVENUE, DEPARTMENT OF

Workforce child care facilities, tax credits. HF 2 – SF 122 - HF 362 - HF 712 - all the same.
Licensing authorities, requirements. HF 46 - similar to HF 774.
Entertainment zones, surcharge. HF 213.
Juror information, confidentiality. HF 455.
Department of revenue omnibus. SF 366. Approved 5-10-21.
Criminal surcharges, court fees and debt. SF 367. Approved 6-8-21.
Senior housing tax credit. HF 543.
Administration and regulation appropriations. SF 594 - similar to HF 867.
Economic development appropriations. SF 595 - similar to HF 871. HF 871 approved 6-8-21.

Income Taxes

Housing tax credit program, disaster assistance. SF 295 - companion to HF 582.
New resident income tax credit, five tax years. SF 490.
Beginning food farmers. HF 2550.

Property Taxes

Property tax assessments, adjustments for elders. SF 15 - similar to HF 82 and SF 120.
Protests of assessments, commercial and industrial property. SF 162.
Rent reimbursement. HF 368. Approved 4-12-21.
Property tax deferral, surviving spouses. SF 351 - similar to SF 2058.

Sales Taxes

Paraphernalia regulation, tobacco and hemp products. SF 43 - same as SF 226 - both similar to SF 363.
Sales and income tax, manufacturers. HF 348.
Entertainment self-sustaining municipal improvement districts. HF 2236.
Department of revenue permits, sales tax, distribution. SF 2367 - similar to HF 2583. SF 2367 approved 6-17-22.
REVENUE ESTIMATING CONFERENCE
Revenue estimating conference. HF 2152.

RIGHT-OF-WAY
Public utilities, right-of-way access. HF 2035 – SF 2189 - HF 2296 all companion.
Bicycles in crosswalks. HF 2333.

RIGHT TO DIE
End-of-life care options, medication to end life. SF 212 - companion to HF 475.

RIOTS
Blocking roadways. HF 430.
Peace officer rights, driver immunity during protests. SF 497 - same as SF 534.

RIVERS, see also WATER AND WATERCOURSES
State interagency Missouri river authority, repeal. SF 184.
Missouri river preservation and land use authority, repeal. SF 185. Approved 4-30-21.
Stormwater and floodplains, permits for contamination, construction. HF 2347 - similar to SF 2311.

ROADS AND HIGHWAYS
Road salt. HF 32.
Civil unrest. HF 251.
Blocking roadways. HF 430.
Welcome signs along highways, appropriation. SF 404.
Advertisements along interstates. SF 548 - companion to HF 792. SF 548 approved 4-12-21.
Public utilities, right-of-way access. HF 2035 – SF 2189 - HF 2296 all companion.
Cranes, annual permit. HF 2207 - same as HF 2518. HF 2518 approved 5-23-22.
Vehicle weight, harvesting. HF 2536.

Construction and Maintenance
Bridge closures, notification. SF 102 - same as SF 234. SF 234 approved 6-8-21.
Highway 30 improvements. SF 198.
Transportation appropriations. SF 592 - similar to HF 863. SF 592 approved 6-8-21.
Rumble strips, highway intersections. HF 2059 - similar to HF 2344.
Mobile devices, work and school zones. HF 2250.

Vehicle Operation
Electric bicycles, operation on highways, equipment. SF 97 - companion to HF 493. HF 493 approved 5-20-21.
Bicycle user requirements. **HF 411.**
All-terrain vehicles, county highways. **HF 800 – SF 2114 - HF 2130 - all similar.** **HF 2130** approved 6-13-22.
Overweight vehicle permits. **SF 2347 – similar to SF 2376. SF 2376** approved 5-23-22.

### ROAD USE TAX FUND
Vehicle registration surcharge for state patrol. **SF 101.**
Cities' use of road funds, reporting deadline. **SF 319** - companion to **HF 495.**
**HF 495** approved 5-12-21.
Transportation appropriations. **SF 592** - similar to **HF 863. SF 592** approved 6-8-21.
Rumble strips, highway intersections. **HF 2059** - similar to **HF 2344.**
Transportation appropriations. **HF 2557.** Approved 6-17-22.
Administration and regulation appropriations. **HF 2565** – similar to **SF 2385 and HF 2590, which are companion. SF 2385** approved 6-17-22.

### ROBBERY
Simulated firearms and explosives, criminal offenses. **SF 2173** - similar to **SF 2360.**

### RULES
*see also* **ADMINISTRATIVE RULES**
Administrative rules. **HF 254.**
Joint rules for 89th G.A. **HCR 10.** Adopted by House and Senate.

### RURAL HEALTH CARE
Rural Iowa primary care loan repayment program, specialties. **SF 129.**
Approved 3-22-21.

### RURAL IMPROVEMENTS
Rural economic development. **HF 112.**
Homeownership development tax credits, charitable contributions. **SF 373.**
Broadband service in underserved areas. **SF 390 - HF 796 - HF 848 - all similar.** **HF 848** approved 4-28-21.
Tax reform. **HF 893** – similar to **SF 619. SF 619** approved 6-16-21.

### SAFE HAVENS
Safe haven reform. **HF 2267** - same as **HF 2420. HF 2420** approved 6-13-22.

### SALARIES
*see also* **COMPENSATION**
Unemployment insurance. **HF 2238.**

### SALES, SERVICES, AND USE TAX
*see also* **TAXES, subhead Sales, Services, and Use**
Sales tax, refund on returns. **HF 142.**
Income tax elimination, sales tax increase. **SF 149.**
Department of revenue omnibus. **SF 366.** Approved 5-10-21.
Sales tax, baby bonds. **HF 544.**
Sales tax holiday, emergency preparedness supplies. **HF 680** – companion to **SF 604** - both similar to **HF 2563**.

Natural resources and outdoor recreation trust fund. **HF 896**.

American and Iowa products, sales tax. **HF 2180**.

Flat income tax, sales tax increase, recreation trust fund. **SF 2206** - similar to **HF 2317**. **HF 2317** approved 3-1-22.

Sales tax reform. **HF 2336**.

Department of revenue permits, sales tax, distribution. **SF 2367** - similar to **HF 2583**. **SF 2367** approved 6-17-22.

Clean water commission, clean water checkoffs. **HF 2534**.

Corporate tax rates, income, sales taxes. **SF 2372**.

Natural resources and outdoor recreation trust fund. **HF 2588**.

**Exemptions**

Sales tax exemption on home-building materials, construction by prison labor. **SF 14**.

Sales tax exemption, menstrual products, child and adult diapers. **SF 36** - **SF 213** - **HF 2196** - all similar.

Sales tax exemption, executive recruiting. **SF 87**.

Sales tax exemption, airport repair services. **SF 109** – same as **SF 150**.

Dance studios, sales tax exemption. **HF 143** - same as **HF 158** and **HF 2001** - all companion to **SF 264**.

Sales and income tax, manufacturers. **HF 348**.

Food bank sales tax exemption. **SF 306** - similar to **HF 579** and **SF 601**.

Sales tax holiday, weapons. **HF 2121**.

Cannabidiol, income tax deduction, sales tax exemption. **SF 2157**.

Sales tax exemption, digital goods. **HF 2520**.

Aircraft, special certificates, sales tax on parts. **SF 2370**. Approved 6-14-22.

**Rebates**

Sales tax rebate, baseball and soccer. **HF 2397** - similar to **HF 2582**.

**SALT**

Road salt. **HF 32**.

**SALVAGE**

Theft of scrap metal, catalytic converters. **SF 18**.


Hail damage, salvage vehicles, certificate of title. **SF 2139**.

Catalytic converters, scrap metal. **HF 2387** - similar to **SF 2287**. **SF 2287** approved 5-24-22.

**SANITATION**

Municipal board employee rates. **HF 2532**.

**SAVE (SECURE AN ADVANCED VISION FOR EDUCATION) FUND**

Pre-K expansion, use of SAVE funds. **SF 65** - similar to **SF 2074**.

Flat income tax, sales tax increase, recreation trust fund. **SF 2206** - similar to **HF 2317**. **HF 2317** approved 3-1-22.
SCHOLARSHIPS
Charter schools, education savings grant program. SF 159.
Education savings accounts. HF 398.
Future ready Iowa last-dollar scholarship, part-time eligibility. SF 278 - SF 2129 - HF 2165 - all companion. HF 2165 approved 6-13-22.
All Iowa opportunity scholarships, suspending participation. SF 285 - companion to HF 499. SF 285 approved 3-8-21.
Teach Iowa scholar program, applicant priority. SF 304 - similar to SF 547 and SF 2026.
Early childhood degree, last-dollar scholar program. SF 394.
School funding. HF 2223.
Criminal justice, police science last-dollar scholarships. SF 2273.
Education omnibus, student first scholarships, online syllabi, library materials. SF 2349 - same as SF 2369.

SCHOOL BUDGET REVIEW COMMITTEE
Open enrollment, school budget review committee. SF 2348.

SCHOOL FOUNDATION PROGRAM
School infrastructure moneys, in-person learning. HF 165.
School aid, supplemental one-time funding. HF 374.
School supplemental state aid and equity, allowable growth. SF 269 - similar to HF 438. SF 269 approved 2-23-21.
School foundation program, minimum amounts. HF 2136 – companion to SF 2248.
Allowable growth of 2.25% for schools. SF 2204 - similar to HF 2316. HF 2316 approved 2-17-22.

SCHOOLS
Child support age limit. HF 11 - similar to HF 416.
Schools, pharmaceutical advertising. HF 237.
Mental health support in schools, appropriation. SF 398 - similar to SF 2163.
Right to education, constitutional amendment. SJR 13.
Learning recovery study group, impact of pandemic. SF 452 - similar to SF 545.
Native American mascots. HF 2224.
Education omnibus, student first scholarships, online syllabi, library materials. SF 2349 - same as SF 2369.
Education omnibus, bonds, school board duties, student health care. SF 2362.
Administrators
School district administrative costs, limitation. SF 2.
Public school reports, submission also by nonpublic schools. SF 371.
School turnaround and leadership development Act. HF 713.
School administrators prohibited from permitting racial/gender curriculum. SF 2037.
Education forms, race indicators. SF 2040.
School superintendents, shared operational functions. HF 2037 - same as HF 2080. HF 2080 approved 6-13-22.

Classroom cameras. HF 2177.

Obscene material in schools, administrator supervision. SF 2198 - similar to SF 2364.

**Alternative Programs**


Customizing high school education. HF 2019.

Teaching training programs, final examinations. HF 2020.

**Attendance**

Repeating grade level due to pandemic, parental discretion. SF 90 – similar to SF 265.

In-person instruction during pandemic, parental choice. HF 103 – SF 160 - HF 229 - all similar. SF 160 approved 1-29-21.

Home school students, registration. SF 148.

Low achieving schools. HF 215.

Compulsory education age. HF 465.

Online learning prohibition, exception for snow days. SF 467.

School vaccination schedule. HF 2040 - same as HF 2298. HF 2298 approved 6-14-22.

Compulsory attendance age. HF 2212.

Student mental health days, excused absences. SF 2339.

**Boards**

School bus drivers, unemployment. HF 58.

School bond issues. HF 96.

Human growth and development curriculum, parental opt-in. HF 154.

School board members, income limits during pandemic. SF 130 - companion to HF 497. SF 130 approved 3-8-21.

Low achieving schools. HF 215.

School districts, board duties, local control. SF 289 - companion to HF 622. SF 289 approved 3-22-21.

School turnaround and leadership development Act. HF 713.

School superintendents, shared operational functions. HF 2037 - same as HF 2080. HF 2080 approved 6-13-22.

School board meetings, speakers. HF 2132.

Human growth and development. HF 2183.

School boards, nonvoting members. HF 2184 – similar to SF 2200.

Dyslexia services, outsourcing. HF 2186 - similar to HF 2543.

School board meetings, in-person requirement. SF 2203 – similar to SF 2357.

Human growth and development education, affirmative consent. HF 2449.

Education omnibus, bonds, school board duties, student health care. SF 2362.

School district transparency. HF 2499 - similar to HF 2577.

**Bonds**

School bond issues. HF 96.

Extra bonding capacity, school resource officers. SF 117 – same as SF 258.
Breakfast and Lunch Programs
School nutrition. HF 114.
Farm-to-school policy, appropriation. HF 239.
Agriculture department omnibus. HF 482 – both similar to SF 359 and SF 578. SF 578 approved 6-8-21.
At-risk supplemental aid. HF 2283.

Budgets, see also SCHOOL FOUNDATION PROGRAM
School budget enrollments for 2021-2022, allowing previous student count. HF 266 – companion to SF 222.
Agriculture department omnibus. HF 470.
Allowable growth of 2.25% for schools. SF 2204 - similar to HF 2316. HF 2316 approved 2-17-22.
School district transparency. HF 2499 - similar to HF 2577.

Buses and Transportation
School bus drivers, unemployment. HF 58.
School bus routes. HF 105.
Standing appropriations. SF 615 - similar to HF 894. SF 615 approved 6-9-21.

Charter Schools
Open enrollment equality, school districts. HF 86 - similar to HF 228. HF 228 approved 5-10-21.
Charter schools, education savings grant program. SF 159.

Class Size
Class size reduction, appropriation. SF 2221.

Curriculum
Common core school curriculum, repeal. SF 42 - similar to HF 51.
Sex education regarding affirmative consent. SF 58.
Cursive writing, educational requirement. SF 89 – same as SF 2351.
Pledge of allegiance, schools. HF 104 - same as HF 415.
Human growth and development curriculum, parental opt-in. HF 154.
Gender identity curriculum, parental consent. SF 167 - same as SF 2024.
School funding, 1619 project curriculum. HF 222.
Human growth and development curriculum, student opt-in. HF 238.
Sex abuse education. HF 245.
Senior year plus proficiency requirements. HF 308 – similar to SF 262. HF 308 approved 3-8-21.
Gender curricula. HF 326.
Americana curriculum. HF 420.
Sex education, LGBTQ issues, contraceptives, abstinence. SF 381.
Experiential learning grant program, business partners, appropriation. SF 518 - similar to SF 2243.
Education, free speech, nondiscrimination. HF 802. Approved 6-8-21.
History of migration of refugees elective. HF 878 – HF 879 - HF 880 - all similar.
Customizing high school education. HF 2019.
Teaching examination program. HF 2021.
School administrators prohibited from permitting racial/gender curriculum.  
**SF 2037.**
Sexual violence prevention and awareness, curriculum.  **SF 2071** - similar to **HF 2098.**
Civics curriculum.  **HF 2053.**
Education curricula, parental opt-out rights.  **HF 2054.**
American civics and history curricula.  **HF 2060** - **HF 2099** - **HF 2418** all similar.
Social studies specific requirements.  **HF 2089.**
Elective classes, biblical studies.  **SF 2136.**
Science education standards, climate change in curriculum.  **SF 2154.**
High school requirements.  **HF 2263.**
Human growth and development education, LGBTQ inclusive.  **HF 2448.**
Human growth and development education, affirmative consent.  **HF 2449.**
School district transparency.  **HF 2499** - similar to **HF 2577.**

**Districts**
Open enrollment equality, school districts.  **HF 86** - similar to **HF 228.** **HF 228** approved 5-10-21.
School infrastructure moneys, in-person learning.  **HF 165.**
Farm-to-school policy, appropriation.  **HF 239.**
Sex abuse education.  **HF 245.**
School supplemental funding support.  **HF 265** - similar to **HF 602.** **HF 602** approved 5-10-21.
Open enrollment tuition.  **HF 316.**
Nonprofit school organizations, reports.  **HF 386** – companion to **SF 286.** **HF 386** approved 3-8-21.
School finance, modified supplemental amount cap.  **HF 401.**
Supplemental state aid, additional for in-person.  **HF 439** - same as **HF 532.**
Education, free speech.  **HF 568.**
School safety bureau.  **HF 585.**
Career academy centers.  **HF 593.**
School drinking water, lead content.  **HF 594.**
Teacher compensation, extra coverage.  **HF 611.**
Suicide prevention.  **HF 679.**
Online notice requirements by local governments, schools.  **SF 453.**
Self-administration and storage of albuterol.  **HF 701** - **HF 771** - **HF 2280** - all similar.  **HF 771** approved 6-14-22.
Education programs, tax credits, and information.  **HF 808** - same as **HF 847.** **HF 847** approved 5-20-21.
School resource officers.  **HF 2009.**
Customizing high school education.  **HF 2019.**
Civics curriculum.  **HF 2053.**
Education curricula, parental opt-out rights.  **HF 2054.**
Private schools, school property tax.  **HF 2091.**
Teacher contracts.  **HF 2148.**
Classroom cameras.  **HF 2177.**
Area education agencies, consolidation, funding. **HF 2182.**
Dyslexia services, outsourcing. **HF 2186** - similar to **HF 2543.**
Supplemental weighting for mental health. **HF 2187.**
Supplemental for student activity fund. **HF 2204.**
Rural school district teacher shortage program. **HF 2253.**
Virtual school days. **HF 2254.**
School district funding supplement. **HF 2315.**
School district transparency. **HF 2499** - similar to **HF 2577.**

**Driver Education, see also DRIVER EDUCATION**
School driving and internet access. **HF 77.**

**Elections**
School bond issues. **HF 96.**
School board elections, political party. **HF 541.**
Partisan election nominations, school district conventions. **SF 2238.**

**Employees, see also subhead Teachers below**
School bus drivers, unemployment. **HF 58.**
Public school employee rights, free speech of students. **SF 238** - companion to **HF 509.**
Behavior analysts in schools, licensure. **SF 532.** Approved 5-10-21.
School resource officers. **HF 2009.**
Sexual exploitation, schools. **HF 2385.**
Board of educational examiners. **HF 2505** - same as **HF 2567.**

**Enrollment and Weighting**
School finance, operational sharing of school resource officers. **SF 74.**
Open enrollment equality, school districts. **HF 86** - similar to **HF 228.** **HF 228** approved 5-10-21.
Special education sharing. **HF 150 – HF 642** - **HF 845** - all same.
School budget enrollments for 2021-2022, allowing previous student count. **HF 266** – companion to **SF 222.**
School finance weighting policies, preschool, low-income, private pupils. **SF 223.**
Supplemental weighting, free and reduced lunches. **HF 373.**
School aid, supplemental one-time funding. **HF 374.**
Open enrollment. **HF 385.**
English learners funding, weighting. **HF 605** – companion to **SF 544** - both similar to **SF 430.** **HF 605** approved 4-30-21.
Custodial parent relocation, child's school district. **SF 2041.**
Athletic eligibility. **HF 2139** - similar to **HF 2417.**
Supplemental weighting for mental health. **HF 2187.**
Supplemental for student activity fund. **HF 2204.**
At-risk supplemental aid. **HF 2283.**
Open enrollment, school budget review committee. **SF 2348.**
Special education, open enrollment, librarians. **HF 2498.**

**Extracurricular Activities**
School activities, caucus night. **SF 59.**
School driving permit, extracurricular activities, distance. SF 67 - same as SF 233.
Academic credit for legislative page program. SF 517. Approved 5-19-21.
School activities related to race, prohibition. SF 2039.
High school extracurriculars, classification guidelines. SF 2047.
Free student admission to extracurricular events, appropriation. SF 2239 - similar to SF 2306.

**Funds and Grant Programs**
Feminine hygiene products in public schools. HF 15.
School supplemental funding support. HF 265 - similar to HF 602. HF 602 approved 5-10-21.
At-risk children programs, use of funds. HF 315 – companion to SF 259.
HF 315 approved 4-30-21.
Special education programs, funding. HF 317 - companion to SF 287. HF 317 approved 4-30-21.
School finance, modified supplemental amount cap. HF 401.
School supplements, dropout prevention. SF 271.
School pandemic grants. HF 659.
Education programs, tax credits, and information. HF 808 - same as HF 847.
HF 847 approved 5-20-21.
School foundation program, minimum amounts. HF 2136 – companion to SF 2248.
School funding. HF 2223.

**Health Care/Nurses**
Feminine hygiene products in public schools. HF 15.
Home school students, health and safety visits. HF 37.
Medicaid reimbursement, special education transfers. SF 73 – same as SF 260. SF 260 approved 4-30-21.
Seizure education program for schools. SF 103 - companion to HF 167 - both similar to HF 795.
Concussion and brain injury, occupational therapists for extracurricular activities. SF 328 - same as SF 466. SF 466 approved 4-30-21.
Concussion and brain injury, return to school. HF 564.
Self-administration and storage of albuterol. HF 701 - HF 771 - HF 2280 - all similar. HF 771 approved 6-14-22.
Vaccine exemptions. HF 850.
Immunization during emergencies and epidemics. HF 900.
School immunization uniformity, state control. SF 2079.
Universal screening at schools, parental consent. SF 2080. Approved 5-2-22.
School mental health professionals, appropriation. SF 2341.
Education omnibus, bonds, school board duties, student health care. SF 2362.

**Honors**
Honoring responders at East high school. SR 124.

**Infrastructure and Buildings**
Demolition, abandoned school buildings. HF 216 - similar to HF 778.
Schools, lead-safe drinking water, testing. **SF 208** - companion to **HF 569**.
Iowa energy center, energy initiatives for school districts. **HF 351**.

**Levies**
School property tax levy, exemption for elders. **SF 124** - similar to **SF 2059**.
School resource officers. **HF 2009**.

**Libraries**
Libraries, story hour. **HF 185**.
Obscene materials, minors access in schools and libraries. **HF 274**.
Book censorship, constitutional amendment. **HJR 2001**.
Obscene materials, minors' access in schools and libraries. **HF 2176**.
Special education, open enrollment, librarians. **HF 2498**.
School district transparency. **HF 2499** - similar to **HF 2577**.

**Mentoring Programs**
Customizing high school education. **HF 2019**.
Teaching training programs, final examinations. **HF 2020**.

**Nonpublic Schools**
Education savings accounts, dept. of management. **SF 127** – similar to **SF 128**.
Charter schools, education savings grant program. **SF 159**.
Area education agency services at private schools, special education. **SF 168**
   - similar to **SF 2197**. **SF 2197** approved 4-21-22.
Education savings accounts. **HF 398**.
Public school reports, submission also by nonpublic schools. **SF 371**.
Standing appropriations, instructional support aid. **SF 2384** - companion to
   **HF 2589**. **HF 2589** approved 6-21-22.

**Parents**
Parental bill of rights, access to curriculum. **SF 2205**.

**Postsecondary Instruction**
History of migration of refugees elective. **HF 878** – **HF 879** - **HF 880** - all similar.

**Preschool**
Pre-K expansion, use of SAVE funds. **SF 65** - similar to **SF 2074**.
Statewide preschool program, eligibility. **HF 14** - same as **HF 318** - both similar to **SF 2201**.
Preschool program, expansion. **SF 131** – similar to **SF 2149**.
School finance, COVID funding gap for preschool. **SF 132**.
Preschool funding, full day for four-year-olds. **SF 189**.
School finance weighting policies, preschool, low-income, private pupils.
   **SF 223**.
Preschool full weighted funding. **SF 2151**.
Preschools, on-time funding budget adjustment. **SF 2199**.
Teacher education and compensation helps program, funding. **HF 2332**.

**Reorganization and Sharing**
School finance, operational sharing of school resource officers. **SF 74**.
Special education sharing. **HF 150** – **HF 642** - **HF 845** - all same.
School superintendents, shared operational functions. HF 2037 - same as HF 2080. HF 2080 approved 6-13-22.

Safety
School safety hotline. HF 42.
Radon testing, schools. HF 243 - similar to both HF 2264 and HF 2412 which are the same. HF 2412 approved 5-24-22.
Schools, lead-safe drinking water, testing. SF 208 - companion to HF 569. Drinking water testing, school requirements. HF 335.
School safety bureau. HF 585.
Honoring responders at East high school. SR 124.

Special Education
Medicaid reimbursement, special education transfers. SF 73 – same as SF 260. SF 260 approved 4-30-21.
Special education sharing. HF 150 – HF 642 - HF 845 - all same.
Special education programs, funding. HF 317 - companion to SF 287. HF 317 approved 4-30-21.
School finance, modified supplemental amount cap. HF 401.
Special education, open enrollment, librarians. HF 2498.
Area education agencies, consolidation, funding, interim study committee. HF 2580.

Sports, see also RESOLUTIONS, subhead Athletics
Transgender athletes, interscholastic and intramural sports. HF 184 - same as HF 334.
Athletic funds, exemption. HF 470.
Concussion and brain injury, occupational therapists for extracurricular activities. SF 328 - same as SF 466. SF 466 approved 4-30-21.
High school extracurriculars, classification guidelines. SF 2047.
Athletic eligibility. HF 2139 - similar to HF 2417.
Student sports, eligibility, gender. HF 2309 - same as HF 2416 - both similar to SF 2342. HF 2416 approved 3-3-22.

Students
Preferred pronoun questionnaire at school, parental notification. SF 80.
Repeating grade level due to pandemic, parental discretion. SF 90 – similar to SF 265.
School supplemental funding support. HF 265 - similar to HF 602. HF 602 approved 5-10-21.
Obscene materials, minors access in schools and libraries. HF 274.
School bathrooms, use based on biological sex. SF 224 - similar to SF 2025.
Open enrollment. HF 385.
Supplemental state aid, additional for in-person. HF 439 - same as HF 532.
Compulsory education age. HF 465.
Athletic funds, exemption. HF 470.
Educational institutions, free speech policies, training. SF 478 - similar to HF 744. HF 744 approved 5-20-21.
School turnaround and leadership development Act. HF 713.
Customizing high school education. HF 2019.
Corporal punishment in schools, liability. SF 2044.
Suicide prevention hotline information, school ID cards. SF 2075.
Teach Iowa scholar program. HF 2083.
Student identification cards, suicide hotline. HF 2109.
School boards, nonvoting members. HF 2184 – similar to SF 2200.
Student mental health days, excused absences. SF 2339.

Teachers, see also TEACHERS
Teacher recruitment and retainment. HF 101.
Collective bargaining, teachers as public safety. HF 160.
Substitute teacher credit hours. HF 400 - similar to HF 675. HF 675
approved 5-19-21.
Teacher compensation, extra coverage. HF 611.
Teacher professional development, relicensure. HF 660 - same as HF 770.
   HF 770 approved 5-19-21.
Civics curriculum. HF 2053.
Teacher licensure. HF 2085 - similar to HF 2500.
Teacher contracts. HF 2148.
Teacher licensure, electronic submission. HF 2151.
Teacher reciprocity review. HF 2159.
Credit for substitute teaching. HF 2178.
Area education agencies, consolidation, funding. HF 2182.
Paid student teaching. HF 2352.
Para-educators as substitutes. SF 2291 - companion to HF 2493. HF 2493
vetoes 6-17-22.
Teacher support omnibus. SF 2340.
Volunteer substitute teachers. SF 2356.
Board of educational examiners. HF 2505 - same as HF 2567.

Technology
Operational sharing, information technology staff. SF 156.
Schools, social media. HF 2052 - same as HF 2218.

Textbooks and Supplies
Period products, provision in state buildings. SF 34 - similar to SF 2020.
Obscene material in schools, administrator supervision. SF 2198 - similar to
SF 2364.

Tuition
Open enrollment tuition. HF 316.

Zones
Mobile devices, work and school zones. HF 2250.

SCIENCE
Science education standards, climate change in curriculum. SF 2154.

SEARCH AND SEIZURE
Garbage searches, right to privacy. SF 2111 - same as SF 2296. SF 2296
approved 4-21-19.
SECRETARY OF STATE
Voter registration, automatic. SF 62 - companion to HF 138 - both similar to SF 2017 and SF 2077, which are same.
Elections, voting periods, absentee ballot drops, delivery. SF 413 - companion to HF 590. SF 413 approved 3-8-21.
Secretary of state fees. SF 417.
Central filing system for farm products, security interests. SF 486.
Election powers during emergencies, misconduct. SF 531.
Elections omnibus, procedure for constitutional amendments. SF 568.
Approved 6-8-21.
Administration and regulation appropriations. SF 594 - similar to HF 867.
SF 594 approved 6-8-21.
Electronic voting systems, elimination. HF 2096.
Absentee ballots, printed with watermark. SF 2158.
Election recount. HF 2354.
Elections omnibus. SF 2343 - companion to HF 2526.
Administration and regulation appropriations. HF 2565 – similar to SF 2385 and HF 2590, which are companion. SF 2385 approved 6-17-22.

SEcurities
Life insurance, investment of funds. HF 236 – companion to SF 320. HF 236 approved 4-30-21.
State legislators, investment ethics. SF 2247.

SECURITY
Ballot security. HF 2077.

SECURITY INTERESTS
Central filing system for farm products, security interests. SF 486.
Controllable electronic records, uniform commercial code. HF 2445 - companion to SF 2333. HF 2445 approved 6-13-22.

senate
State judicial nominating commissioners, confirmation by senate. SF 399.
Appointment confirmations by senate. SF 423 - similar to SF 2263.
Senate confirmation of appointees, deferral. SR 6. Adopted by Senate.
Honoring finance officer Lois Brownell upon her retirement. SR 8. Adopted by Senate.
Education examiners board, members. HF 2146.
Bill debate reform. HF 2273.
Honors
Senate confirmation of appointees, deferral until 2022. SR 7. Adopted by Senate.
Honoring Senator Bolkcom upon his retirement. SR 110. Adopted by Senate.
Honoring Senator Lykam upon his retirement. SR 111. Adopted by Senate.
Honoring Senator Carlin upon his retirement. SR 112. Adopted by Senate.
Honoring Senator Goodwin upon his retirement. SR 113. Adopted by Senate.
Honoring Senator Nunn upon his retirement. SR 114. Adopted by Senate.
Honoring Senator Hogg upon his retirement. SR 117. Adopted by Senate.
Honoring Senator Mathis upon her retirement. SR 118. Adopted by Senate.
Honoring Senator Ragan upon her retirement. SR 121. Adopted by Senate.
Honoring Senator Williams upon his retirement. SR 122. Adopted by Senate.
Honoring Senator Smith upon his retirement. SR 123. Adopted by Senate.

Rules
Senate code of ethics. SR 1. Adopted by Senate.
Joint rules for 89th G.A. HCR 10. Adopted by House and Senate.
Legislators' financial disclosure statements. SR 101. Adopted by Senate.

SENIOR LIVING
Senior housing tax credit. HF 543.
Tiered income tax, seniors. HF 2364.

SENTENCES
Mandatory minimum sentences. HF 206.
Burglary with sexual abuse, sentence. HF 231 - companion to SF 242. HF 231 approved 3-8-21.
Life sentence review committee program. HF 377.
Earned time, mandatory minimum. HF 535 - same as HF 2114.
Felon voter discharge of sentence. HF 818.
Violent habitual offenders, risk assessments. SF 2064.
Class A felons, commutations. HF 2191.
Heroin, enhanced penalties. SF 2179 - companion to HF 2462. HF 2462 approved 5-2-22.
Crime victim rights, recidivism reduction. SF 2226 - same as SF 2328.

SEPTIC TANKS
Septic tank noncompliance, county fines. HF 728 – companion to SF 616. HF 728 approved 4-21-22.

SEWAGE TREATMENT
Landlord notification of delinquent utilities, security deposits. SF 135 - similar to SF 552.
American water, income tax exemption. HF 423 – companion to SF 297 - both similar to HF 607.

SEX OFFENDERS
Felons on juries. SF 2091 – companion to SF 2297.

Registry
Sex offender registration, nonresident moving to Iowa. HF 61.
Sex offender registry. HF 201. Approved 5-10-21.
Sex offender registry, modification of requirements. HF 489 - similar to HF 2161 and SF 2363. SF 2363 approved 5-12-22.
Aggravated offenses, sex offender registry. HF 536.
Child endangerment. HF 710. Approved 4-30-21.

SEXUAL ABUSE
Sexual misconduct with detained persons. SF 44 – same as SF 171.
Sexual exploitation by community college employee. SF 105.
Burglary with sexual abuse, sentence. HF 231 - companion to SF 242. HF 231 approved 3-8-21.
Domestic abuse, consent decrees. HF 450 – SF 428 - SF 512 - HF 825 - all companion. HF 825 approved 5-2-22.
Pornography, public health crisis resolution. HCR 9.
Fertility fraud, false information to patient. SF 529 - similar to HF 2014, HF 2160, and SF 2169. SF 529 approved 6-14-22.
Marital sexual assault. HF 742.
Sexual abuse, statute of limitations. SF 572.
Sexual abuse arrest, release. HF 2079 – companion to SF 2236. HF 2079 approved 5-2-22.
Public nudity, indecent exposure of female breast. SF 2100.
Indecent exposure, masturbation. SF 2101.
Domestic abuse, expungement for dismissals. HF 2140 - similar to HF 2419.
Discovery of evidence, sexual abuse cases. HF 2239 - companion to SF 2253. HF 2239 approved 5-24-22.
Mandatory testing for newly collected rape kits. SF 2218.

Children
Sexual abuse of minor, civil statute of limitations. SF 32.
Sexual abuse of minor, criminal statute of limitations. SF 33 - similar to HF 566.
Human trafficking, expanding statute of limitations. SF 76 - companion to HF 449.
Sexual abuse prevention, children. HF 192 - same as HF 414 - companion to SF 270.
Sex abuse education. HF 245.
Sexual abuse, second degree, age of child. SF 253 - companion to HF 425. SF 253 approved 4-12-21.
Sexual exploitation of minor by adult instructor. SF 372 - same as SF 562. SF 562 approved 5-12-21.
Sexual violence prevention and awareness, curriculum. SF 2071 - similar to HF 2098.
Sexual abuse of minor, statute of limitations in civil actions. SF 2095.
Sexual exploitation, schools. HF 2385.

SEXUAL ACTIVITY
Sex education regarding affirmative consent. SF 58.
Prostitution, penalties. HF 224.
Uniform civil remedies for unauthorized disclosure of intimate images. **HF 233** – similar to **SF 324**. **HF 233** approved 4-30-21.

Sex act, definition. **SF 172** - companion to **HF 281**. **SF 172** approved 4-12-21.

Pornography, public health crisis resolution. **HCR 9**.

Human growth and development. **HF 2183**.

Nonconsensual condom removal. **HF 2396**.

**SEXUAL HARASSMENT**

Sexual harassment prevention in all workplaces, policies. **SF 221**.

Education, free speech, nondiscrimination. **HF 802**. Approved 6-8-21.

Race and sex stereotyping. **HF 2090**.

**SEXUAL ORIENTATION**

Transgender athletes, interscholastic and intramural sports. **HF 184** - same as **HF 334**.

Gay panic defense, prohibiting. **HF 310**.

Iowa core requirements. **HF 376**.

Sex education, LGBTQ issues, contraceptives, abstinence. **SF 381**.

Intersex children, surgery. **HF 662** - similar to **HF 2450**.

Education curricula, parental opt-out rights. **HF 2054**.

Human growth and development education, LGBTQ inclusive. **HF 2448**.

**SHAREHOLDERS**

Corporations for public benefit. **HF 85**.

Benefit corporations formation. **HF 145**.

Model business corporation Act. **SF 266** - similar to **SF 579** - both similar to **HF 681** and **HF 844**, which are same. **HF 844** approved 6-8-21.

Banking omnibus. **SF 566** – similar to **SF 586**. **SF 586** approved 5-12-22.

State and local taxes, deduction. **HF 2087**.

Business corporations, electronic communications. **SF 2303** - companion to **HF 2469**. **HF 2469** approved 5-2-22.

**SHEEP AND WOOL PROMOTION BOARD**

Clean water commission, clean water checkoffs. **HF 2534**.

**SHERIFFS, see also COUNTIES, subhead Sheriffs**

Garnishment notices. **HF 365**. Approved 6-8-21.

Police to social worker ratio. **HF 881**.

Police, home location. **HF 882**.

**SICK LEAVE**

Worker sick and safe time. **HF 275**.

State employee sick leave, COVID-19. **HF 2335**.

**SIGN LANGUAGE**

Deaf children, language and literacy development. **HF 244** - same as **HF 604**. **HF 604** approved 5-24-22.
Court interpreters. HF 445 - similar to HF 707 and SF 558, which are companion. HF 707 approved 4-30-21.

SIGNS, see also ADVERTISING
Campaigns, yard signs. HF 490.
Welcome signs along highways, appropriation. SF 404.
Advertisements along interstates. SF 548 - companion to HF 792. SF 548 approved 4-12-21.
No-smoking signage. SF 2188.

SLAUGHTERHOUSES
Prime Act resolution. HCR 7.

SLAVERY
Slavery prohibition, constitutional amendment. HJR 1.

SLEDDING
Sledding, tort liability. HF 273 - same as HF 745.

SMALL BUSINESSES
Small business relief grants, appropriation. SF 325.
Small business grant program. HF 608.
Child care small business tax credit. HF 617.
Targeted small business grants. HF 2509.
Iowa Small Business Development Centers, resolution. HR 106. Adopted by House.

SMALL CLAIMS
Landlord and tenant law, small claims filing agent. SF 299.

SMOKING
Iowa veterans home, smoking policy, restrictions. SF 257.
Casinos, smoking ban. SF 280 - companion to HF 530 and SF 2021.
No-smoking signage. SF 2188.

Vaping
Paraphernalia regulation, tobacco and hemp products. SF 43 - same as SF 226 - both similar to SF 363.
Smoking and vaping. HF 98 - similar to HF 2523.

SNOW
Snow plow lights. HF 68.
Public safety employees, snowplow drivers. HF 574.

SNOWMOBILES
Hunting, fair chase. HF 95.
Snowmobile fees. HF 826 - same as HF 853.
Antique snowmobile registration. **HF 2050** - similar to **HF 2348**. Vehicle fees. **HF 2235**. Ag and natural resources appropriations. **HF 2560**. Approved 6-17-22.

**SOCIAL MEDIA, see also ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS**
Social media, censorship, suppression of religious and political speech. **HF 171**.
Social media, corporate online censorship. **HF 633**.
Social media, elected officials, censorship. **HF 830**.
Schools, social media. **HF 2052** - same as **HF 2218**.
Social media, censorship. **HF 2133**.

**SOCIAL WORKERS**
Police to social worker ratio. **HF 881**.
Social workers, assault penalties. **HF 2094** – companion to **SF 2159** and **SF 2292**.
Boards of behavioral science and social work, merger. **HF 2225**.

**SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION**
Stream buffers. **HF 241**.
Local governments, farmland leases. **HF 394**.
Farm ground leases, conservation. **HF 457**.
Agriculture department omnibus. **HF 482** – same as **HF 827** - both similar to **SF 359** and **SF 578**. **SF 578** approved 6-8-21.
Soil and water conservation modernization, nutrient reduction. **HF 646**.
Abandoned mine remediation, lead mines. **HF 725**.
Soil and water conservation modernization, amend various provisions. **HF 801**.
Agriculture and natural resources appropriations. **HF 860** – similar to **SF 598**. **HF 860** approved 6-2-21.
Drainage districts, powers. **HF 2150**.
Conservation, farmland rental agreements. **HF 2528**.
Statewide soil resource monitoring. **HF 2587**.

**SOLAR ENERGY, see also ENERGY**
Solar energy tax credits. **HF 221** - similar to **HF 323** and **SF 2318** - all similar to **SF 215** and **HF 641**, which are companion.
Solar power resource standard. **HF 458**.
Department of revenue omnibus. **SF 366**. Approved 5-10-21.
Renewable energy and battery storage policy. **HF 669**.
Solar energy system tax credits, waiting list. **HF 674** - companion to **HF 2073**.
Schools, energy grant program. **HF 2100**.
Solar panel fields on agricultural land, separation. **SF 2127** - similar to **SF 2321**.
Solar energy tax credit expiration, wait list. **HF 2395** - companion to **SF 2326** - both similar to **HF 2556**.
Solar energy systems, agricultural land. **HF 2535**.

**SOLID WASTE**
DNR environmental services division, technical. **SF 2176** - companion to **HF 2356**. **SF 2176** approved 4-21-22.

**SOVEREIGNTY**
State sovereignty. **HF 752**.
Ukraine resolution. **HR 108**. Adopted by House.

**SOYBEANS**
Clean water commission, clean water checkoffs. **HF 2534**.

**SPECIAL EDUCATION**, see also **SCHOOLS**, subhead **Special Education**
Area education agency services at private schools, special education. **SF 168** - similar to **SF 2197**. **SF 2197** approved 4-21-22.
Area education agencies, consolidation, funding, interim study committee. **HF 2580**.

**SPEECH PATHOLOGY**
Speech therapist licensure compact. **HF 500**.
Audiologists and speech pathologists, cognitive screenings. **SF 2015** - similar to **SF 2193**.

**SPEED LIMITS**
Excessive speed, vehicular homicide. **HF 753**. Approved 5-20-21.

**SPORTS**, see also **RESOLUTIONS**, subhead **Athletics**
Promotional play receipts, sports wagering, tax rates. **SF 169**.
Boxing, mixed martial arts, and wrestling. **SF 495** - same as **SF 585**.
Sales tax rebate, baseball and soccer. **HF 2397** - similar to **HF 2582**.
Capitals appropriations. **HF 2579**. Approved 6-17-22.

**Betting**
Electronic sports events, sports wagering. **HF 755**.
Capitals appropriations. **HF 862** – similar to **SF 600**. **HF 862** approved 6-8-21.
Revenue estimating conference. **HF 2152**.
Sports wagering receipt fund. **HF 2286** - similar to **HF 2548** and **HF 2566** which are the same.
Free student admission to extracurricular events, appropriation. **SF 2239** - similar to **SF 2306**.
Sports betting revenue. **HF 2403**.
Gaming, accessing cash, sports-related events. **HF 2497**. Approved 6-17-22.
Pete Rose Baseball Hall of Fame, resolution. **HR 118**.
Players
Transgender athletes, interscholastic and intramural sports. HF 184 - same as HF 334.
College athletes, compensation. SF 245 - SF 386 - HF 671 - all companion.
Girls' wrestling. HR 7.
College athletes, public employment. HF 2055.
Athletic eligibility. HF 2139 - similar to HF 2417.
Josh Turek, resolution. HR 101. Adopted by House.
Student sports, eligibility, gender. HF 2309 - same as HF 2416 - both similar to SF 2342. HF 2416 approved 3-3-22.
Gene Elliot, resolution. HR 109. Adopted by House.

Teams
Iowa women's basketball team, resolution. HR 13.
University of Iowa men's basketball team, resolution. HR 14.
Regents institutions, athletic competition. HF 2039.

SPOUSES
Property tax deferral, surviving spouses. SF 351 - similar to SF 2058.
Spousal privilege, confidential communication. HF 2282.

STATE CAPITOL, see CAPITOL COMPLEX

STATE GOVERNMENT
Accountable government Act, review. SF 322.
New law moratorium. HF 704.
Juneteenth, official state holiday. HF 884.
Iowa energy center, sunset extension. HF 2028.

Agencies
Open fields, cameras. HF 78.
Project labor agreements. HF 194.
Design build. HF 195.
National code references, executive branch. SF 281.
Travel authorization, executive branch employees. SF 314 - companion to HF 529. SF 314 approved 3-8-21.
Sales and leases of real estate by public employees. HF 491 – companion to SF 338. HF 491 approved 4-30-21.
Cloud computing procurement preference. HF 651.
Administrative rules, clean up. SF 582 - similar to HF 856.
Interns, state employment. HF 2284.
Business regulation. HF 2349.

Appropriations
Office of state-federal relations, appropriation. HF 2027.
Buildings and Property
Period products, provision in state buildings. SF 34 - similar to SF 2020.

Contracts and Purchases
Departments and agencies, office space acquisition, reports. HF 139 –
companion to HF 314 and SF 323. HF 314 approved 5-10-21.
Design build. HF 195.
State bidding process. HF 2457.

Employees, see also EMPLOYEES, STATE
Open fields, cameras. HF 78.
Antisemitism, definition. HF 2220 – similar to SF 2183. HF 2220 approved
3-23-22.
Legislative services agency, elimination. HF 2319.

Publications
Administrative rules, clean up. SF 582 - similar to HF 856.

Vehicles
Biofuel, tax credits. HF 859.
Renewable fuels. HF 2128. Approved 5-17-22.

STATE MANDATES
Deaf children, language and literacy development. HF 244 - same as HF 604.
HF 604 approved 5-24-22.
Sex abuse education. HF 245.

STATE PARKS
Lake Manawa and Waubonsie state park user fees, annual passes. SF 2181 -
similar to SF 2353 and SF 2373. SF 2373 approved 6-13-22.
State park infrastructure. HF 2255.
Ag and natural resources appropriations. HF 2560. Approved 6-17-22.

STATE SYMBOLS
Regal fritillary butterfly. HJR 2.
State fish, channel catfish. SJR 6.
Crinoid as state fossil. SJR 14.
Iowa 175th anniversary, resolution. HR 15.
State horse designation. SJR 2005.

STATISTICS, see also VITAL STATISTICS
Abortion complications, statistical reporting. HF 2210.

STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS, see LIMITATION OF ACTIONS

STORAGE TANKS
E-15 infrastructure cost-share incentives. HF 477.

STORM WATER MANAGEMENT
Stormwater connection developer fees. HF 597.

STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT AND TEACHER QUALITY PROGRAM
School turnaround and leadership development Act. HF 713.
Charter school programs. **HF 813.** Approved 5-19-21.

**STUDENTS, see also SCHOOLS, subhead Students**

Law professors, licensing. **HF 106.**

Human growth and development curriculum, parental opt-in. **HF 154.**

Senior year plus proficiency requirements. **HF 308** – similar to **SF 262.** **HF 308** approved 3-8-21.


Self-administration and storage of albuterol. **HF 701 - HF 771 - HF 2280** - all similar. **HF 771** approved 6-14-22.

School turnaround and leadership development Act. **HF 713.**

Suicide prevention hotline information, school ID cards. **SF 2075.**

Universal screening at schools, parental consent. **SF 2080.** Approved 5-2-22.

At-risk supplemental aid. **HF 2283.**

**Attendance**

Charter school programs. **HF 813.** Approved 5-19-21.

**SUBPOENAS**

Crime victim rights, recidivism reduction. **SF 2226** - same as **SF 2328.**

**SUBSTANCE ABUSE**

Medicaid, substance abuse demonstration. **HF 108.**

Drug policy advisory council. **HF 427** – companion to **HF 2367** and **SF 2293.** **HF 2367** approved 4-21-22.

Department of corrections, Iowa courts information system access. **HF 432** – companion to **SF 343.** **SF 343** approved 3-8-21.

Crisis intervention police reports, confidentiality. **SF 395** - same as **SF 513.**

**SF 513** approved 5-23-22.

Access centers for emergency detention of persons in crisis. **SF 526.**

Public health capacity. **HF 898.**

**Insurance Coverage**

Medicaid, substance abuse reimbursement. **HF 205** - similar to **HF 446.**

Substance abuse disorder fee schedule. **HF 2003** – companion to **SF 2116.**

Substance abuse at critical access hospitals. **HF 2101.**

**SUICIDE**

School safety hotline. **HF 42.**

Suicide prevention. **HF 679.**

Suicide prevention hotline information, school ID cards. **SF 2075.**

Student identification cards, suicide hotline. **HF 2109.**

Veteran suicide, green alert. **HF 2392.**

**SUPPLEMENTAL NUTRITION ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (SNAP)**

Medicaid and SNAP, eligibility verification, third-party vendor. **SF 389.**

Health and human services appropriations. **SF 606** - similar to **HF 891.** **HF 891** approved 6-16-21.

**SUPREME COURT, see also COURTS, subhead Supreme Court**
Plain error doctrine. HF 102.
Judicial accountability. HF 109.
United States supreme court resolution. HR 17.
State court administrator, salary. SF 2134 - companion to HF 2360.

SURCHARGES
Entertainment zones, surcharge. HF 213.
Criminal surcharges, court fees and debt. SF 367. Approved 6-8-21.
Entertainment self-sustaining municipal improvement districts. HF 2236.

SURETIES
Sureties, forfeiture of bail, returning defendant to court. SF 254 - similar to HF 424. HF 424 approved 4-30-21.

SURGERY
Ambulatory surgical centers, hospital admitting privileges. HF 115 – companion to SF 274 - both similar to HF 735.
Ambulatory surgical centers, consumer education. HF 116 – companion to SF 276 - both similar to HF 2248.
Ambulatory surgical centers, certification. HF 117 – companion to SF 275.
Intersex children, surgery. HF 662 - similar to HF 2450.
Surgical smoke plume, surgical facilities. HF 783.

SURVEILLANCE
Intercepting oral communications, penalties. SF 75.

SURVEYORS AND SURVEYING
Surveying, definition of measurement. SF 2137 - same as SF 2233. SF 2233 approved 5-2-22.
Land surveys. HF 2142.

TAIWAN
Free trade with Taiwan resolution. HCR 6.
Support of Taiwan. SR 106.
Taiwan resolution. HR 112.

TASK FORCES
Teacher recruitment and retainment. HF 101.
Employment, criminal history. HF 178.
Learning recovery study group, impact of pandemic. SF 452 - similar to SF 545.
Underage marriages, interim study committee. HF 696.
Electronic voting systems, elimination. HF 2096.
Teacher reciprocity review. HF 2159.
Deaf persons task force. HF 2262.
Agriculture, climate change task force. HF 2382.
Butchery task force. HF 2470. Approved 6-21-22.
Pesticide contamination, task force. HF 2585.
TATTOOING
Tattoo establishment sanitation, food and drink. SF 2010.

TAXES
Juror information, confidentiality. HF 455.
Department of revenue omnibus. SF 366. Approved 5-10-21.
Emergency medical services funding. HF 562.
Inheritance tax reductions, repeal, future tax contingencies, trigger. SF 576.
Taxation, failure to file, pass-through entities, penalties. SF 608 - companion to HF 890. SF 608 approved 6-8-21.
Tax reform. HF 893 – similar to SF 619. SF 619 approved 6-16-21.
Tax preparer, required filings. HF 2111.
Flat income tax, sales tax increase, recreation trust fund. SF 2206 - similar to HF 2317. HF 2317 approved 3-1-22.
Department of revenue permits, sales tax, distribution. SF 2367 - similar to HF 2583. SF 2367 approved 6-17-22.
Corporate tax rates, income, sales taxes. SF 2372.
Checkoffs, see also INCOME TAX, subhead Checkoffs
Income tax, flat tax. HF 2062.

Cigarettes and Tobacco
Smoking and vaping. HF 98 - similar to HF 2523.
Tobacco tax. HF 733.

Corporations and Businesses
Income tax, flat tax. HF 2062.
Corporate tax rates, income, sales taxes. SF 2372.

Credits
Research activities tax credit, refund limitation. SF 27.
Dependent care tax credits. HF 1 – SF 119 - HF 230 - all companion.
Workforce child care facilities, tax credits. HF 2 – SF 122 - HF 362 - HF 712 - all the same.
Employer-provided child care facilities and services, tax credit. HF 4 – companion to HF 123 - both similar to HF 370.
Tuition and textbook tax credit, private instruction. SF 49 - companion to HF 279.
Internships, externships, and apprenticeships tax credit. HF 12.
Iowa new employee incentive program. HF 34.
Corporate tax credit expiration. HF 36.
Business property tax credit adjustment. HF 47 - same as HF 865. HF 865 approved 6-8-21.
Tax credits, tax expenditure committee oversight. HF 83.
Adoption tax credit. HF 100 - same as HF 369.
Rural economic development. HF 112.
Fire emergency medical services volunteer tax credit. HF 144 - same as HF 563.
Solar energy tax credits. HF 221 - similar to HF 323 and SF 2318 - all similar to SF 215 and HF 641, which are companion.
Property tax, disabled veterans. HF 227.
Beginning farmer tax credit. **HF 242.**
Tax credit, stay-at-home parent. **HF 349.**
Beginning farmer tax credit, participation limits. **SF 291** - similar to **HF 484, SF 360,** and **HF 694,** which are companion.
Housing tax credit program, disaster assistance. **SF 295** - companion to **HF 582.**
Investigation tax credit. **HF 463.**
Homeownership development tax credits, charitable contributions. **SF 373.**
Senior housing tax credit. **HF 543.**
Child care small business tax credit. **HF 617.**
Property tax exemption for senior homeowners. **HF 619.**
Tax credit, fertility coverage by employers. **HF 620.**
Child care dependent tax credit. **HF 668.**
Renewable energy and battery storage policy. **HF 669.**
Solar energy system tax credits, waiting list. **HF 674** - companion to **HF 2073.**
Safe home remodeling, tax credit. **HF 717.**
Economic development omnibus, energy programs, tax credits. **HF 789**
- similar to **SF 609.**
Education programs, tax credits, and information. **HF 808** - same as **HF 847.**
**HF 847** approved 5-20-21.
Apprenticeship incentives. **HF 2013.**
Solar energy tax credit expiration, wait list. **HF 2395** - companion to **SF 2326**
- both similar to **HF 2556.**
Community foundations. **HF 2522.**
Solar energy systems, agricultural land. **HF 2535.**
Beginning food farmers. **HF 2550.**
Electric vehicle charging, incentives. **HF 2586.**

**Deductions**
Tax deduction, offering paid maternity leave. **HF 618.**
Tax deduction, continuing education for teachers. **HF 667.**

**Exemptions**
Property tax abatement for home improvements. **HF 21** - similar to **HF 626.**
Day care providers, income tax exemption. **HF 141.**
Military service property tax exemption, application. **HF 197.**
Tax exemption, coronavirus payment. **HF 512.**
Inheritance tax, property exemptions. **HF 887.**

**Fuel**
Biofuel, tax credits. **HF 859.**
Renewable fuels. **HF 2128.** Approved 5-17-22.

**Income, see also INCOME TAX**
Capital gains, sale of long term assets. **HF 45.**
Capital gains tax, exemption for metals. **HF 256.**
Tax exemption, coronavirus payment. **HF 512.**
Pension taxation. **HF 2026.**
Income tax, flat tax. **HF 2062.**
State and local taxes, deduction.  **HF 2087.**
Renewable fuels.  **HF 2128.** Approved 5-17-22.

**Inheritance**
- Inheritance tax, gradual repeal.  **SF 16** - similar to **HF 888.**
- Inheritance tax, elimination.  **HF 48** – companion to **SF 110** - both similar to **HF 841.**
- Inheritance tax reductions, repeal, future tax contingencies, trigger.  **SF 576.**
- Inheritance tax, exemptions.  **HF 886.**
- Inheritance tax, property exemptions.  **HF 887.**

**Local Option, see also subhead Sales, Services, and Use below**
Legalizing Act, city of Adel.  **HF 851** - same as **HF 858.**

**Property, see also PROPERTY TAX**
- School infrastructure moneys, in-person learning.  **HF 165.**
- Property tax, disabled veterans.  **HF 227.**

**Refunds**
- School infrastructure moneys, in-person learning.  **HF 165.**

**Sales, Services, and Use, see also SALES, SERVICES, AND USE TAX**
- Sales tax, refund on returns.  **HF 142.**
- Alcohol tax, office of drug control policy.  **HF 885.**
- Sales tax reform.  **HF 2336.**
- Natural resources and outdoor recreation trust fund.  **HF 2588.**

**Surtax**
- Emergency medical services funding.  **HF 562.**
- Income tax, flat tax.  **HF 2062.**

**TAX INCREMENT FINANCING (TIF)**
- Tax increment financing (TIF).  **HF 849.**
- Tax increment financing districts, wind turbines.  **HF 2082.**

**TAX SALES**
- Land banks, improvement to dilapidated properties.  **SF 100** - similar to **SF 590.**
- Property tax sale postponement.  **HF 2359** – companion to **SF 2281.**

**TEACHERS, see also SCHOOLS, subhead Teachers**
- Teacher recruitment and retainment.  **HF 101.**
- Collective bargaining, teachers as public safety.  **HF 160.**
- Collective bargaining restoration.  **HF 179** – similar to **SF 141.**
- Public school employee rights, free speech of students.  **SF 238** - companion to **HF 509.**
- Sexual exploitation of minor by adult instructor.  **SF 372** - same as **SF 562.**  **SF 562** approved 5-12-21.
- Teacher recruitment and retention task force.  **SF 380.**
- Pledge of allegiance, teachers.  **SF 2043.**
- Corporal punishment in schools, liability.  **SF 2044.**
- Teacher contracts.  **HF 2148.**
- Teacher loan repayment program.  **HF 2181.**
Teacher support omnibus. **SF 2340.**
Board of educational examiners. **HF 2505** - same as **HF 2567.**
Anne Frank letters resolution. **HR 120.** Adopted by House.

**Certification and Licensing**
Sexual abuse prevention, children. **HF 192** - same as **HF 414** - companion to **SF 270.**
Teacher professional development, relicensure. **HF 660** - same as **HF 770.**
  **HF 770** approved 5-19-21.
Cultural competency. **HF 876.**
Teacher licensure. **HF 2085** - similar to **HF 2500.**
Teacher reciprocity review. **HF 2159.**
Credit for substitute teaching. **HF 2178.**
Permanent teaching licensure. **HF 2398.**
Teacher licensure, nontraditional options. **HF 2421.**

**Compensation**
Teach Iowa scholar program, applicant priority. **SF 304** - similar to **SF 547** and **SF 2026.**
Teacher compensation, extra coverage. **HF 611.**
Area education agencies, consolidation, funding. **HF 2182.**

**Practitioner Preparation**
Iowa reading research center funding. **HF 246** - similar to **HF 734.**
Diversity, equity, and inclusion in teacher preparation, schools. **SF 248.**
Teacher mentors, career ladder. **HF 628.**
Tax deduction, continuing education for teachers. **HF 667.**
Civics curriculum. **HF 2053.**
Computer science professional development grants for teachers. **SF 2081.**
Praxis examinations, elimination. **HF 2081.** Approved 6-13-22.
Teach Iowa scholar program. **HF 2083.**
Credit for substitute teaching. **HF 2178.**
High school apprenticeship program, teaching. **HF 2351.**
Paid student teaching. **HF 2352.**
Permanent teaching licensure. **HF 2398.**
Teacher licensure, nontraditional options. **HF 2421.**
Board of educational examiners. **HF 2505** - same as **HF 2567.**

**Shortages**
Rural teacher shortage areas, loan forgiveness. **SF 64.**
Teacher recruitment incentives, grants, nontraditional preparation. **SF 2202** - same as **SF 2377.**
Teacher shortages, practitioner prep, salaries, task force. **SF 2368.**

**Substitutes**
Substitute teacher credit hours. **HF 400** - similar to **HF 675.** **HF 675** approved 5-19-21.
IPERS, substitute teacher retirees. **HF 663.**
Student teaching, substitute teaching authorization. **HF 2158.**
Para-educators as substitutes. SF 2291 - companion to HF 2493. HF 2493 vetoed 6-17-22.
Volunteer substitute teachers. SF 2356.

TECHNOLOGY
Chief information officer, cloud computing procurement preference. SF 29 - similar to SF 539.
Uniform electronic transactions Act, blockchains, smart contracts. SF 303 - similar to SF 541 and HF 799, which are companion. SF 541 approved 5-20-21.
Technology industry, economic incentives, censorship. SF 402 - similar to SF 571 and SF 580.
Economic development omnibus, energy programs, tax credits. HF 789 – similar to SF 609.
Capitals appropriations. HF 862 – similar to SF 600. HF 862 approved 6-8-21.
Affirmative defense, cybersecurity. SF 2049.
Cognitive learning, effect of technology, working group. SF 2107 - similar to SF 2359.
Cyber ransom payment, public sector. SF 2207.
Digital assets and technology. HF 2443. Approved 6-13-22.
Health data collection. HF 2544.
Capitals appropriations. HF 2579. Approved 6-17-22.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Telecommunications services, joint financing. HF 653.
Teleworker incentive program, grants for remote worker expenses. SF 491.
Iowa communications network, billing services. SF 523 - companion to HF 805. HF 805 approved 4-30-21.
Telecommunications services, financial responsibility, joint financing. HF 2459.
Natural disaster, data charge limits. HF 2504.

Infrastructure
Utilities division of commerce department. HF 483 - companion to SF 347 - both similar to HF 693. HF 693 approved 4-30-21.

TELEMARKETING
Campaign communications. HF 2047.

TELEMEDICINE
Telehealth, audio only. HF 88 - similar to HF 431.
Telehealth, mental health payment parity. HF 89 - same as HF 294 - both similar to HF 612 - all similar to HF 706 and HF 784, which are same.
Telehealth parity. SF 92.
Health insurance, telehealth provider location. HF 269 - same as HF 731 - both similar to HF 2031 and HF 2245 which are the same.
Speech therapist licensure compact. HF 500.
Tax reform. HF 893 – similar to SF 619. SF 619 approved 6-16-21.
Health and human services appropriations. **HF 2578.** Approved 6-14-22.

### TELEPHONE SERVICES
911 service charges, use of funds. **SF 249** - companion to **HF 407** - both similar to **SF 538**.
Incarcerated individuals, communications. **HF 2288**.
Video hearings. **HF 2281**.

### Solicitations
Robocalls, call spoofing. **HR 8**.

### TELEVISION
Iowa public broadcasting board, powers, release of records. **SF 2274** - similar to **HF 2488**.

### TENANCY, see also *RENTAL PROPERTY*
Property ownership, surviving joint tenant. **HF 758.** Approved 6-8-21.

### TERMINAL ILLNESS
End-of-life care options, medication to end life. **SF 212** - companion to **HF 475**.
Entheogens, medical use. **HF 480**.
Terminally ill persons, experimental treatment. **HF 2010** – companion to **SF 2117** - both similar to **HF 2203**.
Palliative care. **HF 2444**.

### TERM LIMITS
Legislative term limits, constitutional amendment. **SJR 3** - similar to **HJR 6**.
Congressional term limits, convention of the states. **SJR 4** - same as **SJR 11** - both similar to **HJR 2002**.
Term limits. **HJR 2004**.

### TEXTBOOKS
Tuition and textbook tax credit, private instruction. **SF 49** - companion to **HF 279**.

### TEXT MESSAGING, see also *ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS*
Distracted driving prohibition, including hands-free communications. **SF 46** - companion to **HF 75** - both similar to **HF 392** and **HF 2129**, which are same - all similar to **SF 330** and **SF 2141**.
Political text messaging. **HF 208**.
Texting and driving. **HF 344**.

### THEFT, see also *IDENTITY THEFT*
Theft of scrap metal, catalytic converters. **SF 18**.
Campaign signs, theft. **HF 76**.
Elder abuse, assault, theft, exploitation. **SF 202** - companion to **HF 353** - both similar to **SF 522**, **SF 522** approved 6-15-22.
Catalytic converters, scrap metal. **HF 2387** - similar to **SF 2287**, **SF 2287** approved 5-24-22.
THERAPISTS
Music therapy, certification requirement. **SF 9** - similar to **HF 285**. **HF 285** approved 5-20-21.
Massage therapists, mandatory reporting. **HF 357** – similar to both **SF 2060** and **HF 2168**, which are the same. **HF 2168** approved 5-23-22.
Concussion and brain injury, occupational therapists for extracurricular activities. **SF 328** - same as **SF 466**. **SF 466** approved 4-30-21.
Occupational therapy licensure compact. **SF 463**. Approved 5-24-22.
National Therapy Animal Day resolution. **HR 12**.
Medicaid. Functional Family Therapy and Multi-Systemic Therapy. **HF 2310** - **HF 2533** - **HF 2554** - all the same.

TIRES

TITLES

TOBACCO
Paraphernalia regulation, tobacco and hemp products. **SF 43** - same as **SF 226** - both similar to **SF 363**.
Minors
Smoking and vaping. **HF 98** - similar to **HF 2523**.

TORT LIABILITY
Sledding, tort liability. **HF 273** - same as **HF 745**.
Medical residents, state tort claims Act. **HF 763** - same as **HF 852**.
Law enforcement regulations. **HF 791**.
Unemployment insurance, tort reform. **HF 2279** – companion to **SF 2275**.

TORT REFORM
Tort reform, employer liability. **SF 537** - companion to **HF 772**.

TOURISM
Hotel and motel tax, board. **SF 50**.
Economic development omnibus, energy programs, tax credits. **HF 789** – similar to **SF 609**.
RAGBRAI, business operations, peace officers. **SF 2162**.
Capitals appropriations. **HF 2579**. Approved 6-17-22.

TOWNSHIPS
Township levy adjustments for EMS and fire service. **SF 588**.
Officers and Trustees
Township fire stations. **HF 444** - same as **HF 718**.

TRADE, see also **INTERNATIONAL TRADE**
Free trade with the United Kingdom resolution. HCR 5.
Free trade with Taiwan resolution. HCR 6.

TRAFFIC

Cameras
Automated traffic law enforcement, prohibition. HF 249 – similar to SF 516 and SF 2319.
Traffic cameras, installation and service by out-of-state business. SF 2061.
Traffic cameras, data establishing need. SF 2062.
Automated traffic cameras, calibration, maximum revenue allowed. SF 2078 - similar to SF 2352.

Violations
Driving, avoiding traffic lights. HF 28 - similar to HF 652.
Civil unrest. HF 251.
Move-over laws, peace officer enforcement. SF 2133 - companion to HF 2326.
Mobile devices, work and school zones. HF 2250.

TRAILERS
Trailer registration plates. SF 2063.

TRAILS
Natural resources and outdoor recreation trust fund. HF 896.

TRANSLATORS, see INTERPRETERS

TRANSPORTATION
Transportation commission, residency requirements. SF 11.
Highway 30 improvements. SF 198.
Mental health and disability services regions, transportation services. SF 293.

Transportation Network Companies (TNCs)
Transportation network company, insurance. HF 350.

TRANSPORTATION, DEPARTMENT OF
Scenic byways fund. HF 29 - similar to HF 486.
Car dealership Sunday hours. HF 296.
Ignition interlock devices. HF 757. Approved 5-10-21.
Transportation appropriations. SF 592 - similar to HF 863. SF 592 approved 6-8-21.
Capitals appropriations. HF 862 – similar to SF 600. HF 862 approved 6-8-21.
Block grants appropriations. SF 614 - similar to HF 895. HF 895 approved 6-8-21.
Operating while intoxicated, lookback period, deletion of records. SF 2097.
Airports, site approval requirements. HF 2124 – companion to SF 2140.
HF 2124 approved 4-21-22.
Renewable fuels. HF 2128. Approved 5-17-22.
Vehicular accident reporting requirements. HF 2195.
Motor vehicle enforcement officer duties, sunset. **HF 2345** – similar to **SF 2338. HF 2345** approved 5-23-22.
Department of transportation commissioners. **HF 2465.**
Aircraft, special certificates, sales tax on parts. **SF 2370.** Approved 6-14-22.
Transportation appropriations. **HF 2557.** Approved 6-17-22.
Electric vehicle charging, incentives. **HF 2586.**

**Driver Licenses**, see also **DRIVER’S LICENSES AND PERMITS**
Voter registration, automatic. **SF 62** - companion to **HF 138** - both similar to **SF 2017 and SF 2077,** which are same.
Commercial driver’s licenses, electronic renewal. **HF 280** – companion to **SF 318. HF 280** approved 4-2-21.
Driver's license, emergency contact information. **HF 435** – companion to **SF 439. HF 435** approved 5-20-21.
Operating while intoxicated, third offense, penalties. **HF 451.**
Commercial driver's licenses, testing fees. **HF 521** - similar to **HF 828. HF 828** approved 5-20-21.
Commercial driver's license, revocation. **HF 649.**
OWI offenses, prior convictions, repeat penalty enhancements. **SF 506** - same as **SF 536** and both similar to **HF 2393.**
Driver's license photo, usage. **HF 2123.** Approved 5-23-22.
Autism, definition. **HF 2167.** Approved 4-21-22.
Domestic violence victims, identification documentation. **SF 2180.**
Court debt, driver's licenses. **HF 2240.**
Driver's license requirements, passport information. **SF 2187.**
Commercial driver's license, emergency vehicles. **HF 2334.**
Commercial driver's license testing, county pilot project. **HF 2406.**
Commercial drivers licensing, third-party testing. **SF 2337** - companion to **HF 2530. SF 2337** approved 6-14-22.

**Highways**
Adult changing stations at rest areas. **SF 38 - HF 33 - HF 492** - all companion.
Department of transportation, compensatory hours. **HF 31.**
Cities' use of road funds, reporting deadline. **SF 319** - companion to **HF 495.**
**HF 495** approved 5-12-21.
Welcome signs along highways, appropriation. **SF 404.**
Vehicle weight, harvesting. **HF 2536.**
Transportation appropriations. **HF 2557.** Approved 6-17-22.
Interstate Bison bridge over Mississippi river. **SR 115.**

**Motor Vehicle Registration and Plates**
Parking meter exemption, disabled veteran placards and plates. **SF 56.**
Auto warranty information. **HF 299.**
Hybrid vehicles, green sticker for license plates. **HF 601.**
Vehicle registration, proof of insurance. **SF 2001.**
Antique cars. **HF 2007** - same as **HF 2251.**
License plates, distinguished service medal. **HF 2135** - same as **HF 2542.**
Persons with disabilities parking permits, physical therapists. **HF 2259.**
Approved 5-23-22.
Railroads
Rail yards, walkway construction. HF 183 – similar to SF 2019.
Railroad crossings, quiet zone penalties. HF 210 – companion to SF 2126
- both similar to HF 2537.
Railroads, train length limits. HF 278 – same as HF 2339 and SF 2286.
Railway crew size, freight trains. HF 462 – similar to SF 2051, SF 2125, HF
2208, which are companion.

Traffic Regulations
Distracted driving prohibition, including hands-free communications. SF 46
- companion to HF 75 - both similar to HF 392 and HF 2129, which are
same - all similar to SF 330 and SF 2141.
Automated traffic law enforcement, prohibition. HF 249 – similar to SF
516 and SF 2319.
Motor vehicle enforcement, DOT officer powers. SF 237.
Emergency vehicle lights, prohibition on civilian vehicles. SF 2144 - similar
to SF 2346.
Mobile devices, work and school zones. HF 2250.

Trucks
Truck weight, permits, presidential disaster declarations. HF 382 –
companion to SF 422. HF 382 approved 4-2-21.
Truck inspections and weigh stations, preclearance systems. SF 448.
Milk haulers, excessive weight, permits. SF 550 - companion to HF 790 -
both similar to companions HF 869 and SF 605. HF 869 approved 5-20-21.
Overweight vehicle permits. SF 2347 – similar to SF 2376. SF 2376
approved 5-23-22.

TRAPPING
Hunting, fishing, and trapping, constitutional amendment. HJR 8 – similar
to SJR 16.

TRAVEL AGENCIES
Travel insurance. HF 2540. Approved 4-21-22.

TREASURER OF STATE
Housing trust fund, real estate transfer tax cap. SF 10 – similar to SF 612.
Child care workforce fund. HF 6 - same as HF 301.
Interest rate committee meetings. SF 405 - companion to HF 690 - both
similar to SF 573.
Business fines during pandemic, cancellation. SF 498.
Administration and regulation appropriations. SF 594 - similar to HF 867.
HF 867 approved 5-24-21.
Teacher loan repayment program. HF 2181.
Administration and regulation appropriations. HF 2565 – similar to SF 2385
and HF 2590, which are companion. SF 2385 approved 6-17-22.

Investment of Funds
Scenic byways fund. HF 29 - similar to HF 486.
Retirement savings plan trust. HF 189.
Veterans trust fund investment policy. SF 321 - similar to HF 2501. HF 2501 approved 4-21-22.
IPERS investments, Chinese divestment. SF 499 - similar to HF 2290 and SF 2271.

TREES
Forest reserve property tax exemption, acreage. SF 112 - same as SF 352.
Utility vegetation management powers. HF 460.
Mental health funding, property taxes, state aid. SF 587.

TRESPASSING
Trespass, penalties. HF 290 - similar to HF 557.
Transporting livestock, interference. SF 421 - companion to HF 655. HF 655 approved 4-12-21.

TRIALS
Pretrial depositions, child victims. HF 9.
Victim testimony, hearsay exception. HF 2221 – similar to SF 2329.
Discovery of evidence, sexual abuse cases. HF 2239 - companion to SF 2253. HF 2239 approved 5-24-22.
Remote testimony, technology. SF 2246.

TRUCKS, see also MOTOR VEHICLES, subhead Trucks
Truck weight, permits, presidential disaster declarations. HF 382 – companion to SF 422. HF 382 approved 4-2-21.
Truck inspections and weigh stations, preclearance systems. SF 448.
Milk haulers, excessive weight, permits. SF 550 - companion to HF 790 - both similar to companions HF 869 and SF 605. HF 869 approved 5-20-21.
Overweight vehicle permits. SF 2347 – similar to SF 2376. SF 2376 approved 5-23-22.

TRUSTEES
Emergency medical services funding. HF 562.
County hospital trustee compensation. HF 2143 - same as HF 2428.
Municipal board employee rates. HF 2532.

TRUSTS
Achieving a better life experience (ABLE) accounts, trust transfers. SF 60 - companion to HF 595.
Retirement savings plan trust. HF 189.
Certification of trusts. SF 173 - companion to HF 291. SF 173 approved 3-8-21.
Uniform custodial trust Act. HF 295 – companion to SF 240. SF 240 approved 3-8-21.
Probate fees. HF 360 – SF 244 - HF 711 - all companion. HF 711 approved 6-8-21.
Preneed burial trusts, income tax exemption. HF 367. Approved 6-8-21.
Achieving a better life experience (ABLE) trust accounts, eligible signatories. **SF 474** - same as **SF 527** - both similar to **HF 835**. **HF 835** approved 5-20-21.
Trust and estate omnibus. **SF 2316** - companion to **HF 2484**. **HF 2484** approved 5-23-22.

**TUITION, see also COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES; COMMUNITY COLLEGES**

Tuition and textbook tax credit, private instruction. **SF 49** - companion to **HF 279**.
In-state tuition. **HF 877**.
Tax reform. **HF 893** – similar to **SF 619**. **SF 619** approved 6-16-21.

**TURKEYS**

Turkey hunting, shotguns. **SF 2138** – similar to **HF 2370** and **SF 2334**. **SF 2334** approved 5-24-22.
Clean water commission, clean water checkoffs. **HF 2534**.

**UNCLAIMED PROPERTY**

Disposition of unclaimed property, electronic notices. **SF 2313**.

**UNDERGROUND FACILITIES**

Underground utility locating. **HF 741**.

**UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANKS**

Iowa underground storage tank fund, repeal. **HF 645** - same as **HF 838** - both similar to **HF 2337**.
Ag and natural resources appropriations. **HF 2560**. Approved 6-17-22.

**UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION**

Unemployment discrimination. **HF 19**.
School bus drivers, unemployment. **HF 58**.
Pandemic unemployment assistance forgiveness. **HF 91**.
Nonprofit organizations, unemployment insurance program. **SF 88**.
Employee misclassification. **HF 176** - same as **HF 635**.
Unemployment benefits appeals, district court. **SF 187**.
Income tax exemption, unemployment compensation from CARES Act. **SF 214** - similar to **HF 581** - both similar to **SF 290** and **HF 817** which are companion.
Unemployment benefits, waiver of reimbursement. **HF 473**.
Unemployment compensation, delays, overpayments, status reports. **SF 327**.
Tax exemption, coronavirus payment. **HF 512**.
Unemployment insurance, employee waiting period, benefits. **SF 492** - companion to **HF 754** - both similar to **SF 617**.
COVID-19 vaccination requirements, employment. **HF 902** – companion to **SF 622**. Approved 10-29-21.
Unemployment insurance, shared work plans. **SF 2131** - companion to **HF 2355**. **HF 2355** approved 6-16-22.
Unemployment insurance. **HF 2238.**
Unemployment insurance, tort reform. **HF 2279** – companion to **SF 2275.**
Economic development authority, technical. **HF 2292** – similar to **HF 2519**
and **SF 2325,** which are companion. **SF 2325** approved 3-23-22.
Indexing unemployment insurance, fewer weeks, recipient requirements. **SF 2249.**
Seasonal layoffs, unemployment benefits. **SF 2301.**

**UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE**
Law enforcement, qualified immunity, peace officer bill of rights. **SF 476.**
Controllable electronic records, uniform commercial code. **HF 2445** -
companion to **SF 2333.** **HF 2445** approved 6-13-22.

**UNIFORM SECURITIES ACT,** see **SEcurities**

**UNIONS,** see also **LABOR**
Collective bargaining restoration. **HF 179** – similar to **SF 141.**
Right to organize. **HF 2102.**

**UNIVERSITY OF IOWA,** see also **COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES**
Agriculture and natural resources appropriations. **HF 860** – similar to **SF 598.** **HF 860** approved 6-2-21.
Education appropriations. **HF 868** – similar to **SF 596.** **HF 868** approved
6-8-21.
Economic development appropriations. **HF 2564.** Approved 6-17-22.
Education appropriations. **HF 2575.** Approved 6-17-22.
Health and human services appropriations. **HF 2578.** Approved 6-14-22.

Honors
Iowa women's basketball team, resolution. **HR 13.**
University of Iowa men's basketball team, resolution. **HR 14.**

Hospitals and Clinics
Medical residency interviews at U of I. **HF 270.**
Residency enrollment requirements, medical and dental schools. **HF 468.**
Medical residency interviews, audition rotations, at U of I. **HF 487.**
Psychiatric residency program. **HF 2157 - similar to HF 2529.**
Medical cannabis. **HF 2363.**

**UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN IOWA**
Education appropriations. **HF 868** – similar to **SF 596.** **HF 868** approved
6-8-21.
Economic development appropriations. **HF 2564.** Approved 6-17-22.
Education appropriations. **HF 2575.** Approved 6-17-22.

**URBAN RENEWAL**
Land banks, improvement to dilapidated properties. **SF 100** - similar to **SF 590.**
Urban renewal bonds. **HF 412.**
Multiresidential property tax. **HF 418** – similar to **SF 365.** **HF 418** approved 3-8-21.

Tax increment financing (TIF). **HF 849.**

Eminent domain, urban renewal. **HF 2045.**

**UTILITIES**

Public water systems, PFAs contamination testing. **SF 22.**

Energy efficiency moneys, carryover. **HF 305.**

Utility vegetation management powers. **HF 460.**

Natural gas and propane sales, prohibiting local regulation. **HF 555** - similar to **SF 455.** **HF 555** approved 4-12-21.

Stormwater connection developer fees. **HF 597.**

Renewable energy and battery storage policy. **HF 669.**

Public utilities, right-of-way access. **HF 2035 – SF 2189 - HF 2296** all companion.

Utility worker appreciation day. **SR 102** - similar to **SR 103.** **SR 103** adopted by Senate.

Sales tax exemption, digital goods. **HF 2520.**

Utility replacement tax, wind energy. **SF 2366** - similar to **HF 2561.** **SF 2366** approved 5-23-22.

Utility worker appreciation day, resolution. **HR 107.**

**Board**

American water, income tax exemption. **HF 423** – companion to **SF 297** - both similar to **HF 607.**

Solar power resource standard. **HF 458.**

Utilities division of commerce department. **HF 483** - companion to **SF 347** - both similar to **HF 693.** **HF 693** approved 4-30-21.

Energy efficiency planning, consultation. **HF 695.**

Utility rates, temporary. **HF 700.**

Underground utility locating. **HF 741.**

Schools, energy grant program. **HF 2100.**

Eminent domain, utilities board authority, public purpose. **SF 2160** - similar to **HF 2320.**

Municipal utilities, board regulation. **HF 2381** – similar to **SF 2355.**

**Cities**

Municipal utility boards, removal procedures. **SF 2282** - companion to **HF 2475.** **HF 2475** approved 5-17-22.

**Rental Property**

Landlord notification of delinquent utilities, security deposits. **SF 135** - similar to **SF 552.**

Mobile homes, rent increases, tenant rights. **HF 442** – companion to **SF 403.**

Landlord notification, delinquent utilities, notification requirements. **HF 658** - similar to **HF 779** - both similar to **SF 2106, HF 2227,** and **HF 2473** which are companion.

Utility cost disclosure for tenants. **SF 2224** - same as **SF 2308.**

Mobile homes, rental agreements, tenant rights. **HF 2441** - similar to **HF 2562** and **SF 2379.** **HF 2562** approved 5-17-22.
VACATION
Employee leave. HF 40.
Short-term property rentals, enforcement. SF 2115.

VACCINATIONS
Death certificates for infants, vaccination information. SF 125 - similar to HF 631 and SF 2124.
Immunization reporting. HF 169 - same as HF 547 - both similar to HF 769.
Landlord notification of delinquent utilities, security deposits. SF 135 - similar to SF 552.
Vaccinations, religious and conscientious exemptions. HF 217.
Immunization schedules. HF 247.
Prohibiting vaccine mandates, COVID-19. SF 193 - similar to HF 330 and SF 555.
Immunization, informed consent exemption. HF 329 - similar to HF 899.
Pharmacy practice, vaccines. SF 296 - similar to HF 794. SF 296 approved 5-19-21.
Vaccines, dentists. HF 528.
Vaccinations, information for patients. HF 632 – companion to SF 477 and SF 2156 - all similar to SF 2269.
Podiatrist vaccination. HF 686.
Drive-up vaccine clinics. HF 688.
COVID transparency. HF 689.
Vaccine exemptions. HF 850.
COVID-19 vaccine passports, prohibition. SF 610 - companion to HF 889.
HF 889 approved 5-20-21.
Vaccination of minor, parental consent. SF 2028 – similar to SF 2335.
Vaccine mandates, antibodies exemption. SF 2030.
COVID-19 vaccinations, coroner's documentation. SF 2032.
COVID-19 vaccinations, fact sheets. SF 2033.
Vaccinations, employer testing mandates. HF 2036.
Vaccinations, civil rights, medical creed as protected class. SF 2052 similar to HF 2234.
School vaccination schedule. HF 2040 - same as HF 2298. HF 2298 approved 6-14-22.
Emergency use authorized vaccines, mandates. HF 2067.
School immunization uniformity, state control. SF 2079.
Pharmacy practice, nurses, vaccinations. SF 2088 - companion to HF 2169.
HF 2169 approved 6-13-22.
Vaccinations, discrimination. HF 2545.

VEHICULAR MANSLAUGHTER
Excessive speed, vehicular homicide. HF 753. Approved 5-20-21.
VENDORS
Election machine vendor contracts. **HF 2048.**

VETERANS
Charitable gambling, timing of card games to benefit veterans. **SF 20** - same as **SF 21** and **SF 510.**
Parking meter exemption, disabled veteran placards and plates. **SF 56.**
Veteran suicide, green alert. **HF 2392.**
Veterans preferences, removal. **HF 2482.**
Workforce omnibus. **SF 2361 - HF 2527 - HF 2569 - SF 2383** - all similar. **SF 2383** approved 6-16-22.
Targeted small business grants. **HF 2509.**

Benefits and Compensation
Free lifetime hunting and fishing licensure, disabled veterans. **SF 39** - similar to **SF 40** and **SF 2076.**
Child support, veteran disability benefits. **SF 93.**
Veterans benefits information, contacts, rosters. **SF 255.**
Lottery, homeless veterans. **HF 2407.**

Educational Assistance
Law enforcement academy courses, G.I. bill qualification. **SF 104** - same as **SF 387. SF 387** approved 5-20-21.

Health Care
Veterans' mental health. **HF 697.**

Honors and Memorials
1-74 bridge, WWI veteran William Albracht memorial. **SF 509.**

Motor Vehicle Registration and Plates
Vehicle registration, disabled veterans. **HF 2194** - same as **HF 2435.**
Veteran's license plate, application requirements. **SF 2217** – similar to **SF 2289.**
Disabled veterans, exemption from vehicle registration fees. **SF 2261.**

Tax Exemptions and Credits
Military service property tax exemption, application. **HF 197.**
Property tax, disabled veterans. **HF 227.**
Disabled veteran homestead tax credit, filing deadline. **SF 191** - similar to **SF 263** and **SF 591** - all similar to **HF 2076.**
Veterans organizations, composition. **HF 325.**
Veteran property tax exemption. **HF 2016.**
Disabled veteran homestead tax credit, qualification. **HF 2107** - companion to **HF 2287** - both similar to **SF 2299.**

Trust Fund
Veterans trust fund, home ownership assistance. **SF 181** - similar to **HF 2293.**
Veterans trust fund investment policy. **SF 321** - similar to **HF 2501. HF 2501** approved 4-21-22.

VETERANS AFFAIRS COMMISSIONS
County veteran service officer allocation. **HF 307.**
Veteran license plates. **HF 2427.**
VETERANS AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF
County veteran service officer allocation. **HF 307.**
Veterans benefits information, contacts, rosters. **SF 255.**
Veterans' mental health. **HF 697.**
Health and human services appropriations. **SF 606 - similar to HF 891. HF 891** approved 6-16-21.
Veteran suicide, green alert. **HF 2392.**
Health and human services appropriations. **HF 2578.** Approved 6-14-22.

VETERANS HOME
Iowa veterans home, smoking policy, restrictions. **SF 257.**
Veterans home commandant, term of service. **SF 511.**
Health and human services appropriations. **HF 2578.** Approved 6-14-22.

VETERINARY MEDICINE
Agriculture department omnibus. **HF 482 – same as HF 827 - both similar to SF 359** and **SF 578. SF 578** approved 6-8-21.
Veterinary statute of limitations. **SF 340 - companion to HF 746. HF 746** approved 4-30-21.
Permissive veterinary reporting, liability immunity. **HF 623 – companion to SF 2135** and both similar to **HF 2429.**
Veterinarian technicians, rabies shots. **HF 726.**
Agriculture and natural resources appropriations. **HF 860 – similar to SF 598. HF 860** approved 6-2-21.
Chiropractors, treatment of animals. **SF 2212.**
Ag and natural resources appropriations. **HF 2560.** Approved 6-17-22.

VICTIM AND WITNESS PROTECTION
Victim testimony, hearsay exception. **HF 2221 – similar to SF 2329.**

VICTIM RIGHTS
Sexual assault nurse forensic examiner program. **SF 197.**
Human trafficking task force. **SF 305 - similar to SF 521.**
Victim restitution fund. **HF 472.**
Victim rights, constitutional amendment. **SJR 10.**
Sexual assault forensic examiner program. **HF 603 – companion to SF 570. HF 603** approved 5-19-21.
Victims, vehicle identification. **HF 2093.**
Victims rights. **HF 2242.**
Crime victim rights, recidivism reduction. **SF 2226 - same as SF 2328.**
Victims, vehicle identification. **HF 2346.**
No-contact orders, no relationship. **HF 2353.**
Human trafficking, expungement of criminal history. **HF 2464.**
Domestic abuse, victims rights. **HF 2478.**
Termination of lease. **HF 2479.**
VIDEOS
  Video hearings. HF 2281.
  Iowa public broadcasting board, powers, release of records. SF 2274 - similar to HF 2488.

VIOLATIONS, see also TRAFFIC, subhead Violations
  No-contact orders, no relationship. HF 2353.

VIOLENCE
  Firearm violence protective orders. HF 24.
  School safety bureau. HF 585.
  Violent death reporting system. HF 2065.
  Hate crimes. HF 2213.

VISITATION
  Parenting time, replacing term visitation. HF 56 – companion to HF 199 and SF 313.
  Nursing facilities, visitation. HF 190.
  Nursing home visitation shelters, tax credit. SF 502 - similar to SF 2108.
  Long-term care facilities and hospitals, patient visitation policies. SF 507.

VITAL STATISTICS, see also RECORDS
  Premature infant death certificate, nonviable birth. SF 308 - same as SF 577.
  SF 577 approved 5-24-22.
  Adult adoptee access to birth certificate. HF 723 – SF 559 - HF 855 - SF 589 - all companion. HF 855 approved 5-19-21.

VOLUNTEERS
  Fire emergency medical services volunteer tax credit. HF 144 - same as HF 563.
  First responder COVID costs, Medicaid reimbursement. SF 192.
  Volunteer EMS and fire fighters, income tax credit. SF 447.
  Length of service recognition program. HF 750 - similar to HF 2574.
  Volunteer fire fighter training. SF 2045.
  Volunteer first responders, property tax reduction. SF 2083 – similar to SF 2375.
  Volunteer emergency responders, compensation. SF 2227 - same as SF 2277.
  Volunteer fire fighters, vehicle registration fee. SF 2262.
  Volunteer substitute teachers. SF 2356.

VOTER REGISTRATION
  Voter registration, automatic. SF 62 - companion to HF 138 - both similar to SF 2017 and SF 2077, which are same.
  Voter identification requirements, repeal. HF 26 - similar to HF 134.
  Absentee ballots, voter identification. HF 2049.

VOTING, see also ELECTIONS
  Voter identification requirements, repeal. HF 26 - similar to HF 134.
  Popular vote compact. HF 71.
Limiting polling place hours, employee leave time for voting. SF 91.
Absentee ballot requests, online. HF 135.
Ongoing absentee voter. HF 137.
Collective bargaining, unit recertification. HF 177.
Voting at age 18, constitutional amendment. HJR 7 – companion to SJR 9.
Legislative remote voting. HF 276.
Elections, voting periods, absentee ballot drops, delivery. SF 413 - companion to HF 590. SF 413 approved 3-8-21.
Voting machines, internet accessibility. HF 2025.
Voter roll, required records. HF 2046.
Election machine vendor contracts. HF 2048.
Absentee ballots, voter identification. HF 2049.
Ballot security. HF 2077.
Electronic voting systems, elimination. HF 2096.
Voting machine auditing. HF 2174.

Felons
Felon voting rights restoration. HF 44 - similar to HF 136.
Felon voter discharge of sentence. HF 818.

VOUCHERS
Education savings accounts, dept. of management. SF 127 – similar to SF 128.
Low achieving schools. HF 215.
Education savings accounts, grant fund in education department. SF 431.
Education omnibus, student first scholarships, online syllabi, library materials. SF 2349 - same as SF 2369.

WAGES
Prevailing wage. HF 161.
Workers' compensation, overtime, premium pay, and cost of living. HF 162.
Employee misclassification. HF 176 - same as HF 635.
Wage payment collection. HF 180 – similar to SF 205 and HF 634, which are companion.
Pay equity, civil rights protection. HF 188 – similar to SF 139.
Home health worker benefits. HF 573.
Tax deduction, offering paid maternity leave. HF 618.
Unemployment insurance, tort reform. HF 2279 – companion to SF 2275.
Salary history anti-discrimination. HF 2453.

Minimum Wage
Minimum wage. HF 122.

WARRANTS
Warrant for location data. HF 2451.
No-knock warrants. HF 2452.

WASTE, see also SOLID WASTE
WATER AND WATERCOURSES
Schools, lead-safe drinking water, testing. SF 208 - companion to HF 569.

Boats and Vessels
Canoe, kayak, paddleboard, registration. HF 616.
Water ski observer. HF 664.
Water vessel registration. HF 2069 - similar to HF 2413.
Boating, dams, flotation devices, OWI, administration by DNR. SF 2177.

Districts
Fluoridation notification. HF 84 - similar to HF 390. HF 390 approved 4-30-21.
Soil and water conservation modernization, nutrient reduction. HF 646.
Soil and water conservation modernization, amend various provisions. HF 801.

Flooding
Flood mitigation, essential county purpose. HF 523 – companion to SF 442 and SF 607. HF 523 approved 5-10-21.
Flood mitigation. HF 2166.

Quality Monitoring
Public water systems, PFAs contamination testing. SF 22.
Fluoridation notification. HF 84 - similar to HF 390. HF 390 approved 4-30-21.
Lead testing, grants to counties. SF 209 - companion to HF 504.
Drinking water testing, school requirements. HF 335.
Local governments, farmland leases. HF 394.
Farm ground leases, conservation. HF 457.
Microcystin monitoring. HF 540.
School drinking water, lead content. HF 594.
Agriculture and natural resources appropriations. HF 860 – similar to SF 598. HF 860 approved 6-2-21.
Natural resources and outdoor recreation trust fund. HF 896.
Safe drinking water. HF 897.
Water treatment systems, certification requirements. SF 2232. Approved 4-21-22.
Conservation, farmland rental agreements. HF 2528.
Clean water commission, clean water checkoffs. HF 2534.
Ag and natural resources appropriations. HF 2560. Approved 6-17-22.
Natural resources and outdoor recreation trust fund. HF 2588.
Clean water act, 50th anniversary resolution. HR 121.

Rivers and Lakes
State interagency Missouri river authority, repeal. SF 184.
Missouri river preservation and land use authority, repeal. SF 185. Approved 4-30-21.
Microcystin monitoring. HF 540.
Natural resources and outdoor recreation trust fund. HF 896.
Lake Manawa and Waubonsie state park user fees, annual passes. SF 2181 - similar to SF 2353 and SF 2373. SF 2373 approved 6-13-22.
Utilities
Landlord notification of delinquent utilities, security deposits. SF 135 - similar to SF 552.
American water, income tax exemption. HF 423 – companion to SF 297 - both similar to HF 607.
Mobile homes, rent increases, tenant rights. HF 442 – companion to SF 403.
Stormwater connection developer fees. HF 597.
Utility cost disclosure for tenants. SF 2224 - same as SF 2308.
Utility worker appreciation day. SR 102 - similar to SR 103. SR 103 adopted by Senate.

Watershed Improvement
Stream buffers. HF 241.
Soil and water conservation modernization, nutrient reduction. HF 646.
Soil and water conservation modernization, amend various provisions. HF 801.

WEAPONS
Nonambulatory hunters. HF 147 - same as HF 551.
Firearms training. HF 408.
Firearms industry, liability immunity. SF 344 – same as SF 514 – both similar to HF 621. HF 621 approved 4-2-21.
Bankruptcy exemption, weapons. HF 537.
Antlerless deer, population management, semi-automatic rifles. SF 427 - similar to SF 464 and SF 581. SF 581 approved 6-17-22.
Firearms omnibus, acquisition, permits, carrying. SF 535 - companion to HF 756. HF 756 approved 4-2-21.
Keep and bear arms, resolution. HR 16.
Simulated firearms and explosives, criminal offenses. SF 2173 - similar to SF 2360.
Identification markings on firearms, ghost gun prohibition. SF 2252.

Permits
Emergency medical technicians, weapons permits. SF 30 – same as SF 174.
Firearm permits. HF 65.
Firearms, right to carry without permit, constitutional amendment. HF 214 - similar to HF 343.
Firearm permits, penalties for carrying with no permit. HF 250.

Restrictions
Right to keep and bear arms, constitutional amendment. SJR 1 – companion to HJR 4 and SJR 7. SJR 7 sent to secretary of state 2-8-21.
Weapons, restrictions on carrying where notice is posted. SF 24.
Weapons, carrying on state capitol grounds. HF 126.
Weapons, multi-burst triggers. HF 127.
Ammunition feeding devices. HF 129.
Firearms, restoration of rights to nonviolent class D felons. HF 226.
3D printed guns. HF 253.
Nonresident deer hunting. HF 406 - same as HF 550.

Hunting, all-terrain scooters. **HF 738**.

Firearms in employee vehicles, worksite. **SF 2143** - same as **SF 2250**.


**Transfers**

Transfer of firearms, background check. **HF 128**.

Weapons transfer prohibition, automatic. **HF 131**.

Acquisition of handguns. **HF 155**.

**WEATHER**

Online learning prohibition, exception for snow days. **SF 467**.

Seasonal layoffs, unemployment benefits. **SF 2301**.

**WEIGHTS AND MEASURES**

Agriculture department omnibus. **HF 482** – same as **HF 827** - both similar to **SF 359** and **SF 578**. **SF 578** approved 6-8-21.

**WELLS, see also WATER AND WATERCOURSES**

Private well testing requirements. **HF 397**.

**WETLANDS**

Flood mitigation. **HF 2166**.

**WHOLESALE**

Beverage container control, bottle bill, wholesaler reporting. **HF 152** – companion to **SF 565**.

**WILDLIFE**

Hunting, fishing, and trapping, constitutional amendment. **HJR 8** – similar to **SJR 16**.

Fish and wildlife. **HF 2277**.

**Hunting, see also HUNTING**

Wounded deer, retrieval by leashed dogs. **HF 23** – companion to **SF 311** - both similar to **HF 552** and **SF 457**, which are companion. **HF 552** approved 4-12-21.

Antlerless deer, population management, semi-automatic rifles. **SF 427** - similar to **SF 464** and **SF 581**. **SF 581** approved 6-17-22.

Aerial hunting for feral hogs. **SF 2182**.

Hunting property, public access program, property tax credit. **SF 2215**.

**WILLS**

Probate, presence of witnesses for wills. **HF 2078** – similar to **SF 2240**.

**WIND ENERGY**

Wind turbine siting, minimum standards. **SF 298**.

Tax increment financing districts, wind turbines. **HF 2082**.

Schools, energy grant program. **HF 2100**.
Utility replacement tax, wind energy. SF 2366 - similar to HF 2561. SF 2366 approved 5-23-22.

WINE
Native wineries, native spirits. HF 2247.
Alcohol licensing reform. HF 2301 - similar to HF 2531.
Beverage container control, bottle bill, handling fee, penalties. HF 2440.

WITNESSES
Guardian ad litem for child prosecution witnesses. SF 180 - companion to HF 361. HF 361 approved 4-30-21.
Juror and witness fees. HF 354.
Probate, presence of witnesses for wills. HF 2078 – similar to SF 2240.
Intimidation of witnesses. HF 2226 - same as HF 2472.
Spousal privilege, confidential communication. HF 2282.
Crime victim rights, recidivism reduction. SF 2226 - same as SF 2328.
Remote testimony, technology. SF 2246.

WOMEN
Period products, provision in state buildings. SF 34 - similar to SF 2020.
Medicaid, maternal and child health, one year of postpartum care. SF 35.
Sales tax exemption, menstrual products, child and adult diapers. SF 36 - SF 213 - HF 2196 - all similar.
Feminine hygiene products in public schools. HF 15.
Transgender athletes, interscholastic and intramural sports. HF 184 - same as HF 334.
Medicaid, one year of postpartum coverage. SF 155.
Life at conception. HF 267.
Civil rights, gender. HF 340.
Abortion, heartbeat. HF 403.
Hysterectomy. HF 413 - same as HF 684.
Abortion, alternative. HF 515.
Girls' wrestling. HR 7.
Iowa women's basketball team, resolution. HR 13.
Health equity fund, women's health, provider reimbursement. SF 2069.

WORKERS' COMPENSATION
Workers' compensation, choice of doctor. HF 123.
Workers' compensation, overtime, premium pay, and cost of living. HF 162.
Workers' compensation, COVID-19 infection. SF 138.
Workers' compensation, prosthetic device replacements. SF 140.
Worker's compensation. HF 410.
Workers' compensation payments to alien dependents. SF 414.
Workers' bill of rights. HF 715.
Law enforcement regulations. HF 791.
Workers' compensation, prosthetic devices. HF 2411. Approved 6-14-22.
Workers' compensation, shoulder injury, second injury fund. **SF 2300.**

**WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT**
- Employee meal and rest periods. **HF 20.**
- Employment of unauthorized aliens prohibited, e-verify. **SF 84 - same as SF 339.**
- Economic development appropriations. **SF 595 - similar to HF 871. HF 871 approved 6-8-21.**
- Return-to-work incentives, appropriation. **SF 2161.**
- Out-of-state companies, workforce advertising prohibition. **SF 2251.**
- Workforce omnibus. **SF 2361 - HF 2527 - HF 2569 - SF 2383 - all similar. SF 2383 approved 6-16-22.**
- Economic development appropriations. **HF 2564.** Approved 6-17-22.

**Career Education**
- Apprenticeship incentives. **HF 2013.**
- Worker training, tuition grant appropriations. **SF 2150.**

**Labor Services**
- Prevailing wage. **HF 161.**
- Employment, criminal history. **HF 178.**
- Family and medical leave insurance program. **SF 137.**
- Long-term services and supports, direct care workforce database. **SF 161.**
- Child care challenge fund, DWD appropriation. **SF 186.**
- Direct care workforce database. **HF 672.**
- Pregnancy and childbirth, reasonable employment accommodations, duties of labor commissioner. **SF 485.**

**New Jobs Programs**
- Medicaid cliff. **HF 610.**

**Unemployment Compensation**
- Pandemic unemployment assistance forgiveness. **HF 91.**
- Employee misclassification. **HF 176 - same as HF 635.**
- Unemployment benefits, waiver of reimbursement. **HF 473.**
- Unemployment compensation, delays, overpayments, status reports. **SF 327.**
- Unemployment insurance, employee waiting period, benefits. **SF 492 - companion to HF 754 - both similar to SF 617.**
- Unemployment insurance, shared work plans. **SF 2131 - companion to HF 2355. HF 2355 approved 6-16-22.**
- Unemployment insurance, tort reform. **HF 2279 – companion to SF 2275.**
- Indexing unemployment insurance, fewer weeks, recipient requirements. **SF 2249.**

**Workers' Compensation**
- Rebuttable presumption, diseases in workplace. **HF 121.**
- Workers' compensation, choice of doctor. **HF 123.**
- Worker sick and safe time. **HF 275.**
- Workers' bill of rights. **HF 715.**

**WORKPLACE, see also LABOR**
- Employment agency, employee working conditions. **HF 39.**
Pregnancy and childbirth, reasonable employment accommodations. **HF 124**
- similar to both **HF 175** and **HF 2257**, which are companion.
Government nondiscrimination Act. **HF 170**.
Workers' bill of rights. **HF 715**.
Federal protecting the right to organize (PRO) Act. **HCR 11** – companion to **SCR 7**.

**WORLD FOOD PRIZE**
Economic development appropriations. **HF 2564**. Approved 6-17-22.

**YOUTHS**, see also **MINORS**
- Youth hormone usage. **HF 193**.
- Student youth advisory council, elimination. **HF 409**.
- Deer hunting, youth tags. **SF 2011**.
- Natural resources education and recreation for youth. **HF 2029**.

**ZONES AND ZONING**
- Child care future zones program. **HF 13**.
- Entertainment zones, surcharge. **HF 213**.
- Housing, nonconforming use, local regulations. **SF 469**.
- City zoning commission members, residency requirements. **SF 2096** - similar to **SF 2285**. **SF 2285** approved 4-21-22.

**ZOOS**
- Zoos, income tax checkoff. **HF 35**.
- Working animals, prohibition on local regulations. **SF 483**.
SUBJECT INDEX OF BILLS PASSED

911 SERVICES
  Death or serious injury, failure to report, failure to assist. **SF 243.** Effective 7-1-21.
  Public safety answering point report. **HF 2436.** Effective 7-1-22.
  Local emergency management commissions, 911 service boards. **SF 2298.**
    Effective 7-1-22.

ABANDONMENT
  Abandoned vehicles, notification requirements. **SF 232.** Effective 7-1-21.
  Abandoned properties, counties acquiring title. **SF 554.** Effective 7-1-21.
  Garbage searches, privacy. **SF 2296.** Effective 7-1-22.

ABATEMENT
  Public safety nuisance. **HF 2340.** Effective 7-1-22.

ABORTIONS
  Nonconsensual termination of human pregnancy. **HF 2372.** Effective 7-1-22.

ABSENTEE VOTING, see also **ELECTIONS**
  Elections, voting periods, absentee ballot drops, delivery. **SF 413.** Effective 3-8-21.
  Elections omnibus, procedures for constitutional amendments. **SF 568.**
    Various effective dates; see section 54 of bill.

ABUSE, see also **ADULT ABUSE**
  Abuse of a corpse. **HF 282.** Effective 7-1-21.
  Domestic abuse, consent decrees. **HF 825.** Effective 7-1-22.

ACCIDENTS
  Motor vehicle accidents, leaving the scene. **HF 524.** Effective 7-1-21.

ADMINISTRATIVE RULES
  Administrative rules, corporations. **HF 453.** Effective 7-1-21.
  Health care facilities, violations. **HF 2172.** Effective 7-1-22.

ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF
  Travel authorization, executive branch employees. **SF 314.** Effective 7-1-21.
  Rent reimbursement. **HF 368.** Effective 4-12-21.
  ABATE Iowa toy run sale, resolution. **HJR 10.** Effective 7-1-21.
  Department of administrative services, required reports. **SF 315.** Effective 7-1-21.
  Departments and agencies, office space. **HF 314.** Effective 7-1-21.
  Administration and regulation appropriations. **HF 867.** Effective 7-1-21.
  Administration and regulation appropriations. **SF 2385.** Various effective
dates; see section 32 of bill.
ADOPTION
Court reporters, adoption hearings. **HF 433.** Effective 7-1-21.
Adult adoptee access to birth certificates. **HF 855.** Effective 7-1-21.
Adoption, state public defender. **HF 743.** Effective 7-1-21.
State child care assistance. **HF 2252.** Effective 7-1-22.

ADULT ABUSE
Dependent adult abuse, death. **SF 450.** Effective 7-1-21.
State child care assistance. **HF 2252.** Effective 7-1-22.
Elder abuse, criminal penalties. **SF 522.** Effective 7-1-22.

ADVERTISING
Advertisements along interstates. **SF 548.** Effective 7-1-21.

AGENTS
Uniform athlete agents Act. **HF 364.** Effective 7-1-22.

AGING, DEPARTMENT ON
Health and human services appropriations. **HF 891.** Various effective dates, see bill.
Health and human services appropriations. **HF 2578.** Various effective dates, see bill.

AGRICULTURAL LAND
Animal operations, unauthorized cameras. **HF 775.** Effective 7-1-21.
Agritourism liability protection. **SF 356.** Effective 7-1-21.

AGRICULTURE
Equipment dealership agreements, supplier right of termination. **HF 556.** Effective 7-1-21.
Designating February 1 as George Washington Carver day. **SF 2380.** Effective 7-1-22.

AGRICULTURE AND LAND STEWARDSHIP, DEPARTMENT OF
Private pesticide applicators, peer review. **SF 482.** Effective 7-1-21.
Animal operations, unauthorized cameras. **HF 775.** Effective 7-1-21.
Department of agriculture omnibus, farm-to-school program. **SF 578.** Effective 7-1-21.
Animal feeding operation, qualified operations, digesters. **HF 522.** Effective 7-1-21.
Capitals appropriations. **HF 862.** Various effective dates, see bill.
Agriculture and natural resources appropriations. **HF 860.** Effective 7-1-21.
Butcher licensing, personal use exception. **SF 2245.** Effective 7-1-22.
Hemp acreage cap. **HF 2380.** Effective 4-21-22.
Agriculture omnibus. **HF 2581.** Effective 7-1-22.
Renewable fuels. **HF 2128.** Various effective dates; see bill.
Ag and natural resources appropriations. **HF 2560.** Effective 7-1-22, with exception of sections 12 and 34 effective 6-17-22.
AIRCRAFT AND AIRPORTS
Airports, site approval requirements. **HF 2124.** Effective 7-1-22.
Aircraft, special certificates, sales tax on parts. **SF 2370.** Various effective
dates; see section 6 of bill.

ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
Alcohol, third-party delivery. **HF 766.** Effective 7-1-21.
Native wine manufacturers, on-premise consumption. **HF 768.** Effective
7-1-21.
Class C liquor control licenses. **HF 384.** Effective 7-1-21.
Alcoholic beverage control licensing, restaurant deliveries. **SF 2374.** Various
effective dates; see bill.

ALLOWABLE GROWTH
School supplemental state aid and equity, allowable growth at 2.4%. **SF
269.** Effective 2-23-21.
Supplemental state aid. **HF 2316.** Effective 2-17-22.

ALL-TERRAIN VEHICLES (ATVs)
All-terrain vehicles, county highways. **HF 2130.** Effective 7-1-22.

AMMUNITION, see also WEAPONS
Turkey hunting, shotguns. **SF 2334.** Effective 7-1-22.

AMUSEMENT VENUES
Amusement park operator age. **HF 558.** Effective 7-1-21.
Amusement concessions. **HF 785.** Effective 7-1-21.

ANATOMICAL GIFTS
Organ donation incentive program. **SF 336.** Effective 7-1-21.

ANIMAL AGRICULTURE COMPLIANCE ACT
Animal feeding operation, qualified operations, digesters. **HF 522.** Effective
7-1-21.

ANIMALS
Transporting livestock. **HF 655.** Effective 7-1-21.
Animal operations, unauthorized cameras. **HF 775.** Effective 7-1-21.
Department of agriculture omnibus, farm-to-school program. **SF 578.**
Effective 7-1-21.
Animals retired from research facilities, adoption program. **SF 2260.**
Effective 7-1-22.

APPEALS
Pro se defendants, filing of documents. **HF 2222.** Effective 7-1-22.

APPRENTICESHIPS
Apprenticeship training, contact hours. **HF 559.** Effective 7-1-21.
Apprenticeships, licensing authorities. **SF 424.** Effective 1-1-22.
APPROPRIATIONS
Supplemental appropriations, new personnel system. SF 284. Effective 2-23-21.
Administration and regulation appropriations. HF 867. Effective 7-1-21.
Transportation appropriations. SF 592. Effective 7-1-21.
Judicial branch appropriations. HF 864. Effective 7-1-21.
Block grants appropriations. HF 895. Various effective dates, see bill.
Capitals appropriations. HF 862. Various effective dates, see bill.
Health and human services appropriations. HF 891. Various effective dates, see bill.
Education appropriations. HF 868. Various effective dates, see bill.
Standing appropriations. SF 615. Various effective dates; see bill.
Justice system appropriations. HF 861. Effective 7-1-21.
Agriculture and natural resources appropriations. HF 860. Effective 7-1-21.
Mental health provider loan forgiveness. HF 2549. Effective 7-1-22.
Transportation appropriations. HF 2557. Effective 7-1-22.
Justice system appropriations. HF 2559. Effective 7-1-22.
USS Iowa commissioning, appropriation. HF 2147. Effective 6-13-22.
Economic development appropriations. HF 2564. Effective 7-1-22.
Administration and regulation appropriations. SF 2385. Various effective dates; see section 32 of bill.
First responders, naloxone fund. HF 2573. Effective 7-1-22.
Judicial branch appropriations. HF 2558. Item vetoed 6-17-22. Effective 7-1-22, with exception of sections 7 and 8, which were vetoed.
Education appropriations. HF 2575. Effective 7-1-22, with exception of divisions VI, IX and XI effective 6-17-22.
Ag and natural resources appropriations. HF 2560. Effective 7-1-22, with exception of sections 12 and 34 effective 6-17-22.
Capitals appropriations. HF 2579. Effective 7-1-22, with exception of sections 15 and 16 effective 6-17-22.
Health and human services appropriations. HF 2578. Various effective dates, see bill.

ARBITRATION
Statute of limitations, investors. HF 2468. Effective 7-1-22.

ARCHITECTURE
Architectural exam. HF 546. Effective 7-1-21.

AREA EDUCATION AGENCIES
School districts, board duties, local control. SF 289. Effective 7-1-21.
At-risk children programs, use of funds. HF 315. Effective 7-1-21.
Standing appropriations. SF 615. Various effective dates; see bill.
Area education agency services at private schools, special education. SF 2197. Effective 7-1-22.
ARREST AND ARRAIGNMENT
Sexual abuse arrest, release. **HF 2079.** Effective 7-1-22.

ASSaultS
Sexual assault forensic examiner program. **HF 603.** Effective 7-1-21.
Death or serious injury, failure to report, failure to assist. **SF 243.** Effective 7-1-21.
Peace officers, disciplinary action, public disorder, liability. **SF 342.** Various effective dates; see bill.
Elder abuse, criminal penalties. **SF 522.** Effective 7-1-22.
Public safety nuisance. **HF 2340.** Effective 7-1-22.

ASSESSORS AND ASSESSMENTS
Multiresidential property tax. **HF 418.** Effective 1-1-22.
Department of revenue omnibus. **SF 366.** Various effective dates; see sections 6, 10, 31, and 84 of bill.
County assessors, joint appointments. **SF 384.** Effective 7-1-22.
Department of revenue, omnibus. **HF 2552.** Effective 7-1-22, with exception of division I, effective 1-1-25 and section 49 effective 5-2-22.

ATHLETICS, see also SPORTS
Girls' athletics, eligibility. **HF 2416.** Effective 3-3-22.
Uniform athlete agents Act. **HF 364.** Effective 7-1-22.

AT-RISK STUDENTS
At-risk children programs, use of funds. **HF 315.** Effective 7-1-21.
Child development coordinating council, duties. **HF 388.** Effective 7-1-21.

ATTORNEY GENERAL
Peace officers, disciplinary action, public disorder, liability. **SF 342.** Various effective dates; see bill.
Justice system appropriations. **HF 861.** Effective 7-1-21.
Justice system appropriations. **HF 2559.** Effective 7-1-22.
High-volume online sellers, data verification. **HF 2401.** Effective 1-1-23.

ATTORNEYS AT LAW
Office of state public defender, wrongful conviction division. **HF 2516.** Effective 7-1-22.
Pro se defendants, filing of documents. **HF 2222.** Effective 7-1-22.
Law enforcement, discipline, exculpatory evidence. **HF 2496.** Effective 7-1-22.

AUDITOR OF STATE
Administration and regulation appropriations. **HF 867.** Effective 7-1-21.
Public safety answering point report. **HF 2436.** Effective 7-1-22.
Auditor of state. **HF 2489.** Effective 5-23-22.
Administration and regulation appropriations. **SF 2385.** Various effective dates; see section 32 of bill.
AUTISM
    Autism, definition. HF 2167. Effective 7-1-22.

AUTOPSIES
    County medical examiner, autopsy expenses. SF 307. Effective 7-1-21.
    Standing appropriations. SF 615. Various effective dates; see bill.

BAIL
    Forfeiture of bail. HF 424. Effective 7-1-21.
    Sexual abuse arrest, release. HF 2079. Effective 7-1-22.
    Bail forfeiture, written notification. HF 2097. Effective 7-1-22.

BANKING
    Nonbank lenders, loan origination fee restrictions. SF 567. Vetoed 6-16-21.
    Department of revenue, omnibus. HF 2552. Effective 7-1-22, with exception
    of division I, effective 1-1-25 and section 49 effective 5-2-22.
    Banking omnibus. SF 586. Effective 7-1-22.

BENEFICIARIES
    Trust and estate omnibus. HF 2484. Effective 7-1-22.

BENEFIT CORPORATIONS

BEVERAGE CONTAINERS
    Beverage container recycling, consumer deposits, redemption centers. SF
    2378. Various effective dates; see section 20 of bill.

BICYCLES

BIDS AND BIDDING
    Electronic bids, public construction contracts. SF 2279. Effective 7-1-22.
    Guaranteed maximum price contracts, public improvements. SF 183. Various
    effective dates; see section 3 of bill.

BILLBOARDS, see also SIGNS
    Advertisements along interstates. SF 548. Effective 7-1-21.

BIRDS

BIRTH CERTIFICATES
    Adult adoptee access to birth certificates. HF 855. Effective 7-1-21.

BLIND, DEPARTMENT FOR THE
    Education appropriations. HF 2575. Effective 7-1-22, with exception of
    divisions VI, IX and XI effective 6-17-22.
BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY
Uniform electronic transactions Act, blockchains, smart contracts. **SF 541.** Effective 1-1-22.

BLOCK GRANTS, see **GRANTS**

BLOOD
Organ donation incentive program. **SF 336.** Effective 7-1-21.

BOARD OF EDUCATION
Education programs, tax credits, and information. **HF 847.** Various effective dates, see bill.

BOARD OF REGENTS, see **REGENTS, BOARD OF**

BOARDS
Apprenticeships, licensing authorities. **SF 424.** Effective 1-1-22.

BOATS AND VESSELS
USS Iowa commissioning, appropriation. **HF 2147.** Effective 6-13-22.

BONDS
Waste tire collection. **HF 560.** Effective 7-1-21.
College student aid commission policy. **HF 644.** Effective 7-1-21.

BOYCOTTS
Public entity investments, Israel boycotting prohibition. **HF 2373.** Effective 7-1-22.

BRAIN INJURIES
Concussion and brain injuries, school policies, occupational therapists. **SF 466.** Effective 7-1-21.
Medicaid, preferred drug list. **HF 2202.** Effective 7-1-22.

BREWERIES
Native wine manufacturers, on-premise consumption. **HF 768.** Effective 7-1-21.

BRIDGES, see also **ROADS AND HIGHWAYS**
Bridge closures, notification. **SF 234.** Effective 7-1-21.
Overweight vehicle permits. **SF 2376.** Effective 1-1-23.

BROADBAND
Broadband, rural Iowa. **HF 848.** Effective 4-28-21.

BROKERS

BROWNFIELDS
Tax omnibus. **SF 619.** Various effective dates; see bill.
BUILDING CODE
Workforce omnibus. SF 2383. Effective 7-1-22.

BURGLARY, see also CRIMINAL OFFENSES
Burglary with sexual abuse, sentence. HF 231. Effective 7-1-21.

BURIAL

BUSINESS CORPORATIONS

CAMERAS
Animal operations, unauthorized cameras. HF 775. Effective 7-1-21.

CAPITAL GAINS
Income tax reform. HF 2317. Effective 1-1-23, with exception of division V effective 1-1-26.

CAPITAL INVESTMENTS
Insurance holding company systems, financial reporting. HF 2217. Effective 7-1-22.

CAPITOL COMPLEX
ABATE Iowa toy run sale, resolution. HJR 10. Effective 7-1-21.

CAREGIVERS
Dependent adult abuse, death. SF 450. Effective 7-1-21.

CARNIVALS
Amusement park operator age. HF 558. Effective 7-1-21.

CELLULAR PHONES, see also TEXT MESSAGING
Distracted driving, driver's education. HF 380. Effective 7-1-21.

cemeteries
Insurance omnibus. HF 838. Effective 7-1-21.
Funeral and cemetery services, preneed purchases. HF 2155. Effective 7-1-22.

CERTIFICATES OF TITLE
Vehicle title issuance, insurance company. HF 2341. Effective 7-1-22.

CHARITIES
Charitable game nights. HF 311. Effective 7-1-21.
Alcoholic beverage control licensing, restaurant deliveries. SF 2374. Various effective dates; see bill.
CHARTER SCHOOLS
Open enrollment equality, school district diversity plans. HF 228. Effective 5-10-21.
Charter school programs. HF 813. Effective 7-1-21.

CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER
Supplemental appropriations, new personnel system. SF 284. Effective 2-23-21.
Broadband, rural Iowa. HF 848. Effective 4-28-21.
Administration and regulation appropriations. HF 867. Effective 7-1-21.
Capitals appropriations. HF 862. Various effective dates, see bill.
Standing appropriations. SF 615. Various effective dates; see bill.
Administration and regulation appropriations. SF 2385. Various effective dates; see section 32 of bill.

CHILD IN NEED OF ASSISTANCE
Juvenile justice. HF 2507. Various effective dates, see bill.
Child care assistance payments. HF 2127. Effective 7-1-22.

CHILDREN, see also MINORS
Sexual abuse, second degree, age of child. SF 253. Effective 7-1-21.
Guardian ad litem. HF 361. Effective 7-1-21.
Child development coordinating council, duties. HF 388. Effective 7-1-21.
Child endangerment. HF 710. Effective 7-1-21.
Block grants appropriations. HF 895. Various effective dates, see bill.
Health and human services appropriations. HF 891. Various effective dates, see bill.
Pizza dough roller operation, employment of minors. SF 2190. Effective 7-1-22.
State child care assistance. HF 2252. Effective 7-1-22.
Child advocacy board. HF 2390. Effective 7-1-22.
Child care employees, age. HF 2198. Effective 6-17-22.
Juvenile justice. HF 2507. Various effective dates, see bill.
Child care assistance payments. HF 2127. Effective 7-1-22.
School vaccination schedule. HF 2298. Effective 7-1-22.
Safe haven reform. HF 2420. Effective 7-1-22.

CITIES
Multiresidential property tax. HF 418. Effective 1-1-22.
Rental housing, federal vouchers, prohibiting local regulation. SF 252. Effective 4-30-21.
Street finance report. HF 495. Effective 7-1-21.
Natural gas and propane sales, prohibiting local regulation. HF 555. Effective 7-1-21.
Local emergency response districts. SF 2267. Effective 7-1-22.
City zoning, fireworks, residency requirements. SF 2285. Various effective dates; see section 4 of bill.
Municipal utility boards, removal procedures. HF 2475. Effective 5-17-22.
Workforce omnibus. SF 2383. Effective 7-1-22.

CIVIL PENALTIES
Tax-exempt organizations, public disclosure of information. HF 309. Effective 7-1-21.

CIVIL PROCEDURE, see also RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE
911 abuse, civil action. HF 821. Effective 7-1-21.

CIVIL RIGHTS
Justice system appropriations. HF 861. Effective 7-1-21.
Justice system appropriations. HF 2559. Effective 7-1-22.

CLAIMS
Rent reimbursement. HF 368. Effective 4-12-21.
Medicaid, refunds and offsets. HF 736. Effective 7-1-22.

CODE OF IOWA
Substantive Code editor's bill. HF 739. Effective 7-1-21.
Substantive Code editor's bill. SF 2295. Effective 7-1-22.
Nonsubstantive Code editor's bill. HF 2463. Effective 7-1-22.

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITY, see also COMMUNITY COLLEGES
Education, free speech. HF 744. Effective 7-1-21.
Education, free speech, nondiscrimination. HF 802. Effective 7-1-21.
College student aid commission policy. HF 644. Effective 7-1-21.
School vaccination schedule. HF 2298. Effective 7-1-22.

COLLEGE STUDENT AID COMMISSION
Rural Iowa primary care loan repayment program, specialties. SF 129. Effective 7-1-21.
All Iowa opportunity scholarships, suspending participation. SF 285. Effective 7-1-21.
Health care professionals recruitment program. HF 196. Effective 7-1-21.
Teach Iowa scholar fund. HF 722. Effective 7-1-21.
College student aid commission policy. HF 644. Effective 7-1-21.
Education appropriations. HF 868. Various effective dates, see bill.
Schools required to register with college student aid commission. SF 2130. Effective 7-1-22.
Workforce omnibus. SF 2383. Effective 7-1-22.
Mental health provider loan forgiveness. HF 2549. Effective 7-1-22.
Future ready Iowa last-dollar scholarship. **HF 2165.** Effective 7-1-22.
Education appropriations. **HF 2575.** Effective 7-1-22, with exception of divisions VI, IX and XI effective 6-17-22.

**COMMERCE, DEPARTMENT OF**

Utilities division. **HF 693.** Effective 7-1-21.
Alcohol, third-party delivery. **HF 766.** Effective 7-1-21.
Administration and regulation appropriations. **HF 867.** Effective 7-1-21.
Native wine manufacturers, on-premise consumption. **HF 768.** Effective 7-1-21.
Insurance omnibus. **HF 838.** Effective 7-1-21.
Banking omnibus. **SF 586.** Effective 7-1-22.
Beverage container recycling, consumer deposits, redemption centers. **SF 2378.** Various effective dates; see section 20 of bill.
Administration and regulation appropriations. **SF 2385.** Various effective dates; see section 32 of bill.
Alcoholic beverage control licensing, restaurant deliveries. **SF 2374.** Various effective dates; see bill.

**COMMERCIAL VEHICLES, see also MOTOR VEHICLES**
Commercial driver’s licenses, electronic renewal. **HF 280.** Effective 4-2-21.
Commercial drivers licensing, third-party testing. **SF 2337.** Effective 7-1-22.

**COMMUNITY ATTRACTION AND TOURISM PROGRAM**
Capitals appropriations. **HF 862.** Various effective dates, see bill.

**COMMUNITY COLLEGES**
Education, free speech, nondiscrimination. **HF 802.** Effective 7-1-21.
College student aid commission policy. **HF 644.** Effective 7-1-21.
Education appropriations. **HF 868.** Various effective dates, see bill.
Schools required to register with college student aid commission. **SF 2130.**
Effective 7-1-22.
English learner terminology, community college faculty standards. **SF 2128.**
Effective 7-1-22.
Butchery task force. **HF 2470.** Effective 7-1-22.
School vaccination schedule. **HF 2298.** Effective 7-1-22.
Education appropriations. **HF 2575.** Effective 7-1-22, with exception of divisions VI, IX and XI effective 6-17-22.

**COMPACTS**
Occupational therapy licensure compact. **SF 463.** Effective 7-1-22.

**COMPUTERS, see also ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS**
Uniform electronic transactions Act, blockchains, smart contracts. **SF 541.**
Effective 1-1-22.

**CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATIONS AND RECORDS, see also MEDICAL RECORDS**
Department of corrections, Iowa courts information system access. **SF 343**. Effective 7-1-21.

Insurance data security. **HF 719**. Effective 1-1-22.

Tax-exempt organizations, public disclosure of information. **HF 309**. Effective 7-1-21.

Adult adoptee access to birth certificates. **HF 855**. Effective 7-1-21.

Real estate data confidentiality, military property tax credits. **SF 574**. Effective 7-1-21.

Peace officers, disciplinary action, public disorder, liability. **SF 342**. Various effective dates; see bill.

Crisis intervention police reports, confidentiality. **SF 513**. Effective 7-1-22.

Police officers and fire fighters retirement, privacy. **HF 2154**. Effective 7-1-22.

Auditor of state. **HF 2489**. Effective 5-23-22.

**CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICTS**, see also **REDISTRICTING**
Legislative redistricting, second plan. **SF 621**. Effective 11-4-21.

**CONSERVATION**, see also **NATURAL RESOURCES, DEPARTMENT OF**
Land acquisition, inventory report. **SF 2323**. Effective 7-1-22.

**CONSERVATORS**
Probate fees. **HF 711**. Effective 1-1-22.

**CONSTITUTION**
Right to keep and bear arms, constitutional amendment. **SJR 7**. Effective 7-1-21.

Elections omnibus, procedures for constitutional amendments. **SF 568**.
Various effective dates; see section 54 of bill.

Line of succession, constitutional amendment. **HJR 2005**. Effective 7-1-22.

**CONSTRUCTION**
Electronic bids, public construction contracts. **SF 2279**. Effective 7-1-22.
Guaranteed maximum price contracts, public improvements. **SF 183**. Various effective dates; see section 3 of bill.

**CONSUMER ADVOCATE**
Justice system appropriations. **HF 861**. Effective 7-1-21.
Justice system appropriations. **HF 2559**. Effective 7-1-22.

**CONSUMER CREDIT CODE**
Criminal surcharges, court fees and debt. **SF 367**. Various effective dates; see section 11 of bill.
Tax omnibus. **SF 619**. Various effective dates; see bill.

**CONSUMER PROTECTION**
Regulated loans, service charges. **HF 235**. Effective 7-1-21.
Water treatment systems, certification requirements. **SF 2232**. Effective 1-1-23.
High-volume online sellers, data verification. **HF 2401.** Effective 1-1-23.
Beverage container recycling, consumer deposits, redemption centers. **SF 2378.** Various effective dates; see section 20 of bill.

**CONTRACTS**
Uniform electronic transactions Act, blockchains, smart contracts. **SF 541.** Effective 1-1-22.
Electronic bids, public construction contracts. **SF 2279.** Effective 7-1-22.
Guaranteed maximum price contracts, public improvements. **SF 183.** Various effective dates; see section 3 of bill.
Digital assets and technology. **HF 2443.** Effective 7-1-22.

**CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES**
Controlled substances and precursor substances. **HF 391.** Effective 5-10-21.
Heroin penalties. **HF 2462.** Effective 7-1-22.
Controlled substances schedules, prescription monitoring. **HF 2201.** Effective 7-1-22, with exception of division I, effective 5-2-22.

**COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATIONS**
Cooperative associations, housing. **SF 2310.** Effective 7-1-22.

**CORONAVIRUS, see also PANDEMIC**
Vaccine passports. **HF 889.** Effective 5-20-21.
Tax omnibus. **SF 619.** Various effective dates; see bill.
COVID-19 vaccination requirements, employment. **HF 902.** Effective 10-29-21.
School vaccination schedule. **HF 2298.** Effective 7-1-22.
Health and human services appropriations. **HF 2578.** Various effective dates, see bill.

**CORPORATIONS**
Administrative rules, corporations. **HF 453.** Effective 7-1-21.
Income tax reform. **HF 2317.** Effective 1-1-23, with exception of division V effective 1-1-26.
Business corporations. **HF 2469.** Effective 7-1-22.

**CORRECTIONS, DEPARTMENT OF**
Department of corrections, Iowa courts information system access. **SF 343.** Effective 7-1-21.
Capitals appropriations. **HF 862.** Various effective dates, see bill.
Justice system appropriations. **HF 861.** Effective 7-1-21.
Justice system appropriations. **HF 2559.** Effective 7-1-22.

**COSMETOLOGY**
Human trafficking, massage therapy enforcement. **HF 452.** Effective 7-1-21.
Practice of threading, licensure. **SF 2119.** Effective 7-1-22.

**COUNCILS, see also BOARDS; CITIES**
Child development coordinating council, duties. **HF 388.** Effective 7-1-21.

**COUNSEL**
Pro se defendants, filing of documents. **HF 2222.** Effective 7-1-22.

**COUNSELING**
Behavior analysts in schools, licensure. **SF 532.** Effective 5-10-21.

**COUNTIES**
Elections, voting periods, absentee ballot drops, delivery. **SF 413.** Effective 3-8-21.
County medical examiner, autopsy expenses. **SF 307.** Effective 7-1-21.
Drainage districts, notice of hearings. **SF 353.** Effective 7-1-21.
Automobile dealers, plates, fees. **SF 444.** Effective 7-1-21.
Crime victims in sexual abuse cases, evidence kits. **HF 426.** Effective 7-1-21.
Abandoned properties, counties acquiring title. **SF 554.** Effective 7-1-21.
Bridge closures, notification. **SF 234.** Effective 7-1-21.
Department of revenue omnibus. **SF 366.** Various effective dates; see sections 6, 10, 31, and 84 of bill.

County land record information system. **HF 527.** Effective 7-1-21.
Youth entrepreneur Act. **HF 313.** Effective 6-16-21.
Judicial branch appropriations. **HF 864.** Effective 7-1-21.
Elections omnibus, procedures for constitutional amendments. **SF 568.** Various effective dates; see section 54 of bill.

Land records, fees. **HF 837.** Effective 7-1-21.
Septic tank noncompliance, county fines. **HF 728.** Effective 7-1-22.
County redistricting plans. **HF 2466.** Effective 3-22-22.
County assessors, joint appointments. **SF 384.** Effective 7-1-22.
Public safety answering point report. **HF 2436.** Effective 7-1-22.
Groundwater hazard statements upon conveyance. **HF 2343.** Effective 7-1-22.

Department of revenue, omnibus. **HF 2552.** Effective 7-1-22, with exception of division I, effective 1-1-25 and section 49 effective 5-2-22.
Local emergency response districts. **SF 2267.** Effective 7-1-22.
City zoning, fireworks, residency requirements. **SF 2285.** Various effective dates; see section 4 of bill.

Physician assistants. **HF 803.** Effective 7-1-22.
Workforce omnibus. **SF 2383.** Effective 7-1-22.
Home-based business ordinances. **HF 2431.** Effective 7-1-22.
All-terrain vehicles, county highways. **HF 2130.** Effective 7-1-22.

**COUNTY HOME RULE**
Rental housing, federal vouchers, prohibiting local regulation. **SF 252.** Effective 4-30-21.
Natural gas and propane sales, prohibiting local regulation. **HF 555.** Effective 7-1-21.
Tax omnibus. **SF 619.** Various effective dates; see bill.

**COURTS**
- Decedent litigation. **SF 239.** Effective 7-1-21.
- Department of corrections, Iowa courts information system access. **SF 343.** Effective 7-1-21.
- Forfeiture of bail. **HF 424.** Effective 7-1-21.
- Guardian ad litem. **HF 361.** Effective 7-1-21.
- Court reporters, adoption hearings. **HF 433.** Effective 7-1-21.
- Court interpreters. **HF 707.** Effective 7-1-21.
- Judicial branch appropriations. **HF 864.** Effective 7-1-21.
- Criminal surcharges, court fees and debt. **SF 367.** Various effective dates; see section 11 of bill.
- Probate fees. **HF 711.** Effective 1-1-22.
- Office of state public defender, wrongful conviction division. **HF 2516.** Effective 7-1-22.
- Child advocacy board. **HF 2390.** Effective 7-1-22.
- Public safety nuisance. **HF 2340.** Effective 7-1-22.
- Pro se defendants, filing of documents. **HF 2222.** Effective 7-1-22.
- Judicial branch appropriations. **HF 2558.** Item vetoed 6-17-22. Effective 7-1-22, with exception of sections 7 and 8, which were vetoed.

**CREDIT**
- Regulated loans, service charges. **HF 235.** Effective 7-1-21.

**CREDIT UNIONS**
- Department of revenue, omnibus. **HF 2552.** Effective 7-1-22, with exception of division I, effective 1-1-25 and section 49 effective 5-2-22.

**CRIMINAL HISTORY AND RECORDS**
- Bail forfeiture, written notification. **HF 2097.** Effective 7-1-22.
- Driver's license photo, usage. **HF 2123.** Effective 5-23-22.

**CRIMINAL OFFENSES**
- Burglary with sexual abuse, sentence. **HF 231.** Effective 7-1-21.
- Synthetic urine prohibition, drug testing. **HF 283.** Effective 7-1-21.

**CROPS**
- Animal operations, unauthorized cameras. **HF 775.** Effective 7-1-21.
- Hemp acreage cap. **HF 2380.** Effective 4-21-22.

**CULTURAL AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF**
- Economic development appropriations. **HF 2564.** Effective 7-1-22.

**CYBERSECURITY**
- Insurance data security. **HF 719.** Effective 1-1-22.
DAIRY INDUSTRY
Milk haulers. **HF 869.** Effective 1-1-22.
Agriculture and natural resources appropriations. **HF 860.** Effective 7-1-21.
Ag and natural resources appropriations. **HF 2560.** Effective 7-1-22, with exception of sections 12 and 34 effective 6-17-22.

DAMAGES
911 abuse, civil action. **HF 821.** Effective 7-1-21.

DAY CARE, *see also CHILDREN*
Nonregistered day care limits, numbers of children. **HF 260.** Effective 7-1-21.
Child care assistance off-ramp. **HF 302.** Effective 7-1-21.
Tax omnibus. **SF 619.** Various effective dates; see bill.
Child care employees, age. **HF 2198.** Effective 6-17-22.

DEAF PERSONS
Court interpreters. **HF 707.** Effective 7-1-21.
Deaf children, language and literacy development. **HF 604.** Effective 7-1-22.

DEALERS
Firearm industry immunity. **HF 621.** Effective 7-1-21.
Automobile dealers, plates, fees. **SF 444.** Effective 7-1-21.
Equipment dealership agreements, supplier right of termination. **HF 556.** Effective 7-1-21.
Aircraft, special certificates, sales tax on parts. **SF 2370.** Various effective dates; see section 6 of bill.
Renewable fuels. **HF 2128.** Various effective dates; see bill.
Catalytic converters, scrap metal. **SF 2287.** Effective 7-1-22.
Department of revenue policies, sales tax, distributions. **SF 2367.** Various effective dates; see bill.

DEATH
Decedent litigation. **SF 239.** Effective 7-1-21.
County medical examiner, autopsy expenses. **SF 307.** Effective 7-1-21.
Abuse of a corpse. **HF 282.** Effective 7-1-21.

DEATH CERTIFICATES
Premature infant death certificate, nonviable birth. **SF 577.** Effective 7-1-22.

DEER
Wounded deer, retrieval by leashed dogs. **HF 552.** Effective 7-1-21.
Antlerless deer, population management, semi-automatic rifles. **SF 581.** Effective 7-1-22.

DEFENDANTS
Bail forfeiture, written notification. **HF 2097.** Effective 7-1-22.
DENTAL CARE
Orthodontic treatment. **HF 685.** Effective 7-1-21.

DEPENDENTS, *see also* **ADULT ABUSE; CHILDREN**
Dependent adult abuse, death. **SF 450.** Effective 7-1-21.

DEPOSITIONS
Pretrial depositions, child victims. **HF 709.** Effective 7-1-21.

DISABLED PERSONS
Achieving a better life experience (ABLE) accounts. **HF 835.** Effective 7-1-21.
Persons with disabilities parking permits, physical therapists. **HF 2259.** Effective 7-1-22.
Ag and natural resources appropriations. **HF 2560.** Effective 7-1-22, with exception of sections 12 and 34 effective 6-17-22.

DISASTERS
Truck weight, permits, presidential disaster declarations. **HF 382.** Effective 7-1-21.
Tax omnibus. **SF 619.** Various effective dates; see bill.
Disaster assistance, public liability. **HF 2295.** Effective 7-1-22.

DISCIPLINE POLICIES
Law enforcement, discipline, exculpatory evidence. **HF 2496.** Effective 7-1-22.

DISCRIMINATION
Coast guard, employment protection. **HF 200.** Effective 7-1-21.
Education, free speech. **HF 744.** Effective 7-1-21.
Education, free speech, nondiscrimination. **HF 802.** Effective 7-1-21.
Antisemitism, definition. **HF 2220.** Effective 7-1-22.

DISORDERLY CONDUCT
Disorderly conduct. **HF 232.** Effective 7-1-21.
Peace officers, disciplinary action, public disorder, liability. **SF 342.** Various effective dates; see bill.

DOGS
Wounded deer, retrieval by leashed dogs. **HF 552.** Effective 7-1-21.
Wagering, international simultaneous telecast. **HF 513.** Effective 7-1-21.
Ag and natural resources appropriations. **HF 2560.** Effective 7-1-22, with exception of sections 12 and 34 effective 6-17-22.

DOMESTIC ABUSE, *see also* **ABUSE**
Domestic abuse, consent decrees. **HF 825.** Effective 7-1-22.

DONATIONS, *see* **CHARITIES**
DRAINAGE AND LEVEE DISTRICTS
Drainage districts, notice of hearings. SF 353. Effective 7-1-21.

DRIVER EDUCATION
Distracted driving, driver's education. HF 380. Effective 7-1-21.
Competent private instruction, attendance days, driver's education. SF 546. Effective 7-1-21.

DRIVER'S LICENSES AND PERMITS
Student driver's permit, farm work. SF 231. Effective 7-1-21.
Chauffeur licenses. HF 389. Effective 7-1-21.
Driver's license, emergency contact information. HF 435. Effective 1-1-22.
Commercial driver's licenses, testing fees. HF 828. Effective 1-1-22.
Commercial drivers licensing, third-party testing. SF 2337. Effective 7-1-22.
Autism, definition. HF 2167. Effective 7-1-22.
Driver's license photo, usage. HF 2123. Effective 5-23-22.

DRUGS, see also CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES
Synthetic urine prohibition, drug testing. HF 283. Effective 7-1-21.
Pharmacy practice. HF 514. Effective 7-1-21.
Controlled substances and precursor substances. HF 391. Effective 5-10-21.
Iowa drug policy advisory council. HF 2367. Effective 7-1-22.

EARLY CHILDHOOD PROGRAMS, see also PRESCHOOLS
Child development coordinating council, duties. HF 388. Effective 7-1-21.
Education appropriations. HF 868. Various effective dates, see bill.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
Apprenticeship training, contact hours. HF 559. Effective 7-1-21.
Department of revenue omnibus. SF 366. Various effective dates; see sections 6, 10, 31, and 84 of bill.
Hoover Presidential Library tax credit. HF 588. Effective 7-1-21.
Block grants appropriations. HF 895. Various effective dates, see bill.
Butchery innovation and revitalization. HF 857. Effective 7-1-21.
Tax omnibus. SF 619. Various effective dates; see bill.
Economic development authority, technical changes. SF 2325. Effective 3-23-22.
Economic development appropriations. HF 2564. Effective 7-1-22.
Department of revenue policies, sales tax, distributions. SF 2367. Various effective dates; see bill.

ECONOMIC EMERGENCY FUND
Tax omnibus. SF 619. Various effective dates; see bill.

EDUCATIONAL EXAMINERS, BOARD OF, see EDUCATION, DEPARTMENT OF
EDUCATION, BOARD OF
Charter school programs. **HF 813.** Effective 7-1-21.

EDUCATION, DEPARTMENT OF
In-person instruction during pandemic, parental choice. **SF 160.** Effective 1-29-21.
School districts, board duties, local control. **SF 289.** Effective 7-1-21.
Special education programs, funding. **HF 317.** Effective 7-1-21.
Academic credit for legislative page program. **SF 517.** Effective 7-1-21.
Behavior analysts in schools, licensure. **SF 532.** Effective 5-10-21.
Teacher professional development, relicensure. **HF 770.** Effective 7-1-21.
Charter school programs. **HF 813.** Effective 7-1-21.
Education appropriations. **HF 868.** Various effective dates, see bill.
Standing appropriations. **SF 615.** Various effective dates; see bill.
Radon testing, schools. **HF 2412.** Effective 7-1-22.
Area education agency services at private schools, special education. **SF 2197.** Effective 7-1-22.
Deaf children, language and literacy development. **HF 604.** Effective 7-1-22.
Workforce omnibus. **SF 2383.** Effective 7-1-22.
Butchery task force. **HF 2470.** Effective 7-1-22.
Education appropriations. **HF 2575.** Effective 7-1-22, with exception of divisions VI, IX and XI effective 6-17-22.

EDUCATION LOANS, see also LOANS
Workforce omnibus. **SF 2383.** Effective 7-1-22.

ELDERS, see also AGING, DEPARTMENT ON
Lifetime trout stamp for seniors. **HF 234.** Effective 7-1-21.
Elder abuse, criminal penalties. **SF 522.** Effective 7-1-22.
Medicaid, preferred drug list. **HF 2202.** Effective 7-1-22.

ELECTIONS
Elections, voting periods, absentee ballot drops, delivery. **SF 413.** Effective 3-8-21.
Elections omnibus, procedures for constitutional amendments. **SF 568.**
Various effective dates; see section 54 of bill.

ELECTRIC POWER
Workforce omnibus. **SF 2383.** Effective 7-1-22.

ELECTRIC VEHICLES
Electric bicycles. **HF 493.** Effective 7-1-21.

ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS, see also INTERNET
Uniform civil remedies for unauthorized disclosure of intimate images. **HF 233.** Effective 7-1-21.
Electronic bids, public construction contracts. SF 2279. Effective 7-1-22.
Department of revenue, omnibus. HF 2552. Effective 7-1-22, with exception of division I, effective 1-1-25 and section 49 effective 5-2-22.
Electronic delivery of insurance notices, consent. HF 2330. Effective 7-1-22.
Digital assets and technology. HF 2443. Effective 7-1-22.
Controllable electronic records, uniform commercial code. HF 2445. Effective 7-1-22.

ELECTRONIC TRANSACTIONS
Digital assets and technology. HF 2443. Effective 7-1-22.
Controllable electronic records, uniform commercial code. HF 2445. Effective 7-1-22.

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT, see also DISASTERS
Local emergency management commissions, 911 service boards. SF 2298. Effective 7-1-22.
Disaster assistance, public liability. HF 2295. Effective 7-1-22.

EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES
Fireworks fees, fire department grant program. HF 761. Effective 7-1-21.
Death or serious injury, failure to report, failure to assist. SF 243. Effective 7-1-21.
Tax omnibus. SF 619. Various effective dates; see bill.
Standing appropriations. SF 615. Various effective dates; see bill.
Local emergency response districts. SF 2267. Effective 7-1-22.

EMERGENCY VEHICLES
Volunteer fire fighters, emergency vehicle operations certificate. SF 551. Effective 7-1-22.

EMPLOYEES, STATE
Organ donation incentive program. SF 336. Effective 7-1-21.

EMPLOYMENT
Coast guard, employment protection. HF 200. Effective 7-1-21.
Synthetic urine prohibition, drug testing. HF 283. Effective 7-1-21.
Health care employment agencies. HF 2521. Effective 7-1-22.

ENERGY, see also RENEWABLE ENERGY
Tax omnibus. SF 619. Various effective dates; see bill.
Economic development authority, technical changes. SF 2325. Effective 3-23-22.
Workforce omnibus. **SF 2383.** Effective 7-1-22.

**ENGINEERING**
- Drainage districts, notice of hearings. **SF 353.** Effective 7-1-21.
- Engineering and land surveying examining board, examinations. **HF 284.** Effective 7-1-21.

**ENGLISH LANGUAGE**
- English learners funding, weighting. **HF 605.** Effective 4-30-21.
- English learner terminology, community college faculty standards. **SF 2128.** Effective 7-1-22.

**ENVIRONMENT, see also CONSERVATION**
- Agriculture and natural resources appropriations. **HF 860.** Effective 7-1-21.

**ENVIRONMENT FIRST FUND**
- Ag and natural resources appropriations. **HF 2560.** Effective 7-1-22, with exception of sections 12 and 34 effective 6-17-22.

**EQUIPMENT**
- Equipment dealership agreements, supplier right of termination. **HF 556.** Effective 7-1-21.
- Public safety equipment fund. **HF 708.** Effective 7-1-21.

**ESTATES**
- Decedent litigation. **SF 239.** Effective 7-1-21.
- Probate, contested claims. **SF 235.** Effective 7-1-21.
- Probate fees. **HF 711.** Effective 1-1-22.
- Trust and estate omnibus. **HF 2484.** Effective 7-1-22.

**ETHANOL, see also FUEL**
- Agriculture omnibus. **HF 2581.** Effective 7-1-22.

**ETHICS**
- Sales and leases of real estate by public employees. **HF 491.** Effective 7-1-21.

**ETHICS AND CAMPAIGN DISCLOSURE BOARD**
- Administration and regulation appropriations. **HF 867.** Effective 7-1-21.

**EVOLUTION**
- Tax omnibus. **SF 619.** Various effective dates; see bill.

**EVIDENCE, see also RULES OF EVIDENCE**
- Crime victims in sexual abuse cases, evidence kits. **HF 426.** Effective 7-1-21.
- Peace officers, disciplinary action, public disorder, liability. **SF 342.** Various effective dates; see bill.
- Discovery of evidence, sexual abuse cases. **HF 2239.** Effective 7-1-22.
EXECUTIVE BRANCH
Travel authorization, executive branch employees. SF 314. Effective 7-1-21.
Departments and agencies, office space. HF 314. Effective 7-1-21.

EXPLOITATION
Sexual exploitation of minor by adult instructor. SF 562. Effective 5-12-21.

FAIRS, see also STATE FAIR
Amusement park operator age. HF 558. Effective 7-1-21.

FAMILY SUPPORT PROGRAMS
Juvenile justice. HF 2507. Various effective dates, see bill.

FARMING
Student driver's permit, farm work. SF 231. Effective 7-1-21.
Department of agriculture omnibus, farm-to-school program. SF 578.
   Effective 7-1-21.
Tax omnibus. SF 619. Various effective dates; see bill.
Income tax reform. HF 2317. Effective 1-1-23, with exception of division V effective 1-1-26.
Ag and natural resources appropriations. HF 2560. Effective 7-1-22, with exception of sections 12 and 34 effective 6-17-22.

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
Coast guard, employment protection. HF 200. Effective 7-1-21.
Rental housing, federal vouchers, prohibiting local regulation. SF 252.
   Effective 4-30-21.
Real estate appraisers, mandatory certification for federally-related transactions. HF 682. Effective 7-1-21.
Block grants appropriations. HF 895. Various effective dates, see bill.
Tax omnibus. SF 619. Various effective dates; see bill.

FEES
Commercial driver's licenses, testing fees. HF 828. Effective 1-1-22.

FELONIES, see also CRIMINAL OFFENSES
Burglary with sexual abuse, sentence. HF 231. Effective 7-1-21.
Animal operations, unauthorized cameras. HF 775. Effective 7-1-21.
Child endangerment. HF 710. Effective 7-1-21.
Lottery security. HF 429. Effective 7-1-21.
Excessive speed, vehicular homicide. HF 753. Effective 7-1-21.
Heroin penalties. HF 2462. Effective 7-1-22.
Nonconsensual termination of human pregnancy. HF 2372. Effective 7-1-22.
FERTILIZER
   Department of agriculture omnibus, farm-to-school program. SF 578. Effective 7-1-21.

FETUSES
   Premature infant death certificate, nonviable birth. SF 577. Effective 7-1-22.

FIDUCIARIES
   Department of revenue, omnibus. HF 2552. Effective 7-1-22, with exception of division I, effective 1-1-25 and section 49 effective 5-2-22.

FINANCIAL ADVICE

FIREARMS, see also WEAPONS
   Right to keep and bear arms, constitutional amendment. SJR 7. Effective 7-1-21.
   Firearm industry immunity. HF 621. Effective 7-1-21.
   Firearms omnibus. HF 756. Effective 7-1-21.
   Public safety nuisance. HF 2340. Effective 7-1-22.

FIRE FIGHTERS
   Volunteer fire fighters, emergency vehicle operations certificate. SF 551. Effective 7-1-22.
   Police officers and fire fighters retirement, privacy. HF 2154. Effective 7-1-22.

FIRE SAFETY
   Fireworks fees, fire department grant program. HF 761. Effective 7-1-21.
   Local emergency response districts. SF 2267. Effective 7-1-22.
   Workforce omnibus. SF 2383. Effective 7-1-22.

FIREWORKS
   City zoning, fireworks, residency requirements. SF 2285. Various effective dates; see section 4 of bill.

FIRST RESPONDERS
   First responders, naloxone fund. HF 2573. Effective 7-1-22.

FISH AND FISHING
   Lifetime trout stamp for seniors. HF 234. Effective 7-1-21.

FLOODING
   Private flood insurance. HF 583. Effective 7-1-21.
   Flood mitigation, essential county purpose. HF 523. Effective 7-1-21.
   Flood recovery fund interest. HF 2515. Effective 5-2-22.
   Ag and natural resources appropriations. HF 2560. Effective 7-1-22, with exception of sections 12 and 34 effective 6-17-22.
FOOD ASSISTANCE
Ag and natural resources appropriations. **HF 2560**. Effective 7-1-22, with exception of sections 12 and 34 effective 6-17-22.

FOOD BANKS
Tax omnibus. **SF 619**. Various effective dates; see bill.

FOOD PROCESSING
Butcher licensing, personal use exception. **SF 2245**. Effective 7-1-22.

FOOD SERVICE ESTABLISHMENTS
Pizza dough roller operation, employment of minors. **SF 2190**. Effective 7-1-22.
Alcoholic beverage control licensing, restaurant deliveries. **SF 2374**. Various effective dates; see bill.

FORCIBLE ENTRY AND DETAINER
Mobile homes, additions. **HF 2562**. Effective 7-1-22, with exception of divisions II and IV effective 5-17-22.

FORGERY
Synthetic urine prohibition, drug testing. **HF 283**. Effective 7-1-21.

FOSTER CARE
State child care assistance. **HF 2252**. Effective 7-1-22.
Child advocacy board. **HF 2390**. Effective 7-1-22.
Juvenile justice. **HF 2507**. Various effective dates, see bill.

FRANCHISES
Automobile dealers, plates, fees. **SF 444**. Effective 7-1-21.
Department of revenue policies, sales tax, distributions. **SF 2367**. Various effective dates; see bill.

FRAUD
Taxation, failure to file, pass-through entities, penalties. **SF 608**. Effective 7-1-21.
Peace officers, disciplinary action, public disorder, liability. **SF 342**. Various effective dates; see bill.
Water treatment systems, certification requirements. **SF 2232**. Effective 1-1-23.
Elder abuse, criminal penalties. **SF 522**. Effective 7-1-22.
Fertility fraud, false information to patient. **SF 529**. Effective 7-1-22.

FREEDOM OF SPEECH
Education, free speech. **HF 744**. Effective 7-1-21.
Education, free speech, nondiscrimination. **HF 802**. Effective 7-1-21.

FUEL
Agriculture omnibus. **HF 2581**. Effective 7-1-22.
Renewable fuels. **HF 2128**. Various effective dates; see bill.
Department of revenue policies, sales tax, distributions. SF 2367. Various effective dates; see bill.

FUNERALS
County medical examiner, autopsy expenses. SF 307. Effective 7-1-21.
Insurance omnibus. HF 838. Effective 7-1-21.
Funeral and cemetery services, preneed purchases. HF 2155. Effective 7-1-22.

GAMBLING
Charitable game nights. HF 311. Effective 7-1-21.
Tax omnibus. SF 619. Various effective dates; see bill.
Gaming, accessing cash, sports-related events. HF 2497. Effective 7-1-22, with exception of division V effective 6-17-22.
Justice system appropriations. HF 2559. Effective 7-1-22.

GAMES OF SKILL OR CHANCE
Amusement concessions. HF 785. Effective 7-1-21.

GARBAGE, see also WASTE
Garbage searches, privacy. SF 2296. Effective 7-1-22.

GARNISHMENT

GASOLINE, see also FUEL
Renewable fuels. HF 2128. Various effective dates; see bill.

GENDER ISSUES
Girls' athletics, eligibility. HF 2416. Effective 3-3-22.

GENERAL ASSEMBLY
Academic credit for legislative page program. SF 517. Effective 7-1-21.
Legislative redistricting, second plan. SF 621. Effective 11-4-21.
Reports
Departments and agencies, office space. HF 314. Effective 7-1-21.

GENERAL FUND, see also APPROPRIATIONS
Agriculture and natural resources appropriations. HF 860. Effective 7-1-21.
Comprehensive annual financial report. HF 2126. Effective 7-1-22.

GENETICS
Newborn screening, advisory committee. SF 2345. Effective 7-1-22.

GEOTHERMAL ENERGY
Department of revenue omnibus. SF 366. Various effective dates; see sections 6, 10, 31, and 84 of bill.

GOVERNOR
Administration and regulation appropriations. HF 867. Effective 7-1-21.
Line of succession, constitutional amendment. **HJR 2005**. Effective 7-1-22.
Iowa drug policy advisory council. **HF 2367**. Effective 7-1-22.
District court judicial nominating commission. **HF 2481**. Effective 7-1-22.
Iowa council on homelessness. **HF 2258**. Effective 7-1-22.
Administration and regulation appropriations. **SF 2385**. Various effective dates; see section 32 of bill.

**GOVERNOR'S OFFICE OF DRUG CONTROL POLICY**
Administration and regulation appropriations. **HF 867**. Effective 7-1-21.
Block grants appropriations. **HF 895**. Various effective dates, see bill.
Administration and regulation appropriations. **SF 2385**. Various effective dates; see section 32 of bill.

**GRANTS**
Block grants appropriations. **HF 895**. Various effective dates, see bill.

**GREAT PLACES PROGRAM**
Capitals appropriations. **HF 862**. Various effective dates, see bill.

**GROUNDWATER PROTECTION, see also WATER AND WATERCOURSES**
Groundwater hazard statements upon conveyance. **HF 2343**. Effective 7-1-22.
Ag and natural resources appropriations. **HF 2560**. Effective 7-1-22, with exception of sections 12 and 34 effective 6-17-22.

**GUARDIANS**
Guardian ad litem. **HF 361**. Effective 7-1-21.
Juvenile justice. **HF 2507**. Various effective dates, see bill.

**HAIR**
Practice of threading, licensure. **SF 2119**. Effective 7-1-22.

**HARASSMENT**
911 abuse, civil action. **HF 821**. Effective 7-1-21.
Girls' athletics, eligibility. **HF 2416**. Effective 3-3-22.

**HEALTH**
Health care professionals recruitment program. **HF 196**. Effective 7-1-21.
Direct primary care. **HF 2200**. Effective 5-12-22.
Health care employment agencies. **HF 2521**. Effective 7-1-22.
Electronic delivery of insurance notices, consent. **HF 2330**. Effective 7-1-22.
Physician assistants. **HF 803**. Effective 7-1-22.
Health care facilities, violations. **HF 2172**. Effective 7-1-22.
Health insurance, prior authorization. **HF 2399**. Effective 7-1-22.
Health and human services appropriations. **HF 2578**. Various effective dates, see bill.

**HEARINGS**
Drainage districts, notice of hearings. **SF 353**. Effective 7-1-21.
HEMP
Hemp acreage cap. **HF 2380.** Effective 4-21-22.

HIGHWAYS, see also **ROADS AND HIGHWAYS**
Electric bicycles. **HF 493.** Effective 7-1-21.

HOLDING COMPANIES
Insurance holding company systems, financial reporting. **HF 2217.** Effective 7-1-22.

HOLIDAYS
Designating February 1 as George Washington Carver day. **SF 2380.** Effective 7-1-22.

HOMELAND SECURITY
Justice system appropriations. **HF 861.** Effective 7-1-21.
Flood recovery fund interest. **HF 2515.** Effective 5-2-22.
Justice system appropriations. **HF 2559.** Effective 7-1-22.
Levee study extension. **HF 2517.** Effective 6-13-22.

HOMELESSNESS
Iowa council on homelessness. **HF 2258.** Effective 7-1-22.
Crisis intervention police reports, confidentiality. **SF 513.** Effective 7-1-22.

HOME RULE, see also **COUNTIES**
Rental housing, federal vouchers, prohibiting local regulation. **SF 252.** Effective 4-30-21.

HOME SCHOOLING, see also **PRIVATE INSTRUCTION**
Competent private instruction, attendance days, driver's education. **SF 546.** Effective 7-1-21.

HOMESTEADS
Rent reimbursement. **HF 368.** Effective 4-12-21.
Real estate data confidentiality, military property tax credits. **SF 574.** Effective 7-1-21.
Tax omnibus. **SF 619.** Various effective dates; see bill.

HOMICIDE
Excessive speed, vehicular homicide. **HF 753.** Effective 7-1-21.

HORSES
Wagering, international simultaneous telecast. **HF 513.** Effective 7-1-21.
Racehorse aftercare. **HF 2378.** Effective 7-1-22.
Ag and natural resources appropriations. **HF 2560.** Effective 7-1-22, with exception of sections 12 and 34 effective 6-17-22.

HOSPITALS
Psychiatric bed tracking system workgroup. **SF 524.** Effective 7-1-21.
HOUSING
Rental housing, federal vouchers, prohibiting local regulation. SF 252. Effective 4-30-21.
Private flood insurance. HF 583. Effective 7-1-21.
Tax omnibus. SF 619. Various effective dates; see bill.
Economic development authority, technical changes. SF 2325. Effective 3-23-22.
Cooperative associations, housing. SF 2310. Effective 7-1-22.

HUMAN RIGHTS, DEPARTMENT OF
Court interpreters. HF 707. Effective 7-1-21.
Administration and regulation appropriations. HF 867. Effective 7-1-21.
Block grants appropriations. HF 895. Various effective dates, see bill.
Capitals appropriations. HF 862. Various effective dates, see bill.
Health and human services appropriations. HF 891. Various effective dates, see bill.
Justice system appropriations. HF 861. Effective 7-1-21.
Administration and regulation appropriations. SF 2385. Various effective dates; see section 32 of bill.

HUMAN SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF
Psychiatric bed tracking system workgroup. SF 524. Effective 7-1-21.
Block grants appropriations. HF 895. Various effective dates, see bill.
Capitals appropriations. HF 862. Various effective dates, see bill.
Health and human services appropriations. HF 891. Various effective dates, see bill.
Tax omnibus. SF 619. Various effective dates; see bill.
State child care assistance. HF 2252. Effective 7-1-22.
Child advocacy board. HF 2390. Effective 7-1-22.
Nursing facility reimbursement, release of rate information. HF 2171. Effective 7-1-22.
Child care employees, age. HF 2198. Effective 6-17-22.
Medicaid, preferred drug list. HF 2202. Effective 7-1-22.
Medicaid, psychiatric intensive care unit rates. HF 2546. Effective 7-1-22.
Health and human services appropriations. HF 2578. Various effective dates, see bill.

HUMAN TRAFFICKING
Human trafficking, massage therapy enforcement. HF 452. Effective 7-1-21.

HUNTING
Wounded deer, retrieval by leashed dogs. HF 552. Effective 7-1-21.
Turkey hunting, shotguns. SF 2334. Effective 7-1-22.
Hunting, child accompanying. HF 2209. Effective 7-1-22.
Antlerless deer, population management, semi-automatic rifles. SF 581. Effective 7-1-22.
IDENTIFICATION
Vaccine passports. **HF 889.** Effective 5-20-21.

IGNITION INTERLOCK DEVICES
Ignition interlock devices. **HF 757.** Effective 7-1-21.

INCOME TAX, see also TAXES
Hoover Presidential Library tax credit. **HF 588.** Effective 7-1-21.
Taxation, failure to file, pass-through entities, penalties. **SF 608.** Effective 7-1-21.
Preneed burial trusts, income tax exemption. **HF 367.** Effective 7-1-21.
Tax omnibus. **SF 619.** Various effective dates; see bill.
Income tax reform. **HF 2317.** Effective 1-1-23, with exception of division V effective 1-1-26.
Department of revenue, omnibus. **HF 2552.** Effective 7-1-22, with exception of division I, effective 1-1-25 and section 49 effective 5-2-22.
Department of revenue policies, sales tax, distributions. **SF 2367.** Various effective dates; see bill.

INDIANS, AMERICAN, see also NATIVE AMERICANS
Rent reimbursement. **HF 368.** Effective 4-12-21.

INDIGENT PERSONS, see LOW-INCOME PERSONS

INFANTS, see also CHILDREN
Newborn screening, advisory committee. **SF 2345.** Effective 7-1-22.
Safe haven reform. **HF 2420.** Effective 7-1-22.

INFORMATION, see also RECORDS
Tax-exempt organizations, public disclosure of information. **HF 309.** Effective 7-1-21.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Insurance data security. **HF 719.** Effective 1-1-22.
Broadband, rural Iowa. **HF 848.** Effective 4-28-21.
Autonomous delivery devices. **HF 304.** Effective 7-1-21.

INFRASTRUCTURE
Capitals appropriations. **HF 862.** Various effective dates, see bill.
Tax omnibus. **SF 619.** Various effective dates; see bill.

INHERITANCE TAX
Tax omnibus. **SF 619.** Various effective dates; see bill.
Department of revenue, omnibus. **HF 2552.** Effective 7-1-22, with exception of division I, effective 1-1-25 and section 49 effective 5-2-22.

INJURIES
Motor vehicle accidents, leaving the scene. **HF 524.** Effective 7-1-21.
Workers' compensation, prosthetic devices. **HF 2411.** Effective 7-1-22.
INSPECTIONS
  Workforce omnibus. SF 2383. Effective 7-1-22.

INSPECTIONS AND APPEALS, DEPARTMENT OF
  Amusement concessions. HF 785. Effective 7-1-21.
  Administration and regulation appropriations. HF 867. Effective 7-1-21.
  Health care employment agencies. HF 2521. Effective 7-1-22.
  Health care facilities, violations. HF 2172. Effective 7-1-22.
  Administration and regulation appropriations. SF 2385. Various effective dates; see section 32 of bill.

INSURANCE, see also MEDICAL INSURANCE
  Life insurance, investment of funds. HF 236. Effective 7-1-21.
  Private flood insurance. HF 583. Effective 7-1-21.
  Insurance omnibus. HF 838. Effective 7-1-21.
  Life insurers, foreign investments. SF 2288. Effective 7-1-22.
  Travel insurance. HF 2540. Effective 7-1-22.
  Vehicle title issuance, insurance company. HF 2341. Effective 7-1-22.
  Funeral and cemetery services, preneed purchases. HF 2155. Effective 7-1-22.
  Health insurance, prior authorization. HF 2399. Effective 7-1-22.
  Insurance holding company systems, financial reporting. HF 2217. Effective 7-1-22.
  Workforce omnibus. SF 2383. Effective 7-1-22.

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
  Public entity investments, Israel boycotting prohibition. HF 2373. Effective 7-1-22.

INTERNATIONAL TRADE
  Wagering, international simultaneous telecast. HF 513. Effective 7-1-21.
  Life insurers, foreign investments. SF 2288. Effective 7-1-22.

INTERNET
  In-person instruction during pandemic, parental choice. SF 160. Effective 1-29-21.
  Driver's license, emergency contact information. HF 435. Effective 1-1-22.
  High-volume online sellers, data verification. HF 2401. Effective 1-1-23.
  Controllable electronic records, uniform commercial code. HF 2445. Effective 7-1-22.

INTERPRETERS
  Court interpreters. HF 707. Effective 7-1-21.

INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS
  Advertisements along interstates. SF 548. Effective 7-1-21.
INVENTORY
Land acquisition, inventory report. SF 2323. Effective 7-1-22.

INVESTMENTS
Life insurance, investment of funds. HF 236. Effective 7-1-21.
Tax omnibus. SF 619. Various effective dates; see bill.
Public entity investments, Israel boycotting prohibition. HF 2373. Effective 7-1-22.
Life insurers, foreign investments. SF 2288. Effective 7-1-22.
Veterans trust fund investment policy. HF 2501. Effective 7-1-22.
Insurance holding company systems, financial reporting. HF 2217. Effective 7-1-22.
Banking omnibus. SF 586. Effective 7-1-22.
Statute of limitations, investors. HF 2468. Effective 7-1-22.

IOWA ACCESS NETWORK
Administration and regulation appropriations. HF 867. Effective 7-1-21.

IOWA COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK (ICN)
Iowa communications network, billing services. HF 805. Effective 7-1-21.
Judicial branch appropriations. HF 864. Effective 7-1-21.
Capitals appropriations. HF 862. Various effective dates, see bill.
Judicial branch appropriations. HF 2558. Item vetoed 6-17-22. Effective 7-1-22, with exception of sections 7 and 8, which were vetoed.

IOWA FINANCE AUTHORITY
Health and human services appropriations. HF 891. Various effective dates, see bill.
Tax omnibus. SF 619. Various effective dates; see bill.
Iowa council on homelessness. HF 2258. Effective 7-1-22.
Economic development appropriations. HF 2564. Effective 7-1-22.

IOWA PRODUCTS, see also PREFERENCES
Administration and regulation appropriations. HF 867. Effective 7-1-21.
Agriculture omnibus. HF 2581. Effective 7-1-22.
Administration and regulation appropriations. SF 2385. Various effective dates; see section 32 of bill.

IOWA PUBLIC EMPLOYEES' RETIREMENT SYSTEM
Administration and regulation appropriations. HF 867. Effective 7-1-21.
Income cap, IPERS beneficiaries, school boards. SF 2266. Effective 3-23-22.
Administration and regulation appropriations. SF 2385. Various effective dates; see section 32 of bill.

IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY
Education appropriations. HF 868. Various effective dates, see bill.
Agriculture and natural resources appropriations. HF 860. Effective 7-1-21.
Economic development appropriations. HF 2564. Effective 7-1-22.
Education appropriations. **HF 2575.** Effective 7-1-22, with exception of divisions VI, IX and XI effective 6-17-22.
Ag and natural resources appropriations. **HF 2560.** Effective 7-1-22, with exception of sections 12 and 34 effective 6-17-22.

**ITEM VETOES**
Judicial branch appropriations. **HF 2558.** Item vetoed 6-17-22. Effective 7-1-22, with exception of sections 7 and 8, which were vetoed.

**JAILS, see also CITIES; COUNTIES**
Juvenile defendant in adult court, detention. **SF 357.** Effective 12-18-21.

**JOB CREATION**
Tax omnibus. **SF 619.** Various effective dates; see bill.
Economic development authority, technical changes. **SF 2325.** Effective 3-23-22.

**JOB TRAINING**
Apprenticeship training, contact hours. **HF 559.** Effective 7-1-21.
Apprenticeships, licensing authorities. **SF 424.** Effective 1-1-22.
Education appropriations. **HF 868.** Various effective dates, see bill.
Workforce omnibus. **SF 2383.** Effective 7-1-22.

**JUDGES**
Judicial branch appropriations. **HF 864.** Effective 7-1-21.
Judicial branch appropriations. **HF 2558.** Item vetoed 6-17-22. Effective 7-1-22, with exception of sections 7 and 8, which were vetoed.

**JUDICIAL BRANCH, see also JUSTICE, DEPARTMENT OF**
Judicial branch appropriations. **HF 864.** Effective 7-1-21.
Criminal surcharges, court fees and debt. **SF 367.** Various effective dates; see section 11 of bill.
Judicial branch appropriations. **HF 2558.** Item vetoed 6-17-22. Effective 7-1-22, with exception of sections 7 and 8, which were vetoed.

**JUDICIAL NOMINATING COMMISSIONS**
District court judicial nominating commission. **HF 2481.** Effective 7-1-22.

**JUNK AND JUNKYARDS, see also SALVAGE**
Advertisements along interstates. **SF 548.** Effective 7-1-21.

**JURISDICTION**
Sex offender registry. **HF 201.** Effective 7-1-21.

**JUSTICE, DEPARTMENT OF**
Sexual assault forensic examiner program. **HF 603.** Effective 7-1-21.
Crime victims in sexual abuse cases, evidence kits. **HF 426.** Effective 7-1-21.
Block grants appropriations. **HF 895.** Various effective dates, see bill.
Justice system appropriations. **HF 861.** Effective 7-1-21.
Justice system appropriations. **HF 2559.** Effective 7-1-22.
JUVENILE HOMES
Health and human services appropriations. HF 891. Various effective dates, see bill.

JUVENILE JUSTICE, see also COURTS
Driver's license photo, usage. HF 2123. Effective 5-23-22.
Juvenile justice. HF 2507. Various effective dates, see bill.

KNIVES, see WEAPONS

LABOR
Pizza dough roller operation, employment of minors. SF 2190. Effective 7-1-22.

LABORATORIES
Crime victims in sexual abuse cases, evidence kits. HF 426. Effective 7-1-21.

LAND, see also PROPERTY
Engineering and land surveying examining board, examinations. HF 284. Effective 7-1-21.
County land record information system. HF 527. Effective 7-1-21.
Land records, fees. HF 837. Effective 7-1-21.
Surveyor, definition of measurement. SF 2233. Effective 7-1-22.
Land acquisition, inventory report. SF 2323. Effective 7-1-22.

LANDFILLS
DNR environmental services division, technical. SF 2176. Effective 7-1-22.

LANDLORD AND TENANT LAW
Rental housing, federal vouchers, prohibiting local regulation. SF 252. Effective 4-30-21.
Mobile homes, additions. HF 2562. Effective 7-1-22, with exception of divisions II and IV effective 5-17-22.

LANGUAGE
English learners funding, weighting. HF 605. Effective 4-30-21.
Court interpreters. HF 707. Effective 7-1-21.

LAW ENFORCEMENT, see also PEACE OFFICERS
Abandoned vehicles, notification requirements. SF 232. Effective 7-1-21.
Crime victims in sexual abuse cases, evidence kits. HF 426. Effective 7-1-21.
Peace officers, disciplinary action, public disorder, liability. SF 342. Various effective dates; see bill.
Police officers and fire fighters retirement, privacy. HF 2154. Effective 7-1-22.
Driver's license photo, usage. HF 2123. Effective 5-23-22.
Law enforcement, discipline, exculpatory evidence. HF 2496. Effective 7-1-22.
Iowa Law Enforcement Academy. **HF 2358.** Effective 7-1-22.

**LAW ENFORCEMENT ACADEMY**
Justice system appropriations. **HF 861.** Effective 7-1-21.
Justice system appropriations. **HF 2559.** Effective 7-1-22.

**LAWSUITS**
Decedent litigation. **SF 239.** Effective 7-1-21.

**LEAVES OF ABSENCE**
Organ donation incentive program. **SF 336.** Effective 7-1-21.

**LEGAL ACTIONS, see also COURTS**
Decedent litigation. **SF 239.** Effective 7-1-21.

**LEGISLATIVE DISTRICTS**
Legislative redistricting, second plan. **SF 621.** Effective 11-4-21.

**LEGISLATIVE SERVICES AGENCY**
Departments and agencies, office space. **HF 314.** Effective 7-1-21.

**LEGISLATURE, see also GENERAL ASSEMBLY**
Academic credit for legislative page program. **SF 517.** Effective 7-1-21.

**LIABILITY**
Uniform custodial trust Act. **SF 240.** Effective 7-1-21.
Firearm industry immunity. **HF 621.** Effective 7-1-21.
Agritourism liability protection. **SF 356.** Effective 7-1-21.
Disaster assistance, public liability. **HF 2295.** Effective 7-1-22.
Emergency response vehicles, lights, sirens. **SF 333.** Effective 5-24-22.
Self-administration and storage of albuterol. **HF 771.** Effective 7-1-22.

**LIBRARIES**
Hoover Presidential Library tax credit. **HF 588.** Effective 7-1-21.

**LICENSES AND PERMITS**
Class C liquor control licenses. **HF 384.** Effective 7-1-21.
Youth entrepreneur Act. **HF 313.** Effective 6-16-21.
Lifetime trout stamp for seniors. **HF 234.** Effective 7-1-21.
Autism, definition. **HF 2167.** Effective 7-1-22.
Real estate teams, licenses. **SF 2324.** Effective 7-1-22.
Provisional license for psychology. **HF 2246.** Effective 7-1-22.
Hunting, child accompanying. **HF 2209.** Effective 7-1-22.
Gaming, accessing cash, sports-related events. **HF 2497.** Effective 7-1-22, with exception of division V effective 6-17-22.

**LIENS, see also TAX LIENS**
Mechanic's liens. **HF 561.** Effective 1-1-22.
LIMITATION OF ACTIONS
Veterinary statute of limitations. **HF 746.** Effective 7-1-21.
Sexual exploitation of minor by adult instructor. **SF 562.** Effective 5-12-21.
Statute of limitations, investors. **HF 2468.** Effective 7-1-22.

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANIES
Cooperative associations, housing. **SF 2310.** Effective 7-1-22.

LIVESTOCK
Transporting livestock. **HF 655.** Effective 7-1-21.
Butcher licensing, personal use exception. **SF 2245.** Effective 7-1-22.

LOANS
Regulated loans, service charges. **HF 235.** Effective 7-1-21.
Life insurance, investment of funds. **HF 236.** Effective 7-1-21.
Health care professionals recruitment program. **HF 196.** Effective 7-1-21.
Nonbank lenders, loan origination fee restrictions. **SF 567.** Vetoed 6-16-21.
Teach Iowa scholar fund. **HF 722.** Effective 7-1-21.
Mental health provider loan forgiveness. **HF 2549.** Effective 7-1-22.

LOBBYING
Sales and leases of real estate by public employees. **HF 491.** Effective 7-1-21.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
Rental housing, federal vouchers, prohibiting local regulation. **SF 252.**
Effective 4-30-21.
Natural gas and propane sales, prohibiting local regulation. **HF 555.**
Effective 7-1-21.
Local emergency response districts. **SF 2267.** Effective 7-1-22.
Local emergency management commissions, 911 service boards. **SF 2298.**
Effective 7-1-22.

LOCAL OPTION TAX, see also **TAXES**
Income tax reform. **HF 2317.** Effective 1-1-23, with exception of division V effective 1-1-26.

LOESS HILLS
Agriculture and natural resources appropriations. **HF 860.** Effective 7-1-21.
Ag and natural resources appropriations. **HF 2560.** Effective 7-1-22, with exception of sections 12 and 34 effective 6-17-22.

LONG-TERM CARE
Health and human services appropriations. **HF 891.** Various effective dates, see bill.
Nursing facility reimbursement, release of rate information. **HF 2171.**
Effective 7-1-22.

LOTTERY AUTHORITY
Lottery security. **HF 429.** Effective 7-1-21.
LOW-INCOME PERSONS
Rent reimbursement. **HF 368.** Effective 4-12-21.
Office of state public defender, wrongful conviction division. **HF 2516.** Effective 7-1-22.

MACHINERY
Cranes, annual permit. **HF 2518.** Effective 1-1-23.

MAGISTRATES, see also COURTS
Judicial branch appropriations. **HF 864.** Effective 7-1-21.

MANAGEMENT, DEPARTMENT OF
Administration and regulation appropriations. **HF 867.** Effective 7-1-21.
Administration and regulation appropriations. **SF 2385.** Various effective dates; see section 32 of bill.

MANDATORY REPORTING
Massage therapy, mandatory reporting. **HF 2168.** Effective 7-1-22.

MANUFACTURED HOUSING, see also MOBILE HOMES AND PARKS
Workforce omnibus. **SF 2383.** Effective 7-1-22.

MANUFACTURERS
Firearm industry immunity. **HF 621.** Effective 7-1-21.
Tax omnibus. **SF 619.** Various effective dates; see bill.

MANURE
Animal feeding operation, qualified operations, digesters. **HF 522.** Effective 7-1-21.

MARKETING
High-volume online sellers, data verification. **HF 2401.** Effective 1-1-23.

MASSAGE THERAPISTS
Human trafficking, massage therapy enforcement. **HF 452.** Effective 7-1-21.
Massage therapy, mandatory reporting. **HF 2168.** Effective 7-1-22.

MEAT
Butchery innovation and revitalization. **HF 857.** Effective 7-1-21.
Butcher licensing, personal use exception. **SF 2245.** Effective 7-1-22.
Butchery task force. **HF 2470.** Effective 7-1-22.

MEDICAL ASSISTANCE
Medicaid reimbursement, special education transfers. **SF 260.** Effective 7-1-21.
Medicaid, refunds and offsets. **HF 736.** Effective 7-1-22.
Nursing facility reimbursement, release of rate information. **HF 2171.** Effective 7-1-22.
Medicaid, preferred drug list. **HF 2202.** Effective 7-1-22.
Medicaid, psychiatric intensive care unit rates. **HF 2546.** Effective 7-1-22.
Health and human services appropriations. **HF 2578.** Various effective dates, see bill.

**MEDICAL CARE**
Physician assistants. **HF 803.** Effective 7-1-22.

**MEDICAL EXAMINERS**
County medical examiner, autopsy expenses. **SF 307.** Effective 7-1-21.
Sexual assault forensic examiner program. **HF 603.** Effective 7-1-21.

**MEDICAL INSURANCE**
Pharmacy practice, vaccines. **SF 296.** Effective 7-1-21.
Direct primary care. **HF 2200.** Effective 5-12-22.
Autism, definition. **HF 2167.** Effective 7-1-22.
Electronic delivery of insurance notices, consent. **HF 2330.** Effective 7-1-22.
Health insurance, prior authorization. **HF 2399.** Effective 7-1-22.

**MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS**
Rural Iowa primary care loan repayment program, specialties. **SF 129.** Effective 7-1-21.
Orthodontic treatment. **HF 685.** Effective 7-1-21.
Pharmacy practice. **HF 514.** Effective 7-1-21.
Sexual assault forensic examiner program. **HF 603.** Effective 7-1-21.
Health care professionals recruitment program. **HF 196.** Effective 7-1-21.
Behavior analysts in schools, licensure. **SF 532.** Effective 5-10-21.
Direct primary care. **HF 2200.** Effective 5-12-22.
Autism, definition. **HF 2167.** Effective 7-1-22.
Physician assistants. **HF 803.** Effective 7-1-22.
Persons with disabilities parking permits, physical therapists. **HF 2259.** Effective 7-1-22.
Workforce omnibus. **SF 2383.** Effective 7-1-22.
Occupational therapy licensure compact. **SF 463.** Effective 7-1-22.
Mental health provider loan forgiveness. **HF 2549.** Effective 7-1-22.
Fertility fraud, false information to patient. **SF 529.** Effective 7-1-22.
Self-administration and storage of albuterol. **HF 771.** Effective 7-1-22.

**MENTAL HEALTH**
Behavior analysts in schools, licensure. **SF 532.** Effective 5-10-21.
Psychiatric bed tracking system workgroup. **SF 524.** Effective 7-1-21.
Health and human services appropriations. **HF 891.** Various effective dates, see bill.
Tax omnibus. **SF 619.** Various effective dates; see bill.
Autism, definition. **HF 2167.** Effective 7-1-22.
Physician assistants. **HF 803.** Effective 7-1-22.
Crisis intervention police reports, confidentiality. **SF 513.** Effective 7-1-22.
Mental health provider loan forgiveness. **HF 2549.** Effective 7-1-22.
Health and human services appropriations. **HF 2578.** Various effective dates, see bill.
METALS
Catalytic converters, scrap metal. SF 2287. Effective 7-1-22.

MILITARY FORCES
Coast guard, employment protection. HF 200. Effective 7-1-21.
National guard, leasing of armories. HF 428. Effective 7-1-21.
Junior reserve officers' training corps, physical education. HF 793. Effective 7-1-21.
Real estate data confidentiality, military property tax credits. SF 574. Effective 7-1-21.
Civil air patrol. HF 2300. Effective 7-1-22.
Workforce omnibus. SF 2383. Effective 7-1-22.

MILK

MINORS, see also CHILDREN
Student driver's permit, farm work. SF 231. Effective 7-1-21.
Amusement park operator age. HF 558. Effective 7-1-21.
Sexual exploitation of minor by adult instructor. SF 562. Effective 5-12-21.
Hunting, child accompanying. HF 2209. Effective 7-1-22.
Self-administration and storage of albuterol. HF 771. Effective 7-1-22.

MISDEMEANORS
Disorderly conduct. HF 232. Effective 7-1-21.

MISSOURI RIVER
Missouri river preservation and land use authority, repeal. SF 185. Effective 7-1-21.
DNR environmental services division, technical. SF 2176. Effective 7-1-22.

MOBILE HOMES AND PARKS
Mobile homes, additions. HF 2562. Effective 7-1-22, with exception of divisions II and IV effective 5-17-22.

MORTGAGES
Nonbank lenders, loan origination fee restrictions. SF 567. Vetoed 6-16-21.

MOTOR VEHICLES
Abandoned vehicles, notification requirements. SF 232. Effective 7-1-21.
Chauffeur licenses. HF 389. Effective 7-1-21.
Truck weight, permits, presidential disaster declarations. HF 382. Effective 7-1-21.
Automobile dealers, plates, fees. SF 444. Effective 7-1-21.
Distracted driving, driver's education. **HF 380.** Effective 7-1-21.
Department of revenue omnibus. **SF 366.** Various effective dates; see sections 6, 10, 31, and 84 of bill.
Motor vehicles, blue lights. **HF 654.** Effective 5-10-21.
Competent private instruction, attendance days, driver's education. **SF 546.**
Effective 7-1-21.
Milk haulers. **HF 869.** Effective 1-1-22.
Ignition interlock devices. **HF 757.** Effective 7-1-21.
Motor vehicle accidents, leaving the scene. **HF 524.** Effective 7-1-21.
Vehicle title issuance, insurance company. **HF 2341.** Effective 7-1-22.
Volunteer fire fighters, emergency vehicle operations certificate. **SF 551.**
Effective 7-1-22.
Emergency response vehicles, lights, sirens. **SF 333.** Effective 5-24-22.
Overweight vehicle permits. **SF 2376.** Effective 1-1-23.
Persons with disabilities parking permits, physical therapists. **HF 2259.**
Effective 7-1-22.
Renewable fuels. **HF 2128.** Various effective dates; see bill.
Catalytic converters, scrap metal. **SF 2287.** Effective 7-1-22.

**MUNICIPALITIES, see also CITIES**
Municipal utility boards, removal procedures. **HF 2475.** Effective 5-17-22.

**MURDER**
Dependent adult abuse, death. **SF 450.** Effective 7-1-21.

**MUSIC**

**NATIONAL GUARD, see also MILITARY FORCES**
National guard, leasing of armories. **HF 428.** Effective 7-1-21.
Civil air patrol. **HF 2300.** Effective 7-1-22.

**NATURAL GAS**
Natural gas and propane sales, prohibiting local regulation. **HF 555.**
Effective 7-1-21.

**NATURAL RESOURCE COMMISSION**
Turkey hunting, shotguns. **SF 2334.** Effective 7-1-22.

**NATURAL RESOURCES AND OUTDOOR RECREATION TRUST FUND**
Income tax reform. **HF 2317.** Effective 1-1-23, with exception of division V effective 1-1-26.

**NATURAL RESOURCES, DEPARTMENT OF**
Waste tire collection. **HF 560.** Effective 7-1-21.
Lifetime trout stamp for seniors. **HF 234.** Effective 7-1-21.
Capitals appropriations. **HF 862.** Various effective dates, see bill.
Agriculture and natural resources appropriations. **HF 860.** Effective 7-1-21.
Income tax reform. **HF 2317.** Effective 1-1-23, with exception of division V effective 1-1-26.
DNR environmental services division, technical. **SF 2176.** Effective 7-1-22.
Groundwater hazard statements upon conveyance. **HF 2343.** Effective 7-1-22.
Land acquisition, inventory report. **SF 2323.** Effective 7-1-22.
Antlerless deer, population management, semi-automatic rifles. **SF 581.** Effective 7-1-22.
Lake Manawa and Waubonsie state park fees, annual passes. **SF 2373.** Effective 6-13-22.
Ag and natural resources appropriations. **HF 2560.** Effective 7-1-22, with exception of sections 12 and 34 effective 6-17-22.

**NEWBORNS, see also INFANTS**
Newborn screening, advisory committee. **SF 2345.** Effective 7-1-22.
Safe haven reform. **HF 2420.** Effective 7-1-22.

**NO-CONTACT ORDERS**
Sexual abuse arrest, release. **HF 2079.** Effective 7-1-22.

**NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS**
Nonprofit school organizations, reports. **HF 386.** Effective 7-1-21.
College student aid commission, formation of nonprofit corporation. **SF 261.** Effective 7-1-21.

**NONRESIDENTS**
Taxation, failure to file, pass-through entities, penalties. **SF 608.** Effective 7-1-21.

**NOTIFICATION**
Abandoned vehicles, notification requirements. **SF 232.** Effective 7-1-21.

**NUISANCES**
Public safety nuisance. **HF 2340.** Effective 7-1-22.

**NURSES**
Sexual assault forensic examiner program. **HF 603.** Effective 7-1-21.
Pharmacy practice. **HF 2169.** Effective 7-1-22.

**NURSING FACILITIES, see also LONG-TERM CARE**
Health and human services appropriations. **HF 891.** Various effective dates, see bill.
Nursing facility reimbursement, release of rate information. **HF 2171.** Effective 7-1-22.
Health and human services appropriations. **HF 2578.** Various effective dates, see bill.
### OBSTRUCTING JUSTICE
Death or serious injury, failure to report, failure to assist. **SF 243.** Effective 7-1-21.

### OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
Concussion and brain injuries, school policies, occupational therapists. **SF 466.** Effective 7-1-21. 
Occupational therapy licensure compact. **SF 463.** Effective 7-1-22.

### OMNIBUS BILLS
Firearms omnibus. **HF 756.** Effective 7-1-21. 
Department of agriculture omnibus, farm-to-school program. **SF 578.** 
Effective 7-1-21.

### OPEN ENROLLMENT
Open enrollment equality, school district diversity plans. **HF 228.** Effective 5-10-21. 
Education programs, tax credits, and information. **HF 847.** Various effective dates, see bill.

### OPEN RECORDS AND MEETINGS, see also MEETINGS; RECORDS
Open records copies, reasonable costs. **SF 2322.** Effective 7-1-22.  
Crisis intervention police reports, confidentiality. **SF 513.** Effective 7-1-22.

### OPIOIDS
Heroin penalties. **HF 2462.** Effective 7-1-22. 
First responders, naloxone fund. **HF 2573.** Effective 7-1-22.

### ORGANS
Organ donation incentive program. **SF 336.** Effective 7-1-21.

### PANDEMIC
In-person instruction during pandemic, parental choice. **SF 160.** Effective 1-29-21. 
School board members, income limits during pandemic. **SF 130.** Effective 3-8-21. 
Pharmacy practice, vaccines. **SF 296.** Effective 7-1-21.

### PARENTAL RIGHTS
In-person instruction during pandemic, parental choice. **SF 160.** Effective 1-29-21. 
Adoption, state public defender. **HF 743.** Effective 7-1-21. 
Universal screening at schools, parental consent. **SF 2080.** Effective 7-1-22.

### PARENTS
Competent private instruction, attendance days, driver's education. **SF 546.** Effective 7-1-21. 
Uniform athlete agents Act. **HF 364.** Effective 7-1-22. 
Deaf children, language and literacy development. **HF 604.** Effective 7-1-22.
PARI-MUTUEL WAGERING
Wagering, international simultaneous telecast. **HF 513.** Effective 7-1-21.
Racehorse aftercare. **HF 2378.** Effective 7-1-22.
Ag and natural resources appropriations. **HF 2560.** Effective 7-1-22, with exception of sections 12 and 34 effective 6-17-22.

PAROLE
Department of corrections, Iowa courts information system access. **SF 343.** Effective 7-1-21.
Justice system appropriations. **HF 861.** Effective 7-1-21.
Heroin penalties. **HF 2462.** Effective 7-1-22.
Justice system appropriations. **HF 2559.** Effective 7-1-22.

PARTNERSHIPS
Department of revenue omnibus. **SF 366.** Various effective dates; see sections 6, 10, 31, and 84 of bill.

PEACE OFFICERS
Human trafficking, massage therapy enforcement. **HF 452.** Effective 7-1-21.
Death or serious injury, failure to report, failure to assist. **SF 243.** Effective 7-1-21.
Peace officers, disciplinary action, public disorder, liability. **SF 342.** Various effective dates; see bill.
Garbage searches, privacy. **SF 2296.** Effective 7-1-22.
Crisis intervention police reports, confidentiality. **SF 513.** Effective 7-1-22.
Police officers and fire fighters retirement, privacy. **HF 2154.** Effective 7-1-22.
Motor vehicle enforcement officer duties, sunset. **HF 2345.** Effective 5-23-22.
Law enforcement, discipline, exculpatory evidence. **HF 2496.** Effective 7-1-22.

PEER REVIEW COMMITTEES
Auditor of state. **HF 2489.** Effective 5-23-22.

PESTICIDES
Private pesticide applicators, peer review. **SF 482.** Effective 7-1-21.
Agriculture omnibus. **HF 2581.** Effective 7-1-22.

PETS, see also ANIMALS
Animals retired from research facilities, adoption program. **SF 2260.** Effective 7-1-22.

PHARMACY
Pharmacy practice. **HF 514.** Effective 7-1-21.
Pharmacy practice, vaccines. **SF 296.** Effective 7-1-21.
Controlled substances schedules, prescription monitoring. **HF 2201.** Effective 7-1-22, with exception of division I, effective 5-2-22.
Pharmacy practice. **HF 2169.** Effective 7-1-22.
Pharmacy benefits manager, reimbursement. **HF 2384.** Effective 6-13-22.

**PHOTOGRAPHY**
Uniform civil remedies for unauthorized disclosure of intimate images. **HF 233.** Effective 7-1-21.
Driver's license photo, usage. **HF 2123.** Effective 5-23-22.

**PHYSICAL EDUCATION**
Junior reserve officers' training corps, physical education. **HF 793.** Effective 7-1-21.

**PHYSICAL THERAPY, see also MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS**
Persons with disabilities parking permits, physical therapists. **HF 2259.** Effective 7-1-22.

**PIPELINES**
Utilities division. **HF 693.** Effective 7-1-21.

**PLUMBING**
Workforce omnibus. **SF 2383.** Effective 7-1-22.

**POLICE, see also PEACE OFFICERS**
Iowa drug policy advisory council. **HF 2367.** Effective 7-1-22.

**POLLUTION**
Water treatment systems, certification requirements. **SF 2232.** Effective 1-1-23.

**POPULATION**
County redistricting plans. **HF 2466.** Effective 3-22-22.

**PORNOGRAPHY**
Uniform civil remedies for unauthorized disclosure of intimate images. **HF 233.** Effective 7-1-21.

**POSTAL SERVICE**
Elections, voting periods, absentee ballot drops, delivery. **SF 413.** Effective 3-8-21.

**POSTCONVICTION PROCEDURE**
Discovery of evidence, sexual abuse cases. **HF 2239.** Effective 7-1-22.
Pro se defendants, filing of documents. **HF 2222.** Effective 7-1-22.

**POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION, see also COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES**
Senior year plus proficiency requirements. **HF 308.** Effective 3-8-21.
College student aid commission policy. **HF 644.** Effective 7-1-21.
Schools required to register with college student aid commission. **SF 2130.** Effective 7-1-22.
POULTRY
Butcher licensing, personal use exception. SF 2245. Effective 7-1-22.

PREFERENCES
Administration and regulation appropriations. HF 867. Effective 7-1-21.

PREGNANCY
Nonconsensual termination of human pregnancy. HF 2372. Effective 7-1-22.

PRESCRIPTIONS, see also PHARMACY
Controlled substances schedules, prescription monitoring. HF 2201.
Effective 7-1-22, with exception of division I, effective 5-2-22.

PRESENTENCE INVESTIGATIONS
Department of corrections, Iowa courts information system access. SF 343.
Effective 7-1-21.

PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES
Truck weight, permits, presidential disaster declarations. HF 382. Effective 7-1-21.
Hoover Presidential Library tax credit. HF 588. Effective 7-1-21.

PRIMARY ELECTIONS
Elections omnibus, procedures for constitutional amendments. SF 568.
Various effective dates; see section 54 of bill.

PRIMARY ROAD FUND
Transportation appropriations. SF 592. Effective 7-1-21.
Transportation appropriations. HF 2557. Effective 7-1-22.

PRISONS AND PRISONERS, see also CORRECTIONS, DEPARTMENT OF
Justice system appropriations. HF 2559. Effective 7-1-22.

PRIVACY, see also CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATIONS AND RECORDS
Uniform civil remedies for unauthorized disclosure of intimate images. HF 233. Effective 7-1-21.

PRIVATE INSTRUCTION
Competent private instruction, attendance days, driver's education. SF 546.
Effective 7-1-21.
Standing appropriations. SF 615. Various effective dates; see bill.
Area education agency services at private schools, special education. SF 2197. Effective 7-1-22.

PROBATE CODE, see also COURTS
Probate, contested claims. SF 235. Effective 7-1-21.
Probate fees. HF 711. Effective 1-1-22.

PROFESSIONAL LICENSURE, see also MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS
Architectural exam. **HF 546.** Effective 7-1-21.
Engineering and land surveying examining board, examinations. **HF 284.**
   Effective 7-1-21.
Apprenticeships, licensing authorities. **SF 424.** Effective 1-1-22.
Behavior analysts in schools, licensure. **SF 532.** Effective 5-10-21.
Human trafficking, massage therapy enforcement. **HF 452.** Effective 7-1-21.
Practice of threading, licensure. **SF 2119.** Effective 7-1-22.
Real estate teams, licenses. **SF 2324.** Effective 7-1-22.
Workforce omnibus. **SF 2383.** Effective 7-1-22.
Provisional license for psychology. **HF 2246.** Effective 7-1-22.

**PROPANE GAS**
Natural gas and propane sales, prohibiting local regulation. **HF 555.**
   Effective 7-1-21.

**PROPERTY, see also REAL ESTATE**
Animal operations, unauthorized cameras. **HF 775.** Effective 7-1-21.
Business property tax credit adjustment. **HF 865.** Effective 6-8-21.
Groundwater hazard statements upon conveyance. **HF 2343.** Effective 7-1-22.
Mobile homes, additions. **HF 2562.** Effective 7-1-22, with exception of
divisions II and IV effective 5-17-22.

**PROPERTY TAX**
Multiresidential property tax. **HF 418.** Effective 1-1-22.
Rent reimbursement. **HF 368.** Effective 4-12-21.
Real estate data confidentiality, military property tax credits. **SF 574.**
   Effective 7-1-21.
Tax omnibus. **SF 619.** Various effective dates; see bill.
Department of revenue, omnibus. **HF 2552.** Effective 7-1-22, with exception
of division I, effective 1-1-25 and section 49 effective 5-2-22.
Utility replacement tax, wind energy. **SF 2366.** Effective 5-23-22.

**PROSTHETICS**
Workers' compensation, prosthetic devices. **HF 2411.** Effective 7-1-22.

**PROTECTIVE ORDERS**
Sexual abuse arrest, release. **HF 2079.** Effective 7-1-22.
Domestic abuse, consent decrees. **HF 825.** Effective 7-1-22.

**PSYCHIATRY AND PSYCHOLOGY, see also MENTAL HEALTH**
Psychiatric bed tracking system workgroup. **SF 524.** Effective 7-1-21.
Provisional license for psychology. **HF 2246.** Effective 7-1-22.
Medicaid, psychiatric intensive care unit rates. **HF 2546.** Effective 7-1-22.
Health and human services appropriations. **HF 2578.** Various effective dates,
see bill.
PUBLIC DEFENDERS
Adoption, state public defender. HF 743. Effective 7-1-21.
Standing appropriations. SF 615. Various effective dates; see bill.
Justice system appropriations. HF 861. Effective 7-1-21.
Iowa drug policy advisory council. HF 2367. Effective 7-1-22.
Office of state public defender, wrongful conviction division. HF 2516.
Effective 7-1-22.
Justice system appropriations. HF 2559. Effective 7-1-22.

PUBLIC DEFENSE, DEPARTMENT OF
Capitals appropriations. HF 862. Various effective dates, see bill.
Justice system appropriations. HF 861. Effective 7-1-21.
USS Iowa commissioning, appropriation. HF 2147. Effective 6-13-22.

PUBLIC EMPLOYEES, see also EMPLOYEES, STATE
Sales and leases of real estate by public employees. HF 491. Effective 7-1-21.
Organ donation incentive program. SF 336. Effective 7-1-21.

PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS BOARD
Economic development appropriations. HF 2564. Effective 7-1-22.

PUBLIC HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF
Sexual assault forensic examiner program. HF 603. Effective 7-1-21.
Fluoridation notification. HF 390. Effective 7-1-21.
Block grants appropriations. HF 895. Various effective dates, see bill.
Health and human services appropriations. HF 891. Various effective dates, see bill.
Newborn screening, advisory committee. SF 2345. Effective 7-1-22.
Radon testing, schools. HF 2412. Effective 7-1-22.
Premature infant death certificate, nonviable birth. SF 577. Effective 7-1-22.
First responders, naloxone fund. HF 2573. Effective 7-1-22.
Health and human services appropriations. HF 2578. Various effective dates, see bill.

PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS
Guaranteed maximum price contracts, public improvements. SF 183. Various effective dates; see section 3 of bill.

PUBLIC INFORMATION BOARD
Administration and regulation appropriations. HF 867. Effective 7-1-21.
Administration and regulation appropriations. SF 2385. Various effective dates; see section 32 of bill.

PUBLIC RECORDS, see RECORDS

PUBLIC SAFETY, DEPARTMENT OF
Ignition interlock devices. HF 757. Effective 7-1-21.
Public safety equipment fund. HF 708. Effective 7-1-21.
Death or serious injury, failure to report, failure to assist. SF 243. Effective 7-1-21.
Capitals appropriations. HF 862. Various effective dates, see bill.
Peace officers, disciplinary action, public disorder, liability. SF 342. Various effective dates; see bill.
Justice system appropriations. HF 861. Effective 7-1-21.
Renewable fuels. HF 2128. Various effective dates; see bill.

PUBLIC UTILITIES, see also UTILITIES
Natural gas and propane sales, prohibiting local regulation. HF 555. Effective 7-1-21.
Tax omnibus. SF 619. Various effective dates; see bill.

RACIAL ISSUES
Education, free speech, nondiscrimination. HF 802. Effective 7-1-21.

RACING AND GAMING COMMISSION
Wagering, international simultaneous telecast. HF 513. Effective 7-1-21.
Racehorse aftercare. HF 2378. Effective 7-1-22.
Gaming, accessing cash, sports-related events. HF 2497. Effective 7-1-22, with exception of division V effective 6-17-22.
Administration and regulation appropriations. SF 2385. Various effective dates; see section 32 of bill.

RADON
Radon testing, schools. HF 2412. Effective 7-1-22.

RAPE
Sexual assault forensic examiner program. HF 603. Effective 7-1-21.
Crime victims in sexual abuse cases, evidence kits. HF 426. Effective 7-1-21.
Discovery of evidence, sexual abuse cases. HF 2239. Effective 7-1-22.

REAL ESTATE
Multiresidential property tax. HF 418. Effective 1-1-22.
Sales and leases of real estate by public employees. HF 491. Effective 7-1-21.
Real estate data confidentiality, military property tax credits. SF 574. Effective 7-1-21.
Real estate appraisers, mandatory certification for federally-related transactions. HF 682. Effective 7-1-21.
Business property tax credit adjustment. HF 865. Effective 6-8-21.
Groundwater hazard statements upon conveyance. HF 2343. Effective 7-1-22.
Real estate teams, licenses. SF 2324. Effective 7-1-22.

REAP (RESOURCES ENHANCEMENT AND PROTECTION) FUND
Ag and natural resources appropriations. HF 2560. Effective 7-1-22, with exception of sections 12 and 34 effective 6-17-22.
REBUILD IOWA INFRASTRUCTURE FUND
Capitals appropriations. HF 862. Various effective dates, see bill.
Capitals appropriations. HF 2579. Effective 7-1-22, with exception of sections 15 and 16 effective 6-17-22.

RECORDS, see also OPEN RECORDS AND MEETINGS
Land records, fees. HF 837. Effective 7-1-21.
Open records, copies, reasonable costs. SF 2322. Effective 7-1-22.
Controllable electronic records, uniform commercial code. HF 2445.
Effective 7-1-22.

RECREATION AREAS
Lake Manawa and Waubonsie state park fees, annual passes. SF 2373.
Effective 6-13-22.

RECRUITING
Health care professionals recruitment program. HF 196. Effective 7-1-21.

RECYCLING
Beverage container recycling, consumer deposits, redemption centers. SF 2378. Various effective dates; see section 20 of bill.

REDISTRICTING
Legislative redistricting, second plan. SF 621. Effective 11-4-21.

REGENTS, BOARD OF
College student aid commission policy. HF 644. Effective 7-1-21.
Capitals appropriations. HF 862. Various effective dates, see bill.
Education appropriations. HF 868. Various effective dates, see bill.
Schools required to register with college student aid commission. SF 2130.
Effective 7-1-22.
Guaranteed maximum price contracts, public improvements. SF 183. Various effective dates; see section 3 of bill.
Education appropriations. HF 2575. Effective 7-1-22, with exception of divisions VI, IX and XI effective 6-17-22.

RELIGION
Antisemitism, definition. HF 2220. Effective 7-1-22.

RENEWABLE ENERGY, see also ENERGY
Renewable fuels. HF 2128. Various effective dates; see bill.

RENTAL PROPERTY
Multiresidential property tax. HF 418. Effective 1-1-22.
Rental housing, federal vouchers, prohibiting local regulation. SF 252.
Effective 4-30-21.
Rent reimbursement. HF 368. Effective 4-12-21.
Property ownership, surviving joint tenant. HF 758. Effective 7-1-21.
Tax omnibus. SF 619. Various effective dates; see bill.
Mobile homes, additions. HF 2562. Effective 7-1-22, with exception of divisions II and IV effective 5-17-22.

REPEALS
Missouri river preservation and land use authority, repeal. SF 185. Effective 7-1-21.

REPORTERS
Court reporters, adoption hearings. HF 433. Effective 7-1-21.

RESEARCH
Animals retired from research facilities, adoption program. SF 2260. Effective 7-1-22.

RESIDENCY
Education programs, tax credits, and information. HF 847. Various effective dates, see bill.
City zoning, fireworks, residency requirements. SF 2285. Various effective dates; see section 4 of bill.

RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY, see also HOME OWNERSHIP
Workforce omnibus. SF 2383. Effective 7-1-22.

RESTAURANTS, see also FOOD SERVICE ESTABLISHMENTS
Alcoholic beverage control licensing, restaurant deliveries. SF 2374. Various effective dates; see bill.

RESTITUTION
Criminal surcharges, court fees and debt. SF 367. Various effective dates; see section 11 of bill.

RETAIL
Lottery security. HF 429. Effective 7-1-21.
Renewable fuels. HF 2128. Various effective dates; see bill.
Beverage container recycling, consumer deposits, redemption centers. SF 2378. Various effective dates; see section 20 of bill.
Alcoholic beverage control licensing, restaurant deliveries. SF 2374. Various effective dates; see bill.

RETAIATION
Mobile homes, additions. HF 2562. Effective 7-1-22, with exception of divisions II and IV effective 5-17-22.

RETIREMENT
Income tax reform. HF 2317. Effective 1-1-23, with exception of division V effective 1-1-26.
Income cap, IPERS beneficiaries, school boards. SF 2266. Effective 3-23-22.
Police officers and fire fighters retirement, privacy. HF 2154. Effective 7-1-22.
REVENUE, DEPARTMENT OF
Rent reimbursement. **HF 368.** Effective 4-12-21.
Department of revenue omnibus. **SF 366.** Various effective dates; see sections 6, 10, 31, and 84 of bill.
Administration and regulation appropriations. **HF 867.** Effective 7-1-21.
Taxation, failure to file, pass-through entities, penalties. **SF 608.** Effective 7-1-21.
Criminal surcharges, court fees and debt. **SF 367.** Various effective dates; see section 11 of bill.
Capitals appropriations. **HF 862.** Various effective dates, see bill.
Income tax reform. **HF 2317.** Effective 1-1-23, with exception of division V effective 1-1-26.
Department of revenue, omnibus. **HF 2552.** Effective 7-1-22, with exception of division I, effective 1-1-25 and section 49 effective 5-2-22.
Comprehensive annual financial report. **HF 2126.** Effective 7-1-22.
Administration and regulation appropriations. **SF 2385.** Various effective dates; see section 32 of bill.
Department of revenue policies, sales tax, distributions. **SF 2367.** Various effective dates; see bill.

RIVERS, see also WATER AND WATERCOURSES
Missouri river preservation and land use authority, repeal. **SF 185.** Effective 7-1-21.

ROADS AND HIGHWAYS
Advertisements along interstates. **SF 548.** Effective 7-1-21.
Bridge closures, notification. **SF 234.** Effective 7-1-21.
Electric bicycles. **HF 493.** Effective 7-1-21.
Overweight vehicle permits. **SF 2376.** Effective 1-1-23.
Cranes, annual permit. **HF 2518.** Effective 1-1-23.
All-terrain vehicles, county highways. **HF 2130.** Effective 7-1-22.

ROAD USE TAX FUND
Street finance report. **HF 495.** Effective 7-1-21.
Transportation appropriations. **SF 592.** Effective 7-1-21.
Transportation appropriations. **HF 2557.** Effective 7-1-22.
Administration and regulation appropriations. **SF 2385.** Various effective dates; see section 32 of bill.

RURAL HEALTH CARE
Rural Iowa primary care loan repayment program, specialties. **SF 129.** Effective 7-1-21.

RURAL IMPROVEMENTS
Broadband, rural Iowa. **HF 848.** Effective 4-28-21.
Tax omnibus. **SF 619.** Various effective dates; see bill.
SAFE HAVENS
Safe haven reform. HF 2420. Effective 7-1-22.

SALES, SERVICES, AND USE TAX, see also TAXES
Department of revenue omnibus. SF 366. Various effective dates; see sections 6, 10, 31, and 84 of bill.
Tax omnibus. SF 619. Various effective dates; see bill.
Income tax reform. HF 2317. Effective 1-1-23, with exception of division V effective 1-1-26.
Aircraft, special certificates, sales tax on parts. SF 2370. Various effective dates; see section 6 of bill.
Department of revenue policies, sales tax, distributions. SF 2367. Various effective dates; see bill.

SAVAGE
Catalytic converters, scrap metal. SF 2287. Effective 7-1-22.

SAVE (SECURE AN ADVANCED VISION FOR EDUCATION) FUND
Income tax reform. HF 2317. Effective 1-1-23, with exception of division V effective 1-1-26.

SCHOLARSHIPS
All Iowa opportunity scholarships, suspending participation. SF 285. Effective 7-1-21.
Future ready Iowa last-dollar scholarship. HF 2165. Effective 7-1-22.

SCHOOL DISTRICTS
School board members, income limits during pandemic. SF 130. Effective 3-8-21.
School districts, board duties, local control. SF 289. Effective 7-1-21.
School supplemental funding support. HF 602. Effective 5-10-21.
Income cap, IPERS beneficiaries, school boards. SF 2266. Effective 3-23-22.

SCHOOL FOUNDATION PROGRAM
School supplemental state aid and equity, allowable growth at 2.4%. SF 269. Effective 2-23-21.
Supplemental state aid. HF 2316. Effective 2-17-22.

SCHOOLS
In-person instruction during pandemic, parental choice. SF 160. Effective 1-29-21.
Nonprofit school organizations, reports. HF 386. Effective 7-1-21.
Senior year plus proficiency requirements. HF 308. Effective 3-8-21.
Special education programs, funding. HF 317. Effective 7-1-21.
At-risk children programs, use of funds. HF 315. Effective 7-1-21.
English learners funding, weighting. HF 605. Effective 4-30-21.
Academic credit for legislative page program. **SF 517.** Effective 7-1-21.
Medicaid reimbursement, special education transfers. **SF 260.** Effective 7-1-21.
Concussion and brain injuries, school policies, occupational therapists. **SF 466.** Effective 7-1-21.
Open enrollment equality, school district diversity plans. **HF 228.** Effective 5-10-21.
Behavior analysts in schools, licensure. **SF 532.** Effective 5-10-21.
Substitute teacher credit hours. **HF 675.** Effective 7-1-21.
Teacher professional development, relicensure. **HF 770.** Effective 7-1-21.
Charter school programs. **HF 813.** Effective 7-1-21.
Education, free speech. **HF 744.** Effective 7-1-21.
Education, free speech, nondiscrimination. **HF 802.** Effective 7-1-21.
Education programs, tax credits, and information. **HF 847.** Various effective dates, see bill.
Standing appropriations. **SF 615.** Various effective dates; see bill.
Supplemental state aid. **HF 2316.** Effective 2-17-22.
Girls' athletics, eligibility. **HF 2416.** Effective 3-3-22.
Radon testing, schools. **HF 2412.** Effective 7-1-22.
Area education agency services at private schools, special education. **SF 2197.** Effective 7-1-22.
Universal screening at schools, parental consent. **SF 2080.** Effective 7-1-22.
School vaccination schedule. **HF 2298.** Effective 7-1-22.
Self-administration and storage of albuterol. **HF 771.** Effective 7-1-22.

**SEARCH AND SEIZURE**
Garbage searches, privacy. **SF 2296.** Effective 7-1-22.

**SECRETARY OF STATE**
Elections, voting periods, absentee ballot drops, delivery. **SF 413.** Effective 3-8-21.
Administration and regulation appropriations. **HF 867.** Effective 7-1-21.
Elections omnibus, procedures for constitutional amendments. **SF 568.**
Various effective dates; see section 54 of bill.
Administration and regulation appropriations. **SF 2385.** Various effective dates; see section 32 of bill.

**SECURITIES**
Life insurance, investment of funds. **HF 236.** Effective 7-1-21.
Insurance omnibus. **HF 838.** Effective 7-1-21.

**SECURITY INTERESTS**
Controllable electronic records, uniform commercial code. **HF 2445.**
Effective 7-1-22.

**SENTENCES**
Burglary with sexual abuse, sentence. **HF 231.** Effective 7-1-21.
Heroin penalties. **HF 2462.** Effective 7-1-22.
SEPTIC TANKS
Tax omnibus. SF 619. Various effective dates; see bill.
Septic tank noncompliance, county fines. HF 728. Effective 7-1-22.

SEX OFFENDERS
Child endangerment. HF 710. Effective 7-1-21.
Sex offender registry. HF 201. Effective 7-1-21.
Sex offender registry requirements. SF 2363. Effective 7-1-22.

SEXUAL ABUSE
Burglary with sexual abuse, sentence. HF 231. Effective 7-1-21.
Sexual abuse, second degree, age of child. SF 253. Effective 7-1-21.
Crime victims in sexual abuse cases, evidence kits. HF 426. Effective 7-1-21.
Sexual exploitation of minor by adult instructor. SF 562. Effective 5-12-21.
Sexual abuse arrest, release. HF 2079. Effective 7-1-22.
Discovery of evidence, sexual abuse cases. HF 2239. Effective 7-1-22.
Domestic abuse, consent decrees. HF 825. Effective 7-1-22.
Fertility fraud, false information to patient. SF 529. Effective 7-1-22.

SEXUAL ACTIVITY
Sex act, definition. SF 172. Effective 7-1-21.
Uniform civil remedies for unauthorized disclosure of intimate images. HF 233. Effective 7-1-21.

SEXUAL HARASSMENT
Education, free speech, nondiscrimination. HF 802. Effective 7-1-21.

SHAREHOLDERS
Banking omnibus. SF 586. Effective 7-1-22.

SHERIFFS, see also COUNTIES

SIGN LANGUAGE
Court interpreters. HF 707. Effective 7-1-21.
Deaf children, language and literacy development. HF 604. Effective 7-1-22.

SIGNS, see also ADVERTISING
Advertisements along interstates. SF 548. Effective 7-1-21.

SMALL BUSINESSES

SNOWMOBILES
Ag and natural resources appropriations. HF 2560. Effective 7-1-22, with exception of sections 12 and 34 effective 6-17-22.
SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION
Drainage districts, notice of hearings. SF 353. Effective 7-1-21.
Department of agriculture omnibus, farm-to-school program. SF 578.
Effective 7-1-21.
Agriculture and natural resources appropriations. HF 860. Effective 7-1-21.

SOLAR ENERGY, see also ENERGY
Department of revenue omnibus. SF 366. Various effective dates; see sections 6, 10, 31, and 84 of bill.
Department of revenue policies, sales tax, distributions. SF 2367. Various effective dates; see bill.

SOLID WASTE
DNR environmental services division, technical. SF 2176. Effective 7-1-22.

SPECIAL EDUCATION, see also SCHOOLS
Medicaid reimbursement, special education transfers. SF 260. Effective 7-1-21.
Area education agency services at private schools, special education. SF 2197. Effective 7-1-22.

SPEED LIMITS
Excessive speed, vehicular homicide. HF 753. Effective 7-1-21.

SPORTS
Concussion and brain injuries, school policies, occupational therapists. SF 466. Effective 7-1-21.
Capitals appropriations. HF 862. Various effective dates, see bill.
Girls' athletics, eligibility. HF 2416. Effective 3-3-22.
Gaming, accessing cash, sports-related events. HF 2497. Effective 7-1-22, with exception of division V effective 6-17-22.
Capitals appropriations. HF 2579. Effective 7-1-22, with exception of sections 15 and 16 effective 6-17-22.

SPOUSES

STATE GOVERNMENT
Travel authorization, executive branch employees. SF 314. Effective 7-1-21.
Sales and leases of real estate by public employees. HF 491. Effective 7-1-21.
Departments and agencies, office space. HF 314. Effective 7-1-21.
Administrative rules, corporations. HF 453. Effective 7-1-21.
Antisemitism, definition. HF 2220. Effective 7-1-22.
Renewable fuels. HF 2128. Various effective dates; see bill.

STATE MANDATES
Deaf children, language and literacy development. HF 604. Effective 7-1-22.
STATE PARKS
Lake Manawa and Waubonsie state park fees, annual passes. SF 2373. Effective 6-13-22.
Ag and natural resources appropriations. HF 2560. Effective 7-1-22, with exception of sections 12 and 34 effective 6-17-22.

STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT AND TEACHER QUALITY PROGRAM
Chartar school programs. HF 813. Effective 7-1-21.

STUDENTS, see also SCHOOLS
Senior year plus proficiency requirements. HF 308. Effective 3-8-21.
Chartar school programs. HF 813. Effective 7-1-21.
Universal screening at schools, parental consent. SF 2080. Effective 7-1-22.
Self-administration and storage of albuterol. HF 771. Effective 7-1-22.

SUBSTANCE ABUSE
Department of corrections, Iowa courts information system access. SF 343. Effective 7-1-21.
Iowa drug policy advisory council. HF 2367. Effective 7-1-22.
Crisis intervention police reports, confidentiality. SF 513. Effective 7-1-22.

SUPPLEMENTAL NUTRITION ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (SNAP)
Health and human services appropriations. HF 891. Various effective dates, see bill.

SURCHARGES
Criminal surcharges, court fees and debt. SF 367. Various effective dates; see section 11 of bill.

SURETIES
Forfeiture of bail. HF 424. Effective 7-1-21.

SURVEYORS AND SURVEYING
Surveyor, definition of measurement. SF 2233. Effective 7-1-22.

TASK FORCES
Butchery task force. HF 2470. Effective 7-1-22.

TAX CREDITS
Tax omnibus. SF 619. Various effective dates; see bill.

TAXES
Department of revenue omnibus. SF 366. Various effective dates; see sections 6, 10, 31, and 84 of bill.
Taxation, failure to file, pass-through entities, penalties. SF 608. Effective 7-1-21.
Education programs, tax credits, and information. HF 847. Various effective dates, see bill.
Business property tax credit adjustment. HF 865. Effective 6-8-21.
Tax omnibus. **SF 619.** Various effective dates; see bill.
Income tax reform. **HF 2317.** Effective 1-1-23, with exception of division V effective 1-1-26.
Renewable fuels. **HF 2128.** Various effective dates; see bill.
Department of revenue policies, sales tax, distributions. **SF 2367.** Various effective dates; see bill.

**TEACHERS, see also SCHOOLS**
Substitute teacher credit hours. **HF 675.** Effective 7-1-21.
Teacher professional development, relicensure. **HF 770.** Effective 7-1-21.
Teach Iowa scholar fund. **HF 722.** Effective 7-1-21.
Sexual exploitation of minor by adult instructor. **SF 562.** Effective 5-12-21.

**TECHNOLOGY**
Uniform electronic transactions Act, blockchains, smart contracts. **SF 541.** Effective 1-1-22.
Capitals appropriations. **HF 862.** Various effective dates, see bill.
Digital assets and technology. **HF 2443.** Effective 7-1-22.
Capitals appropriations. **HF 2579.** Effective 7-1-22, with exception of sections 15 and 16 effective 6-17-22.

**TELECOMMUNICATIONS**
Iowa communications network, billing services. **HF 805.** Effective 7-1-21.
Utilities division. **HF 693.** Effective 7-1-21.

**TELEMEDICINE**
Tax omnibus. **SF 619.** Various effective dates; see bill.
Health and human services appropriations. **HF 2578.** Various effective dates, see bill.

**TENANCY, see also RENTAL PROPERTY**
Property ownership, surviving joint tenant. **HF 758.** Effective 7-1-21.

**THEFT, see also IDENTITY THEFT**
Elder abuse, criminal penalties. **SF 522.** Effective 7-1-22.
Catalytic converters, scrap metal. **SF 2287.** Effective 7-1-22.

**THERAPISTS**
Concussion and brain injuries, school policies, occupational therapists. **SF 466.** Effective 7-1-21.
Massage therapy, mandatory reporting. **HF 2168.** Effective 7-1-22.
Occupational therapy licensure compact. **SF 463.** Effective 7-1-22.

**TIRES**
Waste tire collection. **HF 560.** Effective 7-1-21.
TITLES

TORT LIABILITY
Peace officers, disciplinary action, public disorder, liability. SF 342. Various effective dates; see bill.

TOURISM
Capitals appropriations. HF 2579. Effective 7-1-22, with exception of sections 15 and 16 effective 6-17-22.

TRANSPORTATION, DEPARTMENT OF
Street finance report. HF 495. Effective 7-1-21.
Truck weight, permits, presidential disaster declarations. HF 382. Effective 7-1-21.
Driver's license, emergency contact information. HF 435. Effective 1-1-22.
Commercial driver's licenses, testing fees. HF 828. Effective 1-1-22.
Ignition interlock devices. HF 757. Effective 7-1-21.
Transportation appropriations. SF 592. Effective 7-1-21.
Block grants appropriations. HF 895. Various effective dates, see bill.
Capitals appropriations. HF 862. Various effective dates, see bill.
Commercial drivers licensing, third-party testing. SF 2337. Effective 7-1-22.
Airports, site approval requirements. HF 2124. Effective 7-1-22.
Autism, definition. HF 2167. Effective 7-1-22.
Aircraft, special certificates, sales tax on parts. SF 2370. Various effective dates; see section 6 of bill.
Overweight vehicle permits. SF 2376. Effective 1-1-23.
Driver's license photo, usage. HF 2123. Effective 5-23-22.
Persons with disabilities parking permits, physical therapists. HF 2259. Effective 7-1-22.
Motor vehicle enforcement officer duties, sunset. HF 2345. Effective 5-23-22.
Renewable fuels. HF 2128. Various effective dates; see bill.
Transportation appropriations. HF 2557. Effective 7-1-22.

TRAVEL AGENCIES
Travel insurance. HF 2540. Effective 7-1-22.

TREASURER OF STATE
Administration and regulation appropriations. HF 867. Effective 7-1-21.
Veterans trust fund investment policy. HF 2501. Effective 7-1-22.
Administration and regulation appropriations. SF 2385. Various effective dates; see section 32 of bill.
TRESPASSING
Transpoting livestock. **HF 655.** Effective 7-1-21.
Peace oficers, disciplinary action, public disorder, liability. **SF 342.** Various effective dates; see bill.

TRIALS
Pretrial depositions, child victims. **HF 709.** Effective 7-1-21.
Discovery of evidence, sexual abuse cases. **HF 2239.** Effective 7-1-22.

TRUCKS, see also **MOTOR VEHICLES**
Truck weight, permits, presidential disaster declarations. **HF 382.** Effective 7-1-21.
Milk haulers. **HF 869.** Effective 1-1-22.
Overweight vehicle permits. **SF 2376.** Effective 1-1-23.

TRUSTS
Uniform custodial trust Act. **SF 240.** Effective 7-1-21.
Certification of trusts. **SF 173.** Effective 7-1-21.
Achieving a better life experience (ABLE) accounts. **HF 835.** Effective 7-1-21.
Preneed burial trusts, income tax exemption. **HF 367.** Effective 7-1-21.
Probate fees. **HF 711.** Effective 1-1-22.
Trust and estate omnibus. **HF 2484.** Effective 7-1-22.

TUITION, see also **COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES; COMMUNITY COLLEGES**
Tax omnibus. **SF 619.** Various effective dates; see bill.

TURKEYS
Turkey hunting, shotguns. **SF 2334.** Effective 7-1-22.

UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANKS
Ag and natural resources appropriations. **HF 2560.** Effective 7-1-22, with exception of sections 12 and 34 effective 6-17-22.

UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION
COVID-19 vaccination requirements, employment. **HF 902.** Effective 10-29-21.
Economic development authority, technical changes. **SF 2325.** Effective 3-23-22.
Unemployment insurance. **HF 2355.** Effective 7-1-22.

UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE
Peace oficers, disciplinary action, public disorder, liability. **SF 342.** Various effective dates; see bill.
Controllable electronic records, uniform commercial code. **HF 2445.** Effective 7-1-22.

UNIVERSITY OF IOWA, see also **COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES**
Education appropriations. **HF 868.** Various effective dates, see bill.
Agriculture and natural resources appropriations. **HF 860.** Effective 7-1-21.
Economic development appropriations. **HF 2564.** Effective 7-1-22.
Education appropriations. **HF 2575.** Effective 7-1-22, with exception of divisions VI, IX and XI effective 6-17-22.
Health and human services appropriations. **HF 2578.** Various effective dates, see bill.

**UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN IOWA**
Education appropriations. **HF 868.** Various effective dates, see bill.
Economic development appropriations. **HF 2564.** Effective 7-1-22.
Education appropriations. **HF 2575.** Effective 7-1-22, with exception of divisions VI, IX and XI effective 6-17-22.

**URBAN RENEWAL**
Multiresidential property tax. **HF 418.** Effective 1-1-22.
Tax omnibus. **SF 619.** Various effective dates; see bill.

**UTILITIES**
Natural gas and propane sales, prohibiting local regulation. **HF 555.**
Effective 7-1-21.
Utilities division. **HF 693.** Effective 7-1-21.
Tax omnibus. **SF 619.** Various effective dates; see bill.
Utility replacement tax, wind energy. **SF 2366.** Effective 5-23-22.
Municipal utility boards, removal procedures. **HF 2475.** Effective 5-17-22.
Mobile homes, additions. **HF 2562.** Effective 7-1-22, with exception of divisions II and IV effective 5-17-22.

**VACCINATIONS**
Pharmacy practice, vaccines. **SF 296.** Effective 7-1-21.
Vaccine passports. **HF 889.** Effective 5-20-21.
COVID-19 vaccination requirements, employment. **HF 902.** Effective 10-29-21.
School vaccination schedule. **HF 2298.** Effective 7-1-22.
Pharmacy practice. **HF 2169.** Effective 7-1-22.

**VEHICULAR MANSLAUGHTER**
Excessive speed, vehicular homicide. **HF 753.** Effective 7-1-21.

**VETERANS**
Veterans trust fund investment policy. **HF 2501.** Effective 7-1-22.
Workforce omnibus. **SF 2383.** Effective 7-1-22.

**VETERANS AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF**
Health and human services appropriations. **HF 891.** Various effective dates, see bill.
Health and human services appropriations. **HF 2578.** Various effective dates, see bill.
VETERINARY MEDICINE
Veterinary statute of limitations. **HF 746.** Effective 7-1-21.
Department of agriculture omnibus, farm-to-school program. **SF 578.** Effective 7-1-21.
Agriculture and natural resources appropriations. **HF 860.** Effective 7-1-21.
Ag and natural resources appropriations. **HF 2560.** Effective 7-1-22, with exception of sections 12 and 34 effective 6-17-22.

VETOES
Nonbank lenders, loan origination fee restrictions. **SF 567.** Vetoed 6-16-21.
Paraeducators as substitutes. **HF 2493.** Vetoed 6-17-22.

VICTIM RIGHTS
Sexual assault forensic examiner program. **HF 603.** Effective 7-1-21.
Crime victims in sexual abuse cases, evidence kits. **HF 426.** Effective 7-1-21.
Peace officers, disciplinary action, public disorder, liability. **SF 342.** Various effective dates; see bill.
Sex offender registry requirements. **SF 2363.** Effective 7-1-22.

VITAL STATISTICS, see also RECORDS
Adult adoptee access to birth certificates. **HF 855.** Effective 7-1-21.
Premature infant death certificate, nonviable birth. **SF 577.** Effective 7-1-22.

VOTING, see also ELECTIONS
Elections, voting periods, absentee ballot drops, delivery. **SF 413.** Effective 3-8-21.

WASTE, see also SOLID WASTE
Waste tire collection. **HF 560.** Effective 7-1-21.

WATER AND WATERCOURSES
Fluoridation notification. **HF 390.** Effective 7-1-21.
Missouri river preservation and land use authority, repeal. **SF 185.** Effective 7-1-21.
Flood mitigation, essential county purpose. **HF 523.** Effective 7-1-21.
Agriculture and natural resources appropriations. **HF 860.** Effective 7-1-21.
Water treatment systems, certification requirements. **SF 2232.** Effective 1-1-23.
Lake Manawa and Waubonsie state park fees, annual passes. **SF 2373.** Effective 6-13-22.
Ag and natural resources appropriations. **HF 2560.** Effective 7-1-22, with exception of sections 12 and 34 effective 6-17-22.

WEAPONS
Right to keep and bear arms, constitutional amendment. **SJR 7.** Effective 7-1-21.
Firearm industry immunity. **HF 621.** Effective 7-1-21.
WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
   Department of agriculture omnibus, farm-to-school program. **SF 578.**
   Effective 7-1-21.

WILDLIFE
   Wounded deer, retrieval by leashed dogs. **HF 552.** Effective 7-1-21.
   Antlerless deer, population management, semi-automatic rifles. **SF 581.**
   Effective 7-1-22.

WIND ENERGY
   Utility replacement tax, wind energy. **SF 2366.** Effective 5-23-22.

WITNESSES
   Guardian ad litem. **HF 361.** Effective 7-1-21.

WORKERS' COMPENSATION
   Workers' compensation, prosthetic devices. **HF 2411.** Effective 7-1-22.

WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT
   Unemployment insurance. **HF 2355.** Effective 7-1-22.
   Workforce omnibus. **SF 2383.** Effective 7-1-22.
   Economic development appropriations. **HF 2564.** Effective 7-1-22.

WORLD FOOD PRIZE
   Economic development appropriations. **HF 2564.** Effective 7-1-22.

YOUTHS, see also **MINORS**
   Youth entrepreneur Act. **HF 313.** Effective 6-16-21.

ZONES AND ZONING
   City zoning, fireworks, residency requirements. **SF 2285.** Various effective
dates; see section 4 of bill.